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ABSTRACT IN ENGLISH 

Occitan and French are two Gallo-Romance languages that have been in a 

diglossic situation in Southern France for centuries. Couched in an 

Autosegmental-Metrical framework, the present thesis analyzes the prosody 

of Occitan-French bilinguals in their two languages, as compared to that of 

Northern French monolinguals or bilinguals whose Occitan is in contact with 

other languages (with Piedmontese and Italian, punctually with Catalan and 

Spanish). The contribution of this thesis is twofold: on the one hand, it 

provides the first description of the prosodic system of Occitan, which was 

an urgent task to complete, since native speakers are becoming rare; on the 

other hand, it shows how language contact has led Occitan and Southern 

French to converge into an intermediate prosodic system between 

Northern (standard) French and the other Romance languages like Catalan, 

Spanish or Italian. The data analyzed for this thesis are of two types: 

intonation questionnaires including 29 situations and fable summaries 

produced after listening to a recording in the target variety. We analyzed 

the intonation questionnaires of 81 Northern French speakers, 70 Southern 

French speakers and 58 Occitan speakers to compare the intonational 

phonology of these varieties and give a first approximation to intonational 

dialectal variation in Occitan. Our model for the interplay of phrasing and 

metrical structure was refined thanks to the observation of 62 fable 

summaries and 15 summaries were then selected for a cross-linguistic 

acoustic analysis. 

As far as intonational phonology is concerned, Occitan appears to 

align with the dominant language with which it is in contact. While the 

particular contours of Occitan for statements of the obvious and vocatives 
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have been transferred to Southern French, very few divergences have been 

observed in other sentence types in France. By contrast, the Occitan 

dialects spoken outside of France present some different intonational 

patterns, which align with Catalan and Spanish in the case of Aranese 

Occitan, and with Italian and Piedmontese in the case of Cisalpine Occitan. 

In respect to prosodic phrasing and metrical structure, quantitative 

analyses of the data show that Occitan has adopted the Accentual Phrase 

(AP) of French as a domain for pitch accent distribution: in both Occitan and 

French, the syllable that receives phrasal stress, at most one syllable away 

from the right edge of the AP, is obligatorily marked by an increase in F0 (in 

prenuclear position), intensity and duration; an AP-initial pitch rise may be 

associated with secondary stress on the first syllable of the leftmost lexical 

word in the AP. However, the internal organization of the Accentual Phrase 

(AP) is different in Northern French and in the southern varieties. In 

Northern French, word stress was completely lost: primary stress is 

assigned post-lexically to the rightmost full syllable in the AP and AP-

internal words show no prominence at all. By contrast, in Occitan and 

Southern French, AP-internal words may display pitch movements, aligned 

with the syllable that bears word stress in Occitan and with the last full 

syllable of the word in Southern French. These results highlight the status of 

Occitan and Southern French as a bridge prosodic system within the 

Romance languages, presenting the metrical system typical of languages 

such as Catalan, Spanish, or Italian, but in which the adoption of the 

Northern French AP as domain for pitch accent distribution has somewhat 

weakened word stress, since its acoustic marking is optional inside APs. 
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As a conclusion, the intonational phonology of Occitan tends to align 

with the dominant language. By contrast, we hypothesize that historically, 

while word stress was lost in Northern French, the metrical structure of 

Occitan was transferred to Southern French, retaining the general Romance 

organization in syllables, feet and prosodic words. 
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DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Im Süden Frankreichs befinden sich die galloromanischen Sprachen 

Okzitanisch und Französisch seit Jahrhunderten in einer Diglossiesituation. 

Im Rahmen des autosegmental-metrischen Modells ist es das Ziel der 

vorliegenden Arbeit, die prosodischen Strukturen bilingualer Okzitanisch-

Französisch-Sprecher in ihren beiden Sprachen zu analysieren und mit 

denen monolingualer Sprecher des Nordfranzösischen sowie bilingualer 

Okzitanischsprecher aus anderen Sprachkontaktkonstellationen – 

Okzitanisch mit Piemontesisch und Italienisch bzw. Okzitanisch mit 

Katalanisch und Spanisch – zu vergleichen. Der Beitrag der Dissertation 

besteht in zwei wesentlichen Aspekten: Zum einen liefert sie die erste 

umfassende Beschreibung des prosodischen Systems des Okzitanischen – 

ein durchaus dringliches Anliegen, da die Zahl okzitanischer Muttersprachler 

stetig abnimmt. Zum anderen zeigt sie, wie der Sprachkontakt zwischen 

Okzitanisch und Südfranzösisch zu einer Angleichung der prosodischen 

Strukturen geführt hat, so dass diese beiden Varietäten heute ein 

Übergangssystem zwischen standardnahem Nordfranzösisch auf der einen 

und südromanischen Sprachen wie Katalanisch, Spanisch und Italienisch auf 

der anderen Seite bilden. 

Die hierfür analysierten Daten stammen aus zwei Quellen: zum einen 

aus Aufnahmen, mit denen die Intonation in 29 verschiedenen Situationen 

erhoben wurde; zum anderen aus Zusammenfassungen der Fabel vom 

Nordwind und der Sonne, die den Probanden in einer zielsprachlichen 

Audioversion präsentiert wurde. Zur Ermittlung der Intonationsphonologie 

wurden die Situationsaufnahmen von 81 Sprechern des Nordfranzösischen, 

70 Sprechern des Südfranzösischen und 58 Okzitanischsprechern 
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ausgewertet; letztere erlauben auch eine erste Annäherung an die dialektale 

Variation von Intonationsmustern im Okzitanischen. Auf der Grundlage der 

Fabelzusammenfassungen war eine genauere Modellierung des 

Zusammenwirkens von Phrasierung und metrischer Struktur möglich. 15 

Zusammenfassungen dienten darüber hinaus für eine sprachübergreifende 

akustische Analyse. 

Im Hinblick auf die Intonationsphonologie scheint sich das 

Okzitanische an die dominierende Kontaktsprache anzupassen. Zwar sind 

die spezifischen okzitanischen Konturen zum Ausdruck von 

Selbstverständlichem und für Vokative ins Südfranzösische übernommen 

worden, doch für andere Satztypen lassen sich innerhalb Frankreichs nur 

geringe Abweichungen ausmachen. Im Gegensatz dazu weisen die 

okzitanischen Dialekte, die außerhalb Frankreichs gesprochen werden, 

unterschiedliche Intonationsmuster auf, die beim Okzitanischen im Val 

d’Aran mit dem Katalanischen und dem Spanischen einhergehen, beim 

Okzitanischen in den italienischen Alpentälern mit dem Italienischen und 

dem Piemontesischen. 

Was prosodische Phrasierung und metrische Struktur betrifft, so zeigt 

die quantitative Analyse der Daten, dass das Okzitanische die Akzentphrase 

(AP) des Französischen als Domäne für die Zuweisung von 

Tonhöhenakzenten übernommen hat: Sowohl im Okzitanischen als auch im 

Französischen ist die Silbe, die den Phrasenakzent erhält, maximal eine Silbe 

vom rechten Rand der AP entfernt, und sie wird (in pränuklearer Position) 

stets durch einen Anstieg der Grundfrequenz, der Intensität und der Dauer 

gekennzeichnet. Daneben kann ein AP-initialer Tonhöhenanstieg auf der 

ersten Silbe des ersten lexikalischen Wortes innerhalb der AP einen 
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Nebenakzent anzeigen. Der interne Aufbau der Akzentphrase (AP) ist im 

Nordfranzösischen und in den südlichen Varietäten jedoch nicht identisch. 

Während im Nordfranzösischen der Wortakzent vollständig verloren 

gegangen ist und nur die letzte volle Silbe der AP postlexikalisch 

akzentuiert wird, können im Okzitanischen und Südfranzösischen auch AP-

interne Wörter Tonhöhenbewegungen aufweisen. Im Okzitanischen fallen 

diese mit der den Wortakzent tragenden Silbe zusammen, im 

Südfranzösischen treffen sie die letzte volle Silbe eines Wortes. Diese 

Aspekte machen deutlich, dass Okzitanisch und Südfranzösisch innerhalb 

der romanischen Sprachlandschaft ein Übergangssystem bilden, das seine 

metrischen Strukturen mit dem Katalanischen, Spanischen und Italienischen 

teilt. Allerdings ist der Wortakzent mit der Übernahme der 

nordfranzösischen AP als Domäne für die Zuweisung des Tonhöhenakzents 

deutlich abgeschwächt worden; seine akustische Markierung  innerhalb der 

AP ist heute optional. 

Zusammenfassend ist festzuhalten, dass sich die 

Intonationsphonologie des Okzitanischen an der dominierenden Sprache 

ausrichtet. Was die metrische Struktur betrifft, lässt sich dagegen aus 

historischer Perspektive die Hypothese aufstellen, dass sie vom 

Okzitanischen auf das Südfranzösische übertragen wurde, das damit – wenn 

auch mit abgeschwächtem Wortakzent – die allgemein romanische 

Organisation in Silben, Füße und prosodische Wörter fortführt. 
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RESUM EN CATALÀ 

 

L’occità i el francès són dues llengües gal·loromàniques que fa segles que 

estan en una situació de diglòssia al Sud de França. Emmarcant-se en el 

model Mètric-Autosegmental, aquesta tesi analitza la prosòdia de bilingües 

occità-francès en les seves dues llengües, comparada amb la de 

monolingües en francès septentrional, o de bilingües l’occità del quals és en 

contacte amb d’altres llengües (amb el piemontès i l’italià, puntualment amb 

el català i l’espanyol). La contribució d’aquesta tesi és doble: d’una banda, 

aporta la primera descripció del sistema prosòdic de l’occità, la qual tasca 

era urgent de dur a terme, ja que els parlants nadius van escassejant cada 

vegada més; d’altra banda, demostra com el contacte de llengües ha dut 

l’occità i el francès meridional a convergir cap a un sistema prosòdic 

intermedi entre el del francès septentrional (estàndard) i el de les altres 

llengües romàniques com ara el català, l’espanyol o l’italià. Les dades 

analitzades per a aquesta tesi són de dos tipus: uns qüestionaris 

d’entonació que inclouen 29 situacions i uns resums d’una faula, produïts 

després d’haver-ne escoltat un enregistrament en la pròpia varietat. Hem 

analitzat els qüestionaris d’entonació de 81 parlants de francès 

septentrional, de 70 de francès meridional i de 58 d’occità per tal de 

comparar la fonologia entonativa d’aquestes varietats i oferir una primera 

aproximació a la variació dialectal entonativa en occità. El nostre model per 

a la interacció entre agrupació prosòdica i estructura mètrica va ser refinat 

gràcies a l’examinació de 62 resums de faula i, a continuació, 15 resums van 

ser seleccionats per a efectuar una anàlisi acústica entre llengües. 
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Pel que fa a la fonologia entonativa, l’occità sembla acompassar-se 

amb la llengua dominant amb la qual està en contacte. Mentre que els 

contorns particulars de l’occità per a les declaratives d’obvietat i els 

vocatius s’han transferit al francès meridional, s’han observat molt poques 

divergències en altres tipus d’oracions dins de França. En canvi, els 

dialectes occitans que es parlen fora de França presenten alguns patrons 

entonatius diferents, que s’alineen amb el català i l’espanyol en el cas de 

l’occità aranès, i amb l’italià i el Piemontès en el cas de l’occità cisalpí. 

Respecte de l’agrupació prosòdica i l’estructura mètrica, l’anàlisi 

quantitativa de les dades mostra que l’occità ha adoptat el Grup Accentual 

(AP, per “Accentual Phrase”) del francès com a domini per a la distribució 

dels accents tonals: tant en occità com en francès, la síl·laba que rep 

l’accent de grup, com a molt a una síl·laba de distància del límit dret de 

l’AP, és obligatòriament marcada per un augment d’F0 (en posició 

prenuclear), d’intensitat i de durada; una pujada de to inicial d’AP pot 

associar-se a un accent secundari en la primera síl·laba del mot lèxic més a 

l’esquerra dins de l’AP. Tot i això, l’organització interna de l’AP és diferent 

en francès septentrional i en les varietats meridionals. En francès del Nord, 

l’accent de mot es va perdre del tot: l’accent primari s’assigna de manera 

postlèxica a la darrera síl·laba plena de l’AP, i els mots a l’interior de l’AP no 

presenten cap mena de prominència. En canvi, en occità i en francès 

meridional, els mots a l’interior de l’AP poden presentar moviments tonals, 

alineats amb la síl·laba que porta l’accent de mot en occità i amb la darrera 

síl·laba plena de la paraula en francès meridional. Aquests resultats 

subratllen l’estatus de l’occità i del francès meridional com a sistema 

prosòdic que fa de pont entre les llengües romàniques, en presentar el 

sistema mètrica típic de llengües com el català, l’espanyol o l’italià, però en 
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el qual l’adopció de l’AP del francès septentrional com a domini per a la 

distribució dels accents tonal ha en certa manera afeblit l’accent de mot, ja 

que marcar-lo acústicament dins de l’AP és optatiu. 

Per concloure, la fonologia entonativa de l’occità tendeix a alinear-se 

amb la llengua dominant. En canvi, emetem la hipòtesi que històricament, 

mentre que l’accent de mot es va perdre en francès septentrional, 

l’estructura mètrica de l’occità es va transferir al francès meridional, 

mantenint l’organització romànica general en síl·labes, peus i mots 

prosòdics. 
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IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI projects at the University of Osnabrück, especially Carolin 

Buthke, but also the student assistants Henning Peppel, Svenja Langkeit, 

Miriam Patzelt, Laura Strohkorb and Franziska Stuntebeck, the achievement 

of this thesis would not have been possible. Claudia Polkau deserves a 

particular thank, if not a monument, for all the practical and emotional help 
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Barcelona, then at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, as well as those of the 

Centre de Lingüística Teòrica of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. In 

alphabetic order: Víctor Acedo, Meghan Armstrong, Joan Borràs Comes — 

who deserves a special thank for having elaborated the maps included in 

this thesis —, Teresa Cabré, Verònica Crespo Sendra, Núria Esteve Gibert, 

Elías Gallardo, Santiago González Fuente, Yurena María Gutiérrez-González, 

María Ohannesian, Alfonso Igualada Pérez, Paolo Roseano, Jill Thorson, 

Francesc Josep Torres Tamarit, Maria del Mar Vanrell Bosch. Gràcies, Titis! 

I should of course mention all the people who participated in the 

surveys and those who helped us in finding informants, but if I start listing 

them, I may have retired before I deposit this thesis… I am sure they will 

recognize themselves. Many thanks to them all. 

I dedicate a special thought to all those people who accompanied 

me, in Moissida, in Tolosa, and elsewhere, in my process of adopting the 

Occitan language and culture as my own, and to all of these who make them 

live and grow — on the field, where it is most needed, and on the Internet, 

enabling me to stay in touch with this part of me. I cannot cite you all, of 

course, but I know you know who you are. Un enòrme mercés a totas e 

totes. 

I would like to express my gratitude to Chantal Lyche, Jacques 

Durand and Bernard Laks for granting young — and not so young! —
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researchers the opportunity to present their work and share enjoyable 

moments in the frame of the project Phonologie du Français Contemporain, 

in meetings that are always enriching both scientifically and personally. 

These meetings are the occasion of coming together again with other 

researchers who became friends like Mathieu Avanzi, Guri Bordal, Philippe 

Boula de Mareüil, Philippe Martin, Julie Peuvergne, Fabián Santiago Vargas 

and Sandra Schwab — without whom I would not have managed to become 

autonomous dealing with statistics. Thanks to all of them for the interesting 

discussions, for the good times, and for the support when it was needed! 

A big thank also goes to Lénaïck Bidan, for her hospitality and 

friendship, without which all the work realized in Osnabrück would have 

been much more difficult. And thanks to all the Osnabrücker who brought 

joy in my — few — moments of leisure this year. Herzlichen Dank an 

Alejandro, Andrea, Charlie, Cristina, Jan, Manuela, Melanie, Pablo, Patrizia, 

Ogu, Sylvain und an alle Mitglieder des spanischen Stammtisch. 

I am convinced I am forgetting people who deserve to be 

acknowledged, and that I will think of them when this thesis is printed…  

A special thought goes to Àurea Millan Vallejo, who lived this *labor* 

with a remarkable patience at my side. Gràcies per ser-hi sempre. 

And last but not least, I want to dedicate this thesis to my parents. To 

my father, Jean-Marie Sichel, who knows which kind of work the task of 

writing is, and especially to my mother, Lucienne Bazin, who suffered it in 

her own flesh and had to wait almost 34 long years to receive at last the 

“ça-y-est!-j’ai-mis-le-point-final!”-call. Without you I would not have got 

here. Merci. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

Occitan and French are two Gallo-Romance languages, derived from the 

evolution of Vulgar Latin as spoken in the territories corresponding 

approximately to present-days Southern and Northern France. Occitan had 

its golden age in the Middle Ages, when its literature was flourishing with 

the Lyric of the Troubadours, but also with many scientific productions. Its 

influence as a language of culture covered all the North of the 

Mediterranean countries. After the 13th Century, it started to decline, while 

French was raising. Around the 15th century, most Occitan-speaking 

territories had fallen under the domination of the French crown, and French 

started to become the language of the elites. When French was imposed as 

unique official language, the dismemberment of the Occitan unified scripta 

had already started, but it accelerated, accompanied by the loss of the 

language unity and the dialectalization of the language. However, the 

population remained faithful to the local language and monolingualism in 

Occitan was the rule.  

With the French Revolution, French subjects became citizens, and the 

door to social upward mobility was open. The knowledge of the French 

language, which had been the privilege of a few until then, was felt as a 

symbol of power and progress that was at last within the folk’s grasp. In the 

19th century, the introduction of compulsory military conscription, first, and 

later, obligatory schooling, favored the diffusion of French in the 

population. While Occitan was still the main language in use in Southern 
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France in the first half of the 20th century, the repressive policy at school, 

relayed by intense peer pressure, led the population to stop transmitting 

the language to their children; the first generation of French native speaker 

arose, first in the cities, then in towns, followed by the countryside. 

However, the French that the parents transmitted to their children was a 

second language, imperfectly learnt at school. Such an abrupt language-

shift is likely to involve an important amount of transfers from the native 

language. The varieties of French that emerged in the Occitan-speaking 

territories, which can be grouped together under the denomination of 

Southern French, show the imprint of the Occitan substratum. The influence 

is noticeable in all areas of language, but perhaps most strikingly in the 

phonetics and phonology.  

Nowadays, there are no Occitan monolinguals left and the language 

is highly threatened. The immense majority of the Occitan-speaking 

territory is in France, where French is the only official language. Albeit their 

recent development, policies in favor of the revitalization of Occitan are still 

paltry, and rejection and even attacks against regional languages continue. 

Occitan is also spoken in the Aran Valley in Catalonia (Spain), where it is a 

co-official language together with Catalan and Spanish, and in a dozen of 

Alpine valleys, the Valadas Occitanas, in the region of Piedmont in Italy, 

where it is protected by law. However, there too it is declining at a worrying 

pace. 

Occitan constitutes a bridge language between Ibero-Romance, Italo-

Romance and French, which makes it a keystone in the understanding of the 

Romance family as a whole. However, it has been the object of little work in 

linguistics. As far as prosody is concerned, the lack of studies is even more 
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patent. Since the language is highly endangered and most native speakers 

are seniors, the description of Occitan prosody is an urgent task. Prosody 

may be understood as the set of suprasegmental phenomena involving 

variations in pitch, duration, intensity and voice quality during the speech 

act. It is organized in different modules, which encompass phrasing — that 

is, the arrangement of speech in more or less autonomous constituents —, 

metrical structure — which organizes stress and prominence patterns —, 

and intonation — responsible for the pitch contours of utterances, which are 

used to express semantic-pragmatic meaning. One of the contributions of 

this thesis is to provide a comprehensive account for Occitan prosody, 

which may help to shed light on the particular stand of French within 

Romance. 

Besides, the language contact situation in Southern France makes it 

an interesting laboratory for research. In Occitan, word stress may fall on 

the last or the penultimate syllable and its position may convey lexical 

contrasts. On the contrary, Northern French is said to have lost its word 

stress in favor of a phrase-final prominence. Since Occitan and French 

present different prosodic characteristics, contact may have led to prosodic 

transfers. This is precisely what this thesis aims at investigating. By 

comparing the prosody of Occitan, Southern and Northern French, we point 

out similarities and differences between varieties that indicate instances of 

transfers in both directions: borrowings from French into Occitan, and shift-

induced transfers from Occitan into Southern French, which make this 

variety distinct from Northern French. 

In order to investigate the prosodic systems of the varieties in 

contact, this thesis rests upon an empirical comparative corpus study on 
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semi-spontaneous speech. For this purpose, we used data from two 

corpora. On the one hand, the corpora of the research project Intonation im 

Sprachkontakt: Okzitanisch und Französisch (IntOcFr) and its follow-up 

project Intonation und Rhythmus im Sprachkontakt: Okzitanisch —

Französisch — Italienisch (IRiSk:OFI) were specially designed for the study 

of Occitan and French (and Italian) prosody in contact. The IntOcFr sub-

corpus contains data in Occitan and Southern French in contact from La 

Cauna / Lacaune (F-81), in Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (F-31), 

where Occitan is (almost) not spoken anymore, and in Northern French from 

Orléans (F-45) and Lille (F-59), as a control group. The IRiSk:OFI sub-corpus 

includes data from both sides of the Italian-French border in the Alps, in 

Occitan and Southern French in contact, and in Occitan, Italian and 

Piedmontese in contact. On the other hand, the Atlàs interactiu de 

l’intonacion de l’occitan (Prieto, Sichel-Bazin, and Meisenburg 2007-, 

henceforth AIIO) provides data obtained with the same methodology — 

and thus, comparable — in all dialects of Occitan. 

The study of intonational phonology is made possible by intonation 

questionnaires based on the Discourse Completion Tasks methodology: 

speakers were prompted to react as naturally as possible to controlled 

situations, which enable to get a varied set of utterances with different 

illocutionary forces and semantic-pragmatic meanings, comparable across 

varieties. These data are available in both the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI and the 

AIIO corpora. For the study of phrasing, metrical structure and 

accentuation, we used fable summaries from the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus. 

To collect these data, speakers were presented with a recording of the 

fable The North Wind and the Sun in a variety similar to theirs and asked to 

sum it up in their own word. In this way, we obtained organized stretches of 
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speech containing similar lexical items, which are suitable for the study of 

prosodic constituent structure, metrical organization and accentuation.  

Our analysis of these data, couched in the Autosegmental-Metrical 

framework, gives rise to interesting findings. In the domain of intonational 

phonology, whereas the Occitan varieties from France share most of their 

intonational patterns with French, the peripheral varieties of Occitan that 

are not in contact with French, Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan, make use of 

contours that are not observed in the other varieties, but are present in 

Catalan and/or Spanish, or in Piedmontese and/or Italian, respectively. 

Hence, Occitan seems to align with the dominant languages with which it is 

in contact, bespeaking an important tendency towards borrowing 

intonational features. However, for some utterance types — in vocatives, 

wh-questions, and statements indicating an epistemic mismatch between 

the speaker’s and the addressee’s believes, in particular —, the type and/or 

frequency of use of intonational contours do differ in Occitan and in 

Northern French. In these cases, Southern French usually stands in an 

intermediate position; when contact with Occitan is still intense, it presents 

more Occitan-like values, but when contact is lost, the tendency is towards 

standardization, patterning more like Northern French. This indicates that 

shift-induced intonational transfers do occur from Occitan into Southern 

French; however, these transfers seem no to be much robust, since they 

tend to be erased by the leveling pressure of standard French. 

As far as phrasing, metrical structure and accentuation are 

concerned, other cases of interference between Occitan and French have 

been documented. French accentuation is based on the Accentual Phrase 

(AP), a prosodic constituent that may contain several lexical words. The AP 
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is marked by an obligatory pitch accent, accompanied by lengthening, on its 

last full syllable, and may present a rise near its left edge, often on the first 

syllable of the leftmost lexical word in the phrase. Internal lexical words 

usually do not present any prominence in Northern French: word stress is 

absent from this variety. Thus, Northern French appears to have diverged 

much from the rest of Romance languages. We hypothesize that initial rises 

may have been introduced in old French under the influence of the 

important Germanic superstratum in Northern France. In Germanic 

languages, stress is stem-initial, which may have led in the Romance variety 

from this region to accent words on their first syllable — which commonly 

bears secondary stress in Romance — instead of their final stressed syllable. 

Moreover, the extreme reduction of segmental material that occurred 

during the evolution of French diminished drastically the number of syllables 

of the words. On the one hand, this made stress position predictable. On 

the other hand, feet and syllables became (almost) coextensive, making it 

impossible to assign secondary stress at the foot level. This may have led 

the Prosodic Word to become the domain for secondary stress assignment, 

on either edge of the word: on its leftmost syllable, where initial rises 

anchor; and on its last syllable, where word stress used to fall. Such a 

weakening of word stress must have entailed the assignment of primary 

stress to the higher level, the phrase. Primary stress is obligatorily accented, 

secondary stress only optionally.  

Initial rises similar to those of French have been observed in Occitan 

(Hualde 2003, 2004), indicating that the AP might play a role in Occitan too. 

Our observations indicate that the AP is actually relevant in the prosodic 

organization of Occitan. AP-final stressed syllables are always pitch-

accented, initial rises optionally occur at their left edge, and AP-internal 
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lexical words may remain unaccented — although it is clear that they bear 

word stress at least at the underlying level, since stress may convey lexical 

contrasts in this language. However, some AP-internal stressed syllables 

retain a certain degree of prominence in Occitan, indicating a difference in 

the metrical organization with respect to Northern French. Moreover, 

although initial rises often align with word-initial syllables in Occitan, binary 

feet parsing across word boundaries seems to constrain their alignment, 

sometimes leading to accent clitics. As such, the Occitan metrical system 

appears to retain two levels of stress below the AP: primary stress at the 

Prosodic Word level, and secondary stress at the foot level. However, word 

stress is somewhat weakened, since it is often not accented AP-internally. 

The tonal bipolarization of the AP is also accompanied by a readjustment of 

stress patterns within the AP, reducing the prominence of AP-internal 

stresses. 

Similar patterns were found in Southern French: the AP is equally 

relevant, but AP-internal prominences are possible on word-final full 

syllables, and binary feet parsing also influences initial-rise alignment. This 

seems to indicate that Southern French presents the same metrical system 

as Occitan, maintaining both feet and word stress, although the position of 

word stress is predictable and not contrastive. This appears to be a case of 

shift-induced transfer of metrical structure from Occitan into Southern 

French. 

As a conclusion, the long-lasting diglossia from the late Middle Ages 

until the end of the 19th century and the sudden language-shift at the 

beginning of the 20th century seem to have led to bidirectional transfers. 

Occitan has borrowed many intonational features from the languages with 
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which it is in contact: French in the main part of its territory; Catalan and 

Spanish in the Aran Valley; Piedmontese and Italian in the Valadas 

Occitanas. However, some cases of intonational transfers were also 

documented in the other direction, indicating shift-induced interference. 

With respect to phrasing patterns and metrical structure, the adoption of 

the AP — whose clearest correlate is accentuation, which is a tonal 

mechanism, as well as final lengthening — has somewhat weakened the 

prominence of word stress in Occitan, but it is still maintained. However, 

the most interesting finding is that the metrical structure of Occitan seems 

to have been transferred into Southern French. As a consequence, in the 

contact situation studied in this thesis, it seems that structural features were 

less likely to be borrowed during contact, but more to be transferred in the 

course of the language-shift process, while intonation appears to be more 

permeable, since borrowing has been intense and occurred in both 

directions.  
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CHAPTER 2.  OCCITAN, FRENCH AND 

LANGUAGE CONTACT 

Occitan and French are two Gallo-Romance languages that have been in 

contact in Southern French for centuries. Both deriving from Latin, French 

developed in the territories that correspond to present-days Northern 

France, and Occitan in what is nowadays Southern France. In section 2.1, we 

expose the geographical location of the territories where these languages 

are presently spoken and their number of speakers. With the construction 

of the French State, French was introduced in traditionally Occitan-speaking 

areas, leading to a diglossic situation of language contact. After presenting 

some generalities on language contact in section 2.2, section 2.3 is 

dedicated to the characterization of the Occitan-French case and its 

linguistic outcomes. The long-lasting Occitan-French diglossia and the 

process of language shift have affected all areas of both languages, 

including their prosodic systems, which is the central topic of this thesis. 

Studies on the influence of language contact on prosody do not have a long 

tradition; section 2.4 reviews some of the most important findings in this 

field. 
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2.1.  Occitan and French: two languages on the same 
territory 
In this section, we present the geographical location and the number of 

speakers of the two languages that this thesis deals with: Occitan is 

dedicated subsection 2.1.1 and French subsection 2.1.2. 

2.1.1. Occitan: geographical location and number of speakers 
Occitan, also called Langue d’Oc, occupies a central place within Romance, 

neighboring with the Oïl dialects in the North, with Italo-Romance in the 

East and Ibero-Romance in the Southwest (see Figure 2.1). The Occitan-

speaking territory, marked in different shades of brown in Figure 2.1, is 

bounded by the Atlantic Ocean to the West, the Pyrenees and the 

Mediterranean Sea to the South, the Alps to the East, and its northern 

border crosses France longitudinally from the North of Bordèu/Bordeaux,1 

between Angoulême and Lemòtges/Limoges, Bourges and Clarmont-Fer-

rand/Clermont-Ferrand, Saint-Étienne and Valença/Valence, to the South of 

Grenoble (Bec 1963:8–12). The Occitan cities that count more than 100.000 

inhabitants according to the legal population in 2015 are, in decreasing 

order: Marselha/Marseille, Tolosa/Toulouse, Niça/Nice, Montpe-

lhièr/Montpellier, Bordèu/Bordeaux, Tolon/Toulon, Nimes/Nîmes, Clar-

mont-Ferrand/Clermont-Ferrand, Ais de Provença / Aix-en-Provence, Lemò-

tges/Limoges. 2  This area of approximately 190.000 km2 spans over 32 

                                            
1 When referring to Occitan locales, the Occitan name will be given first, followed 
by a slash and its official name in French or Italian when it differs. 
2 The legal population of these cities is based on the estimation of the INSEE 
(Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques): 
http://insee.fr/fr/ppp/bases-de-donnees/recensement/populations-
legales/default.asp?annee=2012 (last consultation: March 16, 2015). 
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départements in the southern third of France, the Aran Valley in Catalonia, 

Spain, a dozen of Alpine valleys in Piedmont and the town of La Gàrdia / 

Guardia Piemontese in Calabria, Italy, and the city-state of Monaco.  

 
Figure 2.1 Map of the Occitan-speaking territories and languages with 
which it is in contact. 
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The Occitan language counts six main dialects: Lemosin, Auvernhat, 

Vivaro-Alpine, Lengadocian, Provençal and Gascon. Lengadocian and 

Provençal form the Southern-Occitan supra-dialectal complex, which is the 

most conservative one. Lemosin, Auvernhat and Vivaro-Alpine constitute 

the Northern-Occitan complex, characterized mainly by the palatalization of 

Latin CA- and GA- in CHA- and JA- as well as the drop of many final 

consonants, constituting a natural transition towards Oïl dialects and 

French. Gascon is the most diverging dialect, whose attachment to the 

Occitan language has even been put into question (for arguments for 

Gascon belonging to Occitan, see Sibille 1996); besides the influence of its 

bascoid substratum, it shares some features with Ibero-Romance. For more 

information on the different Occitan dialects, we refer the reader to Bec 

(1963:32–61). The Romance language most closely related to Occitan is 

Catalan, with which it constitutes the Occitano-Romance group (Bec 1963:6, 

49–52). 

Occitan is not any more the main language in use on its traditional 

territory: it has become a minority language, displaced by the official 

languages of the states where it is spoken. In the Aran Valley, Occitan is a 

co-official language together with Catalan (in light purple in Figure 2.1) and 

Spanish (in pink in Figure 2.1) since 1990, and in all Catalonia since 2006; as 

such, it is in use in all kind of situations. However, only 20.85% of the 

Aranese population declare their first language to be Occitan, while 44.10% 

say it is Spanish, 16.04% Catalan, and 14.35% other languages (IDESCAT 

2013). In the Occitan valleys in Piedmont, 40.0% of the population declared 

in 2006 to have Occitan as one of their mother tongues (30.6% the only 

one), 42.9% Piedmontese, 20.3% Italian, 2.4% French and 3.5% other 

languages (Allasino et al. 2007:41–42). Although Occitan benefits from legal 
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protection as a minority language in Italy by the Law 482 adopted in 1999, it 

is in recession, mainly in favor of Italian (in horizontal green stripes in Fig. 1), 

the only official language. In Monaco, 15% of the population speaks 

Occitan, but further 20% speaks Ligurian, and French is the first tongue of 

58%, the main language in use and the only official one (Brown 2006). In 

France, French (in yellow in Figure 2.1) is the only official language; it is the 

first language of 93% of the population (European Commission 2012:11) 

and has supplanted Occitan almost all domains. Although the overall 

population of the Occitan-speaking area is about 15 million people, their 

familiarity with the language varies a lot, and the number of speakers is hard 

to determine: while 1 to 3 million are able to understand Occitan, the 

number of fluent speakers is estimated between 110.000 and 789.000 

(Bernissan 2012; Héran, Filhon, and Deprez 2002; Martel 2007). 

Occitan is highly threatened in France and Monaco, but also in the 

Aran Valley in Catalonia (Spain), where it is official, and in the Valadas 

Occitanas in Piedmont (Italy), where it is protected by law. In these 

peripheral zones, it is not in contact with French, but with Catalan and 

Spanish, and with Piedmontese and Italian, respectively. While in these 

territories the proportion of Occitan speakers remains (slightly) higher than 

in France, it is also in important decline, mainly under the pressure of the 

national languages, namely Spanish and Italian.  
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2.1.2. French: geographical location and number of speakers 
French is one of the most widely spread languages, spoken by 220 million 

people and recognized as an official language in 32 countries around the 

world. The French-speaking countries, known as Francophonie, are 

distributed on all continents, mainly in Europe, Northern America and 

Africa. In Europe, French (in yellow in Figure 2.1) is an official language in 

five countries: France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg and Monaco. In 

France and in Monaco, it is the only official language; it is the mother 

tongue of a majority (93% of the population in France, 58% in Monaco) and 

the main language in use. It is a co-official language in Belgium, Switzerland 

and Luxemburg; it is the main language in the southern part of Belgium 

(Wallonia) and the western part of Switzerland, whereas in Luxembourg it is 

the mother tongue of 16% but it is known by 80 % of the population 

(European Commission 2012; Organisation Internationale de la 

Francophonie 2010).  

Though it is highly standardized, French presents regional varieties, 

influenced by the contact with different languages. As far as the varieties of 

French spoken in France are concerned, two main groups can be 

distinguished, divided in northern and southern varieties. French is closely 

related with the Oïl varieties traditionally spoken in Northern France; 

linguists disagree on whether these constitute distinct languages or dialects 

of a same language, including French as one more variety. As a 

consequence, the varieties of French spoken in the traditionally Oïl-

speaking areas, referred to as Northern French, do not differ much from the 

standard. By contrast, in Southern France, the varieties that developed in 

contact with Occitan, Catalan, Basque, Ligurian and Corsican present 

distinctive characteristics that diverge from the standard. Since the present 
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thesis deals with the Occitan-French contact, we will henceforth use the 

expression Southern French to refer specifically to the French varieties that 

are spoken on the traditionally Occitan-speaking area in France. Despite the 

fact that the degree of influence of standard French may vary considerably 

across speakers, the number of Southern French speakers corresponds 

approximately to the population of these territories, that is, around 15 

million people. 

Before characterizing the Occitan-French contact situation (see 

section 2.3), we will present some generalities on language contact. 
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2.2.  Generalities on language contact and its outcomes 
The studies on language contact started to develop in the second half of 

the 20th century. In the seminal work of Weinreich (1953:1), we find the first 

formal definition of language contact:  

Two or more languages are said to be in contact if they are used 
alternatively by the same persons.  

As such, the locus of language contact was defined as the bi- or multilingual 

individual. When languages are in contact, one language may influence the 

other; this phenomenon was first called interference by Weinreich (1953:1), 

who defined it as: 

those instances of deviation from norms of either language which 
occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with 
more than one language, i.e. as a result of language contact.  

Some linguists, who felt that the term interference had a negative 

connotation, introduced the term transfer to refer to these phenomena (see 

Major 2008 for a review of denominations); we will use both indistinctively.  

Language contact has been the object of studies in the field of 

second language acquisition, more centered on the process of learning a 

language in an individual, but also of sociolinguistics, in which research has 

been generally conducted on the linguistic uses in communities (Fishman 

1972 and subsequent work of both authors; see, for instance, Labov 1966). 

However, both approaches share many concepts in common, since features 

that appear in a community have their origin in processes that happen in 

individuals, spread within a population and are eventually adopted by the 

community. As Mufwene (2002:45) underlines, a languages is “a construct 

extrapolated from idiolects spoken by individuals who acknowledge using 

the same verbal code to communicate with each other”. In this thesis, we 

will refer to a community in which speakers deal with two languages, 
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although with different degrees of exposure and proportions of use of the 

two; following Fishman (1987), we acknowledge that the inevitable variance 

across speakers does not play down the common tendencies of 

communities, which are statistically testable. According to Mufwene (2002), 

all speakers have a pool of linguistic features which they acquire by 

exposure to the linguistic varieties with which they are in contact. When 

several features compete for the same function, one has to be selected; this 

is when transfers may occur. Occasional transfers often occur during the 

process of second language acquisition in the rather unstable variety of a 

learner, called interlanguage (Selinker 1972).  

Interference or transfer refers to the adoption or replication of 

features of one language A in another language B. Weinreich (1953:31) 

distinguishes source language (A) and recipient language (B) when 

morphemes are directly transferred from A into B, and model language (A) 

and replica language (B) when no morphemes are directly transferred but a 

grammatical relation of A is applied in B, or the functions of a morpheme of 

B are identified with those of a morpheme of A. These distinctions, which 

are quite restrictive and incomplete, have not been retained consistently in 

the subsequent literature. Although other denominations have been used 

introduced, such as donor versus replica language or substrate versus 

superstrate, source and recipient language seem to be the less ambiguous 

terms (Coetsem 1988, 2000; Winford 2005).  

Different types of bi- or multilinguals are usually distinguished in 

function of their degree of proficiency in each language, and of the order in 

which they acquired them. The first language acquired, the mother 

tongue/language or native language of the speaker, is often called L1, the 

other(s), the target language(s), L2 (L3, etc.). While balanced bilinguals 
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master both languages equally, unbalanced bilinguals are more proficient in 

one of their languages, said to be their dominant language, which may be 

either their L1 or the L2 according to the use that they make of each 

language.3 Thomason and Kaufman (1988) classify transfers in function of 

their directionality: while borrowings correspond to the adoption of 

elements from the L2 in the L1, the integration in the L2 of elements of the 

L1 is referred to as substratum interference or shift-induced interference. As 

Sankoff (2001) points out, although there may be situations in which these 

categories are not easy to establish for a whole community — either 

because the community consists of balanced bilinguals or because it is 

composed of groups with different language-dominance patterns —, this 

distinction has a useful descriptive power.  

When two or more linguistic varieties are in presence in a same 

society, they are usually attributed different roles and uses. Ferguson’s 

(1959) definition of diglossia deals with this kind of unbalanced situation 

between the functions of two varieties of the same language: one, labeled 

low (L), is the vernacular used in everyday life situations; the other, labeled 

high (H), is the standard used for more prestigious circumstances. The 

codified, quite uniform H variety, which usually has a written form and a 

certain amount of literature available, is used for public speech, in the 

administration, in ceremonies, etc., while the L variety is circumscribed to 

oral uses, mainly in familiar contexts. As Ferguson (1959:247) points out: 

Diglossia seems to be accepted and not regarded as a ‘problem’ by 
the community in which it is in force, until certain trends appear in 

                                            
3 However, the expression dominant language is also used at the level of the 
community to refer to a language that exerts a social pressure on another in a 
diglossic situation, i.e., in Ferguson’s (1959) terms, a high variety. 
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the community. These include trends toward (1) more widespread 
literacy (whether for economic, ideological or other reasons), (2) 
broader communication among different regional and social 
segments of the community (e.g., for economic, administrative, 
military, or ideological reasons), (3) desire for a full-fledged standard 
‘national’ language as an attribute of autonomy or of sovereignty. 

Fishman (1967) widens the concept of diglossia to situations in which more 

than two varieties are in functional distribution within a community, and — 

most interestingly — in which this varieties may also belong to separate 

(related or unrelated) languages. In this thesis, we shall use the terms 

bilingualism and diglossia following the definition of Fishman (1972:145): 

[B]ilingualism is essentially a characterization of individual linguistic 
versatility while diglossia is a characterization of the societal 
allocation of functions to different languages or varieties. 

He considers that bi- or multilingualism is unstable unless there is a clear 

distribution of the uses of the different linguistic varieties; otherwise, “one 

language or variety would displace the other as role and value distinctions 

became blurred or merged” (Fishman 1972:140). In this sense, Thomason 

(2001:9) states that: 

Intense pressure from a dominant group most often leads to 
bilingualism among subordinate groups who speak other languages, 
and this asymmetrical bilingualism very often results, sooner or later, 
in language shift. 

Thomason (2001) defines three possible outcomes of language 

contact: contact-induced language change, extreme language mixture — 

which leads to the creation of pidgins and creoles, for instance — and 

language death. Thomason distinguishes three paths that eventually lead to 

language death: attrition — the loss of vocabulary and simplification of 

structure without any compensating additions in the form of borrowings or 

newly created structure (Thomason 2001:12) —, grammatical replacement 

— i.e. the borrowing of structure —, and extinction without loss of structure 

and not much borrowing.  
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She defines contact-induced language change as “any linguistic change that 

would have been less likely to occur outside a particular contact situation” 

(p.62). This definition encompasses transfers, chain-reactions that may occur 

due to transfer, and reinforcement of internal phenomena under the 

pressure of other variety, but also other processes, such as attrition, i.e. loss 

of linguistic resources, or deliberate changes that make the contact variety 

more different from the neighboring. Contact-induced language change 

may occur at all levels: it may affect phonology, morphology, syntax and 

semantics. Among the predictors of the kind and degree of change, 

Thomason distinguishes three social factors — intensity of contact, 

presence vs. absence of imperfect learning, and speaker’s attitude — and 

three linguistic ones — universal markedness of the features, degree to 

which features are integrated into the linguistic system, and typological 

distance between source and recipient languages. The effects on the 

recipient language-structure may include the loss, the addition and the 

replacement of features. She distinguishes seven mechanisms that lead to 

contact-induced change: code-switching — talking two languages in 

alternation in a same context —; code-alternation — using different 

languages according to the context —; passive familiarity; negotiation — a 

compromise that leads to a leveling of differences between speakers 

belonging to a same society —; second-language acquisition strategies; first 

language acquisition effects; and deliberate decision — in which the 

speakers change on purpose certain features of their variety in order to 

make it closer or more different from the other.  

She then establishes a “borrowing scale,” in which she organizes the 

likeliness of certain features to be transferred into the native language 

according to the proportion of bilinguals in the community, their degree of 
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fluency in the source language and the intensity of favoring social factors. 

According to her, the first material to be borrowed are lexical items, 

content words being easier to transfer than function words. In more intense 

contact situations, structure may also be affected. First, foreign phonemes 

may be introduced with loan words and the functions of existing syntactic 

structure may be altered. Then, syntax may be more affected, leading to 

typological changes; morphemes may be borrowed; the phonetic realization 

and the inventory of phonemes are susceptible to be modified; prosodic 

features such as stress placement or syllabic structure constraints may 

change. Finally, in very intense contact situations, in the words of Thomason 

(2001:71) “anything goes,” which may lead to extreme mixture, as in the 

case of the creation of pidgins and creoles.  

As far as cases of language shift are concerned, Hickey (2010:155) 

invokes the categorical distinctions present in the native language as a 

cause for transfers:  

When shifting to another language, temporarily or permanently, 
adults expect the same grammatical distinctions in the target which 
they know from their native language. To this end they search for 
equivalents in the target language to categories they are already 
familiar with. 

To satisfy this principle, if the native language makes distinctions that the 

target language does not make, this may lead to the addition of features to 

the emerging contact variety; conversely, distinctions that are absent in the 

native language may be lost during the shift. In order to develop into 

characteristic features of a contact variety, transfers must be retained by all 

speakers in a community and become stable. Hickey insists in the fact that a 

transfer must be economical to be adopted: “it must embody only as much 

change in the target as is necessary for other speakers in the community to 

recognize what native structure it is intended to reflect“ (Hickey 2010:156). 
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This is in line with the three components that Thomason (2001:75) 

underlines in the process of introduction of interference features in the 

target language through imperfect learning in cases of shift: on the one 

hand, speakers may carry over elements of their native language into the 

new variety; on the other hand, they may fail or refuse to maintain 

distinctions of the target language; finally, if the speakers of the new 

contact variety are integrated in a bigger speech community, there may be 

convergence between the two groups through negotiation, ending in the 

emergence of an intermediate form between the contact variety and the 

original target language, adopted by the whole community. This last case 

was already mentioned by Weinreich (1953:109): 

[I]n a language shift, the scholar must look not only for the pressures 
that determine the choice of language but also for those which 
decide the thoroughness with which the new language is learned 
and the flow of leveling, equalizing forces rom the unilingual bulk 
which tend to eliminate traces of the old languages. The educational 
system, geographical accessibility, the rural or urban character of 
the shifting population are essential factors for the understanding of 
how substrata are formed. 

Thus, diglossia is at play both between languages and inside the language 

to which the community shifts: first, the pressure of the socially dominant 

language brings the community to shift, which carries transfers to the newly 

adopted language; then, the pressure of the monolinguals of the 

community speaking this language may lead to leveling, erasing features 

characteristic of the contact variety. 

Occitan and Southern French present many of the social and 

linguistic characteristics presented above. The characterization of the 

Occitan-French contact situation will be the object of the following section. 
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2.3.  Characterization of the Occitan-French contact 

2.3.1. History of the Occitan-French diglossia and language shift 
Occitan was one of the first Romance vernaculars to adopt a codified scripta 

to transcribe a language that had definitely become distinct from Latin. The 

first texts entirely redacted in Occitan that we conserve go back to the 10th 

century. It is in Occitan that the Troubadours developed the lyric style that 

played a fundamental role in the construction of the modern Occidental 

literature. During the Golden Age of Occitan, which lasted from the 11th to 

the 13th century, this unified norm served as a koinê in the Northwestern 

part of the Mediterranean Arc (Bec 1963:65–73). At that time, the Occitan 

countries were politically divided: in the West, Aquitaine was dominated by 

the English Realm; the central-southern part was mainly possession of the 

Counts of Tolosa/Toulouse, vassals of the Catalano-Aragonese Crown, who 

owned Provence in the East; part of the Pyrenees belonged to the Duchy of 

Fois/Foix and the Realm of Navarra; only the extreme North of the Occitan-

speaking domain was under French influence. In the 13th century, the 

Crusade against Catharism, a religion that had many adepts mainly in the 

Lengadòc/Languedoc region, was the occasion for the French Realm to 

invade the County of Toulouse and to extend its power to the South until 

the Mediterranean Sea. The French expansion went on in the next centuries 

and, although the effective annexation of most Occitan territories to France 

was achieved at the beginning of the 17th century, all these countries were 

already under the control of the French monarchy at the end of the 13th 

century (Martel and Lafont 1979:291–388). 

In the 14th century, French starts to establish itself as the language of 

administration in some Occitan regions, mainly in the North. This tendency 

grows during the 15th century, gaining most Occitan cities. The Occitan 
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orthography begins to lose its unity and to incorporate elements of the 

French graphic conventions (Martel 2013). In the 15th century, Occitan 

started to be neglected in written use, and French to be regarded as a 

more prestigious language. In 1539, the Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts 

states that all official documents shall be written in French, banning from 

official use in France not only Latin, but also all other vernaculars. From then 

on, the decline of the Occitan written production accelerates, in parallel to 

the expansion of the French language across France (Brun 1923; Martel 

2001). The elites of the Occitan cities adopt French as the language of 

culture, encouraged by the worldwide prestige of the French civilization 

during the Renaissance (Audisio 1993; Morin 2005). Thus, the introduction 

of French in Occitan-speaking territories is not a recent phenomenon. This 

unbalanced situation has been described as diglossia: a linguistic variety — 

in this case, the local one, Occitan — is considered as low and consigned to 

private uses, while the high variety — here, French — is used in the more 

prestigious situations (Ferguson 1959; Lafont 1971; Meisenburg 1998). 

However, while the elites were bilingual and French represented the 

language of reference, faithfulness to Occitan was generalized amongst 

lower and middle classes, who were massively monolingual: the figure of 

the franchimand (the Occitan speaker who affects to speak French, 

generally making many errors) is matter of mockery, as widely represented 

in the Occitan literature of the 17th and 18th centuries (Gardy 1989; Sauzet 

1989). This diglossic situation was quite stable until the French Revolution 

(Martel 2013). In agreement with the predictions of (Thomason 2001), such a 

long-lasting contact with few fluent bilinguals led to lexical borrowings from 

French into Occitan, including also function words, as well as minor 

structural changes. 
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With the French Revolution of 1789, all (male) inhabitants of France 

become full citizens, with all the rights and duties that it entails. The 19th 

century is the scene of a drastic change in the linguistic uses in France, 

which goes along with the social transformation of the country. The lower 

classes have conquered the right for social upward mobility and the 

ambition for better social positions is accompanied by the will of acquiring 

the language of the dominant class: French, which had been the prerogative 

of aristocracy, had now to be conquered by the whole, recently united folk. 

In this state of mind, the compulsory military conscription, first established 

by lots drawing in 1798 and extended to all male citizens in 1905, and 

mostly the instauration of obligatory schooling in 1881 favored the diffusion 

of the national language, and French started to be known by all layers of 

the population by the end of the 19th century (Boyer and Gardy 1985; 

Schlieben-Lange 1996). 

While the understanding and the use of French were increasing at the 

end of the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries, the local languages 

were still spoken by a majority everywhere in France, and French was known 

as a second language. However, the repressive policy at school against the 

local idioms, relieved by peer pressure amongst the society, incited the 

whole population to abandon its mother tongue and shift to French, which 

was considered to be the only suitable language for social advancement. 

After a rather short period of generalized bilingualism — although Occitan 

speakers’ proficiency in French could be much variable —, almost all 

Occitan families started to talk in French to their children; the first 

generation of Occitans who had French as their first tongue was born when 

the First World War breaks out (Schlieben-Lange 1993). This variety of 

French was highly influenced by Occitan, which was still the main language 

in use until the Second World War. The use of Occitan decreased drastically 
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in the second half of the 20th century, replaced in all domains by French. We 

are now facing the final stage of language shift: while only a very reduced 

minority is still able to speak Occitan and native speakers are almost all 

seniors, (Southern) French is now the first language of practically all the 

population. Nevertheless, this Southern French variety displays traces of its 

Occitan heritage. 

2.3.2. Linguistic outcomes of the Occitan-French contact 
The language contact situation in Southern France has affected both 

Occitan and French in all areas of language. In this subsection, we will show 

how the long coexistence of the two languages has led to mutual influence. 

On the one hand, Occitan presents imprints of the influence of French, with 

which it has been sharing its ecological niche for centuries in a situation of 

diglossia. This has led to lexical borrowings as well as a few structural 

changes. On the other hand, the bunch of varieties of French spoken in 

traditionally Occitan-speaking regions, grouped together under the 

denomination of Southern French, share many common features, which 

distinguish them from standard French. These features are instances of 

shift-induced changes under the influence of the Occitan substratum. 

Subsection 2.3.2.1 reviews lexical borrowings in both contact varieties, 

subsection 2.3.2.2 morphosyntactic features, and subsection 2.3.2.3 aspects 

of the phonetics and phonology that present contact-induced changes. 

2.3.2.1. Lexicon 

Occitan shows many lexical borrowings from French, which accumulated 

along centuries. Some loan words of French origin are attested already in 

the Middle Ages, like for instance botar (from old French bouter, ‘to put’), 
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which has disappeared in modern French but is still in current use in 

Occitan. New concepts that appeared since the 15th century were generally 

adapted in Occitan from the dominant language, French. For example, 

although the educated language has built new genuine Occitan words for 

them, machines usually have a popular name that is a direct adaptation of 

the French one. For instance, the popular word for ‘combine-harvester’ is 

pronounced [mwasu'nyzɔ ba'tyzɔ], 4  adapted from French moissonneuse-

batteuse [mwasɔnøzbatøzǝ] (or [mwaso'nœzǝ ba'tœzǝ] in Southern French), while 

normative Occitan recommends mestivaira. However, it is not only this less 

common part of the lexicon that is affected: lots of everyday-life words also 

have been borrowed from French in popular speech, such as the words for 

‘mother’ and ‘father’, for which some varieties know the Gallicisms *pèra 

['pɛɾɔ] (from French père [pɛɾǝ]) and *mèra ['mɛɾɔ] (from French mère [mɛɾǝ]) 

instead of the genuine paire ['pajɾe] and maire ['majɾe]. Even function words 

were borrowed: the French word même (‘same’, ‘even’) was adapted in 

*mèma ['mɛmɔ], which function as an adverb as well as an adjective like in 

French, and almost replaced the genuine adjectives meteis/meteissa 

(‘same’) and quite/quita (‘even’) and the adverb quitament (‘even’). 

Southern French borrows much from Occitan lexicon: for instance, 

words like péguer (Southern Occitan pegar) for standard French coller or 

poisser (‘to stick’, ‘to be sticky’), fada (Provençal Occitan fadat) for standard 

fou or taré (‘fool’, ‘dizzy’), ensuqué (Occitan ensucat) for assommé or 
                                            

4 This is the pronunciation in the central Lengadocian dialect. Other varieties may 
present some slight variations, for instance in the articulation of the fricatives /s/ 
and /z/, which may be either alveolar or palatalized, and of atonic /a/, which is 
generally posteriorized in [ɔ] — but may oscillate between [ɔ], [a] and [ɘ] according 
to the variety — in post-tonic position, but also in pre-tonic position in some 
northern dialects. If no specific mention is given, the following examples will be 
given in Lengadocian Occitan, for it is this dialect serves as a general standard. 
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engourdi (‘numb’, ‘groggy’), chocolatine (Gascon, Lengadocian and 

Limousin Occitan chocolatina) for pain au chocolat (‘chocolate croissant’) or 

cagouille (Limousin Occitan cogolha) for escargot (‘snail’) are frequently 

used in Southern French, and although they are registered in French 

dictionaries, they are labeled as regional and are absent from Northern 

French. Other many words of Occitan origin are only in use in Southern 

France and not accepted by the standard, for instance s’espatarrer (Occitan 

s’espatarrar, ‘to sprawl’), cabourd (Occitan capbord, ‘lout’), tabanard 

(Occitan tavanard, ‘horsefly’, ‘speedster’), bouléguer (Occitan bolegar, ‘to 

move’) and the list is long…5 Southern French seems to have a common 

pool of stems with Occitan, and adapts morpho-phonologically these loan 

words in most cases. 

2.3.2.2. Morphosyntax 

Occitan (Oc), as spoken by fluent native speakers, does not seem to present 

many syntactic transfers from French. Examples may be found in the 

tendency to disregard the genuine preverbal position for adverbs, such as 

in sentences like in 1. Such a position is not available for adverbs in 

Northern French (NF), which prefers to locate them to the right of the 

inflected verb. The post-verbal position exists in Occitan, although it is not 

clear whether it is genuine or an old French influence. However, the 

preverbal position (1a) is still retained, and even transferred into Southern 

French (SF) in some cases. 

                                            
5  See for instance <http://occitanet.free.fr/tolosan/lexique.htm> for more 
examples of expressions in use in Southern French from the region of 
Tolosa/Toulouse. 
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1. a. Oc: Encara  sètz  aquí? 

 b. Oc:   Sètz encara aquí? 

 c.  SF:  Encore vous êtes  là? 

 c.  NF-SF:   Vous êtes encore là? 

   Still you are still here? 

   ‘You are still here?’ 

In Occitan, there is a strong tendency towards clitic climbing before 

the inflected word, even in cases with islands, but it is not obligatory. 

However, clitic climbing is much more restricted in French. This has led to 

some decrease in the frequency of clitic climbing in Occitan, although it 

seems to have affected more the Northern dialects. 

2. a. Oc:  Lo vòles  anar  quèrre? 

 b. Oc:   Vòles l’ anar  quèrre? 

 c. Oc:   Vòles  anar lo quèrre? 

 d.  NF-SF:  Tu  veux  aller le chercher? 

   You him  want him go him pick-up? 

   ‘Would you mind to pick him up?’ 

Borrowing of French morphemes exists in Occitan, although it is not 

much frequent. For instance, the suffix for ordinal, -en(a) in standard 

Occitan, was almost completely substituted in the popular language with 

the adaptation of the French suffix -ième in *-ième/*-ièma (for instance, 

popular Oc. *quatrième/-a, for standard Oc. quatren(a), ‘fourth’). As seen in 

the lexical borrowings, the French suffix -eux/-euse was adapted in 

*-ús/*-usa in loan words, but it is not much productive in the language. 

Although they are socially marked, characterized as incorrect, some 

Occitan features also may appear in the syntax of Southern French, such as 

the use of the relative pronoun que instead of dont, où or more complex 
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structures combining a preposition and a relative pronoun such as qui, quoi, 

lequel, laquelle, lesquels, or lesquelles.  

3. a. Oc: Lo libre que  t’ ai parlat 

 b. SF: Le livre que je t’ ai parlé 

 c.  NF:  Le livre dont je t’ ai parlé 

   The book REL. I to-you have spoken 

   ‘The book I told you’ 

4. a. Oc: Las gents  que  vau al cinèma (amb eles) 

 b. SF:  Les gens  que je vais au cinéma (avec eux) 

 c. NF: Les  gens  avec qui je  vais  au  cinéma  

   The people with REL. I go to-the cinema (with them) 

   ‘The people with which I go to the cinema’ 

5. a. Oc: La pichona  vila que  vau en vacanças 

 b. SF:  La petite  ville  que  je  vais  en  vacances 

 c. NF: La  petite  ville  où  je  vais  en  vacances 

   The  small  town  REL.  I  go  in holidays 

   ‘The small town where I spend my holidays’  

Dislocated direct objects may also be introduced by the preposition à 

in Southern French, in the regions where Gascon and Lengadocian Occitan 

are spoken, dialects in which these structures present the preposition a. 
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6. a. Oc:  Lo pòdi pas  sentir, a aquel tipe. 

 b. SF: Je  peux pas le sentir, à ce type. 

 c. NF: Je  peux pas le sentir,  ce type. 

   I him can not him smell, PREP. that guy 

   ‘I can’t stand that guy’. 

In standard French, obligation is often conveyed by a periphrasis with 

the impersonal deontic verb falloir followed by a subordinate clause with 

the verb in the subjunctive when the subject is overt. When the subject is 

not expressed, the verb selects a verb phrase in infinitive form as a 

complement. In Occitan, the same two structures are found, but the 

restriction of use is different: the infinitive form is also used when the 

subject of the subordinate verb is a pronoun. Such structures are marked in 

Northern French, but they are particularly frequent in Southern French. 

 5. a. Oc:  Te cal venir. 

 b. SF: Il te faut venir. 

 c. NF: Il  faut  que tu viennes. 

   It you-DATIVE must come-INF  that you come- SUBJ 

   ‘You have to come’. 

Other syntactic calks may be found, but these are probably the most 

salient in Occitan and Southern French. 

2.3.2.3. Phonetics and phonology 

The most noticeable features of Southern French are probably at the 

phonetic and phonological levels. In Northern French, the schwa vowel /ə/, 

which generally corresponds to a letter <e> in the orthography, is very 

unstable and is in most cases not realized. There is a debate on whether it is 

present in the underlying phonological form of lexemes or not (see 
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Eychenne 2006 for a review). Actually, there are very few cases in which its 

presence vs. absence of schwa is contrastive (an example of minimal pair is 

plomb [plɔ̃] (*[pəәlɔ̃]), ‘lead’, vs. pelons [plɔ̃]~[pəәlɔ̃], ‘peel’, 1st pers. plur.). 

Moreover, schwa is an epenthetic vowel that often comes up between 

consonant clusters (see for instance Côté 2007). By contrast, Southern 

French shows a tendency to maintain it. This helps hold morphological 

contrasts, since it is the outcome of the evolution of Latin final -a, which 

serves as a feminine marker, and was conserved in Occitan (pronounced [ɔ] 

in a majority of dialects, see subsection 3.2.2.3). While conservative 

Southern French speakers — those that are in closer contact with Occitan — 

tend to avoid epenthetic schwas, they almost always realize underlying 

schwas — those that are transcribed in the orthography and have a cognate 

in Occitan. This has an influence on the number of syllables of the 

utterances, affecting the rhythm patterns of Southern French (Lonnemann 

2005). 

Schwa is not part of the phonemic inventory in a majority of Occitan 

dialects. However, secondary speakers sometimes introduce it to replace 

genuine [ɔ] and [e] word-finally, or even drop this vowel, reproducing the 

standard French pattern (Martin 2007). 

In Northern French, /ɛ/ and /e/, /ɔ/ and /o/, and /œ/ and /ø/ are 

distinct phonemes. By contrast, the height of the mid vowels /E/, /O/ and 

/Ø/6 is predictable and governed by the Loi de position (‘position law’) in 

Southern French (Durand 1976, 1995, 2009; Eychenne 2006): they are 

lowered (in [ɛ], [ɔ] or [œ], respectively) in closed syllables or when the 

                                            
6 The notations /E/, /O/ and /Ø/ do not correspond to archiphonemes in Martinet’s 
(1936) sense, but to mid-vowel classes underspecified for height. 
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nucleus of the next syllable is schwa; otherwise they are raised (in [e], [o] or 

[ø], respectively). Thus, paume ([pom] in Northern French, ‘palm’) and 

pomme ([pɔm] in Northern French, ‘apple’) are homophonous in Southern 

French ([ˈpɔmə]), as well as volé ([vɔle] in Northern French, ‘flown’) and volait 

([vɔlɛ] in Northern French, ‘flew’), both pronounced as [voˈle] in Southern 

French (see subsection 3.2.2.4).7  The Loi de position is not present in 

Occitan. In Southern French, it may have arisen from an overgeneralization 

of trends in standard French. However, secondary speakers of Occitan tend 

to apply it in their learnt variety of Occitan (Martin 2007). 

Nasal vowels, which do not exist in a majority of Occitan dialects, are 

mostly realized as an oral vowel in Southern French — sometimes partially 

or totally nasalized — followed by a nasal consonant (Clairet 2008; Durand 

2009). By contrast, secondary speakers sometimes (partially) nasalize vowels 

in Occitan (Martin 2007).  

The realization of glides is also specific to Southern French: in some 

cases hiatuses are preferred, in others diphthongs, with distributions 

different from Northern French (Durand 2009).  

As far as consonants are concerned, the inventory is generally very 

similar in Southern and Northern French. Some conservative Southern 

French speakers use the apical /ɾ/, but this is in clear recession in Southern 

French and restricted to seniors and only in some regions, in rural areas: 

uvular /ʁ/ is majority, as in Northern French (Durand 2009). By contrast, 

some Occitan speakers have adopted the uvular /ʁ/, replacing the apical trill 

/r/, and sometimes even the tap /ɾ/, leading to the loss of a phonological 
                                            

7 Still, some local varieties of Southern French distinguish between /ɛ/ and /e/, but 
not between /ɔ/ and /o/, as it is the case in the majority of Occitan dialects (Durand 
2009). 
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contrast characteristic of the southern dialects.8 Some processes like final 

devoicing or regressive sonority assimilation, which apply in Occitan, are 

often transferred into Southern French, mainly by elderly speakers, for 

instance gaz, ‘gas’, pronounced [ˈɡas] instead of standard [ɡaz], or slip, 

‘underpants’, pronounced [ˈzlip] instead of standard [slip] (Durand 2009). In 

Southern French, restrictions on syllable structure inherited from Occitan 

sometimes lead to the simplification of consonant clusters in coda position, 

while this does not apply in Northern French. For instance, words like 

expliquer, ‘to explain’, are often pronounced [ɛs.pli.ˈke] in Southern French, 

contra [ɛks.pli.ke] in standard (explicar [es.pli.ˈka] in Occitan). 

Occitan has a distinctive word stress, which may fall either on the last 

or the penultimate syllable. In loan words, the standard language maintains 

stress in the position of the source language, except when it falls on a 

syllable that is impossible to stress in Occitan, in which case it follows the 

default pattern: stress on the last syllable if it is closed by a consonant, 

otherwise on the penult. However, the popular language tends to stress 

loan words on the last syllable, regardless of the syllabic structure of the last 

syllable. Although this is probably because loan words arrive in Occitan 

through the filter of French, this pattern affects most loan words and 

scholarly terms (for instance, *cinemà [sineˈma] instead of standard cinèma 

[siˈnɛmɔ], ‘cinema’, or *selfí [sɛlˈfi] instead of *sèlfi [ˈsɛlfi], ‘selfie’). 

As far as prosody is concerned, little studies have been done on 

Occitan and Southern French. Coquillon (2003, 2004) observed differences 

in pitch range between Northern and Southern French, being more 

                                            
8 Uvular /ʁ/ is genuine in Provençal, but still contrasting with the apical tap /ɾ/. 
Northern Occitan has only one rhotic phoneme, usually the apical tap /ɾ/. 
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expanded in the latter, as well as in speech rate, being faster in Southern 

French, where more syllables are realized due to the more frequent 

conservation of schwa. In a study with other colleagues, she also found 

differences in duration in Intonation-Phrase-final feet between the Southern 

French varieties of Tolosa/Toulouse and Marselha/Marseille: while in the 

former both the final stressed syllable and the final schwa syllable tend to 

present similar durations, in the latter the final schwa tends to be shorter 

than the accented vowel (Coquillon, Di Cristo, and Pitermann 2010). 

Lonnemann (2005) found that the more frequent realization of schwas in 

Southern French than in Northern French leads to the emergence of 

different rhythmic patterns, affecting accentuation: since there are more 

syllables in Southern French, more accents emerge. Boula de Mareüil et al. 

(Boula de Mareüil, Rilliard, and Ivent 2014; Boula de Mareüil, Rilliard, Ivent, 

et al. 2014) studied the intonation of yes-no questions in Southern French 

varieties. They found that the preferred pattern is a rise starting in the 

nuclear syllable, although rising-falling contours are also possible. 

Research in Occitan prosody has provided very little literature yet. 

Theses studies will be reviewed in more detail in chapter 3. Hualde (Hualde 

2003, 2004) analyzed a corpus of folk tales and gave a first description of 

tonal patterns in this language (see subsection 3.3.2.2). He also detected 

accents on syllables that do no bear word stress, recalling French initial rises 

(see subsection 3.2.2.5). Lai (2005) and Lai and Rilliard (2007) studies the 

intonation of two Occitan dialects following the AMPER protocol; they 

found mainly falling intonation in statements and rising intonation in 

questions in both varieties. 

So far, little is known of the prosody of Occitan and Southern French. 

This thesis aims at filling this gap, which may shed some light on how 
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prosody is subject to transfers in language contact situation. This field of 

study is still incipient; the following subsection presents some of the main 

studies on prosody in language contact that are available for now. 

2.4.  Prosody in language contact 
Studies on prosody in language contact have started to develop in the past 

few years, but little work has been done for now. However, Weinreich 

(1953:38–39) already pointed out that prosodic features could be 

transferred in cases of language contact. He describes a Yiddish intonation 

pattern associated with yes-no questions with an expected negative reply, 

which consists in a rising-falling pattern: a rise on the nuclear syllable, 

followed by a final fall. This tonal configuration would be transferred into 

English by American Yiddish speakers. He also mentions stress patterns in 

American Yiddish compounds, in which main stress normally falls on the first 

element, and secondary stress on the second. Under English influence, this 

pattern may be inverted. 

Thomason (2001:142) cites the case of a traditionally Hungarian-

speaking community in the former Yugoslavia, who shifted to Serbo-

Croatian. While in Serbo-Croatian stress location is free, Hungarian has fixed 

stress on the first syllable of the word. As a result of shift-induced change, 

stress is fixed on the penultimate syllable in the contact variety of Serbo-

Croatian. 

Alvord (2006) studied the intonation of yes-no questions in different 

generations of Cuban immigrants in Miami. In their variety of Spanish, two 

contours are used: a rising-falling one similar to Cuban Spanish, and a rising 

one similar to Mainstream American English. He found differences in the 
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frequency of use of the two patterns across generations: the first 

generation used more the Cuban-like rising-falling intonation, the second 

more the English-like rising contour, which could be an influence of 

language contact with English, but the third generation used the rising-

falling in higher proportions again. However, the choice of these patterns 

was also found to be related with the social networks of the speakers. 

Colantoni and Gurlekian (2004) investigated the intonation of Spanish 

statements in the region of Buenos Aires, where an important Italian 

community settled in the 20th century, leading to intense language contact. 

They found that prenuclear pitch accents in this variety present an early 

alignment of the peak, within the stressed syllable (L+H*), while in the rest 

of Spanish varieties it is normally delayed to the following syllable (L+<H*). 

Besides, they also found that nuclear configuration differ: the contact 

variety shows falling contours from an early-aligned downstepped peak 

(H*+L L%), while other varieties of Spanish usually present either a fall (L* 

L%) or a rising-falling pattern (L+H* L%). These findings were confirmed by 

Gabriel’s team (Gabriel et al. 2010, 2011), who also found that rhythm in this 

variety had been highly influenced by contact with Italian: Buenos Aires 

Spanish, like Italian, shows a higher proportion of vocalic intervals as well as 

a higher variability in the duration of both vocalic and consonantal intervals 

than the majority of Spanish varieties (Benet et al. 2014; Gabriel and Kireva 

2012). Moreover, although the phrasing patterns in the Spanish of Buenos 

Aires are quite similar to other Spanish varieties and diverge from the Italian 

ones, the tonal realization of intermediate phrase boundaries shows a 

higher proportion of sustained pitch as compared to continuation rises, 

similar to what happens in Italian (Pešková, Feldhausen, and Gabriel 2011). 
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O’Rourke (2004, 2005) also found early prenuclear peaks (L+H*) in 

the Peruvian Spanish from Cuzco, but not from Lima, where prenuclear 

accents present the common Spanish late alignment (L+<H*). In Cuzco, 

Spanish is in intense contact with Quechua, a language that show the same 

early alignment in prenuclear accents, but contact is residual in Lima. Peak 

alignment also correlates with the language dominance of the speakers: 

Quechua-dominant bilinguals produce more early-aligned peaks in Spanish 

than Spanish-dominant speakers.  

Elordieta (2003, 2006) found a similar alignment pattern (L+H*) for 

prenuclear pitch accents in broad focus statements in the Spanish of 

Basque-dominant bilinguals from Lekeitio. In prenuclear position in broad 

focus statements, Lekeitio Basque presents (lexically contrastive) falling 

pitch accents (H*+L), in which the peak is aligned within the boundaries of 

the stressed syllable. This might have been the trigger for the early 

alignment of the peak in the Spanish of Basque-dominant bilinguals, ending 

in mixed features between Lekeitio Basque and standard Spanish for these 

prenuclear accents Lekeitio Spanish. By contrast, monolingual Spanish 

speakers from Gasteiz/Vitoria and from Bilbo/Bilbao in the Basque country 

use the standard L+<H* pitch accent of Peninsular Spanish, with a delayed 

peak after the stressed syllable (Elordieta and Calleja 2005; Elordieta and 

Irurtzun 2012). However, the low leading tone is aligned earlier than in 

Madrid Spanish in these varieties — more markedly in Gasteiz/Vitoria than 

in Bilbo/Bilbao —, before the onset of the stressed syllable, like in Lekeitio 

Spanish. 

Mennen (2004) studied the alignment of the peak of prenuclear pitch 

accents in the Dutch and Greek productions of five speakers who had Dutch 
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as L1 and Greek as L2, as compared to native productions in monolingual 

Dutch and Greek. In both languages, prenuclear pitch accents are realized 

as rises that start at the onset of the stressed syllable but present different 

alignment patterns for the peak. In Greek, the peak is always aligned after 

the offset of the stressed syllable. In Dutch, the peak is always reached 

within the stressed syllable, but its alignment depends on the phonological 

length of the vowel, earlier in long vowels than in short vowels. While one 

speaker achieved to produce native-like alignments in both languages, the 

other four showed interesting patterns that diverged from monolingual 

productions in both languages. In their L2-Greek productions, the peak was 

aligned earlier than in the native group, showing timings similar to those 

found with Dutch long vowels. This bespeaks a transfer from their L1 into 

their L2. Interestingly, their productions in their L1 Dutch also differed 

significantly from those of the Dutch monolinguals: they tended to erase the 

alignment differences between long and short vowels. Hence, although they 

did not achieve a native-like alignment in their L2, their L1 was affected too. 

Simonet (2008, 2011) compared the intonational contours used in 

statements and yes-no questions by Catalan-Spanish bilinguals from 

Majorca with different language dominance patterns across age groups and 

genders. His findings are particularly interesting as far as yes-no questions 

are concerned. Elder Spanish-dominant speakers — mainly males — tend to 

maintain the typically Spanish rising pattern. Elder Catalan-dominant 

speakers — mainly females — introduced this rising pattern in their variety, 

although in small proportions. Younger bilinguals of both Spanish- and 

Catalan-dominant groups seem to have converged, evincing the Spanish-

like rising pattern from Catalan and generalizing the Catalan-like falling 

pattern to both languages in the production. In a perception experiment, 

young Catalan-dominant bilinguals identify the falling pattern as belonging 
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to Catalan, rejecting the rising one, but they accept both contours in 

Spanish; young Spanish-dominant bilinguals attribute the two contours to 

both languages indistinctly. These findings constitute a piece of evidence 

for influence of L2 on L1 in contact-induced intonational change. Romera 

and Elordieta (2013) further investigate this case with Spanish monolinguals 

recently arrived in Majorca. They found that, in conversations in Spanish 

with a Catalan-dominant speaker, they tend to adopt the falling 

interrogative contour. They consider this as a piece of evidence for the fact 

that the adoption of this salient intonational pattern by Spanish (dominant 

or monolingual) speakers may be occurring via dialect contact within 

Spanish and accommodation rather than by direct borrowing from Catalan 

into Spanish. 

Bordal (Bordal 2012) studied the prosody of the variety of French 

spoken in Bangui, Central African Republic. French, which is generally not 

the first language of the speakers but is the language of education and 

administration and is widely used for professional purposes, is in contact 

with several tone languages, among which the most used is Sango, which is 

co-official with French and serves as lingua franca. Sango presents five 

lexical tones, high, mid, low, rising, and falling, and each syllable is specified 

for tone in the lexical representation. From her analysis, Bordal deduces 

that Central African French has developed a lexical tone system: each 

syllable is defined with a tone, but only two distinctive tones are retained — 

high and low. Lexical words present a high tone on their final syllable, 

regardless of their position in the utterance; previous syllables are specified 

with a low tone, resulting in a L(L)nH pattern in all polysyllabic (lexical) 

words. Monosyllabic words show more variation: while lexical words usually 

are specified with a high tone, certain functional categories present either a 
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low or a high tone consistently, but others have variable realizations, across 

but also within speakers in some cases. The L(L)nH pattern is not frequent in 

Sango; hence, this is not a transfer from Sango but rather a generalization 

of the most frequent pattern in (standard) French Accentual Phrases. By 

contrast, the tonal specification of each syllable in the lexical representation 

of words constitutes a clear transfer from Sango. 

These findings on the influence of language contact on prosody are 

promising. This discipline will certainly take advantage of further research to 

shed light on the possible outcomes of language contact with different 

settings on the prosody of the varieties in contact. This thesis aims precisely 

at bringing some more knowledge to this incipient field. Before exposing 

our methodology and results, the following section will present the 

theoretical framework in which we will develop our study of prosodic 

systems, as well as the present stand of the research on French and Occitan 

prosody. 
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CHAPTER 3.  THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Prosody can be defined as the set of phenomena involving variations in 

pitch, duration, intensity and voice quality during the speech act — often 

referred to as suprasegmental phenomena, for they span over stretches of 

speech that are larger than segments. Such variations may convey 

paralinguistic information on characteristics of the speaker, such as age, 

gender, health conditions or emotional state. Since these paralinguistic 

prosodic features are — fairly — universal, they are not part of a specific 

prosodic system and are out of the scope of this thesis. By contrast, 

suprasegmental phenomena are also used to express linguistic information, 

which may be related to syntax, semantics, pragmatics or even lexical 

specifications. The specific set of relations between suprasegmental 

phenomena and their linguistic functions is encoded in the grammar of each 

linguistic variety; this is what we call the prosodic system of this variety.  

A prosodic system is the part of the grammar that encodes the 

linguistic functions associated with suprasegmental phenomena. As such, it 

is not an isolated system; rather it is in tight interrelation with other parts of 

the grammar, such as syntax, semantics, pragmatics and the lexicon. As for 

the internal organization of a prosodic system, it can be divided in three 

main modules, which interact with one another: intonation, phrasing or 

prosodic constituent structure, and rhythm or metrical structure.  
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Intonation stricto sensu consists in the variations in pitch, instantiated 

by the pitch contours of utterances, that express semantic-pragmatic 

meaning. According to the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) model, tones are 

organized in an independent tier and associated with particular points in the 

segmental string.  

It is well known that though speech flow is continuous throughout 

time, more or less independent chunks can be identified in it that help 

structuring speech production as well as processing in perception. This 

grouping into constituents of variable degree of (in)dependence is what is 

called prosodic phrasing or prosodic constituent structure.  

Rhythm can be understood as the more or less regular occurrence of 

pulses within speech: some prominent elements alternate with others that 

are less prominent. For instance, within an utterance, syllables show 

different degrees of phonetic prominence, referred to as stress, realized by 

the modulation of acoustic factors such as fundamental frequency (F0), 

duration and/or intensity. The distribution and relative prominence of 

stresses is called metrical structure. It is subject to lexical, syntactic, 

pragmatic and/or prosodic factors.  

While the prosody of (standard) French has been the object of much 

literature, Occitan prosody counts with very few studies. Hence, a 

description of the prosodic system of Occitan was strongly needed, and 

urgent since this language is highly threatened. Besides, prosodic work on 

regional varieties of French is only incipient, and Southern French prosody 

has especially little been described. In spite of the fact that Occitan and 

French are very closely related languages, in some aspects of their prosodic 

systems they differ importantly: for instance, while Occitan presents 
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contrastive lexical stress, French stress has been described as a post-lexical 

phrasal phenomenon. Since Southern French developed in contact with 

Occitan, this variety may present signs of prosodic transfers from the 

language of the Troubadours. Conversely, contact with French may also 

have influenced Occitan prosody. The joint analysis of Occitan and French 

prosody that we realize in this thesis is therefore particularly interesting in 

order to pinpoint which prosodic features of these languages may have 

been transferred from one to the other. 

 In this chapter, we present the theoretical framework we will couch 

our prosodic analysis, namely the Autosegmental-Metrical model, which is 

based on prosodic phonology, the metrical grid and autosegmental 

phonology. In the generativist Y/T-model of grammar (Chomsky 1965 and 

subsequent work), the derivation from a deep structure (DS) towards a 

surface structure (SS) is driven by (morpho)syntax. At one point referred to 

as Spell-Out, the derivation splits into two linear interpretative branches: 

the phonetic/phonological form (PF) and the logical form (LF). While LF 

drives to a conceptual representation of meaning, PF interprets the surface 

structure in order to produce an articulatory output. A definition of the 

phonological form is given by Nespor & Vogel (1986:1): 

[T]he phonological component (…) must be seen as a set of 
interacting subsystems, each governed by its own principles, such as 
the theories of the metrical grid, lexical phonology, autosegmental 
phonology, and prosodic phonology. 

Among these “interacting subsystems”, the metrical grid, introduced 

by Liberman (1975), is a phonological representation of how stress patterns 

are assigned to utterances, constructing rhythmic structure (see section 

3.2.1.2 below). Lexical phonology embraces the phonological processes that 

apply below the word level in interaction with morphology and are stored in 
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the lexicon (Kiparsky 1982); these may comprise suprasegmental features 

such as stress or tone in languages that make a lexical use of them. Within 

autosegmental phonology, a framework first developed by Goldsmith 

(1976), phonological features are organized in several independent tiers; 

each tier presents a concatenation of autosegments — such as tones or 

articulatory features of segments. Prosodic phonology deals with the 

hierarchical architecture of speech in prosodic constituents, a structure that 

is tightly related with the syntactic one but not isomorphic with it (Nespor 

and Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1981). Prosody is only concerned with 

suprasegmental phenomena, but it embraces all the subsystems of 

phonology listed above.  

In Selkirk’s view (1984:8), phonological structure is to be conceived in 

the following way: 

[T]he phonological representation (…) consists of (a) a prosodic 
constituent structure (including a sequence of syllables), (b) a set of 
autosegmental tiers, (c) a rhythmic structure, the metrical grid, and 
(d) a specification of the associations or alignments between these 
various aspects of the representation. The (…) relation between 
syntax and phonology (…) is a mapping from a syntactic 
representation into a fully specified phonological representation 
with these properties. 

The sequence of syllables constitutes the core, or axis, of this 

phonological representation: on the one hand, autosegments, which are 

organized linearly on independent tiers, are associated with one or more 

positions in the syllable axis; on the other hand, syllables are arranged in 

two types of hierarchical organization, which she calls prosodic constituent 

structure and rhythmic structure. Indeed, the syllable is the tone-bearing 

unit in a majority of languages, it is the lowest constituent in the prosodic 

hierarchy, and it is the element that is assigned beats in a metrical grid. 
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In this view, we shall thus conceive the underlying phonological 

representation of a sentence as an “intonated and rhythmated surface 

structure”. Generated by syntax, it includes word-level (i.e. lexical) 

phonological representations, organized in prosodic constituents, to which 

the autosegments of the intonational contours are associated and a 

rhythmic structure is assigned (Selkirk 1984:31–35).  

In the following sections, we shall examine the different prosodic 

aspects of this phonological representation: section 0 is dedicated to 

prosodic constituent structure and phrasing, and section 0 to metrical 

structure, and section 0 to intonational phonology. In each section, we 

expose the theoretical framework that we follow for our analyses, draw up a 

state of the art of the studies on Occitan and French that have been 

realized with respect to the prosodic aspect in question, and present the 

research questions that this thesis aims at answering. 
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3.1.  Prosodic constituent structure or phrasing 
During the derivation, at the moment of Spell-Out, syntax provides the 

phonological device with an organized string, which already contains word-

level (lexical) phonological representations. Phonological processes apply 

within particular domains called prosodic constituents, which are not 

isomorphic with syntactic phrases. There are different types of prosodic 

constituents, organized in a universal hierarchy, which are mapped from 

morphosyntactic structure and subject to rearrangements according to 

different phonological constraints (Nespor and Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1981). 

This section presents our theoretical framework in subsection 3.1.1, the 

state of the art on prosodic constituent structure in French in subsection 

3.1.2 and our research questions in subsection 3.1.3. 

3.1.1. Theoretical framework: prosodic phonology 
In this  

3.1.1.1. The prosodic hierarchy  

The prosodic hierarchy was first proposed by Selkirk in 1978 (in a paper 

published in 1981) as an elaboration on the metrical trees proposed by 

Liberman (1975) and Liberman & Prince (1977). Metrical trees were 

developed to account for the different degrees of relative prominence 

observed in utterances. They represent the hierarchical organization of 

syllables in a binary branching tree structure with nodes labeled as strong or 

weak (see Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1 Metrical tree of the sentence “Such elaborate precautions are 
unnecessary” — reproduced from Liberman (1975:104). 9 

Selkirk (1981) underlined that the nodes of metrical trees represent 

prosodic constituents that ought to be labeled as such — from the lowest 

to the highest in the tree: the syllable (syl), the foot (Ft), the prosodic word 

(PrWd), the phonological phrase (PhP), the intonational phrase (IP) and the 

utterance (U). Crosslinguistically, the syllable is defined by a sonority peak; 

the foot is the unit for secondary stress; the PrWd culminates with word-

level stress; the PhP participates in the internal structuring of the IP and 

culminates with phrase-level stress; the IP is the domain on which an 

intonational contour is deployed, presenting a nuclear pitch accent 

                                            
9 ‘R’ stands for ‘root’, ‘s’ for ‘strong’, and ‘w’ for ‘weak’. According to Liberman, 
the three tones of an LHL tune associated to this sentence can be organized in a 
parallel tree structure: the tune’s root node is branching and right-headed, and its 
strong branch is also branching but left-headed. While the first L of the tune is on 
the weak branch on the left of the root node, the right strong node has the H tone 
on its left strong branch and the final L on its right weak branch. The tones of the 
tune are associated with the strongest syllable under the circled nodes on the 
metrical tree, the parentheses indicating weak syllables that are not associated 
with any tone. 
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associated with the most prominent phrasal stress and ending in a boundary 

tone; and the utterance is the highest level in the hierarchy. Below the 

syllable level, another unit that determines syllable weight, the mora, is 

often distinguished, mainly to describe weight-sensitive languages or 

dialects. While consonantal onsets do not project morae, segments that 

belong to the syllabic rime do: a short vowel projects one mora, a long 

vowel two, and a consonantal coda may project one mora or not depending 

on the linguistic variety (Hyman 1985; McCarthy and Prince 1986). 

Thus, prosodic constituents are phonological domains, organized in a 

hierarchy. Delimited by two edges, they culminate with one head, which is 

its most prominent part. 

3.1.1.2. The Strict Layer Hypothesis and its alternatives 

In the earliest accounts for prosodic structure, the prosodic hierarchy was 

conceived as obeying the Strict Layer Hypothesis (Nespor and Vogel 1986), 

according to which all constituents of one level were totally included in 

constituents of the level above in the hierarchy and, vice-versa, any 

constituent was fully organized in constituents of the strictly inferior level. 

That is to say, for example, that the material that constitutes a PrWd is 

completely organized in feet, and that feet group integrally into PrWds. This 

bans recursion from the prosodic constituent structure: no constituent of a 

given level dominates another constituent of the same level. It also impedes 

that a constituent directly dominates a constituent of a type that is not the 

next one in the hierarchy (for instance, a PhP cannot directly dominate a 

syllable). 

However, the Optimality Theory (OT) framework allowed reviewing 

this too restrictive hypothesis. In OT, grammar is conceived as a set of 
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universal constraints, which are violable (McCarthy and Prince 1993; Prince 

and Smolensky 1993). These constraints are organized in a hierarchy and 

their relative ranking is specific to the grammar of a given linguistic variety. 

A device called GEN generates candidates from an underlying input and 

transfers them all to another device called EVAL, in which the interaction of 

all constraints according to their ranking evaluates which candidate is the 

optimal output. In this framework, the Strict Layer Hypothesis was split into 

a set of four constraints (Selkirk 1996):  

- LAYEREDNESS determines that a constituent cannot dominate 
another constituent ranked higher in the hierarchy (for 
instance, no syllable can dominate a foot). 

- HEADEDNESS obliges a constituent to dominate at least one 
constituent of the next level (for instance, a foot must 
dominate at least a syllable). 

- EXHAUSTIVITY impedes that a constituent dominates directly a 
constituent that is not of the next level (for example, a PhP 
should not directly dominate a syllable).  

- NONRECURSIVITY states that a constituent should not 
dominate a constituent of the same type.  

While LAYEREDNESS and HEADEDNESS are said to be always 

undominated — i.e., extremely highly ranked, so that any candidate that 

violates them is always ruled out by EVAL —, it has been put forward that 

EXHAUSTIVITY and NONRECURSIVITY may be violated (Itô and Mester 2008, 

2012a, 2013; Selkirk 1996, 2009, among others). For example, on the basis 

of stress patterns and segmental evidence, Selkirk (1996) argues that, in 

English, while a function word (fnc) in phrase-final position, such as me and 

in in Figure 3.2 (in green frames), constitutes a PrWd on its own — which 

dominates a foot, since it is stressed —, a proclitic fnc, such as to in Figure 

3.2 (in a red frame), is a free clitic, i.e. a syllable that is directly dominated 
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by the PhP containing the lexical word (lex) on which it leans, thus violating 

EXHAUSTIVITY (see Figure 3.2).  

           IP 

 

PhP     PhP     PhP 

     

PrWd    PrWd  PrWd   PrWd  PrWd 

     

Ft     Ft  Ft   Ft  Ft 

 

syl   syl    syl  syl  syl syl  syl 

 

[Ma-  ry] [wants  me]   [to come   in] 

   (lex)     (lex)   (fnc)  (fnc) (lex)  (fnc) 

Figure 3.2 Prosodic structure of the sentence Mary wants me to come in, 
showing the different attachment of proclitic and phrase-final fnc, according 
to the principles exposed by Selkirk (1996). 

The description of more languages has shown that more than one 

layer is needed between the PrWd and the IP: one PhP-level alone cannot 

account for all the prosodic phenomena observed. In their Autosegmental-

Metrical account for the intonational system of Japanese, Beckman & 

Pierrehumbert (1986) proposed two types of phrases below the IP-level and 

above the PrWd: the Accentual Phrase (AP) and the intermediate phrase 

(ip). In the line of the Prosodic Phonology framework, Selkirk & Tateishi 

(1988) also propose to split the PhP-level into two: the Minor Phrase (MiP, 
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corresponding roughly to the AP) and the Major Phrase (MaP, 

corresponding roughly to the ip). The main difference between the two 

frameworks is that, whereas MiP and MaP are determined by the syntactic 

structure — and subject to restructuring —, AP and ip are defined on the 

basis of their surface realization. However, AP and ip correspond roughly to 

MiP and MaP, respectively: an AP/MiP is defined by the syntactic projection 

of a lexical head and is characterized in the surface realization by the 

presence of a pitch accent; an ip/MaP corresponds to a maximal syntactic 

projection and its right edge is marked by a boundary tone.  

Leaning on the possibility of recursion and non-strict layering, Itô & 

Mester (2008) propose to return to a simpler prosodic hierarchy with five 

categories: syl, Ft, PrWd, PhP, IP. According to them, a MiP/AP would 

correspond to a minimal PhP, i.e. a PhP that dominates directly a PrWd, 

whereas a MaP/ip would be a maximal PhP, dominating recursively other 

PhPs but being dominated by no other PhP. In the same way, the IP could 

also present recursion, a maximal IP thus corresponding to what has been 

referred to as an utterance (U). In a similar way, Féry, Hörnig & Pahaut 

(2011) consider only two types of phrases above the word, which may be 

recursive: the prosodic phrase — corresponding to the PhP — and the 

intonation phrase. This proposal enables explaining structures presenting 

several layers between the PrWd and the IP, as well as between the IP and 

the U, accounting in an economical way — among other things — for 

distinct downstepping patterns that have been described. However, the 

properties that apply to a constituent type must be the same at all levels in 

a recursive structure. If MiP/AP and MaP/ip, or IP and U, appear to present 

different phonological properties, they should be considered as separate 

constituent types. 
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The study of prosodic phrasing thus presents two main traditions: 

Prosodic Phonology and the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) framework. The 

former, to which Selkirk’s and Nespor & Vogel’s works — among others — 

belong, is an deductive approach that considers that prosodic structure is 

first determined by syntax and then restructured. The latter, including 

Pierrehumbert and Beckman’s work for instance, usually starts from an 

inductive analysis of prosodic realization to establish general patterns. Some 

prosodic units used in these two frameworks have received different names, 

mainly those comprised between the Prosodic Word and the Intonation 

Phrase in the prosodic hierarchy: while the AM model usually makes the 

distinction between AP and ip, Prosodic Phonology uses the PhP, 

sometimes distinguishing two levels (MiP and MaP) or making use of 

recursion. In this thesis, we shall follow the AM terminology of AP and ip, 

assuming that they correspond to the MiP and MaP units of Prosodic 

Phonology. 

3.1.1.3. Syntax-prosody mapping and restructuring 

According to Prosodic Phonology, the construction of prosodic constituents 

is sensitive to morphosyntactic constraints, but it is not isomorphic to 

syntactic structure. The application of the Optimality Theory (OT) 

framework to prosodic theory entailed the development of faithfulness and 

markedness constraints related to prosodic structure: faithfulness 

constraints are mainly concerned with the syntax-phonology mapping; 

markedness constraints are responsible for their restructuring. 

The first definition of how Phonological Phrases (PhPs) are 

constructed with respect to morphosyntax was given by Selkirk (1981:126):  
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“An item which is the specifier of a syntactic phrase joins with the 
head of the phrase. An item belonging to a ‘non-lexical’ category 
(…), such as Det, Prep, Comp, Verbaux, Conjunction, joins with its 
sister constituent.”  

Her definition of the Intonational Phrase (IP) was still somewhat vague:  

“The minimal intonational phrase is a single φ, the maximal is one 
that includes all the φ of a sentence, and also possible are any 
intermediary groupings” (Selkirk 1981:131)10 

However, she specifies that some syntactic structures must be phrased in an 

IP. She cites preposed adverbials, non-restrictive relative clauses and 

parenthetical expressions. The presence of such a structure within a 

sentence automatically gives the status of IP to the preceding material. She 

considers the Utterance to group all IPs within the highest sentence in 

syntactic structure. 

These definitions were refined with references to X’-theory: Selkirk 

(1986) underlined the relevance of X’ and X’’ projections for the 

construction of ‘small’ and ‘maximal’ PhPs, respectively. Later on, within the 

Optimality Theory framework, faithfulness constraints determine the 

alignment of the edges of syntactic phrases with those of prosodic 

constituents. For instance, Truckenbrodt’s (1995) ALIGN (XP, R; PhP, R) and 

ALIGN (XP, L; PhP, L) state that the right/left edge of a maximal syntactic 

projection must correspond to the right/left edge of a PhP. Similarly, ALIGN 

(X’, R; PhP, R) and ALIGN (X’, L; PhP, L) refer to the coincidence of lexical 

heads with the edges of PhPs. Selkirk’s (2000) ALIGN (Focus, R; MaP, R) 

forces the occurrence of a MaP right boundary at the right edge of the 

                                            
10 ‘φ’ stands for ‘Phonological Phrase’. 
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focalized syntactic constituent.11 Other constraints require morphosyntactic 

constituents to be included (“wrapped”) in specific prosodic constituents: 

for example, WRAP-XP states that a maximal syntactic projection must be 

contained in a phonological phrase (Truckenbrodt 1995). Selkirk (2009) lays 

out a set of Match constraints on the basis of minimalist phase theory 

(Chomsky 1999), stating that the Spell-Out domain of a phase must have a 

corresponding prosodic constituent in the phonological representation: 

MATCH CLAUSE determines that a clause (i.e., the Spell-Out domain of a CP) 

must be matched by an IP; MATCH PHRASE, that a syntactic phrase (XP) must 

be matched by a PhP; and MATCH WORD, that a (non-clitic) word in syntactic 

structure must be matched by a PrWd. In this view, embedded 

morphosyntactic structures should give rise to recursive prosodic 

constituents — which might be readjusted in the phonological derivation.  

In the AM framework, the intermediate phrase (ip) has been related 

to several syntactic structures in different languages: dislocated elements, 

parentheses, appositions (such as non-restrictive relative clauses, for 

instance), tag questions, vocatives, post-focal elements, as well as nominal 

subjects — especially when they are long — (see Beckman & Pierrehumbert 

1986; Frota et al. 2007; Delais-Roussarie et al. to appear, 2015, among 

others). Moreover, this unit may also be involved in the disambiguation 

between syntactic structures with different scope: APs/PhPs that are 
                                            

11 Truckenbrodt (1995) views this constraint as the result of the principle that any 
mark in the grid corresponds to the head of a constituent and constituents have 
only one head. Two constraints then interact to conspire for the insertion of a PhP 
boundary at the end of the focal domain: FOCUS, which states that “if F is a focus 
and DF is its domain, then the highest prominence within DF will be within F”, 
changes the prominence pattern; then, ALIGN (PCat, E; Head/PCat, E), where PCat 
is a prosodic category, Head/PCat its head, and E either left or right, readjusts the 
location of PhP edges. 
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semantically related may be phrased together in an ip (see for instance 

Nibert 2005). 

Although prosodic phrasing is highly dependent on morphosyntactic 

structure, it is not isomorphic to it: while faithfulness constraints hold 

prosodic constituents or their edges to match with syntactic constituents or 

their edges, markedness constraints — if higher ranked — may force 

phonological representation to present prosodic phrases that do not 

correspond to syntactic constituents, or imply that some syntactic 

constituents are not instantiated by any prosodic phrase. For example, 

BINARITY determines that a prosodic constituent of a given category consists 

of not more and not less than two constituents of the lower category in the 

hierarchy. Another constraint states that a minimal PhP (or MiP) must 

contain at most one pitch accent (Selkirk 2009). 

Moreover, a same syntactic structure may give rise to different 

phrasing strategies (Selkirk 2005, among others): prosodic phrasing is also 

sensitive to the length of the constituents (the longer the constituent, the 

more likely it is to split into several phrases), to speech rate (the faster, the 

longer the constituents) and speech style may entail stylistic variation (a 

more didactic speech will tend to promote a PhP to IP, for example). 

Thus, the actual prosodic constituent structure is the result of the 

interaction between faithfulness constraints, which tend to isomorphy 

between prosodic and syntactic structures, and markedness constraints, 

which conspire for the well-formedness of prosodic constituents. One of the 

aims of this thesis is to determine the role of these different constraints in 

the formation of prosodic constituents in Occitan and French, intending to 
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highlight possible differences between these two languages and pinpoint 

cases of influence of language contact in Occitan and Southern French. 

Since to our knowledge prosodic constituent structure in Occitan has 

not been the object of any study apart from the work that culminates with 

this thesis, in the following subsection we will only present the state of the 

art on prosodic structure in French. 

3.1.2. Prosodic constituent structure in French 
In almost all accounts for French phrasing patterns, at least two different 

constituents are generally distinguished, which have received many 

different names (see Lacheret-Dujour and Beaugendre 1999 for a review of 

the models developed in the 20th century): at a superior level, one 

constituent type, which corresponds to a syntactically and semantically 

complete unit, is the domain to which intonational contours are associated; 

at a lower level, another constituent type, bigger than the lexical word, is 

defined as the domain for primary accentuation.  

In his account for French prosody and metrical structure, Verluyten 

(1982) distinguishes two types of prosodic phrases: the Groupe Accentuel 

(GA, ‘Accentual Group’) and the Groupe Intonatif (GI, ‘Intonational Group’). 

GIs, which are associated with an intonational contour, correspond to 

syntactic phrases and present a hierarchical organization. By contrast, GAs, 

which participate in the stress patterns of utterances, are formed around a 

lexical head and are organized linearly without reflecting the semantic or 

syntactic structure. Any noun, verb, or post-nominal adjective constitutes a 

GA with all the words that precede it. Liaison is obligatory within GAs; 

therefore, enclitic pronouns and some monosyllabic adverbs must belong to 
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the preceding GA. Post-nominal adjectives may optionally merge with the 

preceding GA into a GA’. While adverbs that modify the whole sentence 

constitute a GA on their own, adverbs that appear between an auxiliary and 

a verb form a GA together with one or the other according to the syntactic 

relationship it maintains with them. A GA present a subjacent stress pattern 

characterized by a binary rhythm, in which a primary stress is realized on the 

last non-schwa syllable of the group and secondary stresses may appear on 

each even syllable from the primary-stressed syllable. Rhythmic 

readjustments may occur and make too short GA merge with the adjacent 

GA with which it is most tightly bound syntactically. GIs are constructed 

once GAs are formed: any syntactic phrase may correspond to a GI, except 

those that do not constitute at least one GA on their own.  

Dell (1984) defines prosody as the conjunction of melodic, duration, 

and intensity patterns. He is concerned with stress patterns in French, which 

he calls schème accentuel (‘accentual scheme’). This abstract rhythmical 

structure is defined by a series of rules within phrases called tronçons 

intonatifs (TI, ‘intonational chunks’). These TIs, which correspond roughly to 

Verluyten’s (1982) GIs, are derived from the syntactic and semantic 

structure of the utterance. As a consequence, no lower level of prosodic 

constituency is needed in his account, in which stress patterns derive from 

syntactic structure and phonological processes of clash avoidance and 

eurhythmic adjustments. 

Delais-Roussarie’s (2000) metrical account for French prosody is 

based on the two roles of accentuation in French: demarcation and 

culmination. Since demarcation is concerned with marking the edges of 

prosodic constituents, the study of accentuation is also concerned with 
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phrasing. Alignment constraints insure that accents are aligned with the 

right edge of lexical heads (DémarcationXTête: Aligner (XTête, D, ˈσ)) and 

maximal syntactic projections (DémarcationXMax: Aligner (XMax, D, ˈσ)), as well 

as with the left and right edges of lexical words (DémarcationLexG: Aligner 

(Lex, G, ˈσ); DémarcationLexD: Aligner (Lex, D, ˈσ)). Dominance constraints set 

as most prominent the rightmost syllable within domains defined by lexical 

heads (DominanceXTête: Domine (XTête, D)) and by maximal syntactic 

projections (DominanceXMax: Domine (XMax, D)). Besides the interplay of these 

faithfulness constraints, the rhythmic patterns of utterances are also 

influenced by markedness constraints that hold to the metrical grid 

eurhythmy (see subsection 3.2.2.4). The faithfulness constraints 

corresponding to maximal syntactic projections are ranked higher than 

those corresponding to lower constituents and are rarely violated in order 

to satisfy rhythmic constraints; on the contrary, rhythmic constraints may 

override faithfulness constraints corresponding to lexical heads and a 

fortiori to lexical words. 

Di Cristo (2004) separates prosody in three modules corresponding 

to metrical, tonal, and temporal structuration. For all three modules, he 

clearly distinguishes (i) the abstract characteristics of their phonological 

representation, which may apply both at the lexical and the supra-lexical 

level, and (ii) the concrete and measurable characteristics of the phonetic 

realization, which he further separates in production (related with 

physiology), transmission (acoustics), and perception (audition). At the 

phonological level, the metrical structuration is responsible for lexical and 

supra-lexical stress as well as rhythm, the tonal structuration for lexical tone 

and intonation, and the temporal structuration for lexical quantity and 

supra-lexical tempo and pauses. Rhythm and melody are considered as two 
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phonetic projections of a single subjacent phonological representation (Di 

Cristo and Hirst 1993; Di Cristo 2004).  

In their model of French prosodic system, which they couch in Halle & 

Vergnaud’s (1987) bracketed metrical grid, Di Cristo & Hirst distinguish 

three constituent types, all right-headed: the Unité Tonale (UT, ‘Tonal Unit’), 

the Unité Rythmique (UR, ‘Rhythmic Unit’), and the Unité Intonative (UI, 

‘Intonational Unit’) (Di Cristo and Hirst 1993; Di Cristo 2004, among others). 

While the UT and the UI are specified for tone in the phonological 

representation with an initial and a final tones, the UR is not tonally 

specified and is characterized by final lengthening.  

The UT, which does not correspond to any morphosyntactic constituent, 

always bears a rising configuration LH in French, with a high-pitched accent 

on its right.  

The formation of URs depends on the application in order of three 

conditions: accentability (“condition d’accentogénéité”), syntactic grouping 

(“condition de groupement syntaxique”) and right-headedness (“condition 

de borne droite”). Accentability depends on the lexical nature of the words: 

nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs are accentable. Syntactic grouping 

groups together a lexical head and all its dependent elements (articles, 

pronouns, auxiliaries, adjectives, etc.). Right-headedness implies that the 

last syllable of the syntactic phrase is accented, whichever its nature is.  

UIs are constructed on the basis of the root sentence, in a similar way to 

Nespor & Vogel’s (1986) or Selkirk’s (1981) Intonation(al) Phrase. The UI 

shows a nuclear accent on its right, and its tonal structure depends on the 

semantic-pragmatic meaning that it conveys: LL at the end of a statement, 

and LH in yes-no questions or to express continuation in statements, for 
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example. The overall contour of utterances is derived from the linearization 

of the tones of UTs and UIs, two adjacent identical tones being simplified 

into one, and downstep rules transform non-UI-initial LH tonal sequences in 

a downstepped tone. Post-focal material constitutes a Segment d’UI 

(‘segment of UI’) included in a recursive UI; it maintains a final accent, but its 

level of prominence is lower than the nuclear accent. 

Jun and Fougeron (2000, 2002) developed a model for French 

intonation in the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) framework that is based on 

the Accentual Phrase (AP), a prosodic unit first proposed by Beckman and 

Pierrehumbert (1986) for Japanese, which may contain more than one lexical 

word but only one pitch accent (see subsection 3.1.1.2). This AP is 

comparable to Verluyten’s (1982) Groupe Accentuel. APs are organized in 

Intonation Phrases (IPs), which are characterized by a final boundary tone, 

annotated either L% or H%. In their paper of the year 2000, they also 

considered the intermediate phrase level between the AP and IP, which 

they use to account for what Di Cristo calls Segment d’UI. This unit is 

marked by a final boundary tone (L- or H-). However, the intermediate 

phrase was not retained in their 2002 account. 

Post (2000) gives an Autosegmental-Metrical account for French 

prosody based on prosodic theory. Her prosodic grammar of French rests 

upon two units of the prosodic hierarchy above the word: the Phonological 

Phrase (PhP), which is the domain for accentuation and the application of 

stress clash resolution; 12  and the Intonation Phrase (IP), to which the 

                                            
12 According to Post (2000), when two stressed syllables are adjacent in a PhP, 
clash resolution may cause the first stress to be retracted to the initial syllable of 
the word, recalling the English Rhythm Rule (see section 3.2.1.2); this word-initial 
syllable generally receives a rising pitch accent. 
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intonational contour is associated. Below the PhP, she also considers the 

Prosodic Word unit, which, unlike the PhP, is not obligatorily marked by a 

pitch accent, but still culminates with word stress (see subsection 3.2.2.4). 

She couches her analysis of phrasing and accentuation in French in an 

Optimality Theoretical (OT) framework, recurring to 14 universal constraints. 

Some of these constraints deal with pitch accent alignment with respect to 

the edges of prosodic constituents (see subsection 3.2.2.4). Other 

constraints are concerned with the mapping between morphosyntactic and 

prosodic structures. WORDCONDITION (or ALIGN (Lex, R/L; PWd, R/L)) forces 

the left and right edges of a PrWd to coincide with those of a lexical word. 

ALIGNX’ (or ALIGN (X’, R; PP, R)) and ALIGNX’’ (or ALIGN (X’’, R; PP, R)) insure 

that the right edge of PhP coincides with that of a lexical projection X’ or a 

maximal syntactic projection X’’, respectively. PPLENGTH(1) restricts PhP 

restructuring by limiting the number of syllables following the first lexical 

projection in the PhP to one. However, an important finding of Post (2000) 

is that PhP-restructuring may not only integrate to the preceding PhP a non-

branching complement that is located on the right of the lexical head, as 

described in previous literature, but also branching ones. However, the 

length in syllables of the constituents also influences PhP-restructuring: the 

shorter the constituents within the maximal projection of a lexical head, the 

more likely they will combine into one restructured PhP. This variation in 

PhP-restructuring leads her to consider that LENGTH(1), ALIGNX’’ and ALIGNX’ 

must be freely re-ranked with respect to one another: no PhP-restructuring 

results from the ranking LENGTH(1) ≫ ALIGNX’ ≫ ALIGNX’’; a maximal 

restructuring with dephrasing within the maximal projection, from the 

ranking ALIGNX’’ ≫ LENGTH(1) ≫ ALIGNX’. Moreover, she found that in 

restructured PhPs the appearance of a word-initial pitch accent due to clash 
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resolution appears to be optional. With this set of universal constraints and 

the possibility of free re-ranking, Post’s (2000) OT analysis accounts for the 

observed patterns of French phrasing and accentuation. 

The notion of phrase is crucial in all analyses for French accentuation 

patterns: a primary accent hits the last full syllable of a prosodic unit that 

may contain more than one lexical word, and secondary accents may appear 

within the phrase but are not obligatory. The name of this phrase differs 

from one account to the other; the most commonly used are Accentual 

Phrase (AP) or Phonological Phrase (PhP). The former is mostly used in the 

Autosegmental-Metrical framework and is usually defined by its properties 

at the level of surface realization, with its obligatory final pitch accent, 

accompanied by lengthening, and its optional initial accent. By contrast, the 

latter (PhP) belongs to the Prosodic Phonology tradition, in which prosodic 

units are derived from the syntactic structure and may be subject to 

rearrangement; in this framework, the surface realization is a property of 

the PhP, but not its definition. However, whether they call it AP or PhP, all 

analyses agree that French accentuation is bound to this unit. 

3.1.3. Research questions 
All accounts on French prosody agree on the necessity of two prosodic 

constituents, which we will refer to as Accentual Phrase (AP) and Intonation 

Phrase (IP). While the AP is the domain for accentuation, the IP is the unit on 

which an intonational contour is deployed. However, scholars disagree on 

whether an intermediate level has to be distinguished between the AP and 

the IP. As such, it is necessary to find out whether such a unit, which we will 

call intermediate phrase (ip), is needed to account for the phrasing patterns 

observed. One of the contributions of this thesis is to provide evidence for 
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this unit in French and in Occitan, through the analysis of semi-spontaneous 

speech in different varieties of French and Occitan.  

The domain for accentuation is the AP in French, which is 

characterized by a final pitch accent and an optional initial rise. Since similar 

initial rises have been documented in Occitan (Hualde 2003, 2004; Sichel-

Bazin 2009b), the question arises whether the AP is a relevant phrasing unit 

in Occitan too. It is thus interesting to investigate whether the correlates of 

the AP are also to be found in Occitan, which would probably be due to an 

influence of contact with French.  

Occitan displays lexical stress. As a consequence, the Prosodic Word 

unit is presumably pertinent in this language. Since Southern French 

developed in contact with Occitan, it seems necessary to check whether the 

Prosodic Word has correlates in the phonetics in Occitan and Southern 

French. A comparison with Northern French will help to determine whether 

the patterns observed in Southern French are due to contact with Occitan. 

Since the internal organization of prosodic constituents is much 

related with stress patterns, it seemed meaningful to study of constituent 

structure jointly with metrical structure. The methodology used for this 

purpose is exposed in section 4.3.2. Chapter 6 presents the results: first, it 

details the phonetic cues of the constituents of the prosodic hierarchy 

observed in Occitan and French; then, it resumes the mapping patterns of 

each prosodic constituent type with respect to syntax and information 

structure, taking into account phonological constraints, and presents their 

main phonological characteristics. Before getting into more detail about this 

study, we shall explain how metrical structure is organized and point out the 

questions that it raises for Occitan and French.   
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3.2.  Metrical structure 
The metrical structure is the rhythmic organization of language, which arises 

from the alternation between more and less prominent elements within 

utterances. The degree of relative prominence of syllables is generally 

referred to as stress. Subsection 3.2.1 presents the theoretical framework 

that we follow for the study of metrical structure: the concept of metrical 

stress is explained in subsection 3.2.1.1 and subsection 3.2.1.2 is dedicated 

to the metrical grid, which is the tool that we shall use in this thesis for the 

representation of stress patterns and rhythmic alternation. Subsection 3.2.2 

presents the evolution of the stress system from Latin to modern Romance 

languages and draws up the state of the art on metrical structure in Occitan 

and French. While Occitan still displays word stress, many scholars consider 

that stress has become a post-lexical phenomenon in French, applying at 

the Accentual Phrase (AP) level (see subsection 3.1.2). Subsection 3.2.3 

points out the issues about the conception of stress within this unit on 

which the different models on French prosody disagree. Since Occitan and 

Southern French are in contact, two questions arise: one concerns the 

relevance of the AP for the establishment of stress patterns in Occitan; the 

other has to do with the status of word-stress in Southern French.  

3.2.1. Theoretical framework: metrical phonology 
Metrical phonology is concerned with the organization of stress patterns, 

which shape the rhythm of utterances. The concept of metrical stress is 

explained in subsection 3.2.1.1. Subsection 3.2.1.2 presents the 

representative tool for stress patterns that we shall use in this thesis: the 

metrical grid. 
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3.2.1.1. The concept of metrical stress 

Within an utterance, certain syllables are more prominent than others, and 

they show different degrees of prominence. This alternation of beats and 

troughs is responsible for the rhythm of speech. Syllables that are 

associated with a beat, and thus are more prominent than the surroundings, 

are said to be stressed or metrically strong, while other syllables are 

metrically weak.  

The distribution and relative degree of prominence of stressed 

syllables is not random: it responds to specific constraints related with 

prosodic constituent structure (see for instance Liberman and Prince 1977). 

One of the functions of stress is culmination: prosodic constituents have a 

head, which is their most prominent part. Since prosodic constituents are 

organized in a hierarchy, their heads show different degrees of prominence 

according to the level of the corresponding constituent in the hierarchy. 

Moreover, these metrical heads generally align with respect to an 

edge of the constituent: besides culmination, stress also has a demarcative 

function (see Hayes 1995; Kager 2007, among others). For example, in Latin, 

morae are parsed in trochees, that is, in left-headed feet: in each foot the 

most prominent mora is leftmost. Prosodic words culminate with word 

stress on a particular syllable, which is either in penultimate or 

antepenultimate position, according to the segmental content of the 

penultimate syllable: the syllable that receives word stress is the head of the 

rightmost foot in the word (see subsection 3.2.2.1). Thus, secondary stress 

serves for the demarcation of feet — at their left edge in Latin — and 

primary stress for the demarcation of the word — at its right edge in Latin.  
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Finally, stress may also have a contrastive function: the position of 

word stress may lead to lexical contrasts. This is the case in many Romance 

languages: for instance, in Spanish, número [ˈnu.me.ɾo], numero [nu.ˈme.ɾo] 

and numeró [nu.me.ˈɾo], which differ only by the position of their stressed 

syllable, are three different words, meaning respectively ‘number’, ‘I 

number’ and ‘s/he numbered’. 

The words ‘stress’ and ‘accent’ have often been confused in the 

literature (compare for instance Beckman 1986 and Hulst 2005). We will use 

the word ‘stress‘ to refer to the abstract concept related with culmination in 

a prosodic domain. Stress has correlates in the surface realization: stressed 

syllables are usually perceived as more prominent because they are realized 

with modulations of acoustic factors such as duration, intensity and/or 

fundamental frequency. However, not all stresses syllables are associated 

with a tonal movement, and conversely, not all tones are associated with 

stressed syllables: in certain tone languages such as Mandarin or Sango, all 

syllables are specified for tone, but not all of them are stressed; in 

intonational languages, tones may also serve to delimit prosodic 

constituents and thus align with metrically weak syllables. In this thesis, we 

shall consider stress to be the abstract property of the heads of prosodic 

constituents related with metrical structure, which may have acoustic 

correlates; we will reserve the term ‘(pitch) accent’ for tonal movements 

associated with metrically strong syllables.  

3.2.1.2. The metrical grid 

Stressed syllables are the heads of prosodic constituents; as such, their 

position depends on prosodic constituent structure. Since constituents are 

organized in a hierarchy, the degree of prominence of stressed syllables 
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depends on the level in the prosodic hierarchy of the constituent that they 

head. The metrical theory introduced a model for the representation of 

stress patterns, derived from the abstract relations of strength observable 

in metrical trees (see section 3.1.1.1, Figure 3.1, and Figure 3.3 below), in 

the form of a metrical grid (Liberman and Prince 1977; Liberman 1975; 

Prince 1983; Selkirk 1984). 

In a metrical grid, each syllable is aligned with a column of marks, the 

height of which represents the relative degree of prominence of the syllable 

with respect to its neighbors: the higher the column of marks, the more 

prominent the syllable. The number of grid marks associated with a syllable 

is deduced from the number of strong nodes dominating it in the metrical 

tree. Figure 3.3 shows the metrical tree and grid corresponding to the 

English word Apalachicola as pronounced in isolation. This grid consists of 

four rows of marks, corresponding to metrical levels, and six columns, 

aligned with each of the six syllables of the word. The second, fourth and 

sixth syllables (-pa-, -chi-, and -la) are on weak branches of the tree, that is, 

they are unstressed; this is the lowest metrical level and these syllables are 

associated with one mark in the grid only on level 0 (labeled ‘syl’, for 

‘syllables’). The other syllables are labeled as strong in the metrical tree and 

therefore reach at least the first metrical level, constituting the head of feet. 

However, they show different degrees of prominence: while the first 

syllable (A-) is dominated by a strong node, the third one (-la-) is dominated 

by a weak one. Two levels of secondary stress must thus be distinguished in 

the grid, giving rise to levels 1a and 1b (labeled ‘Ft’, for ‘feet’): 

while -la- receives two marks (one on level 0 and one on level 1a), A- is 

assigned three (on levels 0, 1a and 1b). These syllables are on the weak 

branch of the highest node; as a consequence, they are less prominent than 
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the fifth one (-co-), which bears word stress. The syllable bearing word 

stress is assigned still one more mark, reaching the next metrical level (level 

2, labeled ‘PrWd’ for ‘prosodic word’). 

 
Figure 3.3 Metrical grid and metrical tree corresponding to the English 
word “Apalachicola” — adapted from Prince (1983:44). 

Selkirk’s (1984) account of metrical theory was based only on the 

metrical grid, the syllable and the IP being the only relevant prosodic 

constituents for the computation of stress patterns. Halle & Vergnaud 

(1987) introduce the concept of metrical constituents in a bracketed 

metrical grid. These metrical constituents a head, which is the syllable that 

projects a mark to the next metrical level, but also edges, represented by 

parentheses in the grid. In their parametrical approach, these authors 

distinguish whether or not constituents are head-terminal, i.e. “whether or 

not the head of the constituent is adjacent to one of the constituent 

boundaries”, and bounded, i.e. “whether or not the head of the constituent 

is separated from its constituent boundaries by no more than one 

intervening element” — unbounded constituents must be head-terminal, 
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since otherwise there would not be any restriction on constituent structure. 

Then, Halle & Vergnaud (1987) set another parameter for head-terminal 

constituents, namely the position of the head to the right or to the left of 

the constituent. In a given grammar, all parameters are set once for each 

metrical level.  

Albeit its explicative power, Halle & Vergnaud’s (1987) bracketing, 

further developed by Idsardi (1992) and Halle & Idsardi (1995), has the 

disadvantage of creating abstract metrical constituents that are only used to 

derive stress patterns and have no tangible correlates in the surface 

realization. By contrast, the bracketing used by van der Hulst (1996 and 

subsequent work) corresponds to constituents of the prosodic hierarchy, an 

annotation that has the advantage of giving a more concrete account of 

phonological representation combining metrical structure and prosodic 

constituent structure. In the example in Figure 3.3, there are three left-

headed disyllabic feet and one right-headed prosodic word. Instead of 

representing prosodic structure by means of a tree plus a grid, the 

bracketed metrical grid in Figure 3.4 integrates the edges of the prosodic 

constituents in the grid.  

 
Figure 3.4 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the English word 
“Apalachicola” 

Selkirk (1984) conceives the construction of the metrical grid as 

responding to two types of rules: text-to-grid alignment (TGA) rules, which 
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can be easily reinterpreted in the OT framework in terms of faithfulness 

constraints, and rules of grid euphony (GE), which would correspond to 

markedness constraints.  

Selkirk’s (1984:54) TGA rules determine how inherent properties of 

utterances impose restrictions on the alignment of marks in the grid; they 

belong to four different classes:  

- A universal rule of Demi-Beat Alignment “aligns each syllable 
with a single grid position on the lowest metrical level”. 

- Basic Beat Rules “align syllables with beats on the second 
metrical level by virtue of (a) their composition (i.e., the 
composition of their rime) and/or (b) their position with 
respect to a particular syntactic domain”.  

- Domain-end prominence rules “ensure the greatest 
prominence of syllables aligned with beats at the beginning 
or end of some specified syntactic domain, by promoting 
them to beat-hood on metrical level three or higher (e.g., the 
English Main (Word) Stress Rule, Compound Rule, and 
Nuclear Stress Rule)”. 

- The Pitch Accent Prominence Rule “ensures that syllables 
with which the pitch accents forming an intonational contour 
are aligned are rhythmically prominent with respect to non-
pitch-accented syllables”. 

GE rules hold metrical patterns to tend to respect the Principle of 

Rhythmic Alternation, avoiding clashes and lapses by beat addition, beat 

movement or beat deletion. Selkirk’s (1984:56) Textual Prominence 

Preservation Condition (TPPC) states: “a TGA rule applying on a syntactic 

domain di is necessarily satisfied on that domain”. This can be reinterpreted 

in terms of constraints ranking: while TGA constraints are undominated, GE 

constraints are lower ranked. 
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Apart from Demi-Beat Alignment, these principles were first adapted 

to the OT-framework by McCarthy & Prince (1993). For example, they 

expressed part of basic beat assignment in terms of a constraint called 

WEIGHT-TO-STRESS PRINCIPLE, which states that heavy syllables must be 

stressed. Kager (2007) reformulated it as “PEAK PROMINENCE: Peak(x) is more 

harmonic than Peak(y) if |x| > |y|. This constraint correlates the size of a 

prominence peak (that is, the height of its grid column) with the quantity of 

the syllable which carries it. More concretely, it requires the tallest peak to 

lodge on the heaviest syllable”. Alignment constraints that provide that the 

head of a constituent align with one of its edges explain both basic beat 

assignment and domain-end prominence. For example, ALIGN (PrWd, R, 

Head/PrWd, R) states that a prosodic word must end with the foot that 

bears primary stress. Pitch accent prominence is achieved by the constraint 

formulated by Itô & Mester (2012b) as ACCENTTOFTHEAD (“pitch accents fall 

on a foot-head”) and Truckenbrodt’s (1995) FOCUS (“if F is a focus and DF is 

its domain, then the highest prominence within DF will be within F”) ranked 

higher than DEPSTRUC (“do not add structure that is not in the input form”). 

OT-constraints that lead to grid euphony have also been formulated 

by McCarthy & Prince (1993): FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN) states that “feet must be 

binary under syllabic or moraic analysis” and thus ensures that strong and 

weak syllables or morae alternate;13 FOOTFORM determines the preferred 

                                            
13 This fact that foot binarity may refer to syllables or to morae leads to consider 
that grid-marks on level 0 — basic beats in Selkirk’s (1984) terms — may be 
projected either by syllables or by morae depending on the language (see for 
instance Andreassen & Eychenne (2013) for an account for French stress patterns 
in which morae project grid-marks). 
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type of foot (trochee or iamb);14 NOLAPSE bans two consecutive syllables 

from being unparsed in feet. The directionality of feet parsing, which was 

seen as driven either from left to right or from right to left in parametrical 

approaches, is interpreted by Kager (2007) in terms of an alignment 

constraint of the type ALIGN (Foot, E, PrWd, E), where E stands for left or 

right, which assigns violations marks to any foot that is separated by an 

unparsed syllable from either the left or the right edge of the PrWd, and 

thus forces feet to be parsed from left to right or from right to left, 

respectively.  

The metrical grid is especially useful not only to represent 

prominence relations between syllables, but also to visually pinpoint lapses, 

clashes, and rhythmic alternation. A lapse corresponds to the adjacency of 

two or more empty positions on a given level of the grid, resulting in a long 

stretch of weak syllables. On the contrary, stress clash conditions are 

defined as the adjacency of two marks on a given level, that is, of two 

stressed syllables of at least some degree of prominence. Eurhythmy is a 

cross-linguistic tendency to avoid stress clashes and lapses, favoring a 

regular alternation between strong and weak metrical positions, which 

Selkirk (1984) calls the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation. For example, in 

English stress clash is often resolved by the so-called Rhythm Rule, which 

causes the first of two clashing prominences within a PhP to shift backwards 

to the previous stressed syllable (see Chomsky and Halle 1968; Halle and 

Vergnaud 1987, among others; Liberman and Prince 1977; Prince 1983). 

Such a phenomenon can be observed comparing the left and right panels of 

                                            
14 FOOTFORM could also be formulated as two more general alignment constraints, 
one ranked higher than the other: ALIGN (Foot, L, Head/Foot, L), favoring trochees, 
and ALIGN (Foot, R, Head/Foot, R), favoring iambs. 
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Figure 3.5: in the input scansion (left panel), the marks labeled 9 and 10 are 

clashing since they are adjacent on the third row of the grid (level 2) — i.e. 

not separated by any mark on the second row (level 1); this causes mark 9 

to shift backwards in the output scansion (right panel) over mark 6, which is 

the previous mark on the immediately lower level 1. This creates a perfectly 

alternating pattern: no mark is adjacent to another mark on the same level 

(i.e. there is no clash) and neither is any empty position on a given level 

adjacent to another empty position on the same level (i.e. there is no lapse). 

 
Figure 3.5 Metrical grid and metrical tree associated with the English phrase 
“achromatic lens” before (left panel) and after (right panel) clash resolution 
by the Rhythm Rule — reproduced from Liberman & Prince (1977:317). 

In order to account for certain stress patterns in which words contain 

only one stress, Halle & Vergnaud (1987) resort to a procedure that they call 

line conflation. After all the metrical structure has been derived, undesired 

secondary stresses may have to be erased, especially in weight-sensitive 

systems in which primary stress is assigned to the leftmost/rightmost heavy 

syllable in the word. They achieve this by deleting all marks on the metrical 
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level 1 — which corresponds to the heads of feet — except the one bearing 

word stress, which is the only one that projects a mark on the level above. 

Figure 3.6 gives an example corresponding to languages such as Eastern 

Cheremis, Classical Arabic, Chuvash, Hindi, Huasteco or Dongolese Nubian, 

in which “stress falls on the last syllable that has a full vowel, but in words 

where all syllables have only reduced vowels, stress falls on the first 

syllable” (Halle and Vergnaud 1987:51–52). In such a language, they 

consider that full vowels must project a mark on line 1 so that word stress 

can be assigned to the rightmost left-headed unbounded foot, but this 

predicts secondary stresses on all syllables with a full vowel, which are not 

observed in the surface realization. In Figure 3.6 (a), syllables 3 and 7 have 

full vowels (marked with an arrowhead under the syllable number in the 

figure) and are thus assigned a grid-mark on line 1, as well as syllable 1 

because the whole word must be parsed by unbounded left-headed feet. 

However, none of these prominences is actually realized. To resolve this 

problem, lines 2 and 1 are conflated (Figure 3.6 (b)): unlike the main word 

stress associated with syllable 7, which remains, these undesirable 

prominences have been erased because they did not project any mark on 

line 2. This process of line conflation not only deletes the heads of 

constituents, but also the constituents on the metrical level below. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 3.6 Process of line conflation — reproduced from Halle & Vergnaud 
(1987:51–52). 

Van der Hulst (1996, 2006, 2009) considers that word stress must be 

assigned before and independently from foot-level rhythmic prominences. 

“Special syllables”, which may be inherently heavy (i.e. their rime is 

branching, projecting two morae) or stored with a mark of “diacritic weight” 

in the lexicon, project directly a prominence to level 1. If no special syllable 

is available, a mark on line 1 is assigned to the leftmost or rightmost syllable 

of the word. Word stress is then assigned to the rightmost or leftmost 

syllable with a mark on line 1. According to van der Hulst, rhythmic 

secondary accents — if any — are derived later, most likely post-lexically, by 

feet parsing within the phonological phrase domain. 

All in all, the metrical grid is a very useful tool in order to represent 

stress patterns. It permits to formulate easily constraints on the rhythmic 

well-formedness of utterances. The bracketed metrical grid makes it 

possible to represent in a practical and economical way stress patterns and 

constituent structure together, which are two tightly intertwined aspects of 

prosodic organization. This the model that we will apply to Occitan, 

Southern and Northern French to account for their metrical patterns related 

with prosodic phrasing. Before pointing out which research questions we 
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will address within this framework, it is necessary to draw up a review of the 

work that has been done on metrical structure in Occitan and French. 

3.2.2. Evolution of the stress system in Romance 
French and Occitan are both Romance languages, and as such, derive from 

Latin. The stress system of Latin, in which word-stress position was fixed 

according to segmental content, changed in its evolution towards Romance, 

leading to a contrastive lexical stress. This is the present situation in 

Occitan. French evolved further and has been said to lack lexical stress 

nowadays. In order to understand this evolution of the stress system from 

Latin to modern Occitan and French, subsection 3.2.2.1 will expose briefly 

how word stress was assigned in Latin. Then, the stress systems found in 

most modern Romance languages will be explained in subsection 3.2.2.2. 

The following two subsections 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.2.4 will be dedicated to 

Occitan and French, respectively, which have evolved further and display 

stress systems that diverge from the southern Romance languages.  

3.2.2.1. Word stress in Latin 

In Latin, vowel length is phonologically distinctive, short vowels projecting 

one mora, and long vowels two morae; coda consonants also project a 

mora. Thus, a syllable whose rhyme is composed of a short vowel only is 

monomoraic, i.e. light; by contrast, if the rhyme contains a long vowel or a 

diphthong or if it ends in a coda consonant, the syllable is bimoraic, i.e. 

heavy. In Classical Latin, words display antepenultimate stress if the penult 

is light, and penultimate stress if it is heavy. This has usually been described 

as a weight-sensitive stress system involving the — non-iterative in some 

accounts like Hayes’ (1995) — construction of moraic trochees from the 
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right edge of words, and since the last syllable of the word is extrametrical, 

parsing starts from the penultimate syllable (for a discussion on the metrical 

accounts proposed in the literature, see for instance Lahiri, Riad, and Jacobs 

1999:378–400). For example, in a trisyllabic word like abăcus (‘abacus’), the 

penult is light since its vowel is short and it has no coda; a moraic trochee is 

thus formed over the antepenult and the penult, resulting in 

antepenultimate stress. By contrast, trisyllabic words like amīcus (‘friend’) or 

pedestrem (‘on foot’) have heavy penults, either because the vowel in the 

nucleus is long (-mī-) or because it is closed by a coda consonant (-des-); 

therefore, the penultimate syllable constitutes a moraic trochee on its own 

and receives word stress. 

3.2.2.2. Word stress in Romance 

During the evolution from Classical Latin to Romance, vowel length was lost; 

stress position remained mostly unchanged, but processes of syncope and 

apocope reduced the number of post-stressed syllables in many words (see 

for instance Väänänen 1968:74–78). Besides antepenultimate and 

penultimate stress inherited from Latin, final stress became also possible, 

resulting in a three-syllable window at the right edge of the word, which is 

remained the present situation in most southern Romance languages. 

Roca (1999) gives an account for this transformation in the stress 

systems of Romance languages invoking the emergence of two rules: the 

Romance Extrametricality Rule (RER) and the Romance Accent Rule (RAR). 

The RER, which he claims resulted from a reinterpretation of Latin’s last 

syllable extrametricality, states that the desinence — i.e., all final material 

that does not belong to the stem — is always extrametrical in Romance. 

According to Roca’s RAR, the last syllable of the stem must be stressed; this 
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would have arisen as an overgeneralization of penultimate stress due, on 

the one hand, to the high incidence of heavy penults in Latin and, on the 

other, to the frequent syncope and apocope of post-stressed material in 

Romance. The interplay of RER and RAR implies that words ending in a 

vocalic desinence show penultimate stress, and words without desinence 

are stress-final. Antepenultimate stress, which is a marked pattern in all 

Romance languages and does not show up in Occitan, is explained by a 

lexical mark forcing the exceptional non-application of the RAR; provided 

the extrametricality of the desinence (RER), trochee parsing from right to 

left thus assigns stress to the antepenult. This mechanism also derives 

penultimate stress in words in which the stem ends in a vowel, like Occitan 

notari [nu.ˈta.ɾi] (‘lawyer’), in which the final -i belongs to the stem, as the 

derived notarial [nu.ta.ˈɾjal] (‘notarial’) shows.  

An alternative explanation of Romance stress patterns is the 

construction of a moraic trochee at the word right edge, which receives 

word main stress (Lahiri et al. 1999). This derives penultimate stress in 

words ending in a vowel and final stress in consonant-final words. The other 

patterns encountered in Romance have to be considered as irregular and 

must thus present lexical marks:15 final stress in words ending in a vowel 

results from a diacritic weight on the last syllable, and antepenultimate 

stress from extrametricality of the last syllable (van der Hulst 2009:233–234). 

It is important to notice that certain affixes have underlying stress in 

Romance. A majority of stressed suffixes erase the stress of the root, such 

                                            
15 The irregularity of these patterns is gathered by most orthographic rules: in all 
Romance languages except in French, a word-final stressed vowel is regularly 
marked by an accent in the spelling, and so is antepenultimate stress in Spanish, 
Catalan, and Portuguese. 
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as those derived from Latin -atio, for example. However, other suffixes do 

not, like for instance the adverbial suffix -ment(e) in a majority of modern 

Romance languages. This leads to the presence of two stresses in adverbs 

ending in this suffix, the position of the first one being distinctive and 

lexically defined (see for instance Catalan còmodament [ˌkɔ.mu.ðəә.ˈmen] 

‘comfortably’ and degudament [ðəә.ˌɣu.ðəә.ˈmen] ‘duly’). Similarly, some 

prefixes also are stressed, like pre- or anti-, for example. 

3.2.2.3. Word stress in Occitan 

Occitan has contrastive lexical stress, falling either on the last or the penult 

syllable (Meisenburg 2001; Schultz-Gora 1906). For example, the word pati 

[ˈpa.ti] (‘patio’) with penult stress contrasts with patir [pa.ˈti] (‘to suffer’) with 

final stress. In this sense, it resembles the majority of Romance languages, 

yet antepenultimate stress is not attested in the majority of Occitan 

dialects.16 Words ending in a consonant — except morphological -n and -s 

— are generally stress-final,17 but words ending in a vowel may be stressed 

either on the final or on the penultimate syllable. Thus, in Roca’s (1999) 

account, Occitan is very similar to the other Romance languages: the RER 

states that the desinence is always extrametrical, and the RAR may not 

apply in some words, which must be lexically marked. The only specificity of 

Occitan is that the RAR is mandatory in consonant-final stems (see section 

3.2.2.2). By contrast, according to van der Hulst’s (2009) interpretation, 

                                            
16 Antepenultimate stress only exists in peripheral dialects of Occitan: in Niçart and 
the Vivaroalpine varieties spoken in Italy, as well as in colloquial Aranese (Gascon 
variety spoken in Catalonia, Spain). 
17 There are few exceptions, such as nívol [ˈni.βul] (‘cloud’), which tend either to 
drop the final consonant or to displace stress to the final syllable in a majority of 
dialects. 
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Occitan must have undergone a complete loss of extrametricality, whereas 

stressed word-final vowels bear lexical marks of diacritic weight as in other 

languages. 

In Occitan, there are seven phonologically distinctive vowels in 

stressed position: /i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, u, y/. Unstressed low vowels undergo vowel 

reduction: /ɛ/ is merged with /e/, /ɔ/ with /u/, and [a] never appears in post-

stressed position — or in any unstressed syllable in northern dialects. The 

vowel resulting from Latin final -a is realized [ɔ] in a majority of dialects — or 

[ɑ], [ɒ], [əә], [œ] or [u] in others — after stress, but is maintained in pre-

stressed position (for a detailed explanation of vocalic alternance in Occitan, 

see Lieutard 2000:21–57). Vowel quality may thus be a correlate of word 

stress, as well as variations in fundamental frequency, intensity, and 

duration. 

According to the dialect, syllable structure presents different 

restrictions on the composition of the coda, which may differ word-

internally and word-finally. In all dialects, the only possible word-internal 

codas are glides, liquids (with some restrictions for /l/ depending on the 

variety, see Alibèrt 2000:33–35), nasals (the articulation point of which is 

determined by regressive assimilation) and /s/ (realized as a dental, alveolar 

or palatal fricative according to the variety, its sonority being assigned by 

regressive assimilation). It is also the case word-finally in the Northern 

dialects (Lemosin and Auvernhat, as well as part of Vivaroalpine) and in 

Provençal (with some restrictions for -s depending on the variety). By 

contrast, Gascon and Lengadocian (as well as part of the Vivaroalpine 

dialect) accept all kinds of phonemes — even occlusives — in word-final 

position; in Gascon and western Lengadocian, even sequences of two 
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consonants — or even three in some varieties — may appear word-finally. 

This has been interpreted as the possibility in these dialects of having an 

extrasyllabic consonant at the end of the word, which is the onset of a 

syllable with no nucleus, licensed by being incorporated into the foot that 

receives word stress (Lieutard 2000; Sauzet 2004). 

In the Lemosin dialect, vowel quantity plays a phonological role: long 

(or tense) and short (or lax) vowels are distinctive (Javanaud 1981; Marshall 

1984). In this dialect, stress position has been said to diverge sensibly from 

the common Occitan patterns, being highly influenced by the phonological 

content of the last two syllables: at least in some Lemosin varieties, heavy 

syllables often attract stress, and light syllables, mainly when they contain 

high vowels, tend to repeal it (Dourdet 2011; Lavalade 1986). This system 

must be conceived of as a weight-sensitive one, in which word stress is 

assigned to the heaviest syllable within the final two-syllables window, and if 

both syllables are of equal weight, either to the penult or to the last 

depending on the subdialect.  

As in other varieties, in Lemosin stress is marked by vowel quality and 

by variations in fundamental frequency, intensity, and duration. Thus, while 

intrinsically long vowels always appear in their tense form, intrinsically short 

vowels, which show up in their lax form in unstressed position, are 

lengthened under stress and appear in their tense form (Dourdet 2011; 

Javanaud 1981). For instance, the vowel in the stem of the verb passar 

[pɔ.ˈʃaˑ] (‘to go by’), spelled -a-, is intrinsically short; it is realized in its lax 

form [ɔ] when it is not stressed, as in the infinitive form, and in its tense form 

[aˑ] when it receives word stress as in the indicative present third person 

singular passa [ˈpaˑ.ʃɔ]. Feminine nouns and adjectives generally end in [ɔ] in 
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the singular and in [a] in the plural. In a majority of Lemosin varieties, stress 

is displaced to the final tense vowel of the desinence in the plural form, as 

can be seen in the opposition vacha [ˈvaˑ.͡tsɔ] (‘cow’) vs. vachas [vɔ.ˈ͡tsaː] 

(‘cows’). However, in the southwestern Lemosin variety of Peiregòrd, stress 

may remain in its lexically specified position in the plural, for instance in 

vachas [ˈvɔ.saː] (‘cows’), but even though the stressed vowel bears the F0 

movement and the intensity peak, it is shortened and appears in its lax form 

(Sichel-Bazin 2009a). 

3.2.2.4. Word-level prosody in French 

French, like Occitan, lost antepenultimate stress in the Middle Ages, but it 

went a step further in its evolution: all post-stressed material was reduced 

to schwa, so that stress position became predictable, occurring on the last 

full syllable of the word — i.e., the last syllable whose rime is not schwa —, 

thus losing its potential contrastiveness.  

However, some authors argue that French has not completely lost 

word-level stress (Andreassen and Eychenne 2013, among others; Montreuil 

2002; Noske 1982; Post 2000; for instance Selkirk 1978). Most of these 

authors are concerned with accounting for segmental processes, such as 

schwa deletion, or phonemic or allophonic alternations between mid vowels 

— mainly the so-called loi de position. Selkirk (1978) adapts the notion of 

foot to the French case, stating that any syllable constitutes a foot on its 

own but schwa-headed syllables, which constitute the weak brank of a 

trochee headed by the syllable to their left. According to her, a schwa in 

such a week position is subject to obligatory deletion — in standard French 

—, and in a sequence of two syllables underlyingly headed by a schwa, the 

first one, which is in a metrically strong position, is substituted by [ɛ]. For 
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instance, the word promène [pʁo.ˈmɛn] (‘wanders’) would present two 

underlying schwas and be parsed in two feet: /(pro).(məә.nəә)/. While the first 

schwa, which is the head of the second foot and thus stressed, is replaced 

with [ɛ] in the superficial output, the final schwa is in a weak position and 

therefore deleted. This approach has been criticized, mainly because not all 

stressed schwas are replaced with [ɛ], as for example in the sequence tu 

devenais /ty#dəәvəәn+ɛ/ (‘you were becoming’), in which right-to-left parsing 

would wrongly predict /(ty).(dəә.vəә).(nɛ)/ > *[ty.dɛv.nɛ], instead of the actually 

attested [ty.dəә.vəә.nɛ], [ty.dəәv.nɛ] or [tyd.vəә.nɛ] (Noske 1982). Montreuil (2002) 

solved this problem by distinguishing two levels of stress; schwa is replaced 

with [ɛ] when it bears word stress, with [œ] when it receives secondary stress 

— i.e. when it is the head of a foot but does not receive word stress —, 

otherwise it is deleted. Thus, in the first name Geneviève /ʒəәnəәvjɛvəә/, which 

is parsed in two feet /(ˌʒəә.nəә).(ˈvjɛ.vəә)/, the first schwa is substituted with [œ], 

whereas the second and the final ones are deleted: [ˌʒœn.ˈvjɛv]. However, 

schwa does not only alternate with [ɛ]: it may also alternate with [jɛ], as in 

the first syllable of viennent [vjɛn] (‘come’, indicative present 3rd person 

plural) vs. venir [v(əә)niʁ] (‘come’, infinitive), or with [wa], as in doivent [dwav] 

(‘must’, indicative present 3rd person plural) vs. devoir [d(əә)vwaʁ] (‘must’, 

infinitive). Morin (1988) has shown that all these alternations must be 

understood as phenomena of phonologically conditioned allomorphy, which 

result diachronically from vowel reduction to schwa in unstressed position. 

In some varieties of French, mainly southern French, the loi de 

position determines the height of the mid vowels /e~ɛ, ø~œ, o~ɔ/, mid-open 

and mid-close realizations being allophones. The selection of one allophone 

over the other depends on the following material: when it is followed by a 

coda consonant or a schwa-headed syllable, it is mid-open [ɛ, œ, ɔ]; 
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otherwise, it is mid-closed [e, ø, o] (Durand 1976). The Selkirkian trochee 

enabled to formalize the loi de position in a more elegant manner: mid 

vowels are mid-closed if they are foot-final; otherwise, they are mid-open. 

Such analyses have been followed by Durand (1995) or Rizzolo (2002), as 

well as Eychenne’s (2006) account, in which feet can be degenerate 

(monomoraic) or heavy (at least bimoraic): all vowels project a mora, schwa 

included, and so do coda consonants; the mid-open allophones appear in 

heavy feet, while degenerate feet present the mid-closed one. Andreassen 

& Eychenne (2013) propose a similar explanation in a grid-only account: the 

lowest metrical level (level 0) corresponds to morae, which are projected by 

vowels and coda consonants, and only full vowels project a mark onto the 

next metrical level (level 1); a mid vowel which is followed by a trough on 

metrical level 1 is mid-closed, otherwise it is mid-open. Besides the loi de 

position, Andreassen & Eychenne also address issues about prominence in a 

stratal Optimality Theory framework, dealing with secondary stress as well 

as with emphatic stress. In a similar way to Dell (1984), they describe 

secondary stress patterns as “an alternating rhythm spreading leftward 

from the main stress onto every other peak, which is probably best 

described as an echo accent”. In a first stage of the derivation — the first 

stratum — all syllables that contain a full vowel receive a mark on the 

metrical level 1, satisfying the constraint CONNECT(L1,V). In the second 

stratum, during which word stress is assigned at level 2, the domination of 

*CLASH(L1) (“no marks on the metrical level 1 are adjacent”) over MAX(L1) 

(“any mark on the metrical level 1 in the input must be maintained in the 

output”) induces some of these syllables to be defooted by clash resolution. 

Thus, only the other syllables, alternating from right to left, maintain a level 

1 prominence, which they call “counter-tonic stress” and describe as 
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“optional and phonetically weaker (and therefore harder to assess) than 

primary stress”. Contrarily to secondary stress, they regard emphatic stress, 

which hits the first syllable of a lexical word, as a proper pitch accent since it 

is characterized by high pitch as well as lengthening. They consider that it is 

a phrasal prominence at the metrical level 3, thus assigned in the third 

stratum, while lexical stress remains as a local peak at the metrical level 2. 

In spite of these considerations on segmental phonology at the word 

level, contemporary French has often been described as lacking word stress 

altogether, primary stress being assigned post-lexically to the last full 

syllable in a phrase (Delattre 1966; Rossi 1980, among many others; already 

by Trubeckoj 1939). The formal definition and the name of this phrase vary 

considerably across authors: some define it on the basis of its surface 

realization, other according to a mapping onto syntax (see subsection 3.1.2). 

We shall refer to this prosodic unit as Accentual Phrase (AP). It is 

uncontroversial that its last full syllable is its most prominent one. The 

divergences between scholars regard the interpretation of internal 

prominences. 

3.2.2.5. Stress and the Accentual Phrase in French 

The different accounts for metrical structure in French found in the 

literature are couched in very different frameworks, which makes the 

comparison difficult. In this subsection, we review the most relevant studies 

on stress in French. 

According to Dell (1984), the stress pattern of an utterance, which he 

calls schème accentuel (‘accentual scheme’), is determined by a metrical 

grid. Within a tronçon intonatif (TI, ‘intonational chunk’, see subsection 

3.1.2), syllables are assigned different degrees of prominence (degrés 
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accentuels), annotated with numbers: while unstressed syllables receive a 0, 

1 is associated to the most prominent syllable, which is the last full (i.e., 

whose nucleus is not schwa) syllable in the TI, and the other stressed 

syllables receive higher numbers as their degree of prominence decreases. 

In Dell’s account, the degree of prominence of a syllable is predictable from 

its position in a binary-branching metrical tree, which is derived from the 

syntactic structure. In French, the right branch of every node is strong and 

the left branch weak. The principe de conformité (‘conformity principle’) 

states that the level of prominence assigned to a word is proportional to the 

syntactic rupture following it. Thus, the higher the number of nodes that 

dominate a word or a phrase, the lower its degree of prominence and the 

higher the number assigned to its final full syllable. Then, a constraint called 

condition de non contigüité (‘non-contiguity condition’) determines that two 

adjacent syllables cannot be both stressed: the one with the weakest 

degree of prominence is de-stressed. These de-stressing phenomena, 

usually operating from right to left, may lead to surface stress patterns that 

do not exactly reflect the syntactic structure within the TI, in so far the 

principe de conformité is respected. Finally, the principe d’eurythmie 

(‘eurhythmy principle’) may modify accentual schemes, promoting or 

demoting some prominences to a higher or lower level so that clashes and 

lapses are avoided in the metrical grid (see subsection 3.2.1.2). These 

principles may also apply within words to determine the position and 

degree of prominence of secondary stresses.  

Delais-Roussarie (2000) deals with French metrical structure in a grid-

only approach, couched in the Optimality Theory framework. Faithfulness 

constraints that insure that accents are aligned with the edges of lexical 

heads and maximal syntactic projections, serving the demarcation function 
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of stress (see subsection 3.2.1.1), markedness constraints are involved in the 

well-formedness of rhythmic patterns. Based on the Obligatory Contour 

Principle, these constraints state that rhythmic alternation must be binary in 

higher constituents (PCORythmeStruc) and either binary or ternary below the 

Phonological Phrase level (PCORythmeInf). While PCORythmeStruc is always 

respected in Delais-Roussarie’s (2000) data, she documents violations of 

PCORythmeInf: more than two unstressed syllables may occur in a row.  

Goad and Buckley (2006) are concerned with the status of the foot in 

French. Basing themselves on the analysis of acquisition data from child 

learners of Québec French as well as on word-minimality issues in French, 

they give an account of how stress relates to prosodic constituent structure 

in this language. Starting from Selkirk’s (1996) revision of the Strict Layer 

Hypothesis according to which prosodic hierarchy has to be understood as 

a set of violable constraints, they consider that lexical words constitute 

Prosodic Words (PrWds) on their own and that function words are directly 

associated with the Phonological Phrase (PhP) as free clitics (see section 

3.1.1.2). Distinguishing initial and final accents, they acknowledge that 

“while the two accents in French fulfill a similar prosodic function as domain-

edge markers, it is also clear that they are fundamentally different in 

nature” (Goad and Buckley 2006:112). Couching their analysis in the 

Optimality Theory framework, they propose that final accents constitute the 

head of an iamb aligned with the right edge of the PhP, obeying the 

constraint ALIGNIAMB (Align (Iamb, R; PhP, R); “Align the right edge of every 

right-headed foot with the right edge of some PhP”). Furthermore, initial 

accents head a trochee that aligns with the left edge of a PrWd, in 

agreement with the constraint ALIGNTROCH (Align (Trochee, L; PrWd, L); 

“Align the left edge of every left-headed foot with the left edge of some 
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PWd”). In this sense, they consider that the constraints FOOTFORM(Iambic) 

and FOOTFORM(Trochaic) are both highly ranked in French, leading to the 

coexistence in the language of both iambs and trochees. In disyllabic PhP-

final PrWds, the obedience to both ALIGNIAMB and ALIGNTROCH leads to the 

adjacency of two accented syllables, violating *CLASH (“no stressed syllables 

are adjacent”) and FOOTBINARITY (“feet are binary, σσ or μμ”); while this 

configuration is possible, the most frequent solution is that ALIGNIAMB is 

satisfied and ALIGNTROCH violated, the two syllables of the PrWd 

constituting together a PhP-final iamb. 

Di Cristo’s (2004) model reposes on three units: the Unité Tonale (UT, 

‘Tonal Unit’), the Unité Rythmique (UR, ‘Rhythmic Unit’) and the Unité 

Intonative (UI, ‘Intonational Unit’) (see subsection 3.1.2). While primary 

accent corresponds to the UR-final metrical prominence (which Di Cristo 

(2004) qualifies as a stress-accent), secondary accent (described by Di Cristo 

(2004) as a pitch-accent) is the head of a non-UR-final UT defined only by a 

high tone, which may hit the first syllable of a lexical word or, more rarely, 

the antepenultimate syllable of long words (Pasdeloup 1990). Initial accents 

— the head of the first UT in an UR — may project onto the surface 

realization under two forms: an intensive and a non-intensive one. On the 

one hand, an intensive initial accent corresponds to what has been 

described as an insistent accent, which may be either expressive or an 

intellectual or didactic expression of emphasis. The projection of an 

intensive accent does not erase that of a final accent, generating an 

accentual bipolarization of the phrase. The projection of non-intensive initial 

accents responds either to metrical or to semantic-pragmatic constraints. In 

the first case, it contributes to the rhythmical balance of the speech stream, 
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avoiding both accentual clashes and lapses, and surfaces in a reduced form. 

In other cases, a non-intensive initial accent may surface in a broader form in 

order to underline the cohesion of a sense unit by means of an accentual 

arch, resulting from this initial accent on its left edge and the final accent on 

its right edge — word-final syllables inside such phrases may maintain a 

rhythmic prominence marked by duration, with no tonal specification. 

In Jun and Fougeron’s (2000, 2002) model, the AP has an underlying 

tonal structure characterized by the presence of two rises, made of four 

tones. The left edge of the AP presents an initial rise, which they call a 

phrase accent, associated with one of the first syllables of the first lexical 

word; they label it ‘LHi’ (‘L’ for ‘Low’, ‘H’ for ‘High’, and ‘i’ for ‘initial’). The 

right edge of the AP is demarcated by a rising pitch accent, associated with 

the last syllable of the AP whose nucleus is not schwa; they label it ‘LH*’. 

According to Jun and Fougeron, not all tones of the underlying tonal 

structure LHiLH* must be realized on the surface. However, at least one 

tone must be realized at the left edge of the AP: if the first L is not realized, 

Hi must and vice-versa. The different patterns observed are thus: LHiLH*, 

HiLH*, LLH*, LHiH*, LH* or LHiL*. Moreover, in IP-final position, the last 

tone of the pitch accent is subsumed by the L% or H% boundary tone, 

resulting in patterns such as LHiLL%, HiLL% or LHiLH%. As in any AM-

account, the actual intonational contour results from the interpolation 

between the tonal targets in Jun and Fougeron’s model. Thus, the longer 

the AP, the shallower the fall between the initial peak (Hi) and the onset of 

the final rise (LH*). By contrast, the fall that occurs at the edge between two 

APs, that is, between an H* and the initial L of the following AP, is much 

steeper. They use this argument as evidence against Di Cristo’s Unité 

Tonale, which corresponds to both initial and final rises indistinctly, and as a 
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cue for discrimination between LHi and LH*. Welby’s (2004, 2006) findings 

on tonal alignment confirm this different nature of the two types of rises. 

She found that the first L tone is aligned with left edge of the first content 

word in the AP and shows an optional secondary association with the initial 

syllable of the AP. Similarly, the final H* is also aligned with the last syllable 

of the AP — provided its nucleus is not schwa. The alignment of Hi and the 

second L is somewhat more variable, so that they seem not to have clear 

anchor points. In line with Pasdeloup’s (1990) observations, Jun and 

Fougeron (2002) point out that in long APs, more than two rises may appear 

in order to avoid long lapses, as for instance in polymorphemic words or in 

long sequences of clitics. Their data show that these internal rises are 

optional and that their association with a syllable is variable. Moreover, the 

slope of the following fall depends on the number of syllables that 

separates it from the next rise, and the phonetic properties of the syllables 

to which these rises are associated are more similar to those that bear an 

initial than a final rise, for which they interpret them as phrase accents 

similar to the initial rise LHi.  

Nakata and Meynadier (2008) studied the internal prosodic 

organization of prenuclear phrases. They compared the F0 and duration of 

syllables belonging to nouns in three different positions in noun phrases 

containing a determiner, a noun and a pre- or post-nominal adjective: word-

internal, word-final and phrase-final. They found that, while phrase-final 

syllables always bear a high tone, word-internal syllables never do and 

word-final ones do optionally. The realization of a high tone at the end of a 

phrase-internal word may co-occur with a preceding initial rise. As far as 

duration is concerned, only phrase-final syllables show lengthening. Most 

models acknowledge that while prenominal adjectives and the following 
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noun always conform an AP together, post-nominal adjectives are optionally 

integrated within the same AP as the preceding noun. However, the non-

integration of the adjective, that is, the formation of two APs, should trigger 

both lengthening and the occurrence of a pitch accent on the final syllable 

of the noun. By contrast, Nakata and Meynadier’s results show that phrase-

internal nouns may receive a pitch accent but are not lengthened. They 

consider that such an AP-internal F0 rise is better analyzed within Di Cristo’s 

model, being the realization of a UT inside a UR. 

In her Autosegmental-Metrical account for French prosody, Post 

(2000) takes into account the classical units of the prosodic hierarchy, 

including the Prosodic Word (PrWd), the Phonological Phrase (PhP), and the 

Intonation Phrase (IP). According to her, French still presents lexical stress 

— although its position is not contrastive —, but unlike in PhP-final position, 

not all Prosodic Words (PrWds) are obligatorily realized with a pitch accent 

within the PhP. The PhP is the domain for accentuation and the application 

of stress clash resolution. In her model, when two stressed syllables are 

adjacent in a PhP, clash resolution may cause the first stress to be retracted 

to the initial syllable of the word, recalling the English Rhythm Rule (see 

section 3.2.1.2); this word-initial syllable generally receives a rising pitch 

accent. Post’s (2000) Optimality-Theoretical analysis of French phrasing and 

accentuation relies on a set of universal constraints, some of which are 

concerned with the mapping between morphosyntactic and prosodic 

structures (see subsection 3.1.2), others with pitch accent alignment with 

respect to the edges of prosodic constituents. RIGHTMOSTPWD (or ALIGN 

(PWd, R; Pitch Accent, R) and LEFTMOSTPWD (or ALIGN (PWd, L; Pitch Accent, 

L) state that a pitch accent must be aligned with the right or left edge of a 

PrWd, respectively; RIGHTMOSTPP (or ALIGN (PP, R; Pitch Accent, R) and 
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LEFTMOSTPP (or ALIGN (PP, L; Pitch Accent, L), with the right or left edge of a 

PhP.18 HAMMOCK forces a PhP to be marked by two pitch accents. Another 

constraint, which she calls PEAKPROMINENCE, penalizes pitch-accented 

syllables that have no onset in the morphological word, forcing initial accent 

in words beginning in a vowel to align with the second syllable. 19 According 

to NONFINALITY, the prosodic head of the word does not fall on the word-

final syllable. NOCLASH and NOLAPSE insure pitch accent alternation by not 

permitting two immediately adjacent syllables to be accented or 

unaccented, respectively. Finally, a constraint NOACCENT penalizes any 

pitch-accented syllable. Post’s observations on accentuation and phrasing 

drive her to establish the following hierarchy: 

WORDCONDITION, RIGHTMOSTPP, PPLENGTH(1)  

≫ ALIGNX’’  

≫ ALIGNX’  

≫ NOCLASH  

≫ HAMMOCK  

≫ PEAKPROMINENCE, RIGHTMOSTPWD  

≫ LEFTMOSTPWD20 

                                            
18 All F0 rises — PhP-final or internal — are considered pitch accents and labeled 
H* in Post’s model; only nuclear accents, which are in IP-final position, may present 
different types (see section 3.3.2.1). 
19 Note that this constraint is quite different from Kager’s (2007) PEAK PROMINENCE, 
which forces pitch accents to associate with the heaviest syllable available (see 
subsection 3.2.1.2). 
20 The “≫” sign means “dominates”; the commas separate unranked constraints. 
WORDCONDITION, PPLENGTH(1), ALIGNX’’ and ALIGNX’ are faithfulness constraints 
concerned with the mapping between prosodic and syntactic structures (see 
subsection 3.1.2). 
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Such a hierarchy of constraints gives rise to a “default pattern” that she 

describes in the following way (Post 2000:84–85): 

I. Phonological Phrases are always marked by a final pitch 
accent, as in (11). 

II. Additional word-initial and word-final pitch accents are 
realised on lexical words as long as they do not create a clash 
within the Phonological Phrase (12a), where: 

- word-final pitch accents take precedence over word-initial 
pitch accents (12b), and 

- phrase-initial accents take precedence over phrase-internal 
ones (12c).  

III. Secondary accents occur on the first syllable lexical words 
with more than three syllables, unless the word starts with a 
vowel, as in (13). 

(11)  a. (des enfants sages)PP   
b. (Il disait :)PP (prends-le)PP 

 (12)  a. (une jolie jupe)PP 
b. (de petits enfants)PP  
c. (une assez jolie jupe)PP 

 (13)  a. (la nécessité)PP  
b. (l’impossibilité)PP  

However, Post (2000) observes an important amount of variation in her data 

with respect to this default pattern. Crucially, she proposes that the 

hierarchy of constraints must take into account the possibility of partial re-

ranking: some constraints can be freely ranked higher or lower than one 

another so that different outputs can surface. She detects that some non-

PhP-final pitch accents can be realized on the initial syllable of the PrWd 

instead of the final one, resulting in the typical accentual arch described in 

the literature, which emphasizes the internal cohesion of the PhP. This 

realization implies a re-ranking of LEFTMOSTPWD over RIGHTMOSTPWD. In 

some cases, words beginning with a vowel may present a pitch accent on 
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their first syllable: PEAKPROMINENCE is re-ranked below LEFTMOSTPWD. If a 

PhP presents only one final pitch accent, NOACCENT must be ranked over 

HAMMOCK.  

 Delais-Roussarie et al. (to appear, 2015), in their F_ToBI proposal, 

present the basic components of the default tonal pattern associated with 

APs. According to them, only the final pitch accent, annotated H*, is 

obligatorily anchored with the last full syllable. Three other tones are 

optional in the tonal pattern of APs: an initial low boundary tone, labeled aL; 

an initial rise, annotated Hi following Jun and Fougeron (2000, 2002); and a 

low phrasal tone, L. When all tones are realized, the ‘aL Hi L H*’ pattern 

corresponds to Jun and Fougeron’s LHiLH*. Hi usually anchors with the first 

syllable of the first lexical word in the AP, but it may also align with clitics. 

When Hi coincides with the first syllable of the AP, aL cannot surface. The L 

phrasal tone appears mainly when both Hi and H* are realized. 

 Besides the fact that the different analyses are couched in quite 

different frameworks, which makes it difficult to compare them, above all 

they imply different conceptions of the phenomena affecting stress 

assignment in French. Still, a majority coincides in the fact that the AP 

displays an accentual bipolarity: its right edge is obligatorily marked by a 

final accent accompanied by lengthening, and a second rise may appear at 

its left edge. While almost all agree that AP-final full syllables present the 

highest level of stress in the phrase, more variation is found with respect to 

the interpretation of other prominences: some scholars consider that words 

also culminate with stress; others only appeal to rhythmic principles for the 

distribution of prominences within the AP. However, it appears, on the one 

hand, that the AP is the relevant domain for stress assignment, and, on the 
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other hand, that word-level stress is at least very unstable or possibly 

completely absent in standard French. 

3.2.3. Research questions on stress and metrical structure in 
Occitan and French 
Occitan occupies an intermediate position between Ibero- and Italo-

Romance on the one hand and French on the other, both geographically 

and linguistically. Starting from this premise, Hualde (2003, 2004) claims that 

to investigate Occitan prosody might help us in understanding the apparent 

gap between the prosodic system of French and that of the other Romance 

languages, and thus reconstruct the intermediate stages through which 

French developed diachronically. Therefore, Hualde analyzed a corpus of 

tales in the central Lengadocian Occitan dialect, in order to determine 

which prosodic features this language shares with its neighbors. As exposed 

in subsection 3.2.2.3, Occitan has a contrastive lexical stress that hits one of 

the last two syllables of the word; in this sense, Occitan is more 

conservative than French in that stress has to be assigned at the Prosodic 

Word level, as in most Romance languages. Consequently, any prosodic 

feature that Occitan would share with French is independent from the fact 

of having or not word stress. Hualde (2003, 2004) considers that such 

features might thus have developed in French before the loss of contrastive 

lexical stress, although he does not reject either the possibility of Occitan 

having adopted them lately as a consequence of language contact with 

French. 

In Occitan, besides prosodic constituent boundaries and lexically 

stressed syllables, pitch movements may also align with word-initial syllables 

that do not correspond to lexically defined stress positions (Hualde 2003, 
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2004; Sichel-Bazin 2009b). These pitch movements, which do not appear in 

southern Romance languages, recall the initial rises found at the left edge of 

Accentual Phrases in French. Moreover, not all stressed syllables appear to 

be pitch-accented in Occitan, giving rise to a grouping of several lexical 

words into a same prosodic phrase (Sichel-Bazin, Buthke, and Meisenburg 

2012b, 2013). These two observations point to fact that the Accentual 

Phrase is likely to play a role for accentuation in Occitan. Yet, for the time 

being, no account is available for phrasal stress patterns, pitch-accent 

distribution and the realization of stress in Occitan. 

Since it developed in contact with Occitan, in which word stress is 

relevant, Southern French might present more evidence for stress at the 

word level than Northern French. Native speakers of French easily identify 

southern French, and it is quite common to describe this variety with 

prosodic qualifications such as ‘sing-song accent’, ‘melodious’. While this 

may well refer to intonational features, it might also be due to a higher 

amount of pitch movements — and thus, of prominences — than in 

standard French. Very little work has been done on regional variation in 

French prosody for the moment, and, to our knowledge, no description of 

Southern French metrical structure is available. It thus seems necessary to 

compare stress patterns between Northern and Southern French in order to 

determine whether AP-internal prominences are distributed in the same 

manner in these varieties or whether Southern French presents evidence for 

word stress.  

One of the contributions of this thesis is to provide an answer to two 

questions related with the consequences of language contact between 

Occitan and Southern French: (i) does the AP play a role in the stress 
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patterns of Occitan? and (ii) is the Prosodic Word relevant for the metrical 

structure of Southern French? The analysis of semi-spontaneous data 

according to the methodology exposed in subsection 4.3.2 will enable us to 

describe from a comparative point of view the stress patterns of Occitan, 

Southern and Northern French in section 6.2. These observations are 

confirmed by an acoustic experiment, the results of which are exposed in 

subsection 6.3. Then, in subsection 6.4 we propose a model for metrical 

structure and pitch-accent distribution based on the bracketed metrical grid 

applied to Occitan, Southern and Northern French. This model accounts for 

the differences encountered in the realization of stress in these varieties and 

provides an explanation of the diachronic evolution of the metrical system 

from Latin to modern Gallo-Romance, pointing out the influence of 

language contact in Southern France. 
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3.3.  Intonational phonology 
Intonation is the use of modulations in pitch during speech acts to convey 

semantic and pragmatic meaning. In languages that do not make a lexical 

use of tone, such as most West Germanic and Romance languages, 

intonation alone is responsible for the pitch contour of utterances. In 

subsection 3.3.1, we present the theoretical framework in which we will 

couch our analysis of intonational phonology in Occitan, Southern and 

Northern French. Subsection 3.3.2 then draws up a state of the art of the 

work that has been done on intonation in Occitan and French. Finally, in 

subsection 3.3.3 we expose the research questions on the intonational 

phonology of Occitan, Southern and Northern French that this thesis deals 

with. 

3.3.1. Theoretical framework: Autosegmental-Metrical model 

3.3.1.1. The components of an intonational contour: pitch 
accents and boundary tones 

In an intonational contour, some turning points can be identified, between 

which the pitch curve is interpolated. Within the Autosegmental Metrical 

(AM) framework, these turning points, called tonal targets, are conceived as 

autosegments, which are linearly organized in an independent tier and 

associate with specific landmarks in the segmental string (Goldsmith 1976; 

Pierrehumbert 1980). One of the premises of the AM model of intonation is 

that these tonal autosegments are of only two types: low (L) tones and high 

(H) tones. The L and H tones are organized in two types of pitch events: 

pitch accents and boundary tones.  
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Boundary tones associate with the edges of prosodic constituents: 

with the right edge of an Intonational Phrase (IP), in which case they are 

annotated L% or H%, or of an intermediate phrase (ip) — also called Major 

Phrase (MaP) or maximal Phonological Phrase (maximal PhP) — and are 

annotated L- or H- (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986, among others).21  

Pitch accents associate with metrically strong syllables; they can be 

monotonal (L*, H*) or bitonal (L+H*, L*+H, H+L*, H*+L)22 (Beckman and 

Pierrehumbert 1986:256). The star sign (*) following a tone signals that this 

is the tone that is associated with the accented syllable. If a tone precedes 

it, it is a leading tone; if it follows it, it is a trailing tone.23 While leading 

tones are generally associated with the juncture between the preaccentual 

and the stressed syllable, trailing tones normally align somewhere within the 

post-accentual syllable (see for instance Face (2002) for Spanish; Frota 

(2002) for Portuguese; Gili-Fivela (2002) for Italian; Prieto (2009) for Catalan; 

Sichel-Bazin (2009b) for Occitan).  

The head of an IP is always associated with a pitch accent, which is 

called the nuclear (pitch) accent. Further pitch accents may align with other 

stressed syllables in the IP. Since the IP is head-final in Romance, these 

generally precede the nuclear accent and are referred to as prenuclear 

                                            
21 ip-final boundary tones may also be called phrase accents. 
22 These are the most common pitch accent types, but some more labels have been 
used in the literature, such as H+!H* (Grice, Baumann, and Jagdfeld 2007) — the 
!-sign stands for “downstepped”, meaning a lowering of the second target with 
respect to the first one —, or L+>H* (corrected in more recent work in L+<H*, see 
Frota and Prieto 2015) for a rising pitch accent with a delayed peak occurring in 
the post-accentual syllable (Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto 2009), for instance. 
23 Leading and trailing tones are often separated from the starred tone by a +-sign, 
but not all authors make use of it, some employing labels such as LH* or L*H. 
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accents — if they follow it, they are postnuclear. Although Pierrehumbert’s 

(1980 and subsequent work) compositional approach relies on the same 

inventory of pitch accents in prenuclear and in nuclear position, there may 

be differences between the inventories of prenuclear and nuclear pitch 

accents (see for instance Sosa (1999), Face (2000) and Beckman et al. (2002) 

for Spanish, Post (2000), Portes (2004), Marandin et al. (2013) and Portes & 

Beyssade (to appear) for French, among others). The conjunction of a 

nuclear accent and an IP-final boundary tone constitutes a nuclear 

configuration, which confers most of its intonational meaning to the 

utterance, such as its illocutionary force or a range of pragmatic nuances, 

such as epistemicity (the expression of the speaker’s beliefs, degree of 

certainty… about the propositional content of the utterance), evidentiality 

(the expression of the source from which the information that the speaker 

utters comes — visual evidence, hear-say…) or mirativity (the expression of 

the speaker’s involvement, exclamation, counter-expectation…), for 

instance (see Escandell-Vidal 1998; Armstrong 2012; Armstrong to appear, 

for Spanish; Crespo-Sendra et al. 2013; Vanrell et al. 2014, for Catalan; 

Marandin et al. 2013; Portes & Beyssade to appear, for French).  

Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988) propose a structure for pitch 

accents (PA) as represented in Figure 3.7. In bitonal pitch accents, the two 

tones are organized in a branching structure, the starred tone being 

associated with the strong (s) branch and the leading or trailing tone with 

the weak (w) branch. 
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Figure 3.7 Pitch accent structure: the three possible configurations — 
adapted from Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988). 

However, this structure is symmetrical: if there is a trailing tone, the 

bitonal pitch accent is left-headed; if there is a leading tone, it is right-

headed. This does not correspond with the different behavior of both types 

of unstarred tones that has been described for many Romance languages 

(see subsection 3.3.1 above). Grice (1995) proposes a different structure for 

pitch accents: tones are organized in nodes called supertones, which can be 

branching, and are dominated by the pitch accent. Thus, as can be seen in 

Figure 3.8 from left to right, besides monotonal pitch accents (PA), in which 

the starred tone (T) is alone dominated by one supertone (τ), bitonal pitch 

accents may dominate either one branching supertone node or two non-

branching supertone nodes, and tritonal pitch accents are also possible, 

with either the strong (τs) or the week (τw) supertone branching.24 The 

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) bans the adjacency of two identical 

tones or supertones within the same pitch accent, ruling out all quadritonal 

structures and allowing only the monotonal (H*) and (L*), the bitonal (H*+L), 

(L*+H), (H)+(L*) and (L)+(H*), and the tritonal (L)+(H*+L), (H)+(L*+H), 

                                            
24 In Grice’s (1995) model, according to the language, a branching supertone may 
be either right- o left-headed, as well as the pitch accent. In Figure 3.8, supertones 
are left-headed and pitch accents are right-headed. 
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(H+L)+(H*) and (L+H)+(L*).25 This structure rightly predicts that a trailing 

tone will be more strongly bound with the starred tone than a leading tone, 

which will have more independent association patterns. 

 
Figure 3.8 Pitch accent hierarchical structure: the five possible 
configurations — adapted from Grice (1995). 

In the same article, Grice (1995) proposes a flat structure for pitch 

accents, which abandons the pitch-accent node. The predictions that Grice 

attributes to this flat structure may also be imputed to the hierarchical 

structure in Figure 3.8. In the flat structure, there are only monotonal and 

bitonal nodes. While trailing tones remain dominated by the same node as 

the starred tone, leading tones are free. Monotonal nodes may dominate 

either a starred tone or an unstarred tone, which can be a leading tone or a 

boundary tone. Bitonal nodes dominate a starred tone and a trailing tone. 

The question whether nodes might dominate two unstarred tones remains 

unclear; such bitonal nodes might correspond to complex leading tones 

and/or to complex boundary tones.  

                                            
25 In this notation, parentheses indicate tones that are dominated by the same 
supertone; a *-sign, which indicates the head of the pitch accent, is only assigned 
to the strong tone of the strong supertone. According to Grice, underlyingly 
tritonal pitch accent should only be allowed if they represent bitonal realizations: 
one of the tones must thus be subject to a delinking rule, which she claims only 
applies to L tones on the weak branch of a supertone. This bans the (H)+(L*+H) 
and (L+H)+(L*) pitch accents from the inventory. However, we do not see any 
reason why this restriction should be universal. 
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3.3.1.2. The ToBI framework 

ToBI, which is the acronym for ‘Tone and Break Indices’, is a framework for 

the transcription of the prosody of a given linguistic variety according to the 

premises of the AM model. Each linguistic variety has its own intonational 

inventory of phonologically contrastive categories of pitch accents and 

boundary tones. A phonological transcription of intonation must thus rely 

on a language- or dialect-specific system. Thus, a particular ToBI system can 

be developed for each variety. The first language for which a ToBI system 

that was established is mainstream American English (MAE): MAE_ToBI is 

the results of a series of workshops realized in the 1990’s (Beckman and 

Hirschberg 1993; Pitrelli, Beckman, and Hirschberg 1994; Silverman et al. 

1992). In the 2000’s, the ToBI framework started to be adapted to several 

Romance languages, mainly Ibero-Romance (see Beckman et al. 2002 for 

Spanish; Prieto et al. 2009 for Catalan; Viana and Frota 2007 for 

Portuguese), and in the 2010’s all Romance languages were provided with 

ToBI systems for the transcription of their intonation (Frota & Prieto to 

appear, 2015). 

As can be seen in Figure 3.9 below, a ToBI transcription contains — 

besides the recording of the sound — a representation of the F0 curve and 

at least four tiers: 

- an orthographic tier (tier 3 in Figure 3.9), which contains a 
transcription of orthographic words; 

- a tone tier (tier 1 in Figure 3.9), which contains labels for 
pitch accents and boundary tones; 
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- a break-index tier (tier 4 in Figure 3.9), which contains 
numbers from 0 to 4 that correspond to the degree of 
disjuncture between two consecutive words (0 marks the 
juncture between two orthographic words, one of which 
cliticizes onto the other, 1 the end of a PrWd, 3 an ip-
boundary, 4 an IP-boundary, and 2 is reserved for a strong 
disjuncture with no tonal mark or a disjuncture that is weaker 
than expected at an ip- or IP-boundary); 

- a miscellaneous tier, where any relevant information may be 
consigned.  

In Figure 3.9, the miscellaneous tier has been omitted, but a tier with 

the phonetic transcription segmented in syllables (tier 2) was added, which 

is useful since in a majority of languages the alignment properties of tonal 

autosegments are defined with respect to syllables. Moreover, an amplitude 

contour of the utterance is included at the top of the figure, as well as a 

spectrogram below the superposed F0 curve. 

 
Figure 3.9 Example of a ToBI transcription: Cisalpine Occitan broad focus 
statement with left dislocated topic. 

The pitch accent and boundary tone labels used in the tone tier of a 

ToBI transcription are meant to be phonologically contrastive categories in 

the variety, and therefore, the inventory of labels differs from one variety to 
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the other. However, the development of ToBI systems in many different 

languages has shown that, although the phonology of the distinct varieties 

may differ, some similar — if not identical — contour shapes are often 

found cross-linguistically, which should deserve a same phonetic label (Frota 

& Prieto to appear, 2015). Moreover, tonal crowding — i.e. the 

condensation of many autosegments associated with a short segmental 

string — may trigger for example tonal repulsion, compression, 

undershooting or truncation (D’Imperio 2002, among others; Silverman and 

Pierrehumbert 1990); therefore, some phonologically distinct tonal patterns 

may share a same curve shape at the phonetic level in some contexts and, 

conversely, the same phonological tonal event may be realized with 

different phonetic forms within the same linguistic variety when associated 

to utterances with different segmental structures. Thus, it seems important 

to distinguish two levels of tonal transcription, one phonological and one 

(broad) phonetic (Prieto and Hualde 2012). A ToBI system consists of a 

complete inventory of labels corresponding to the categories of pitch 

accents and boundary tones that are phonologically contrastive within the 

variety for which it has been developed. 

3.3.2. Intonational phonology in French and Occitan 
In this subsection, we present the state of the art on the studies on 

intonation in French and Occitan. Subsection 3.3.2.1 reviews a few accounts 

for French intonation. A short subsection 3.3.2.2 is dedicated to the little 

literature that has been produced to date on intonation in Occitan. The last 

subsection 3.3.2.3 presents the first proposals for ToBI systems that have 

been developed for the transcription of Occitan and French prosody. 
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3.3.2.1. French intonation 

Delattre (1966) draws the first inventory of contrastive intonational contours 

in French, distinguishing ten tonal configurations that express different 

meanings. In his view, intonational contours are considered as indivisible, 

applied as a whole to the utterances. To describe the contours, he 

distinguishes four levels of pitch height — 1 is the lowest and 4 the highest 

—, each contour corresponding to a melodic movement from one level to 

another, with a specific shape, which can be specified by the diacritics + for 

an increasing rise (concave shape) and – for a decreasing one (convex 

shape). Level 2 is chosen arbitrarily in function of the speaker’s voice; levels 

1 and 3 are perceived relatively to 2, and level 4 relatively to 3. Figure 3.10 

shows the ten contours defined by Delattre, among which four are rising, 

two are flat, and four are falling. 

One of the rising contours corresponds to interrogative intonation and 

three express statements. While the continuation mineure (‘minor 

continuation’) contour is a rise to a mid-high level (2-3), the other three 

reach a higher level (2-4), but they differ in the shape of the tonal 

movement: the implication contour, which denotes an innuendo, 

distinguishes itself from the continuation majeure by showing a final decline 

(symbolized by a diacritic: 2-4–), and the question by a shallower concave 

rising movement (2-4+). The falling contours correspond to statements, 

commands, exclamations and interrogatives. The commandement 

(command), the exclamation and the interrogation are said not to be 

distinctive, but they all differ from the finalité (finality) contour since they 

start much higher (4-1 vs. 2-1). Parentheticals show flat contours, which may 

be low (1-1) and are called parenthèse (parenthesis), or high (4-4) and are 
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called écho (echo); these two contours occur in complementary distribution, 

according to the final height of the preceding contour. 

  
Figure 3.10 The ten basic intonational contours of French — reproduced 
from Delattre (1966). 

Martin’s (1987, 2006, 2008) approach to French prosody is based on 

an arborescent prosodic structure that is relatively independent from syntax 

but is constrained by syntactic, semantic, and information-structural 

dependency relationships between elements and responds to eurhythmic 

constraints. He conceives intonational contours as distinctive tonal 

movements on the final accented vowel of prosodic groups (and a potential 

sonorant consonant following it), which he characterizes by means of binary 

features: ±low indicates whether the average melodic level of the contour is 
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low or high; ±rising distinguishes rising and falling melodic slopes within the 

accented rhyme; ±circumflex describes whether the melodic movement 

presents an inflexion point or not; ±ample determines whether the 

amplitude of the melodic variation is large or small. In Martin’s view, the 

final contour of an utterance is determined by the sentence modality, and 

the intonation of non-final prosodic groups is determined by two rules: 

sélection à droite (‘right-selection’), which states that the intonational 

structure of an utterance is conditioned and determined by its final contour; 

and inversion de pente (‘slope inversion’), which implies that intonational 

groups that are related together must show contours with inverted slopes. 

Furthermore, the embedding in the prosodic structure determines the 

amplitude of the melodic excursion.  

In his model for French intonation, Mertens (1987) distinguishes two 

types of accented syllables, which are perceptively prominent, according to 

whether they receive an initial accent (AI, for French accent initial) or a final 

accent (AF, for French accent final). Other syllables are unaccented (NA, for 

French non accentué). In a Groupe Intonatif (GI ‘Intonational Group’), only 

the final accent is obligatory, resulting in the following structure: 

[[NA]AI] [NA] AF [NA], where square brackets indicate optionality. All 

syllables receive a tone, which may present four levels: high (H, for French 

haut), extra-high (H+), low (B, for French bas) and infra-low (B-). Tones 

associated with accented syllables carry an intonational morpheme. 

Syllables that bear an initial accent may only receive static tones (H or B), 

like unaccented syllables (b-, h or b), but final-accented syllables, which 

present final lengthening, accept either static (B-B-, H+H+, HH, or BB) or 

dynamic tones (HB-, HB, or BH). Further specifications of raising (marked /) 

and lowering (marked \) indicate the relative height of a syllable with 
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respect to a preceding syllable that bears a tone of the same nature. He 

defines a tonal hierarchy determining the dominance of intonational 

morphemes over others, which permits to organize hierarchically the GIs in 

an utterance, according to their syntactic relations of dominance, between 

initial accents (B- > H+ > H > B), minor intervals (/X > X > \X), and final 

accents (B-B- > H+H+ > HB > BH > HH > BB). Two GIs are semantically 

related if the intonational morpheme associated with the final accent of the 

first is dominated by that of the second. The B-B- morpheme indicates the 

end of a semantic macro-unit; H+H+ is an emphasis marker; HB marks 

focalization; BH has an enunciative function centered on the addressee; 

h+HH or h+B-B- appears in quotes and in enumerations presented as 

obvious; HB- expresses contrast. 

Di Cristo and Hirst’s (1993) model is based on three phrasing units, 

the Unité Tonale (UT, ‘Tonal Unit’), the Unité Rythmique (UR, ‘Rhythmic 

Unit’) and the Unité Intonative (UI, ‘Intonational Unit’) (see subsection 3.1.2). 

Two of these units are tonally defined at the underlying phonological level: 

the UT is marked by a rise (LH) aligned at its right edge; and the UI is 

marked by two boundary tones, one initial, which is always low (L), and one 

final, which is low (L) in statements and high (H) in yes-no questions or to 

express continuation in statements, for example. The tones corresponding 

to UTs and UIs are organized in two different lines. A series of rules permits 

to determine the surface realization of these tones. In two consecutive UTs, 

implying the tonal sequence LH LH, the second H is downstepped, 

annotated D, and the L is erased, giving rise to the pattern LH D. Then, the 

tones of UT and UI are “linearized”: the tones of the UI are copied on the 

corresponding UTs. Then, a rule of “simplification” erases adjacent identical 
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tones. The tones of the UTs are associated with metrically strong syllables, 

and those of the UI with its boundaries. 

Post (2000) establishes an intonational grammar of the French 

Intonation Phrase (IP). IPs are always marked by two boundary tones: one 

initial, which may be low (L%) or high (%H), and one final, which may be low 

(L%), high (%H) or unspecified (0%). Only the nuclear pitch accent is 

obligatory; it may present two types: H* or H+H*. Prenuclear pitch accents 

are all H*. When two H tones are consecutive, the second one is 

downstepped, except H% final boundary tones. This is the case between 

pitch accents, but also in the H+H* pitch accent, which consists of a peak in 

the pre-accentual syllable followed by a fall. Optional low tones (L) may be 

inserted between pitch accents, in which case downstep is blocked. When 

the final pitch accent is followed by L%, the H* tone is lowered, 

implemented at the bottom of the range. Post (2000:120–121) indicates 

semantic-pragmatic meanings associated with different contours:  

- “[f]inal rises are generally assumed to be associated with 
exclamations, unfinished statements (continuation), or total 
questions”; 

- “the final fall is mostly used in declarative utterances, where 
it signals assertion (finality), but it is also reported to be the 
typical contour chosen in commands, in interrogatives that 
are marked by a question word, and in elliptical questions”; 

- rising-falling contours express “a speaker’s involvement with 
his message (Delattre’s implication (1966))”, “emphasis for 
contrast”, or that something is “indisputable, obvious” in 
statements, but also “incredulity or doubt” in questions (Post 
(2002) also indicates it in an “indignant exclamation”) 

- “statements with a penultimate peak sound more convivial 
than those with a falling movement”, “signal detachment on 
the part of the speaker” and “in questions, the movement 
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conveys greater uncertainty than a rising or a falling 
movement”. 

According to Marandin et al. (2013), French contours do not express 

illocutionary force. They rather distinguish them on an epistemic basis: they 

consider that the speaker anticipates how the addressee will receive the 

utterance. According to them, by using a falling contour, the speaker does 

not anticipate any revision of his or her commitments about the proposition. 

Otherwise, contours are distinguished according to whether the speaker is 

ready to revise his or her commitments, in which case a rising-falling contour 

— corresponding to Delattre’s (1966) implication — is used, or not, in which 

case it is a rising contour. 

In their compositional approach to French intonation, Portes and 

Beyssade (to appear) distinguish meanings associated with pitch accents 

and boundary tones in French. They consider that important factors are, on 

the one hand, whether the information brought in discourse is consensual or 

potentially conflictive, which determines the choice of the nuclear pitch 

accent, and on the other hand, whether the speaker or the hearer is 

attributed the charge of validating the utterance, which constraints the 

selection of the boundary tone. H*, L* and L+H* are used when agreement 

between speaker and hearer is presupposed — they do not detail 

differences among these pitch accents. By contrast, falling pitch accents 

(H+L) are used when disagreement is anticipated, the alignment depending 

on the degree of disagreement: higher for H+L*, lower for H*+L. An L% 

boundary tone indicates that the speaker takes responsibility for the 

validation of the utterance, whereas H% denotes that this responsibility is 

delegated to the hearer. 
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3.3.2.2. Occitan intonation 

Very little work has been done up to now in Occitan prosody. The review 

presented in this section on Occitan intonation is probably exhaustive.  

Hualde (2003, 2004) draws up an overall view of the intonational 

organization of Occitan on the basis of the analysis of a folk tales corpus in a 

close-to-standard Lengadocian dialect. He observes that some word-initial 

syllables that are not lexically stressed present rising pitch movements, 

which he labels Hi, following Jun and Fougeron’s (2000, 2002) annotation of 

French initial rises. He establishes that as in southern Romance languages 

the nuclear accented syllable in declaratives may display two different tonal 

patterns: a rise, which he labels (L)+H*, in cases of narrow focus on the last 

constituent, or a fall in broad focus conditions, which he labels (H)+L*. He 

points out that this kind of fall differs from that found in other southern 

Romance languages in that the H leading tone may be subsumed under a 

preceding H* or Hi of a prenuclear accent. As far as prenuclear accents are 

concerned, he observes that the first one is normally a rise (L+H*) and the 

following ones may be analyzed as simple H*, that is, level high plateaus. 

Hualde also signals that yes-no questions in his corpus normally present only 

one rising pitch accent (L+H*), the nuclear one, followed by a low boundary 

tone (L%), the other words of the sentence being deaccented. This is the 

normal contour for checks in many southern Romance languages, applied to 

queries in this case. However, he clarifies that because of nature of his 

corpus (folk tales) nearly all yes-no questions were provided with an answer, 

which might have an incidence on their intonation.  

The AMPER project (Atlas Multimédia Prosodique de l’Espace 

Roman) aims at collecting comparable data in the different Romance 
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varieties, namely declarative and interrogative sentences in SVO order with 

constituents of different lengths and stress patterns. The results are 

presented in the form of mean pitch contours obtained by extracting the 

mean F0 value for each syllable of utterances read by several speakers, and 

plots of the mean duration of the syllables. Three locales have been the 

object of a survey in Occitan up to now within this project, giving rise to two 

monographic articles that describe the prosodic patterns used in these 

different types of utterances in the Occitan spoken in Gap (F-05) (Lai 2005) 

and in Sant Jurvèva / Sainte-Geneviève-sur-Argence (F-12) (Lai and Rilliard 

2007). Overall, the tonal patterns have been found to be falling in 

declaratives and rising in interrogatives. The main characteristics described 

for the variety of Sant Jurvèva are the presence of a tonal valley on the 

subject and one or two peaks on the object in the interrogative sentences 

analyzed, and high duration values for the stressed syllables of oxytones 

and for the pre-accentual syllables of paroxytones in both declarative and 

interrogative sentences.  

Sichel-Bazin (2009b) deals with leading tone alignment in Occitan 

disapproval statements in the Limousin variety of Moissida/Mussidan (F-24). 

It describes the alignment properties of a determinate type of pitch accent 

that displays a rise on the pre-accentual syllable and a fall within the 

accented one. The main claim is that the pre-accentual rise consists in two 

leading tone targets aligned with the boundaries of the pre-accentual 

syllable; this pitch accent is thus labeled as LH+L*. This pitch accent is 

similar to Portes and Beyssade’s (to appear) H+L* and Post’s (2000) H+H* in 

French (see subsection 3.3.2.1). 
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Other studies that have been realized by our group of the University 

of Osnabrück constitute part of the results of this thesis, so we will not 

detail them here (Sichel-Bazin 2011; Sichel-Bazin et al. 2012a; Sichel-Bazin et 

al. 2012b; Sichel-Bazin et al. 2013; Sichel-Bazin & Meisenburg to appear). 

3.3.2.3. ToBI systems for Occitan (Oc_ToBI) and French 
(F_ToBI) 

ToBI transcription systems consist of an inventory of phonological 

categories associated with their functions in the prosodic system of a given 

variety. These categories consist of tonal events on the one hand, divided in 

pitch accents and boundary tones, and break indices on the other 

(subsection 3.3.1.2). Recently, ToBI systems (see subsection 3.3.1.2) have 

been developed for Occitan and French: Oc_ToBI and F_ToBI, respectively. 

These first proposals, which are going to be published this 2015 (Sichel-

Bazin et al. to appear, 2015; Delais-Roussarie et al. to appear, 2015), fall 

within a project of adaptation of the ToBI framework to all Romance 

languages, which aims at standardizing the prosodic transcription of 

Romance in a common way, respecting the phonological contrasts found in 

the different varieties (Frota & Prieto to appear, 2015). Besides participating 

in the elaboration of the French and Catalan systems, we coordinated the 

Occitan process jointly with the two supervisors of the present thesis, so the 

Oc_ToBI system is a result of the investigations carried out within the 

context of this thesis, which will be presented in chapters 5 and 6.  

In all ToBI systems, the break indices are the same: 4 corresponds to 

the right boundary of an Intonation Phrase (IP), 3 of an intermediate phrase 

(ip), 2 of an Accentual Phrase (AP, a denomination often alternating with 

Phonological Phrase among ToBIists), 1 of a Prosodic Word, and 0 of a clitic. 
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F_ToBI presents five pitch accent types: L* and H*, which may appear 

in any position; H+!H* and H+H* which only occur in nuclear position; and 

Hi in AP-initial position. Two types of boundary tones are distinguished in 

ip-final position (L- and H-), three in IP-final position (L%, H% and !H%), and 

one in AP-initial position (aL). Besides, F_ToBI contemplates a low phrasal 

tone, annotated L, corresponding to the low tone of Post’s (2000) 

intonational grammar of French (see subsection 3.3.2.1), which may be 

inserted between an initial accent and an AP-final one, blocking downstep. 

In nuclear configurations, L* L% is found in broad and narrow focus 

statements, in the final element of enumerations and disjunctions, in post-

focal sequences, in information-seeking wh-questions, and in imperative wh-

questions. L* H% occurs in information-seeking yes-no questions, 

imperative yes-no questions, and information-seeking wh-questions. (L)H* 

H% is associated with statements of the obvious in standard French, 

information-seeking yes-no questions, confirmation-seeking yes-no 

questions, counter-expectational yes-no questions, information-seeking wh-

questions, echo wh-questions and imperatives. (L)H* L% is found in 

exclamations, information-seeking yes-no questions (in French from 

Switzerland), imperative yes-no questions, echo yes-no questions, biased 

wh-questions, imperatives, and vocatives (insistent call). H+H* L% occurs 

only in statements of the obvious in conservative southern French, and 

H+!H* !H% in contradiction statements and in vocatives (calling contour). It 

can be noticed that !H% is only present after H+!H*. 

Oc_ToBI shares almost the same inventory of tonal events. However, 

it adds a complex HL% boundary tone for a contour present in Aranese 

Occitan requests. In Oc_ToBI, !H% is only present in vocative chants in 

peripheral dialects (Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan). The H+!H* pitch accent 
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of F_ToBI is labeled H+L* in Oc_ToBI, although their realization is often the 

same in both languages, reaching a more or less low point in the speaker’s 

tessitura at the end of the utterance. H+H* was adopted for the sake of 

similarity in the transcription with French, since the contour is the same. Like 

other ToBI systems, Oc_ToBI ignores the L phrasal tone of F_ToBI, and 

considers that this tonal event constitutes the leading tone of an AP-final 

pitch accent; therefore, the L+H* pitch accent is added to the inventory.  

As far as the nuclear configurations encountered in Occitan, we refer 

the reader to chapter 5, in which more complete results are presented. 

3.3.3. Research questions 
The status of bridge language between Ibero-Romance, Italo- Romance and 

French makes Occitan a keystone in the understanding of the whole 

Romance continuum. The literature on Occitan intonation is still very scarce. 

It was urgent to start the investigation, since the language is highly 

threatened, most native speakers being seniors. One of the contributions of 

this thesis is to provide a comprehensive description of Occitan intonational 

phonology. Moreover, this description is realized in a comparative study 

with Southern and Northern French, which permits to highlight possible 

evidence for contact-induced changes in Occitan and Southern French. If 

contact has had an influence, it will be interesting to know in which 

direction: has Occitan borrowed intonational patterns from French, and/or 

does Southern French show signs of shift-induced intonational transfers 

from Occitan? Are all utterance types equally sensitive to language contact? 

Are some contours more likely to be transferred? These questions will have 

to be answered by the analysis of semi-spontaneous data, made possible by 

the intonation questionnaires. The results are presented in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4.  METHODOLOGY 

This thesis investigates the prosodic systems of Occitan and Southern 

French and the influence of contact on either language on the basis of 

corpus analyses. One of its contributions is to provide the first overall 

description of the intonational phonology of Occitan and Southern French, 

while comparing these varieties to Northern French in order to detect 

possible transfers as a consequence of language contact. The other main 

contribution of this thesis is to analyze and compare patterns of phrasing 

and metrical organization in Occitan, Southern and Northern French. 

Phrasing is the structuration of speech in prosodic constituents, which 

articulates discourse. The metrical structure is the system that organizes 

stress patterns in utterances. Both aspects — phrasing and metrical 

structure — are tightly intertwined, since stress is the culmination of the 

heads of prosodic constituents, and may also serve for their demarcation.  

In an empiric study of prosodic systems, the data should be as 

spontaneous as possible in order to reflect the actual uses in current 

speech. Moreover, reading tasks are very difficult — if not impossible — to 

run with Occitan speakers because most speakers are illiterate in this 

language. The data also have to be comparable across varieties, so that 

similarities and differences can be found between the varieties that are in 

contact and those that are not. Intonation serves different purposes in the 

grammar, among which the expression of illocutionary force and semantic-

pragmatic meaning. As a consequence, an investigation of intonational 
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phonology needs to take into account a wide range of meanings in order to 

cover the different contours that contrast phonologically in each variety. To 

study phrasing and metrical organization, the data to be analyzed need to 

contain relatively long strings of structured speech. For these reasons, were 

selected data from two corpora, which are presented in section 4.1. A 

subsection exposes for each corpus the aims of the project within which it 

was developed, the linguistic varieties it deals with, the characteristics of 

the speakers, the data types of which it consists and the data collection 

procedure; subsection 4.1.3 then details the characteristics of the two data 

types that were selected for our comparative prosodic analysis. Section 0 

deals with the methodology applied for the analysis of each data type: 

intonation questionnaires were used for the study of intonational phonology 

(see subsection 4.2.1); phrasing and metrical structure were analyzed by 

means of fable summaries, and completed with the intonation 

questionnaires (see subsection 4.2.2). 
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4.1.  Corpora 
While several corpora of spoken French are at hand online,26 corpora of 

spoken Occitan are much more difficult to find, and even more if they are to 

be used for the study of prosody from a comparative point of view. To our 

knowledge, the only corpora that enable a comparative study of phrasing, 

metrical structure and intonation in Occitan and French are the corpora 

collected for the IntOcFr and IRiSk:OFI projects and for the Atlàs interactiu 

de l’intonacion de l’occitan (Prieto et al. 2007-), presented in subsections 

4.1.1 and 4.1.2 respectively.27 These two corpora share some data types, 

which makes it is possible to directly compare them within the same 

methodological framework. Subsection 4.1.3 is dedicated to the two data 

types that we used in this thesis: fable summaries and intonation 

questionnaires based on the Discourse Completion Task methodology. 

                                            
26 One example is the very rich database of the PFC (Phonologie du Français 
Contemporain) project (http://www.projet-pfc.net/). 
27 The AMPER project (Atlas Multimédia de la Prosodie de l’Espace Roman) aims at 
studying the prosody of all Romance varieties from a phonetic point of view, by the 
analysis and comparison of two different sentence types (statements and yes-no 
questions with SVO word order) with different levels of syntactic complexity. 
Besides the little variety of semantic-pragmatic meanings of the data, which makes 
it little suitable for the investigation of intonational contrasts, the corpus contains 
few Occitan data for the moment. 
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4.1.1. IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI 

4.1.1.1. Research projects on Occitan, French and Italian 

prosody in contact 

The research project Intonation im Sprachkontakt: Okzitanisch und 

Französisch (IntOcFr) of the Universität Osnabrück, funded by the Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft, studies how language contact between Occitan 

and French may have influenced the prosody of both languages. A corpus 

specially designed for this purpose was collected in 2009 and 2010 in the 

context of this project. It consists of directly comparable data of several 

types in different varieties of Occitan and French.  

This research project, which lasted from April 2009 till March 2012, 

was prorogated under the name Intonation und Rhythmus im 

Sprachkontakt: Okzitanisch — Französisch — Italienisch (IRiSk:OFI), and 

more similar data were collected in 2012 in order to compare the effects of 

contact between Occitan and French and between Occitan, Italian and 

Piedmontese. 
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4.1.1.2. Locales and speakers 

Since this corpus was designed for the comparison of prosody between 

varieties in order to study the consequences of language contact, the data 

consist of recordings in several varieties of Occitan and French, and in 

Italian and Piedmontese from the Alps (see map in Figure 4.1). The locales 

where the data were gathered are listed below, and for each, a description 

of its population and the role of Occitan in the community is given, as well 

as the characteristics and the number of speakers that took part in the 

surveys. The data from the first four locales constitute the IntOcFr part of 

the corpus, while the data from the French and Italian Alps represent the 

IRiSk:OFI sub-corpus. 
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Occitan locales of the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus 
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- La Cauna / Lacaune: 

This locale is a small town of less than 3,000 inhabitants in the French 

département of Tarn (F-81), in the central Lengadocian dialectal area of the 

Occitan-speaking territory. While elderly inhabitants of the zone usually 

have Occitan as their mother tongue, the main language in use is Southern 

French, which is known by the whole population. Almost all people under 50 

have Southern French as their first language and usually do not speak or 

even understand Occitan any more. However, Occitan is still used among 

elderly people and language contact is still present.  

Data were gathered in August 2009 in a radius of about 20 km 

around La Cauna, with 48 speakers: 32 Occitan-French bilinguals were 

recorded in both languages, 7 only in Occitan (Oc_La) and 9 monolinguals 

only in Southern French (SF_La).28 Thus, the surveys were conducted in 

SF_La with 41 speakers (19 males and 22 females, aged between 33 and 88, 

mean: 70.6 years old), among which 9 were monolingual (2 males and 7 

females, aged between 33 and 83, mean: 59.7 years old), and in Oc_La with 

39 bilingual speakers (22 males and 17 females, aged between 48 and 88, 

mean: 72.3 years old). All of them were farmers or belonged to the working 

class, mainly retired.  

                                            
28 The terms “monolingual” and “bilingual” are used here according to how the 
speakers defined their own competences in both languages. 
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- Tolosa/Toulouse: 

Toulouse is the prefecture of the French département of Haute Garonne 

(F-31) and the capital of the region of Midi-Pyrénées, a city of around 

440,000 inhabitants. The Lengadocian dialect of Occitan, once the main 

language of its population, almost vanished from social use during the first 

half of the 20th century, replaced by (Southern) French: it can be considered 

that there has been almost no contact with Occitan for at least half century 

in Toulouse. 

In the context of the preparation of the IntOcFr project, 15 

monolingual students at the Université de Toulouse II – le Mirail29 (4 males 

and 11 females, aged between 18 and 23) participated in surveys in 

Southern French (SF_To) in October 2008. In November 2009, data were 

gathered in SF_To with 9 more monolingual students from the same 

University (2 males and 7 females, aged between 20 and 23, mean: 21.6 

years old) and with 5 elder people (3 males and 2 females, aged between 40 

and 82, mean: 61.8 years old), two of which — father and daughter, aged 82 

and 58 respectively — had Occitan as their mother tongue and were also 

recorded in this language.30  

                                            
29 This University changed its name in 2014 to Université Toulouse – Jean Jaurès. 
30 6 students (2 males and 4 females, aged between 19 and 23, mean: 20.5 years 
old) who were studying Occitan at the Université de Toulouse II – le Mirail also 
participated in surveys in Occitan and Southern French. Southern French is the 
mother tongue of all of them; they learned Occitan as a second language. They 
were not included in the studies, for the Occitan data were not fluent enough to 
be analyzed. 
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- Lille: 

Lille, prefecture of the French département of Nord (F-59) and capital of the 

region Nord-Pas de Calais, is part of the fourth biggest agglomeration in 

France, which sums more than one million inhabitants with the two 

neighboring cities Roubaix and Tourcoing. The traditional Oïl dialect, Picard 

or “Ch’ti”, has almost been supplanted by standard French in social use. 

14 monolingual students at the Université de Lille 3 (4 males and 10 

females, aged between 18 and 23) were recorded in Northern French 

(NF_Li) in October 2008. In October 2009, NF_Li data were gathered with 

20 more students (6 males and 14 females, aged between 18 and 23, mean: 

18.9 years old) and 11 administrative workers from the same University (5 

males and 6 females, aged between 29 and 57, mean: 40.7 years old). 

- Orléans: 

Orléans, which counts more than 110,000 inhabitants, is the prefecture of 

the French département of Loiret (F-45) and the capital of the region 

Centre. Standard French is so close to the traditional Orléanais Oïl dialect 

that it has now almost totally replaced it. 

In April 2010, surveys were conducted in Northern French (NF_Or) 

with 25 monolingual students at the Université d’Orléans (5 males and 19 

females, aged between 19 and 28, mean: 20.8 years old) and 11 other 

monolingual speakers, mainly administrative workers from the same 

University (4 males and 7 females, aged between 24 and 62, mean: 51.6 

years old). 
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- French Alps: 

The French départements of Hautes Alpes (F-05) and Alpes de Haute 

Provence (F-04) have a low density of population, due to an intense 

emigration of people from the mountain that started in the 19th century and 

still continues. However, the linguistic situation is quite different from that 

in La Cauna, in that the Vivaro-Alpine dialect of Occitan traditionally spoken 

there has almost vanished: the majority of the population has totally 

abandoned it and it only resists in some villages among the oldest stratum 

of the population.  

In August 2012, 25 Occitan-French bilingual speakers from the 

French Alps (21 males and 4 females, aged between 42 and 93, mean: 74.9 

years old) were recorded in Occitan (Oc_FA) and 22 of them (18 males and 

4 females, aged between 42 and 88, mean: 73.0 years old) also in Southern 

French (SF_FA). All of them belonged to the working class; almost all were 

retired. 16 are native of the region of Cairàs/Queyras (F-05), 5 from the 

Guilhestrés/Guillestrois (F-05) and 2 from the upper Ubaia/Ubaye Valley (F-

04), three adjacent valleys that are contiguous with the Varacha/Varaita and 

Maira Valleys across the Italian border. 
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- Italian Alps: 

On the Italian side of the Alps, in the region called Valadas Occitanas, 

Occitan is managing to hold somewhat better than in France: although 

Italian known of all and is the main language in use and — mainly in the 

lower part of the valleys — Piedmontese is also widely spoken, the 

intergenerational transmission of the language continues in a fair amount of 

families. 

Data were gathered in August 2012 with 18 Occitan (Oc_IA) speakers 

(13 males and 5 females, aged between 26 and 81, mean: 53.3 years old), 

from the Varacha/Varaita and Maira Valleys in the province of Coni/Cuneo, 

Piedmont, Italy. 12 of them (9 males and 3 females, aged between 26 and 

72, mean: 50.9 years old) were also recorded in Italian (It_IA) and 10 (9 

males and 1 female, aged between 50 and 81, mean 62.2) in Piedmontese 

(Pm_IA). 

Altogether, the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus consists of data stemming 

from 201 speakers, an important part of which were recorded in more than 

one language: 81 Northern French speakers (45 from Lille and 36 from 

Orléans); 92 Southern French speakers (41 from La Cauna / Lacaune, 29 

from Tolosa/Toulouse and 22 from the French Alps); 80 Occitan speakers 

(37 from La Cauna / Lacaune, 25 from the French Alps and 18 from the 

Italian Alps); and 12 Italian speakers (of which 10 were also recorded in 

Piedmontese) from the Italian Alps. 
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4.1.1.3. Data types and data collection procedure 

For each survey, the data gathered consist of two types: a fable summary 

and an intonation questionnaire; the surveys in Occitan also included Map-

Tasks, which were not used for this thesis. For the fable summaries, the 

speakers listened to a recording of the Aesop fable The North Wind and the 

Sun and then were asked to sum it up in their own words (for more 

information, see subsection 4.1.3.2). The methodology used for the 

intonation questionnaires and the Map-Tasks was borrowed from the Atlàs 

interactiu de l’intonacion de l’occitan (Prieto et al. 2007-) (see subsection 

4.1.2). The intonation questionnaires use an inductive method based on the 

Discourse Completion Task (Billmyer and Varghese 2000; Blum-Kulka, 

House, and Kasper 1989; Félix-Brasdefer 2010; Prieto 2001) that enables to 

get semi-spontaneous utterances of different illocutionary forces with 

controlled semantic-pragmatic meanings (for more details, see subsection 

4.1.3.1).  

The Occitan and Southern French data of the IntOcFr sub-corpus 

from La Cauna were recorded in August 2009 by Prof. Dr. Trudel 

Meisenburg (Universität Osnabrück) and the author. So were the Occitan, 

Southern French and Italian data of the IRiSk:OFI sub-corpus collected in 

the Alps in August 2012. For the Piedmontese and part of the Italian 

recordings, we were accompanied by Giancarlo Ricato, a Piedmontese 

native speaker from Alba, Province of Coni/Cuneo, Italy. The interviews 

took place mainly at the speakers’ homes or at their work place, in a quite 

silent room. The appointment was fixed a few days before, and the 

speakers were told that the interviews would last between 1 and 2 hours. 

For the Occitan interviews, we started speaking in Occitan as soon as 
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possible before beginning the recordings so that the speakers felt 

comfortable to speak in this language. Free spontaneous conversations 

were also recorded, before, during and after the tasks. 

The French data from Lille, Orléans and Toulouse of the IntOcFr sub-

corpus were gathered by Carolin Buthke (Universität Osnabrück) and the 

author. The interviews took place mainly in a silent office at the University, 

or at the speakers’ work place. The interviews lasted approximately 30 

minutes. 

All the speakers were paid 10€ for their participation in French and 

15€ in Occitan. 

The data were recorded in WAV format in mono with a TASCAM DR-

100 portable digital recorder connected to a SENNHEISER MKH 40 P 48 

high-frequency condenser microphone with cardioid characteristics fixed on 

a metal desk stand. The microphone was set on a table in front of the 

speaker. When two speakers were involved, the data were recorded in 

stereo with two microphones. 
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4.1.2. Atlàs Interactiu de l’Intonacion de l’Occitan (AIIO) 

4.1.2.1. A project for the study of dialectal intonation in 

Occitan 

The Atlàs interactiu de l’intonacion de l’occitan (interactive atlas of the 

intonation of Occitan, henceforth AIIO, Prieto et al. 2007-) is a website 

(<http://prosodia.upf.edu/atlasintonacion/>) that offers surveys in several 

Occitan varieties for the comparison of dialectal intonation. It was 

developed in 2007-2008 at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB, 

Catalonia, Spain) within the project Atles interactiu de l’entonació del català 

i de l’occità (PRE/3323/2006) financed by the Euroregió Pirineus 

Mediterrània and the Departament de Presidència of the Generalitat de 

Catalunya, which intended to give continuation to the elaboration of an 

interactive atlas of the intonation of Catalan (Atles interactiu de l’entonació 

del català, <http://prosodia.upf.edu/atlesentonacio/>, Prieto and Cabré 

2007-2012) and to develop the same tool for Occitan. In 2009, the working 

team moved to the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF, Barcelona) and the 

website is hosted in the server of the UPF since, but no funding was 

dedicated directly to the AIIO. Since 2012, it is funded again by the 

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within the IRiSk:OFI project of the 

Universität Osnabrück (Germany).  
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4.1.2.2. Locales and speakers 

The locales where surveys were conducted for the AIIO are distributed 

across the six main Occitan dialectal areas (see Figure 4.2). While the whole 

corpus consists of recordings from 28 locales, only 12 are available online 

for the moment: two in Lemosin (Gòra/Gorre F-87 and Las Leschas / Les 

Lèches F-24), one in Auvernhat (La Becèira / La Besseyre-Saint-Mary F-43), 

two in Vivaro-Alpine (one in France: Lo Noier / Le Noyer F-05; one in Italy: 

Peirosa / Perosa Argentina, Val Cluson, Province of Turin), one in Provençal 

(Selhan/Seillans F-83), three in Lengadocian (Gabian F-34, Le Fossat F-09 

and Claravals-Bruèjols/Clairvaux-Bruéjouls F-12) and three in Gascon (two in 

France: Sòra/Sore F-40 and Auloron/Oloron-Sainte-Marie F-64; one in the 

Aran Valley, Catalonia, Spain: Les). One to three speakers from each locale 

were recorded, 26 males and 17 females (Lemosin: 2 males and 4 females; 

Auvernhat: 2 males and 1 female; Vivaro-Alpine: 3 males and 2 females; 

Provençal: 2 males; Lengadocian: 9 males and 4 females; Gascon: 8 males 

and 6 females). The 43 speakers were mainly retired people belonging to 

the working class, aged between 50 and 90 years old. 
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Figure 4.2 Map of the Occitan locales of the AIIO 
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4.1.2.3. Data types and data collection procedure 

The interface of the AIIO is very similar to the Catalan version: the user can 

access several data types gathered in different locales from an interactive 

map of the linguistic territory and realize thematic researches by utterance 

type and/or variety in the data. There are three data types available for — 

almost — each locale: intonation questionnaires (see subsection 4.1.3.1), 

Map-Tasks and interviews in video. The intonation questionnaires are the 

same as in the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus, since the research projects used 

the methodology of the AIIO in order to get comparable data (see 

subsection 4.1.1.3). The Map-Tasks and the videotaped free interviews were 

not used for this thesis. 

Most of the data were recorded between 2007 and 2008. The data 

from Le Fossat were recorded by Adrià Baiona, a student at the Universitat 

Autònoma de Barcelona, and Olivièr Flahaut-Mantel, an Occitan speaker 

from the zone, those from Narbona/Narbonne (not online yet) by Olitiana 

Martin, a Master student at the Université Paul Valéry Montpellier, and the 

author recorded all the other data. The data were recorded in WAV format 

in mono or in stereo with a MARANTZ PMD-660 portable digital recorder 

connected to one or two microphones AKG C 1000 S and/or RODE NTG 2, 

fixed on a metal desk stand. The microphone(s) was/were set on a table in 

front of the speaker(s). The few data collected in 2012 (Mirabèl/Mirabel-et-

Blacons F-26 and Baissac/Beyssac F-19, not online yet) were recorded by 

the author with the same procedure as for the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus 

(see subsection 4.1.1.3). 
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4.1.3. Data types selected for the comparative prosodic analysis 
To investigate how language contact may have influenced the prosody of 

Occitan and Southern French, we selected two types of (semi-)spontaneous 

data: fable summaries from the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus and intonation 

questionnaires from both the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus and the AIIO. These 

data are comparable cross-linguistically, which makes it possible to identify 

differences and similarities between the Occitan and French varieties in 

contact and those that are not in contact with each other. On the one hand, 

the intonation questionnaires made it possible to investigate how intonation 

varies across varieties according to the illocutionary force of utterances and 

the semantic-pragmatic meaning associated to them (subsection 4.1.3.1). 

On the other hand, the analysis of fable summaries, complemented by that 

of the intonation questionnaires, enabled us to investigate phrasing and 

metrical structure in Occitan and French (subsection 4.1.3.2).  

4.1.3.1. Intonation questionnaires 

The surveys with intonation questionnaires consisted in eliciting the 

production of natural utterances of different illocutionary forces and 

semantic-pragmatic values following a Discourse Completion Task (DCT) 

methodology. The speakers were presented with a set of everyday-life 

situations and were prompted to react as spontaneously as possible to 

these situations. Each context provided enables the researcher to elicit an 

utterance with a given illocutionary force while controlling for the semantic-

pragmatic meaning associated to it. 

The questionnaires were adaptations of that used for the elaboration 

of the Atles interactiu de l’entonació del català (Prieto and Cabré 2007-

2012), which is based on the methodology first applied by Prieto (2001). The 
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original Catalan version contains 47 situations that correspond to 10 

declarative sentences (4 neutral and 6 biased), 15 yes-no questions (6 

neutral and 9 biased), 11 wh-questions (5 neutral and 6 biased), 6 echo 

questions (4 neutral and 2 biased), 3 imperative sentences (2 commands and 

1 request) and 2 vocatives (1 neutral and 1 insistent). The data from many 

Occitan locales of the AIIO also contain these 47 situations, but since many 

situations gave rise to very similar intonations, most of the surveys of the 

IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus were conducted with reduced versions of the 

questionnaire, which included 29 situations (corresponding to 8 statements, 

7 yes-no questions, 5 wh-questions, 5 echo questions, 2 imperatives and 2 

vocatives). The whole questionnaires in Occitan, French and Italian, as well 

as an English translation, are available in the Annex 1. 

The situations were presented to the speakers in a natural way, 

intending to facilitate communication. If the speaker’s response was not the 

one expected with respect to the context, the researcher repeated the 

situation or explained it in another way, so that the speaker could 

understand it well, and could respond it again. In some cases, it was 

impossible to get the intended response, especially with elderly people; 

when this happened, the researcher had to give up after three or four trials. 

This methodology has the advantage of providing 

(semi-)spontaneous data, while avoiding reading tasks. The overall palette 

of different intonational contours obtained with these questionnaires 

enables to study how intonation is used to express different illocutionary 

forces and semantic-pragmatic values. Thanks to this methodology, it is 

possible to establish which phonological categories of pitch accents and 

boundary tones are used contrastively for pragmatic purposes within a 
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variety, as well as to compare uses between varieties of a same language or 

even between languages. 

4.1.3.2. Fable summaries 

To collect the fable summaries, speakers were prompted to listen to a 

recorded version of the Aesop fable The North Wind and the Sun in a 

language variety similar to their own (see Annex 2 for the orthographic 

transcriptions of the different versions), and then to sum it up in their own 

words. The version was played to the speakers as many times as they 

wanted — it usually was one or two, in some exceptional cases three. They 

were provided with a sheet showing illustrations of the story, so that they 

could follow it while they were listening as well as when they were telling 

the story again. 

For the surveys in Northern French and in Southern French from the 

Alps, the original version used was the reading by Cécile Fougeron available 

on the Linguistic Handbook Downloads website of the International 

Phonetics Association. 31  In Southern French (La Cauna / Lacaune and 

Tolosa/Toulouse), a reading by Christiane Tuc from Toulouse was played. 

For the surveys in Lengadocian Occitan (in La Cauna / Lacaune), we used 

the interpretation by Sèrgi Carles, a native speaker stemming from the 

département of Aveyron (F-12). For the Occitan surveys in the Alps, the 

original sound file played was the recording of a Vivaro-Alpine version 

adapted and read by Mariano Allocco, who is a native speaker of the variety 

from Prats/Prazzo in the Maira Valley (Province of Turin, Italy). In Italian it 

was also a version by Mariano Allocco, and in Piedmontese a version 

                                            
31 <http://web.uvic.ca/ling/resources/ipa/handbook/French.zip> 
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translated and read by the Prof. Sergio Gilardino of the McGill University 

(Montreal, Canada), a native speaker of Piedmontese who lives in the 

community of Coumboscuro, Montrós / Monterosso Grana (Province of 

Turin, Italy). 

The recorded narrations last from 20 to 90 seconds, and they display 

similar lexical items and internal organization. This methodology has two 

advantages: it enables the researcher to avoid reading tasks, which are 

impossible to run in Occitan because most speakers are illiterate in this 

language; and it provides (semi-)spontaneous speech materials suitable for 

the study of phrasing and accentuation. 
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4.2.  Data analysis 
Fable summaries and intonation questionnaires in several linguistic varieties 

were selected from both corpora, annotated in Praat (Boersma and 

Weenink 2013) and submitted to different analyses for the cross-linguistic 

comparison of intonational phonology on the one hand, and the interplay 

between phrasing, metrical structure and accentuation on the other hand. 

4.2.1. Comparative analysis of intonational phonology in Occitan, 
Southern and Northern French 
The aims of the analysis of the intonation questionnaires of the AIIO and the 

IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpora is twofold: on the one hand, it enables to 

investigate dialectal variation in the Occitan intonation and, on the other 

hand, the influence of language contact on the intonational systems of 

Occitan and French. First, we analyzed the totality of the intonation 

questionnaires of the AIIO corpus and of the IntOcFr sub-corpus in order to 

establish an inventory of pitch accents and boundary tones in the different 

varieties and to determine which tonal configurations were used in the 

different sentence types. Since some differences were detected across 

varieties for certain sentence types, we designed specific studies in order to 

investigate in more detail and compare their intonational organization in 

each variety.  

In order to investigate the intonational systems of Occitan and 

French and the possible consequences of language contact, we analyzed in 

Praat the intonation questionnaires of the IntOcFr sub-corpus. The data 

consist in recordings from 45 Northern French speakers from Lille (F-59) and 

36 from Orléans (F-45), 29 Southern French speakers from Tolosa/Toulouse 

(F-31) and 41 Southern French speakers (of which 9 were monolinguals and 
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32 Occitan-French bilinguals) and 39 Occitan speakers from La Cauna / 

Lacaune (F-81) (see subsection 4.1.1.2). Aiming at checking for dialectal 

variation within the intonation system of Occitan, we also analyzed the 

intonation questionnaires that are available online on the website of the 

AIIO (Prieto et al. 2007-), which stem from 19 Occitan speakers from all 

dialectal areas (see subsection 4.1.2.2): 5 for Gascon, 4 for Lemosin, 1 for 

Auvernhat; 2 for Vivaro-Alpine; 1 for Provençal; 6 for Lengadocian. The 

number of speakers of each variety is unfortunately low and not well 

balanced between varieties, which does not enable to draw a complete and 

fully reliable picture of intonational dialectal variation within Occitan. 

However, this constitutes the first approximation to Occitan dialectal 

intonation ever realized, and it includes varieties that are not in contact with 

French: the Gascon from Les in the Aran Valley, which is in contact with 

Spanish and Catalan, as well as the Vivaro-Alpine from Peirosa / Perosa 

Argentina in the Cluson Valley, which is in contact with Italian and 

Piedmontese. 

With the Discourse Completion Task methodology, speakers are 

provided a context that constrains their productions for illocutionary force 

and pragmatic meaning. This enabled us to examine separately 29 sentence 

types (8 statements, 7 yes-no questions, 5 wh-questions, 5 echo questions, 

2 imperatives and 2 vocatives) with different pragmatic meanings (see 

Annex 1) and compare their intonational realization across speakers and 

varieties. Since not all speakers produced the intended sentence type in 

every context and some of them gave more than one answer to the same 

context, the data analyzed consisted of about 6.000 utterances. 
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We analyzed all utterances sentence type per sentence type in Praat. 

For each utterance, we first examined the nuclear configuration of the 

phrase containing the focal domain: we analyzed the nature (low or high) 

and alignment with respect to segmental landmarks of all turning points in 

the pitch curve corresponding to the tonal targets of the nuclear pitch 

accent and the phrase-final boundary tone. When there were prenuclear 

pitch accents within the phrase containing the focal domain, we examined 

them in the same way, observing the location of the syllables with which 

they were associated. If the utterance consisted of more than one 

intermediate phrase, the tonal density and the nature of pitch accents and 

boundary tones in the non-focal domains was also paid attention to. This 

analysis permitted to establish an inventory of categories of pitch accents 

and boundary tones for each variety and to represent them with ToBI labels 

(see subsection 3.3.2.3). Moreover, the comparison between speakers of 

each variety enabled to extract general intonational patterns for each 

sentence type, which could in turn be compared across varieties in order to 

check for similarities and differences, and eventually pinpoint possible cases 

of intonational transfers between varieties in contact. The results of this 

study are exposed in chapter 5. 

The analysis revealed that, while many sentence types did not 

present relevant intonational differences between varieties, others did 

deserve a closer look in order to check for mutual influence between 

languages in contact. We thus proceeded to detailed studies to investigate 

the differences in the use of specific contours and in tonal alignment across 

varieties. The specific methodology for each of these studies is presented 

together with the results in the corresponding subsections in chapter 5.  
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4.2.2. Comparative analysis of phrasing and metrical structure in 
Occitan, French and Italian 
Fable summaries were used to study phrasing and metrical structure in 

Occitan and French, comparing the patterns observed in the different 

varieties, in situations of language contact or not. Three main research 

questions had to be answered: (i) do we need an intermediate phrase level 

in Occitan and French? (ii) is the AP relevant in Occitan and Southern 

French? and (iii) what is the status of word stress and the Prosodic Word in 

Occitan, Southern and Northern French? All these questions were 

investigated analyzing Occitan, Southern and Northern French fable 

summaries, punctually complemented with intonation questionnaires. The 

methodology followed for this purpose is detailed in subsection 4.2.2.1. The 

results of our analyses enabled us to propose an inventory of prosodic 

constituents that accounts for the phrasing patterns observed in Occitan, 

Southern and Northern French, and to set forth the construction 

mechanisms and phonological properties of each constituent type. 

Moreover, divergences in the metrical organization of the different varieties 

were detected, which seem to be imputable to language contact. To check 

the predictions of our model, we realized a comparative acoustic study on 

Occitan, Italian, Southern and Northern French data. The methodology used 

for this study is exposed in subsection 4.2.2.2. 
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4.2.2.1. Qualitative comparison of phrasing and metrical 
structure in Occitan, Southern and Northern French 

We analyzed fable summaries extracted from the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus 

in Occitan and Southern French, as well as in Northern French as a control 

group. Not all speakers performed the task with the same ease, so that an 

important amount of recordings displayed many hesitations and short, often 

unconnected chunks of speech. Therefore, the most fluent summaries were 

selected. The resulting sub-corpus comprises 28 minutes 57 seconds 

(pauses included) of spontaneous speech produced by 39 speakers: 10 

Occitan speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune (Oc_La), 15 Southern French 

speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune (SF_La), 10 Northern French speakers 

from Lille (NF_Li) and 4 Northern French speakers from Orléans (NF_Or). 

The minimal, maximal, mean and total duration of the fables as well as the 

number of speakers is given for each variety in Table 4.1.  

Variety 
Number of 

speakers 

Minimal 

duration 

Mean 

duration 

Maximal 

duration 

Total 

duration 

Oc_La 10 25 s 66 s 89 s 10 min 58 s 

SF_La 15 21 s 41 s 70 s 10 min 20 s 

NF_Li 10 21 s 32 s 49 s 5 min 17 s 

NF_Or 4 24 s 36 s 45 s 2 min 22 s 

Overall 39 21 s 45 s 89 s 28 min 57 s 

Table 4.1 Number of speakers, minimal, maximal, mean and total duration 
of the fable summaries in each variety. 

First, the inventory of prosodic constituents had to be fixed, 

providing a description of their construction patterns and the characteristics 
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of their typical surface realization. As said in subsection 3.1.2, the literature 

on French prosody agrees on the necessity of two units: the Accentual 

Phrase (AP) and the Intonation Phrase (IP). The different accounts differ on 

whether an intermediate level is needed. If constituents belong to different 

phonological categories, they must present different characteristics in their 

surface realization, especially in the phonetics of their heads and edges. 

Several scholars have proposed that the intermediate phrase (ip) is an 

important unit for the internal organization of the IP. Evidence for the 

intermediate phrase had to be looked for in our data in order to confirm or 

infirm this claim. The ip has been described as a unit marked by a prosodic 

break at its right edge, marked by final lengthening and a boundary tone. 

These are also characteristics of the IP. Therefore, we examined the 

realization of prosodic breaks in all varieties, in order to check whether they 

showed different degrees of lengthening and distinct tonal properties. The 

location of silent pauses, which are markers of prosodic breaks, was also 

observed. Moreover, if the IP and the ip have to be distinguished, their 

metrical heads should have distinct characteristics. Consequently, we 

compared the alignment properties of the most prominent metrical heads 

with respect to prosodic boundaries, the pitch-accent types associated with 

them, as well as their phonetic realization.  

Another divergence among models for French prosody concerns the 

status of the Prosodic Word. French has been said to lack lexical stress. 

Indeed, if it has word stress, it is not contrastive. Moreover, the domain for 

accentuation is the AP, which may contain several lexical words. Our 

observations had to confirm whether word stress is present in French or 

not. As to do so, we paid attention to the phonetic realization of word-final 

syllables in different positions, comparing words that could be the head of 
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an AP and those that are considered to be AP-internal according to the 

models for French prosody available in the literature (see subsections 3.1.2 

and 3.2.2.5). 

As far as Occitan is concerned, this language presents word stress, 

which may convey lexical contrast and plays an important role in the 

patterns of vowel reduction (see subsection 3.2.2.3). However, pitch 

movements have been observed on syllables that do not bear lexical stress 

in Occitan (see subsection 3.2.2.5). These accents recall the AP-initial rises 

of French. Therefore, the question arises whether the AP may play a role in 

the prosodic organization of Occitan. Contact with French might have led to 

the introduction of this unit in the Occitan prosodic system. In French, the 

AP is the relevant unit for stress assignment and pitch-accent distribution: 

stress hits the last full syllable in the phrase and is obligatorily associated 

with a pitch accent; an optional rise may align near the left edge of the 

phrase, most often on the first syllable of its leftmost lexical word; AP-

internal words are usually unaccented. Such characteristics were checked for 

in our Occitan data in order to determine whether the AP is a relevant unit 

in this language. Therefore, we observed the realization of word-initial 

syllables in our Occitan data and compared the phonetic properties of 

lexically stressed syllables in the different positions, applying the same 

principles for the construction of APs as in French. 

On the other hand, Southern French, which developed in contact 

with Occitan, might have inherited prosodic characteristics of that language. 

For instance, the presence of word stress in Occitan may have led to a 

conservation of this feature in Southern French. As a consequence, we 
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examined in our Southern French data whether AP-internal words retain a 

certain degree of prominence more often than in Northern French. 

As a complement, the analysis of the intonation questionnaires 

presented in subsection 4.2.1 permitted to check for structures that did not 

come up in the fable summaries. 

The results and conclusions of this qualitative study are presented in 

section 6.1, dedicated to the higher constituents in the prosodic hierarchy, 

and in section 6.2, which deals with the AP and its internal organization. In 

chapter 6, we propose a model for phrasing and metrical structure and 

pinpoint divergences between varieties that bespeak an influence of 

language contact in Southern France. 

4.2.2.2. Acoustic analysis of phrasing and metrical structure 

in Occitan, French and Italian 

The results of the qualitative comparison described in subsection 4.2.2.1 

permitted to propose an inventory of prosodic constituents, and to set forth 

which relationship phrasing entertains with morphosyntax and information 

structure and which phonological properties are associated with the heads 

and edges of each constituent type in Occitan, Southern and Northern 

French (see sections 6.1 and 6.2). The predictions of this model had to be 

checked statistically with acoustic data in order to confirm the claims that it 

makes. Our first hypothesis is that three to four levels above the word have 

to be distinguished in all varieties: the Accentual Phrase (AP), the 

intermediate phrase (ip), the Intonation Phrase (IP), and possibly the 

utterance. In order to confirm that these constituents have to be 

distinguished, we have to check if their metrical heads present different 

properties in the phonetic realization. Our second claim is that AP-internal 
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lexical words are not accented in Northern French since they do not 

culminate with stress, but sometimes retain a certain degree of prominence 

in Southern French and in Occitan, indicating a conservation of word stress 

in these two varieties. Therefore, we have to compare the realization of 

lexically stressed syllables in Occitan and word-final full syllables in Southern 

and Northern French in AP-internal position. 

For this purpose, we realized an acoustic analysis on a sample of 

fable summaries extracted from the IntOcFr/IRiSk:OFI corpus. The mutual 

influence between Southern French and Occitan had to be contrasted with 

Occitan and French varieties that were not in contact with each other. 

Therefore, the fable summaries of three speakers of five varieties were 

selected: two bilingual speakers from each side of the Alps, speaking 

Occitan and Southern French (Oc_FA and SF_FA) or Occitan and Italian 

(Oc_IA and It_IA), and two monolingual Northern French speakers from Lille 

(NF_Li). The resulting data set had 9 minutes 17 seconds of total duration 

(pauses included) and consisted of 2292 syllables (after elimination of 

hesitations). The duration and number of analyzed syllables are given in 

Table 4.2 for each fable summary and for each variety. 
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Variety Speaker Number of 

syllables 

Duration 

NF_Li 

IS01 125 27 s 

LD01 170 39 s 

PT01 60 19 s 

Total 355 1 min 23 s 

SF_FA 

EG01 225 51 s 

JF01 192 50 s 

RB01 95 22 s 

Total 512 2 min 03 s 

Oc_FA 

EG01 130 42 s 

JF01 227 54 s 

RB01 93 25 s 

Total 450 2 min 01 s 

Oc_IA 

BO01 195 46 s 

RR01 130 36 s 

SG01 136 30 s 

Total 461 1 min 52 s 

IA_It 

BO01 195 41 s 

RR01 205 50 s 

SG01 114 27 s 

Total 514 1 min 58 s 

Overall 2292 9 min 17 s 

Table 4.2 Duration of the fable summaries and number of syllables analyzed 
for the study of accentuation per speaker and variety 
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The fifteen sound files were annotated in a TextGrid with 11 tiers in 

Praat. The data were transcribed in ToBI and segmented in segments, 

syllables, words, and in four types of phrases that should a priori, according 

to the predictions of our model, correspond to the following prosodic 

constituents: AP, ip, IP, utterance. An example of the resulting annotation is 

given in Figure 4.3. Syllables belonging to phrases that contain a hesitation, 

i.e. cases of extreme lengthening, repetitions or truncated lexical items, 

were marked as such (see the syllables 10 and 11 in Figure 4.3, marked with 

an “h” — in this case, following the “A” — on tier 5) and the whole AP that 

contained them was rejected from the analysis. 

The ToBI transcription consists in two tiers: one for tonal events, i.e. 

pitch accents and boundary tones, on tier 1; one for break indices, i.e. the 

perceived degree of prosodic autonomy of the preceding chunk, on tier 2. 

Each segment was transcribed in SAMPA on tier 4 and classified as 

consonant (C) or vowel (V) on tier 3. 

Syllables lexically specified for stress were annotated as such in 

Occitan and in Italian (see the syllables 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 in 

Figure 4.3, marked with “A” — for ‘accentable’ — on tier 5). Since the 

concept of lexical stress does not fit the prosodic system of (standard) 

French, all final syllables of accentable words (lexical words, auxiliaries and 

multisyllabic function words) whose nucleus is not schwa were marked with 

an “A” for matters of comparability. 

Words, transcribed orthographically on tier 7, were classified as 

either lexical (L) or function (F) words on tier 6: Determiners, prepositions, 

conjunctions and complementizers were considered as function words, 

nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, as lexical words. Forms of Oc. Èsser 
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and Fr. être (‘to be’) and Oc. aver and Fr. avoir (‘to have’) were classified as 

F when used as auxiliaries and as L when acting as predicative verbs. 

The next four tiers were used for the segmentation in four types of 

phrases, constructed a priori according to the predictions of our model. 

Putative Accentual Phrases (APs) are built in all varieties according to 

Selkirk’s (1981:126) Phonological Phrase definition: “An item which is the 

specifier of a syntactic phrase joins with the head of the phrase. An item 

belonging to a ‘non-lexical’ category, such as Det, Prep, Comp, Verbaux, 

Conjunction, joins with its sister constituent.” Such syntactically defined 

phrases were segmented on tier 8. Intermediate phrases (ips) were found to 

correspond to several syntactic constructions: mainly parentheticals, non-

restrictive relatives subordinate clauses, tag questions, vocatives, dislocated 

phrases, post-focal elements, items of a list, but also subject nominal 

phrases, predicates containing the focal domain, and some kinds of 

branching syntactic phrases such as completive subordinate clauses. Such 

constructions were segmented on tier 9. Tier 10 is segmented in 

syntactically complete sentences, which, according to our findings, are 

supposed to correspond to Intonation Phrases (IPs), with only one nuclear 

tonal configuration involved in the expression of semantic-pragmatic 

meaning. Each interval on tier 10 contains an orthographic transcription of 

the sentence. Tier 11 groups together sentences that are pragmatically 

related, for instance sharing a same discourse topic, for these units may 

have an influence in the intonational organization of discourse.32  

                                            
32 The argument that a pragmatic — or, in their terms, “logico-semantic” — 
relation between sentences may lead to group together different IPs in a higher 
constituent, called utterance, was already pointed out by Nespor and Vogel 
(1986:221–247). 
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Figure 4.3 Snapshot of the annotation of an extract from a fable 
summary (Oc_FA_RB01) in a Praat TextGrid. 
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A Praat script was designed to extract into a TXT file all these 

annotations as well as acoustic values for each syllable. It also enabled to 

obtain the position of each syllable within the word and all types of phrases, 

and the position of the word within the phrase, as well as the number and 

relative position of stressed syllables (or word-final syllables in French) in 

each phrase. For each syllable, as well as the immediately previous syllable, 

we extracted the mean F0 (in semitones) and intensity (in decibels) in the 

rhyme and the syllabic duration.33 These acoustic values were submitted to 

normalization: duration values were divided by the mean value for all 

syllables in the corresponding interval on tier 11 (whole utterance 

composed of one or several pragmatically related sentences); mean 

intensity and mean F0 in the nucleus were normalized by subtracting from 

them the corresponding value in the nucleus of the previous syllable.34 

We then proceeded to statistical analyses in SPSS (version 20, IBM 

Corp. 2011) in order to test the influence of the different levels of metrical 

stress on all these acoustic values across linguistic varieties. We first created 

a variable (‘stress_strength’) that combined the status of the syllables as 

lexically specified for stressed (or word-final in French) or not with their 

position within the different phrase types. This variable presents six levels: 

                                            
33 We also extracted the duration of the onset, the nucleus and the rhyme of all 
syllables as well as the previous one, as well as all these F0, intensity and duration 
values in the following syllable (in order to test for the influence of possible trailing 
tones). The maximal and minimal F0 and intensity values in all phrase types, as well 
as in the previous and following phrases were also taken into account. The analysis 
of all these values did not prove to give relevant results. 
34 We thank Philippe Martin for making us aware of the fact that it is not optimal to 
calculate differences in mean intensity in decibels and in mean F0 in semitones 
since both are on a logarithmic scale. These values must thus be considered as an 
approximation to variations in intensity and in F0 from the previous syllable. 
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unstressed syllables (0); AP-internal stressed syllables (1); AP-final stressed 

syllables (2); ip-final stressed syllables (3); IP-final stressed syllables (4); 

utterance-final stressed syllables (5).35 ANOVAs were conducted to test the 

influence of this variable and the linguistic variety on each acoustic value.  

The results and conclusions of this acoustic study are exposed in 

section 6.3. 

                                            
35 We remind the reader that the phrases were defined a priori according to the 
criteria of our model; the denominations AP, ip, IP and utterance are therefore not 
to be understood as actual prosodic phrases, but as putative prosodic constituents 
derived from morphosyntax and information structure, in order to test the 
generalizations elaborated on the results of the qualitative study presented in 
subsection 4.2.2.1. 
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CHAPTER 5.  INTONATIONAL PHONOLOGY 

OF OCCITAN, SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN 

FRENCH 

Intonation is the part of the phonological structure of an utterance that 

determines its pitch contour. According to the Autosegmental-Metrical 

model, tones are discrete units, organized in an independent tier, that 

associate with specific landmarks in the segmental string. The pitch 

contours of an utterance results from the interpolation between these tonal 

targets. In tonal languages, tones are associated with syllables in the 

lexicon. This is neither the case in Occitan nor in French, since both are 

intonational languages: tones are only involved in post-lexical phonology. 

Metrically strong syllables are the anchor point for pitch accents, which may 

be mono- or bitonal, and the edges of certain prosodic constituents are 

marked by boundary tones. Only certain tones are involved in the 

expression of meaning: those associated with the head and the right edge 

of intonation phrases (IPs). The nature of the nuclear pitch accent and IP-

final boundary tone, the combination of which is referred to as nuclear 

configuration, depends on the illocutionary force of the utterance and the 

semantic-pragmatic meaning associated with it. Further pitch accents may 

occur before and after the nucleus; they are then called prenuclear and 

postnuclear pitch accents, respectively. 
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In this chapter, we will review and compare the nuclear 

configurations associated with specific utterance types in Occitan, Southern 

and Northern French. The distribution and realization of prenuclear and 

postnuclear pitch accents and boundary tones, which are not involved in the 

expression of meaning, will also be presented, especially when they present 

differences across varieties. Section 5.1 is dedicated to intonation in 

statements, section 5.2 in questions, section 5.3 in imperatives and section 

5.4 in vocatives. In each section, specific semantic-pragmatic meanings will 

be highlighted when they present particular tonal configurations. This 

chapter constitutes the first complete description of the intonational system 

of Occitan. It is presented in comparison with Southern and Northern 

French, in order to determine whether language contact has led to 

intonational transfers, and in which direction. Section 5.5 sums up the 

general characteristics of the intonational systems of Occitan, Southern and 

Northern French, comparing their inventories of tonal events and the uses 

of tonal configurations across varieties. 

5.1.  Intonation in statements 
In this section, we detail the tonal patterns associated with different types 

of statements. The basic meaning associated with statements is assertion: 

the speaker communicates to the addressee a proposition that responds to 

a question under discussion, with the purpose to add this proposition to the 

common ground. However, intonation is different whether the speaker 

wants to signal that the information the he or she is asserting is complete or 

some information remains to be added; the expression of finality and 

continuation is dedicated subsection 5.1.1. In subsection 5.1.2 we will 

present how information structure is responsible for the realization of 
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particular tonal configurations. Subsection 5.1.3 deals with the intonation 

associated with specific pragmatic meanings in Occitan, Southern and 

Northern French statements, related with epistemicity and mirativity. 

5.1.1. Assertion: continuation and finality 
The basic meaning of a statement is to assert some information in order to 

share it with the addressee and add it to the common ground. However, the 

information to be shared may have to be phrased in several intonation 

phrases (IPs). In this case, only the last IP is marked with assertive 

intonation, which we will refer to as finality contour, while the preceding 

ones show nuclear configurations expressing continuation. When no further 

semantic-pragmatic meaning is added to the utterance, the intonational 

contour is fairly the same in Occitan, Southern and Northern French: 

continuation is marked by a rising nuclear configuration, and finality by a 

falling one.  

The continuation contour is realized as a sharp rise aligned with the 

syllable that bears nuclear stress, ending at a high pitch level at the end of 

the IP. It corresponds to what Delattre (1966) labeled as continuation 

majeure. We interpret this nuclear configuration to consist of a bitonal pitch 

accent L+H* and a high final boundary tone H%: a low leading tone aligns 

with the onset of the pitch-accented syllable, a high starred tone within its 

rhyme and the final high boundary tone is responsible for the rise to 

continue until the end of the IP, reaching a higher pitch level than previous 

pitch accents.  

The finality contour, which Delattre (1966) called finalité, is realized as 

a progressive fall from the last prenuclear high tonal target towards a low 
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tone in the nuclear-stressed syllable, which we interpret as a low pitch 

accent (L*); pitch remains low or continues falling slightly towards the end of 

the IP, due to a low boundary tone (L%). The high tone from which this final 

fall starts may be the starred tone of a prenuclear pitch accent or, often, a 

phrase-initial high tone (annotated ‘Hi’ in Oc_ToBI, following Jun and 

Fougeron’s (2000, 2002) model), associated with secondary stress. The 

surface-transparent label ‘L*’, proposed for Oc_ToBI and F_ToBI in Sichel-

Bazin et al. (to appear, 2015) and Delais-Roussarie et al. (to appear, 2015), is 

retained for the nuclear pitch accent of the finality contour in this thesis for 

several reasons. On the one hand, Jun and Fougeron’s (2000, 2002) and 

Post’s (2000) models consider that the nuclear pitch accent is subsumed by 

the final L% boundary tone. We disagree with this view, since it fails to 

distinguish falling configurations (L* L%) from rising-falling ones (L+H* L%). 

On the other hand, although Hualde (2003) points out that the preceding 

high tone is often associated with a stressed syllable, belonging to a 

prenuclear (AP-final or initial) accent, his H+L* label does not grasp this fact: 

a leading tone should always align with the last prenuclear syllable, be it 

metrically weak or strong. Moreover, although the falling pitch movement 

often continues throughout the nuclear-stressed syllable, we will see in 

subsection 5.1.3.2 that the distinction between L* and H+L* is necessary to 

account for the expression of different pragmatic meanings.  

Both continuation rise and finality fall nuclear configurations can be 

seen in the Occitan example in Figure 5.1, which contains two IPs. The first 

IP ends in a continuation rise (L+H* H%). The second IP shows a final fall (L* 

L%) from a phrase-initial high tone (Hi), aligned with a secondary stressed 

syllable two syllables before the nuclear stress. 
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Figure 5.1 Occitan statement constituted of two IPs, the first one with a 
continuation rise and the second with a final fall: La pichona s’apèla Marie; 
es en tren de manjar una banana. (‘The small girl is called Marie; she is 
eating a banana’), uttered by the Lengadocian Occitan speaker 
Oc_La_MC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
 The other tones within the IP do not express meaning; they rather 

reflect the internal metrical organization of the IP. Within IPs, certain 

phrases — generally corresponding to elements in the left periphery, 

nominal subjects, items of a list, post-focal phrases, among other types (see 

subsections 5.1.2 and 6.1.4.2) — present tonal movements at their right 

edge, which may be falling or rising regardless of the nature of the 

preceding pitch accent and may align with metrically weak syllables. These 

phrase-final movements must be due to the presence of low or high 

boundary tones, which we annotate L- or H-, respectively, following the 

Oc_ToBI and F_ToBI proposals. Contrary to nuclear configurations, the 

tonal configurations at the right edge of these constituents do not convey 

pragmatic meaning. We consider such phrases to belong to an intermediate 

level in the prosodic hierarchy between the Accentual Phrase (AP) — which 

is defined by the presence of a pitch accent near its right edge but no final 
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boundary tone — and the IP. We will refer to this type of prosodic 

constituent as intermediate phrase (ip).36  

Prenuclear APs and ips usually end in a rising pitch accent (L+H*), 

corresponding to Delattre’s (1966) continuation mineure. This can be seen in 

Figure 5.1 at the end of the subject of the first IP, la pichona, as well as of 

the first two phrases of the second IP, es en tren and de manjar. APs 

generally begin with an initial low boundary tone, annotated ‘aL’ in Oc_ToBI 

and F_ToBI, as can be seen in all APs of Figure 5.2, for instance. Within an 

ip, non-final pitch accents are rather realized as a high plateau (H*), 

following a downstepping pattern; this is the case in the first IP of the 

example in Figure 5.1 on the verb s’apèla, which is grouped together with 

the object in a same ip.  

                                            
36 For more information on phrasing, the distinction between Accentual Phrase 
(AP), intermediate phrase (ip) and Intonation Phrase (IP), as well as the internal 
structure of these phrases, see chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.2 Southern French example containing two late continuation rises: 
La bise essaya la première ; elle souffla de toutes ses forces ; (‘The North 
Wind tried first; it blew with all its strength;’), uttered by the Southern 
French speaker SF_La_CC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
fable). 

In prenuclear position, the nature of ip-final boundary tones is 

generally the opposite of the IP-final one: L- if the IP-final one is H%, H- if 

the IP-final one is L%. This is the case in the first IP of the example in Figure 

5.1: the subject la pichona ends in a falling movement following the rising 

pitch accent, which we interpret to be due to an L- boundary tone aligned 

with the right edge of the phrase, opposed to the H% boundary tone at the 

end of the IP. This is in line with what has been described for French (see for 

instance Martin 1987, 2006, 2008; Mertens 2008; Mertens et al. 2001): IP-

internal pitch movements are subject to the phenomenon called inversion 

de pente (‘slope inversion’). This can also be observed in Figure 5.2, where 

the subject of the first sentence ends in a low boundary tone (L-) since the 

IP ends in a high one (H%). Conversely, in the Northern French example in 

Figure 5.3, the rising movement at the end of the subject Marie reaches the 

highest pitch level in the utterance, due to the presence of a high boundary 
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tone (H-), opposed to the low boundary tone (L%) at the end of the 

utterance. 

 
Figure 5.3 Northern French statement: Marie mange une banane. (‘Marie is 
eating a banana’), uttered by the Northern speaker NF_Or_DS01 from 
Orléans (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

In lists, the last element is realized with an assertive falling intonation. 

The previous elements are, by contrast, realized with a continuation rise 

(L+H* H% or L+H* H- according to the phrasing pattern, which depends 

greatly on speech rate). The height of the final high boundary tone with 

respect to the peak of the pitch accent does not appear to be relevant. This 

can be seen in Figure 5.4: in the first six elements, the pitch accent is rising 

and at the end of the element pitch may either continue rising, as on 

divendres and dissabde, or flatten on a high plateau, as on dimecres, 

without entailing any difference of meaning. 
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Figure 5.4 Occitan list with rising configurations: Deluns, dimars, dimecres, 
dijuòus, divendres, dissabde e dieumenc. (‘Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday’), uttered by a Limousin Occitan 
speaker from Las Leschas (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

However, in French and in the Occitan varieties spoken in France, the 

first elements of a list may also present falling configurations. In this case, a 

high tone (Hi) generally aligns with the beginning of the element, associated 

with secondary stress. In such lists, there is usually an inversion in the slope 

of the nuclear pitch accent before the end of the list: while it is falling (L*) in 

the first elements, some elements in the middle — at least the penultimate 

element — present a rising pitch accent (L+H*), but the boundary is always 

realized with a (more or less pronounced) pitch fall (L- or L%). This can be 

seen in the Occitan example in Figure 5.5, which corresponds to the list of 

the days of the week: the first three days show an initial accent Hi and a 

falling configuration L* L-, the following three present rising pitch accents 
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L+H* followed by a low boundary tone, and the last one is realized with an 

initial accent Hi and a falling configuration L* L%.37  

 
Figure 5.5 Occitan list with falling configurations: Diluns, dimars, dimècres, 
dijaus, divendres, dissabte e dimenge. (‘Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday’), uttered by a Gascon Occitan 
speaker from Espèrça/Esperce near Le Fossat (AIIO corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
 While the intonational configurations described above are common 

to all dialects of Occitan spoken in France, Southern French and Northern 

French, the Occitan dialects that are not in contact with French show some 

differences in their tonal patterns associated with statements. For instance, 

the falling configurations described for lists, which were found in Northern 

and Southern French as well as in many Occitan varieties, did not appear in 

our Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan data. In a similar way, in Catalan, they 

were only documented in Northern Catalan, which is the sole Catalan 

                                            
37 Since the initial syllable of the elements directly precedes nuclear stress in all 
cases, it is impossible to distinguish whether the high targets preceding the falls 
correspond to AP-initial accents Hi and to leading tones of H+L* pitch accents: 
both types of tones would be associated with the same syllable. However, the 
intensity peaks in the initial syllables denote that they bear secondary stress, 
arguing in favor of an AP-initial accent. 
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dialect to be in contact with French (Sichel-Bazin and Roseano 2013:131). It 

thus seems reasonable to consider that this falling intonation in lists in 

Occitan and Catalan was borrowed from French as a consequence of 

language contact. 

In Aranese Occitan, the alignment of the tones in prenuclear pitch 

accents differs from the general pattern of Occitan: most of the time, the 

high tone of the rise aligns after the stressed syllable, usually the next one. 

This is also the way prenuclear accents are realized in Catalan and Spanish, 

with which this Gascon subdialect is in contact. This pitch accent is 

annotated L+<H* in the prosodic transcription system Oc_ToBI, following 

the label used in the Cat_ToBI and Sp_ToBI transcription systems for 

Catalan and Spanish prosody (Hualde and Prieto 2015; Prieto et al. 2015; 

Sichel-Bazin et al. 2015). The ‘<’ diacritic expresses that the high starred 

tone is displaced to the next syllable. The alignment of the low tone is quite 

variable: it may associate with the onset of the stressed syllable or align well 

within its rhyme. We do not consider that these alignment properties are 

enough to grant a different phonological status to this pitch accent. While 

we retain the notation L+<H* to underline the particular phonetic 

implementation of the prenuclear rise in Aranese, we still consider that it 

belongs to the L+H* phonological category. This is also what propose 

Hualde and Prieto (2015) for Spanish. Such a L+<H* pitch accent can be 

observed associated with the verb minge in the Aranese Occitan example in 

Figure 5.6: the rise ends in the following syllable -ge.  
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Figure 5.6 Aranese Occitan statement: Maria minge un plàtano. (‘Maria is 
eating a banana’), uttered by an Aranese Occitan speaker from Les (AIIO 
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
 In Cisalpine Occitan, a Vivaro-Alpine subdialect spoken in the 

Piedmont region in Italy in contact with Piedmontese and Italian, the nuclear 

configuration expressing finality is not L* L% but H+L* L%: it is a fall within 

the syllable that bears nuclear stress, from a high target in the preceding 

syllable, followed by a low plateau. This can be seen in Figure 5.7: after the 

last prenuclear accent on the verb minja, pitch remains high in a (slightly 

descending) plateau until the nuclear-stressed syllable -na-, where it falls 

sharply to a low level that is maintained until the end of the utterance. 
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Figure 5.7 Cisalpine Occitan statement: Maria i minja la banana. (‘Maria is 
eating the banana’), uttered by a Cisalpine Occitan speaker from Peirosa / 
Perosa Argentina (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

As a conclusion, all varieties of Occitan and French present 

continuation rises, which can be L+H* H% or L* H%. While the final fall at 

the end of a complete assertion generally is L* L%, it is H+L* L% in Cisalpine 

Occitan like in Piedmontese and Italian. Prenuclear pitch accents are rising; 

while the peak is usually aligned within the stressed syllable (L+H*), it is 

displaced to the next syllable in Aranese Occitan (L+<H*) like in Catalan and 

Spanish. Lists normally present a series of continuation rises and end in a 

final fall, but in French and in Occitan dialects that are in contact with 

French, the first elements of a list may be realized with a falling contour, 

starting with an initial accent (Hi). 
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5.1.2. Information structure and intonation 
Intonation is sensitive to the information structure of an utterance. Within 

discourse, some elements, such as individual tokens, individual types, event 

tokens and event types, are accessible to both the speaker and the 

addressee(s); they constitute discourse referents, which may be more or less 

salient in discourse, and can be linked by anaphora. The common ground of 

discourse also includes propositions upon which the interlocutors agree, as 

well as questions under discussion. The information structure of an 

utterance depends on the degree of activation of discourse referents and 

on which questions are under discussion at the moment of elocution. The 

terminology used to refer to the different concepts of information structure 

differs greatly form author to author, so it is necessary to define how we 

shall use the different terms; we will follow mainly Vallduví’s (to appear, 

2015) principles.  

 Focus is one of the terms that have been used with most different 

acceptations in the literature. We will use it as a synonym of rheme to refer 

to the piece of information that the speaker wants the addressee to add to 

the common ground, which is the only indispensable part of the utterance. 

It is the new information brought up by a statement, that is, what completes 

the question under discussion. All material that is not part of the rheme or 

focus of an utterance constitutes the informational background.  

We shall use the terms topic or theme to refer to what a statement is 

about. These discourse referents can be more or less salient in discourse, 

but they always belong to the informational background. The more the 

referent of a topic is activated and accessible in discourse — ratified in 

Lambrecht and Michaelis’ (1998) terms — the more this topic is likely to be 
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dropped or unaccented. By contrast, topics that are introduced newly in 

discourse — still unratified, in Lambrecht and Michaelis’ (1998) terminology 

— and are generally accented. We shall call comment the part of an 

utterance that contains the proposition that is asserted about the theme or 

topic. It always comprises the rheme or focus of the utterance, but it may 

also include elements of the background, which are not new in discourse.  

Thus, we distinguish two types of articulations of information 

structure: in our sense, topic/comment concerns the aboutness of an 

utterance and focus/background is related to the givenness of the 

elements. When the informational focus and the comment are coextensive, 

the sentence is said to have a broad focus. By contrast, when part of the 

comment belongs to the background, it is said to have a narrow focus. 

Another notion relevant to information structure is that of contrast, 

which is orthogonal to the topic/comment and focus/background 

articulations. The activation of a discourse referent may make salient a set 

of parallel elements that belong to the same class. The presence of such 

alternatives makes it possible to contrast an element with another. Hence, 

an unratified topic that is introduced in contraposition to another one 

belonging to the same class is called a contrastive topic. Mutatis mutandis, 

a contrastive focus is a focus that selects one element out of a set of 

possible alternatives and thus rejects the others as possible answers to the 

question under discussion — contrastive foci include what has been referred 

to as corrective focus in much literature. 
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The informational focus of sentence is the element that receives 

nuclear stress, and hence, the nuclear pitch accent. In Occitan and French, it 

is always followed by a prosodic break, associated with a boundary tone. 

Thus, it is the focal domain that bears the nuclear configuration responsible 

for the expression of intonational meaning. Post-focal material is generally 

deaccented: while phrasing is retained in the post-focal string, it is normally 

realized as a plateau, the pitch level of which depends on the preceding 

boundary tone. If the final boundary tone is low, the pitch plateau is low (L* 

L%), a contour that Delattre (1966) called parenthèse; if it is high, the 

plateau is high (H* H%), corresponding to Delattre’s écho. 

Syntax is also sensitive to information structure: topics are often 

dislocated out of the matrix sentence. When they are right dislocated, they 

belong to the post-focal domain, and as such, are realized as pitch plateaus. 

Such topics are always ratified as active and accessible in discourse. When 

they are left dislocated, which is the typical way to introduce a new topic, 

they usually end in a continuation rise (L+H* H- or L+H* H%). However, 

when the subsequent nuclear configuration is rising, they may also be 

realized with a fall in French and in the Occitan varieties spoken in France. 

This is the case in the Occitan example in Figure 5.8: the left-dislocated 

contrastive topic lo voiatjor is realized with an initial accent and a final fall, 

like the following phrases, as opposed to the last one in the IP, which bears 

a continuation rise (L+H* H%). 
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Figure 5.8 Occitan example in which the topic is realized with a falling 
contour, opposed to the IP-final continuation rise: Lo voiatjor, el, s’es 
cobèrt, tant que podiá, per se parar de la cisampa; (‘The traveller, as far as 
he’s concerned, covered up, as much as he could, to protect himself from 
the North wind’), uttered by the Lengadocian Occitan speaker Oc_La_AE01 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 

The Occitan example in Figure 5.9 corresponds to a situation in which 

the addressee has just asserted that he has been living in Baiona/Bayonne. 

The speaker expresses that he has also been living there for a long time. His 

utterance consists of three informational elements:  

- a left-dislocated contrastive topic, co-referential with the 
subject, jo tanben;  

- the comment contained in the matrix sentence, qu’i èi viscut 
longtemps, in which the adverb longtemps corresponds to 
the narrow focus while the verb èi viscut and the locative 
clitic i belong to the informational background (qu’ is an 
enunciative particle that introduces the matrix sentence of 
assertions in Gascon);  

- and a right-dislocated ratified topic, the locative a Baiona, 
resumed by the clitic i in the matrix sentence.  

The left-dislocated contrastive topic begins with an initial accent (Hi) and 

ends in a rising configuration L+H* H-. The comment contains two accentual 
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phrases: one headed by the verb, and one corresponding to the focalized 

adverb longtemps. Both are L+H*-pitch-accented, but the rise associated 

with the verb, which belongs to the informational background, is realized in 

a much narrower pitch range than the nuclear one. The focus is followed by 

a prosodic break, associated with a low boundary tone (L-), as is incumbent 

at the end of an assertion. The post-focal material, that is, the right-

dislocated topic, is realized in a low compressed pitch range, replicating the 

preceding low boundary tone. 

 
Figure 5.9 Occitan sentence containing a left-dislocated contrastive topic, a 
comment and a post-focal right-dislocated topic: Jo tanben qu’i èi viscut 
longtemps, a Baiona. (‘Me too, I’ve been living there for a long time, in 
Baiona’), uttered by a Gascon Occitan speaker from Laureda/Laurède (AIIO 
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
 We can see in Figure 5.9 that the narrow focus is realized with a 

rising pitch accent followed by a low boundary tone (L+H* L-), while broad 

focus utterances usually end in a L* L% falling configuration (H+L* L% in 

Cisalpine Occitan). This rising-falling configuration is the most common 

realization of narrow focus in Occitan and French.  
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However, contrastive foci may present different tonal patterns in 

French and in the Occitan varieties spoken in France: they generally begin 

with an initial accent (Hi), aligned with the left edge of the first lexical word 

in the focal domain; the nuclear pitch accent is often L*, although L+H* and 

other configurations are also possible (see subsection 5.1.3.2); and the final 

boundary tone is low. This can be observed in Figure 5.10: the phrase 

affected by contrastive focus daus oranges starts with an initial accent Hi 

aligned with the first syllable of the lexical word, and ends in an L* L% 

nuclear configuration. 

 
Figure 5.10 Occitan sentence containing a contrastive focus: Ieu voliá daus 
oranges. (‘I wanted oranges’), uttered by a Limousin Occitan speaker from 
Gòra/Gorre (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

In the two sentences of the Southern French example in Figure 5.11, 

four discourse referents are active in the discourse that make up two classes 

opening the alternative between two parallel elements each: two objects 

belonging to the category ‘fruit’, namely bananas and tangerines, and two 

actions, give them to Mélanie and keep them. In the first sentence, the 

question under discussion is what the speaker gave Mélanie. Therefore, the 
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direct object les bananes constitutes the narrow focus of the sentence. 

Since it is in opposition with les mandarines, it is a contrastive focus. The 

speaker, the verb and the indirect object are elements of the background, 

ratified as active discourse referents. In the second sentence, the question 

under discussion is what the speaker did with the tangerines. The speaker 

and les mandarines are part of the background and the narrow focus of the 

sentence is on the action. Thus, les mandarines, which is in opposition with 

les bananes, is a contrastive topic, and the verb constitutes a narrow 

contrastive focus, in opposition with the action of the first sentence. As far 

as intonation is concerned, the contrastive topic in the second sentence is 

realized with a continuation rise (L+H* H-) and prenuclear elements of the 

background within the comments are realized with default rising pitch 

accents (L+H*). Note that the contrastive focus on the second verb triggers 

the formation of another Accentual Phrase preceding it, headed by the 

auxiliary — in other cases, auxiliaries are normally phrased in a same AP 

together with the following lexical head. The contrastive foci present an 

initial accent (Hi) and a downstepped high final pitch accent (!H*, where the 

diacritic ‘!’ shows phonetic downstep), followed by a low boundary tone.38 

Note that the initial (Hi) and final (H*) accents may be realized on adjacent 

syllables, creating a clash. 

                                            
38 In the first sentence, the low boundary tone that anchors at the right edge of the 
focal domain is responsible for the low plateau on the post-focal indirect object. By 
contrast, the L% boundary tone at the end of the utterance is not realized: it is 
truncated. In Occitan and French, final boundary tones may be truncated when 
they lack postnuclear material to anchor with. However, it is also possible to realize 
them, mainly at low speech rate. 
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Figure 5.11 Southern French sentence containing two contrastive foci and a 
contrastive topic: Mais j’ai donné les bananes à Mélanie; les… les 
mandarines, je les ai gardées. (‘But I gave the bananas to Mélanie; the… the 
tangerines, I kept them’), uttered by the Southern speaker SF_To_CL01 
from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

In Occitan and French, contrastive foci are often brought out 

syntactically by means of cleft sentences. In this case, the focus is the 

complement of the main clause, introduced by c’est or ce sont in French or 

by es/ei or son in Occitan, and the part of the comment that belongs to the 

background is included in a subordinate clause. The Occitan example in 

Figure 5.12 contains two sentences with cleft structures. The question under 

discussion is what kind of fruit the speaker wants. The event ‘to want 

something’ belongs to the background and, as such, is included in a 

subordinate clause. There is an alternative between two classes of fruit, 

namely ‘tangerines’ and ‘oranges’, which constitute the contrastive foci of 

the two sentences and are the complement of the two main clauses. The 

negative polarity is also part of the rheme in the first sentence. Each 

sentence is phrased in an IP. The first one is made up of two ips, one 

containing the main clause and one the subordinate. The first ip groups two 
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APs, marked by a rising pitch accent (L+H*): the first one corresponds to 

the verb and the negation, and the second to the contrastive focus, in which 

pitch reaches the highest pitch level in the utterance. It ends in a falling 

movement, due to a low boundary tone anchored at the right edge of the 

focus. The ip corresponding to the post-focal subordinate clause is 

deaccented, realized in a low pitch range. The second IP only contains one 

AP. It begins with an initial accent Hi, presents a falling pitch accent H*+L 

and ends in a low boundary tone. Thus, both contrastive foci are marked by 

an initial accent Hi. The nature of the nuclear pitch accent is different in the 

two sentences: L+H* in the first one, H*+L in the second. This second type 

of pitch accent is associated with a particular pragmatic meaning, which will 

be presented in subsection 5.1.3.2.2. 

 
Figure 5.12 Occitan example of contrastive foci in cleft sentences: N’ei pas 
mandarinas, qui voi; qu’ei iranges. (‘It’s not tangerines that I want; it’s 
oranges’), uttered by a Gascon speaker from Auloron/Oloron-Sainte-Marie 
(AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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The example in Figure 5.13 shows a cleft sentence with a contrastive 

focus in Southern French. The utterance starts with a negation, realized with 

a rising-falling L+H* L% contour. The post-focal subordinate clause, which 

encloses background information, is realized in a low plateau. The matrix 

sentence containing the contrastive focus is realized with a L+H* L- rising-

falling nuclear configuration and presents an initial accent Hi associated with 

the determiner des. We can see that, in this case, the initial accent is not 

aligned with the first syllable of the word affected by contrastive focus, but 

rather two syllables before the nuclear accent. This was also the case in the 

Occitan example in Figure 5.12: in the first sentence, Hi is associated two 

syllables away from the nuclear accent, which coincides with the initial 

syllable of the word; by contrast, in the second sentence, the initial syllable 

of the word directly precedes the nuclear accent, and Hi is aligned one 

syllable before, on the presentation structure qu’ei. This is a general 

tendency in Occitan and Southern French, while Northern French prefers 

anchoring initial accents with the leftmost syllable of the first lexical word in 

the focal domain. This bespeaks the importance of binary feet in Occitan 

and Southern French for the alignment of secondary accents within the AP, 

while prosodic word left boundaries are more relevant for this purpose in 

Northern French. 
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Figure 5.13 Southern French example of a contrastive focus in a cleft 
sentence: Non ! C’est des oranges que je veux. (‘No! It’s oranges that I 
want’), uttered by speaker SF_La_MM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr 
sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

Contrastive foci are most often marked by an initial accent (Hi) in 

Southern and Northern French, and so are they in the Occitan varieties in 

contact with French, as well as in Northern Catalan (Sichel-Bazin and 

Roseano 2013:131–132). By contrast, such initial accents have not been 

observed in other dialects of Occitan and Catalan: in Aranese and Cisalpine 

Occitan, like in Catalan, Spanish, Piedmontese and regional Italian from 

Piedmont, contrastive focus is marked by a final L+H* pitch accent followed 

by a low boundary tone, like any other narrow focus (Gili-fivela et al. 2015; 

Hualde and Prieto 2015; Prieto et al. 2015).39 Hence, this use of initial 

accents to highlight the left edge of contrastive foci in Occitan (and in 

Northern Catalan) seems likely to be the result of a transfer from French. 

                                            
39 One Cisalpine Occitan speaker out of 18 used an initial accent to express 
contrastive focus. This speaker (Oc_IA_BO01) also used a falling contour in a list in 
Italian. However, she comes from a village bordering with France; she speaks 
French fluently and uses this language everyday for work. Her use of initial accents 
might therefore be a consequence of her French influence. 
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5.1.3. Pragmatic meanings affecting intonation in Occitan, 
Southern and Northern French 
Intonation, besides conveying illocutionary force and being sensitive to 

information structure, may also express particular pragmatic meanings. In 

Occitan and French, the modalities that intonation may convey are mainly 

related to the expression of attitudes and beliefs.  

For instance, mirativity is a modality that refers to the expression of 

unexpectedness: the proposition uttered somewhat surprises the speaker 

and pushes him or her to attract the addressee’s attention. This modality 

can be expressed by means of syntax in exclamations and/or by lexical 

items such as a variety of adverbials, but it may also be encoded by 

intonation in statements. Mirative intonation is similar in statements and 

exclamations; therefore, subsection 5.1.3.1 treats utterances with both 

illocutionary forces together. 

Intonation may also express epistemic modality, i.e. evaluations, 

judgments or beliefs about the certainty of the proposition that the speaker 

utters. In Occitan and French, special tonal configurations, one of which 

often referred to as implication contour in the literature on French after 

Delattre (1966), were documented to express a particular epistemic state in 

which the beliefs of speaker and addressee do not match (Sichel-Bazin et al. 

2012a; for Occitan, see Sichel-Bazin 2009b). Subsection 5.1.3.2 presents the 

differences between varieties with respect to the intonational contours that 

express this particular pragmatic meaning.  
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5.1.3.1. Mirativity and exclamation 

Mirativity is a pragmatic category, first introduced by DeLancey (1997), 

related with the expression of unexpectedness or surprise. In a mirative 

sentence, the speaker expresses a particular attitude with respect to the 

content of the proposition that he or she is uttering: intending to attract the 

attention of the addressee on this content, the speaker highlights it as 

unexpected or unusual. In Occitan and French, while mirativity may be 

associated with lexical expressions such as many diverse adverbials or 

presentational constructions — often related with evidentiality —, it is often 

encoded by a particular illocutionary force, namely exclamation, which 

presents particular intonational properties. However, it is also possible to 

express mirativity in statements using the same intonation as in 

exclamations. Therefore, we will treat together mirative statements and 

exclamations in this subsection. In all varieties, mirative intonation is 

generally characterized by a high density of rising pitch movements, 

realized in a wider pitch range than in neutral statements.  

In all varieties, the nuclear configuration of mirative statements and 

exclamations generally consists of a rising pitch accent (L+H*) followed by a 

fall (L%), as in narrow focus statements. The following figures show three 

examples of mirative statements with such a rising-falling nuclear 

configuration (L+H* L%), in Occitan, Southern and Northern French, 

respectively. All three utterances begin with an interjection realized with 

this rising-falling contour L+H* L%. In the Occitan utterance in Figure 5.14, a 

sharp rise is realized on every other syllable, corresponding to primary 

stressed syllables (-tèus, -dor) associated with L+H* pitch accents, but also 

to secondary stressed syllables (tos, u-) bearing initial accents Hi. The last 
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syllable bears the whole rising-falling nuclear configuration. The matrix 

sentence of the Southern French utterance in Figure 5.15 contains two APs 

ending in a L+H* pitch accents, which are associated with adjacent syllables. 

In neutral statements, such clashes are usually avoided: only the second 

pitch accent would be realized. In the Northern French example in Figure 

5.16, the matrix sentence is also realized in two APs ending in a L+H* pitch 

accent; moreover, the second AP presents an emphatic initial accent Hi on 

the first syllable of the quantifier super. The two French examples end in a 

postnuclear phrase, realized as a low plateau (L* L%) in the Northern French 

example, which is the default intonation, but with a rising pitch accent 

(L+H* L%) in the Southern French utterance, denoting a higher degree of 

emphasis. This is not a dialectal difference: both tonal configurations are 

possible in all varieties. All three utterances show very similar contours, with 

a high density of pitch rises, which may even occur on adjacent syllables. 

 
Figure 5.14 Occitan mirative statement showing a high density of rising 
accents and a rising-falling nuclear configuration L+H* L%: Ò! Tos gastèus 
an una odor! (‘Wow! Your cakes have such a good aroma!’), uttered by a 
Limousin speaker from Las Leschas (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.15 Southern French mirative statement showing a high density of 
rising accents and a rising-falling nuclear configuration L+H* L%: Mmm ! Ça 
sent bon, chez vous ! (‘Hmm! It smells good, at your place!’), uttered by 
speaker SF_To_Ch01 from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.16 Northern French mirative statement showing a high density of 
rising accents and a rising-falling nuclear configuration L+H* L%: Oh ! Mais 
ça sent super bon, ici ! (‘Wow! It’s smells very good in here!’), uttered by 
speaker NF_Li_MG01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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However, it is also possible to find falling nuclear configurations L* 

L%, the default contour in statements, associated with mirative modality. In 

this case, mirativity is usually conveyed by a higher tonal density than in 

neutral statements. In French and in the Occitan varieties spoken in France, 

this is generally achieved with the frequent realization of secondary accents, 

aka initial rises (Hi), which have often been related with emphasis in the 

literature on French. The following figures show three examples of mirative 

statements ending in an L* L% nuclear configuration, in Occitan, Southern 

and Northern French, respectively. In all three utterances, the density of 

rising accents is high: almost all lexical words are L+H*-pitch-accented, even 

in clash situations, and initial accents Hi are frequent.  

In the Occitan example in Figure 5.17, the density of pitch accents is 

so high that the first determiner aquel even constitutes an AP on its own, 

whereas determiners are usually phrased together with the following noun. 

Three APs out of five show initial accents: only the first one, corresponding 

to the determiner alone, and the nuclear one affected by a falling 

configuration, which both contain only two syllables, do not present initial 

accents.  

In both French examples in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, the 

copulative verbs sont are pitch-accented, which is rare in neutral 

statements. Moreover, in the Southern French utterance in Figure 5.18, this 

even creates a clash with the following adjective. In this example, the right-

dislocated subject ces crêpes, which is post-focal, is realized with an L+H* 

pitch accent.  
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One can notice that the last clause of all three examples is realized 

with the same contour: after the unaccented auxiliary, the first syllable of 

the adverbial jamai/jamais is realized with a very prominent emphatic initial 

accent Hi, and then, pitch falls progressively until the end of the utterance. 

It is not clear whether the lexical words that follow the initial accent are 

pitch-accented or not: one may consider that they bear downstepped high 

pitch accents (!H*), responsible for the slight plateaus observable in the 

curve on their stressed syllables, but it is also possible to interpret it as a 

consequence of the metrical strength of these syllables, rather than of 

bearing a tone. 

 
Figure 5.17 Occitan mirative statement showing a high density of rising 
accents and a falling nuclear configuration L* L%: Aquel caçolet es lo melhor 
qu’aja jamai manjat! (‘This cassoulet is the best I’ve ever had!’), uttered by 
the Lengadocian speaker OC_La_HB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr 
sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Aquel caçolet es lo milhor qu’aja jamai manjat!
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Figure 5.18 Southern French exclamation and mirative statement showing a 
high density of rising accents and a falling nuclear configuration L* L%: 
Qu’elles sont bonnes, ces crêpes ! J’ai jamais mangé de pareilles ! (‘How 
good these crêpes are! I’ve never had any like this!’), uttered by speaker 
SF_La_GP01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.19 Northern French mirative statement showing a high density of 
rising accents and a falling nuclear configuration L* L%: Ce sont les 
meilleures crêpes que j’aie jamais goûtées ! (‘These are the best crêpes I’ve 
ever tasted!’), uttered by speaker NF_Or_PV01 from Orléans (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Qu’elles sont bonnes, ces crêpes! J’ai jamais mangé de pareilles!
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Ce sont les meilleures cre ̂pes que j’aie jamais gou ̂tées!
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5.1.3.2. Epistemic mismatch 

Delattre (1966:10) first documented a particular contour used in French, 

which he claims implies a hint (‘un sous-entendu’). This contour has been 

described as a rise starting in the syllable before nuclear stress and ending 

in a slightly falling high plateau in (standard) French. While the specific 

meaning of this contour has been the object of many interpretations in the 

literature, the notion of belief appears to be crucial for its definition (see 

Portes and Reyle 2014 for a review): this contour denotes a mismatch or 

contrast between the speaker’s beliefs about the proposition that he or she 

is uttering and the possible beliefs of the addressee. As such, it is involved 

in a wide range of statements, but also in questions, expressing 

contradiction, disapproval, obviousness, or, on the contrary, politeness or 

confirmation requests. Figure 5.20 shows a Northern French example with 

two statements of the obvious realized with implication contours: pitch 

starts rising at the beginning of the syllables preceding the nuclear ones 

and flattens at the end of both IPs.  
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Figure 5.20 Northern French example of two statements of the obvious 
realized with implication contours: C’est de Julien ! C’est pas de quelqu’un 
d’autre ! (‘It’s Julien’s! It’s not anyone else’s!’), uttered by the Northern 
French speaker NF_Li_DH01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 

As Portes and Beyssade (to appear) point out, not only one but two 

types of contours are related with this meaning in French, expressing 

different degrees of the speaker’s disagreement with what he or she 

assumes the addressee’s beliefs to be. Both contours share the fact that the 

nuclear pitch accent starts with a rising movement already in the syllable 

preceding nuclear stress. What differs is the alignment of the peak at the 

end of this rise: it may associate with the end of the syllable preceding 

nuclear stress or with the nuclear-accented vowel. An early alignment of the 

peak (corresponding to a pitch accent annotated H+L* in Portes and 

Beyssade (to appear) and H+!H* in F_ToBI) is associated with adamant 

statements: the speaker urges the addressee to add the content of the 

proposition to the common ground and forget about any alternative that 

the addressee could have in mind. By contrast, the implication contour, 
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which shows a later alignment of the peak within the stressed vowel 

(corresponding to a pitch accent annotated H*+L in Portes and Beyssade (to 

appear) and H* or H+H* in F_ToBI), denotes a less cutting attitude. It may 

be related either to the fact that, while several alternatives are possible, the 

speaker is not sure of what the addressee’s beliefs are, or that the speaker 

expresses that he or she would accept a reply from the addressee, leaving 

the possibility open to change his or her mind to find an agreement.  

Both types of intonational patterns were also found in our Occitan 

data, with the same meanings. The early rising-falling contour, which is 

identical in Occitan and French, was the object of an acoustic study on tonal 

alignment in statements expressing disapproval in Limousin Occitan, 

detailed in subsection 5.1.3.2.1. By contrast, we detected some differences 

in the realization of the implication contour across varieties. The comparison 

between Occitan, two varieties of Southern French with different degrees 

of contact with Occitan, and Northern French is presented in subsection 

5.1.3.2.2. 

5.1.3.2.1. The early rising-falling contour of disapproval statements 
For our master thesis (Sichel-Bazin 2009b), we realized a study analyzing 

acoustically the utterances of 4 speakers who were prompted to produce 60 

disapproval statements each, elicited by means of the Discourse 

Completion Task methodology with five contexts and 12 different 

expressions in nuclear position in each context (see Annex 3).  

65 out of the 240 resulting utterances presented nuclear 

configurations that are not associated with any particular epistemic bias: 

mainly L+H* L%, generally found in narrow focus statements, but also the 

typical L* L% finality contour of assertions. The other 175 utterances 
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presented a rising-falling contour in which the fall was associated with the 

nuclear syllable. We analyzed the alignment of tonal targets with respect to 

segmental landmarks in these rising-falling contours: the starting and 

ending points of the rise and of the fall were related to the edges of the 

onset consonant and of the rhyme (which were only composed of one 

vowel) of the nuclear syllable and the preceding one.  

In 79 of these 175 utterances the nuclear configuration the rise 

preceding the nuclear fall started from the very beginning of the word 

affected by nuclear stress. The F0 maximum is reached within the rhyme of 

the syllable preceding nuclear stress: 33.86ms (±34.509) after its beginning 

and 39.08ms (±35.489) before its end. Pitch remains high until the end of 

the syllable and falls throughout the accented vowel, where it reaches a low 

level. Sometimes the curve flattens at the end of the nuclear syllable and 

the postnuclear one is realized in a low plateau, but most of the time the fall 

continues until the end of the utterance. An Occitan example of this tonal 

pattern is given in Figure 5.21. 

In the other 96 utterances, pitch remains low at the beginning of the 

word, showing a plateau or a slight rise in the first syllable, the rise 

becoming much sharper in the syllable preceding nuclear stress. In these 

cases, an elbow aligned consistently within the onset of the syllable 

preceding nuclear stress: 11.56 ms (±19.120) after the beginning of the 

consonant and 47.97 ms (±27.445) before its end. The peak is reached 0.45 

ms (±34.250) after the end of the syllable preceding nuclear stress, 39.535 

ms later than in the other utterances (t(173)=7.476, p<0.001). Thus, in this 

case, the rise is exactly aligned with the edges of the last prenuclear 

syllable: there is a significant positive correlation between the duration of 
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this syllable and the duration of the rise in absence of an initial rise (Pearson 

correlation coefficient: r=0.376, p<0.001). Figure 5.22 shows an example of 

this late-aligned rising-falling pattern in Occitan. We also found such a 

nuclear configuration in our data in all varieties of French, with the same 

pragmatic meaning. The example in Figure 5.23 shows a Northern French 

contradiction statement with this tonal pattern.  

 
Figure 5.21 Occitan disapproval statement realized with a rising-falling 
contour: Vam pas lur portar de la remolada! (‘We won’t bring them 
remoulade!’), uttered by a Limousin speaker from Sent Miard de Moissida / 
Saint Médard de Mussidan, near Las Leschas / Les Lèches (particular 
corpus). 
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Figure 5.22 Occitan disapproval statement realized with a rising-falling 
contour: Vam pas portar de la remolada! (‘We won’t bring remoulade!’), 
uttered by a Limousin speaker from Sent Laurenç daus Òmes / Saint Laurent 
des Hommes, near Las Leschas / Les Lèches (particular corpus). 

 
Figure 5.23 Northern French contradiction statement with a rising-falling 
contour: Eh si, si ! Ils vont à Limoges. (‘Hey, you’re wrong! They’re going to 
Limoges.’), uttered by the Northern French speaker NF_Li_MR01 from Lille 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Although we outlined in Sichel-Bazin (2009b) that the elbow at the 

beginning of the rise might also correspond to an initial boundary tone, the 

interpretation that we proposed then was that it had to be considered as a 

low leading tone of the nuclear pitch accent. After further reflection, we 

rather attribute it to the presence of an AP-initial boundary tone (aL), which 

optionally spreads to the right until the onset of the last prenuclear syllable 

before such nuclear configurations, following the Oc_ToBI and F_ToBI 

proposals (Delais-Roussarie et al. to appear, 2015; Sichel-Bazin et al. to 

appear, 2015). The peak is always associated with the end of the syllable 

preceding the nuclear stress, although it may align slightly earlier within the 

rhyme when the rise already started from the beginning of the word. This 

peak must correspond to a high leading tone belonging to the nuclear 

accent. Then, pitch falls until the end of the utterance, which must be 

marked by an L% boundary tone, but a low level is already reached within 

the nuclear-accented vowel, so the starred tone must be low, too. Thus, we 

annotate this nuclear configuration is H+L* L%, in agreement with Portes 

and Beyssade’s (to appear) label. In F_ToBI, this label is not contemplated, 

but a similar pattern in which pitch does not reach such a low level at the 

end of the utterance is annotated H+!H* !H%. We consider that H+L* L% is 

a more transparent label, which may also include contours in which the final 

level does not reach the baseline of the speaker’s tessitura. Moreover, it has 

the advantage of not needing to add a new boundary tone category !H%, 

which, in F_ToBI, only appears after the H+!H* pitch accent (Delais-

Roussarie et al. to appear, 2015).  
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5.1.3.2.2. The implication contour 
The other nuclear configuration that shares part of its associated meaning 

with H+L* L% is Delattre’s (1966) implication contour mentioned above. In 

this contour, the peak is reached later, within the nuclear-accented vowel: 

the starred tone of the pitch accent is high. Such contours were found in 

Occitan, Southern and Northern French, but, although the meaning is the 

same, the final part of the contour presented differences across varieties. 

We conducted an acoustic study of the alignment and scaling of the tonal 

targets in the statements of the obvious produce by 10 speakers of four 

varieties: Occitan and Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune, Southern 

French from Tolosa/Toulouse and Northern French from Lille (Sichel-Bazin 

et al. 2012a). While in the small rural town of La Cauna Southern French is 

still in contact with Occitan, the process of language shift is much more 

advanced in Tolosa, a big city where Occitan is almost not spoken anymore. 

The methodology used for this study is detailed in subsection 4.3.2.2. 

We segmented the 40 utterances in Praat, annotating segments in 

the last accented syllable, the previous one, and the following one if any. 

On a point tier, we annotated three tonal targets in each nuclear 

configuration: the onset of the nuclear rise was located manually; the 

position of the nuclear peak was detected automatically; and the third 

point, corresponding to the final boundary tone, was inserted at the very 

last position for which pitch was detectable. A Praat script was designed to 

extract time values at the beginning and end of onset, nucleus and rhyme of 

all syllables and at the three tonal targets, as well as pitch values in 

semitones at the three tonal targets. The pitch difference between the 

nuclear peak and the final boundary tone was calculated. One-way ANOVAs 
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were conducted in SPSS (version 16.0, SPSS Inc. 2007) in order to test the 

influence of the linguistic variety on the alignment of the onset of the 

nuclear rise, the alignment of the nuclear peak and the pitch difference 

between nuclear peak and final boundary tone.  

In concordance with what was described in the literature, we found 

that the contour used by the ten Northern French speakers consist of a rise 

followed by a kind of plateau that remains high or slightly falls to a mid 

level, as presented in Figure 5.20 above. While the peak was consistently 

aligned within the nuclear-accented vowel, the alignment of the beginning 

of the rise showed much variation: although some intermediate cases were 

difficult to classify, in six cases it aligned near the onset and of the syllable 

preceding the nuclear-accented one, in the other four it was closer to the 

end of that syllable. Figure 5.24 presents two examples of the implication 

contour in Northern French: in the upper panel, the contour is realized two 

times with a late alignment of the onset of the rise (late rise, LR); in the 

lower panel, the final contour shows an earlier alignment with the onset of 

the pre-accentual syllable (early rise, ER). 

In La Cauna / Lacaune, Occitan and Southern French are still in 

contact. All utterances consistently show the same pattern in both 

languages, which is quite different from the Northern French one: while the 

rise starts at the onset of the pre-accentual syllable like in the Northern 

French contours that show an early alignment, the peak aligns at the 

beginning of the stressed vowel and pitch falls to a low level within this 

vowel, remaining low until the end of the utterance. This rise-fall to low 

(RFL) is exemplified in two statements of the obvious in Figure 5.25: once in 

Occitan (upper panel) and once in Southern French (lower panel). 
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Figure 5.24 Two statements of the obvious uttered by Northern French 
speakers from Lille with implication contours (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire): 
- upper panel: Ben, de son copain Julien, c’est évident ! (‘Her boyfriend 
Julien, of course, it’s obvious!’), uttered with a LR contour by speaker 
NF_Li_FV01  
- lower panel: Ben si, c’est de son ami Julien ! (‘It’s her friend Julien, of 
course!’), uttered with an ER contour by speaker NF_Li_FV01  
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Figure 5.25 Occitan and Southern French statements of the obvious uttered 
with RFL contours by speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire): 
- upper panel: Es de son òme! (‘It’s her husband’s!’), uttered by the Occitan 
speaker Oc_La_AE01  
- lower panel: Ben de son mari, pardi ! (‘Her husband’s, of course!’), uttered 
by the Southern French speaker SF_La_RC01 
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The Southern French productions from Tolosa/Toulouse showed 

more variety of contours associated with statements of the obvious. Two 

speakers, whose mother tongue is Occitan, produced the same rising-falling 

contour as the speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune. Among the other eight 

speakers, who reported not to be in contact with Occitan, five used the 

implication contour with an early alignment of the onset of the rise found in 

Northern French, and three produced a rising-falling contour in which the 

fall did not reach the baseline of the tessitura as in the Occitan contour but 

ended in a mid-level plateau. This rise-fall to mid (RFM) is exemplified in 

Figure 5.26: pitch starts rising at the onset of the pre-accentual syllable — 

as in all contours documented in Tolosa/Toulouse and La Cauna / Lacaune 

—, it reaches a peak at the beginning of the accented vowel, after which it 

falls to a mid level, sustained until the end of the utterance. This final mid 

level recalls the Northern French implication contour, but the fall within the 

accented syllable is clearly perceptible auditorily, whereas it is not in 

Northern French. 
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Figure 5.26 Southern French statement of the obvious with a rising-falling 
contour ending in a mid tone: Ben de son copain ! (‘Her boyfriend’s, of 
course!’), uttered by the Southern French speaker SF_To_Ni02 from 
Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

The proportion of the different contours used in each variety is 

resumed in Figure 5.27. The first column represents the proportion of 

implication contours with a late rise (LR, 40%) vs. an early rise (ER, 60%) 

observed in the Northern French data from Lille (Li_NF); the second column, 

the proportion of implication contours with an early rise (ER, 50%), and of 

rising-falling contours with a fall to a mid level (RFM, 30%) vs. to a low level 

(RFL, 20%); the third and fourth columns show how 100% of the speakers 

from La Cauna / Lacaune used rising-falling contours with a fall to a low 

level (RFL) in Southern French (La_SF) and Occitan (La_OC), respectively. 
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Figure 5.27 Proportions and schematic representation of the different 
contours associated with statements in the obvious in Northern French from 
Lille (Li_NF), in Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (To_SF), in Southern 
French from La Cauna / Lacaune (La_SF) and in Occitan from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (La_OC): late rise (LR); early rise (ER); rise-fall to mid (RFM); rise-fall 
to low (RFL) (adapted from Sichel-Bazin et al. 2012a). 

Thus, it appears that when Occitan and Southern French are still in 

contact, as in La Cauna / Lacaune, the RFL contour is maintained in both 

languages. By contrast, when contact with Occitan is lost, as it is the case in 

Tolosa/Toulouse, northern-like rising implication contours may be produced. 

However, the beginning of the rise in Southern French rising contours is 

consistently associated with the onset of the pre-accentual syllable: rising 

contours in Southern French are always ER. By contrast, in Northern French, 

it may also align within the rhyme of the pre-accentual syllable (LR). 

Moreover, a “hybrid” contour, RFM, was also found in Tolosa/Toulouse, in 

which the typically southern rise-fall is maintained but, recalling the 
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Northern French contour, the final part of the utterance is realized in a mid 

pitch level instead of a low one. 

The observation of the dialectal data of AIIO and IRiSk:OFI shows 

that, although the RFL contour is the most frequently used in Occitan across 

the whole territory, some speakers proceeding from all dialectal zones 

occasionally produced RFM. It suggests that more research would be 

needed to determine whether the use of these two contours in Occitan is 

constrained by pragmatic differences and/or by different degrees of French 

influence. While the general Occitan RFL contour is common in Cisalpine 

Occitan, as can be seen in the first IP of the example in Figure 5.28, it is also 

possible to align both the rise and the fall within the nuclear syllable: a very 

sharp rise quickly reaches a peak at the beginning of the accented vowel, 

followed by a fall to a low level attained inside the vowel, as in the two IPs 

of Figure 5.29. In Aranese Occitan, the rise starts at the onset of the nuclear 

syllable, the peak is reached well into the rhyme, and the final syllable is 

realized in a mid-low tone, as exemplified in Figure 5.30. 
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Figure 5.28 Statement of the obvious in Cisalpine Occitan: Es de sieu òme! 
Es de Mariano! (‘It’s her husband’s! It’s Mariano’s!’), uttered by the Cisalpine 
Occitan speaker Oc_IA_PP01 (IRiSk:OFI sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.29 Statement of the obvious in Cisalpine Occitan: Mas l’es de 
Mariano! L’es normal! (‘It’s Mariano’s, naturally!’), uttered by the Cisalpine 
Occitan speaker Oc_IA_RC01 (IRiSk:OFI sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.30 Statement of the obvious in Aranese Occitan: E ben, de Jòrdi! 
(‘Jòrdi’s, of course!’), uttered by an Aranese Occitan speaker from Les (AIIO 
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

Three tonal targets are needed to account for the pitch movements 

of the LR and ER implication contours of Northern (and partly Southern) 

French: (i) a low elbow at the onset of the rise, (ii) a peak within the nuclear-

stressed vowel and (iii) a mid level tone at the end of the utterance. By 

contrast, four targets are necessary to describe the RFL and RFM contours 

found in Occitan and Southern French: (i) a low elbow at the onset of the 

rise, (ii) a peak at the beginning of the nuclear-stressed vowel, (iii) a low or 

mid elbow within the rhyme of the nuclear-stressed syllable, and (iv) a low or 

mid tone at the end of the utterance.  

All contours share the low elbow at the onset of the rise. As in the 

H+L* L% contour presented in subsection 5.1.3.2.1, it can be accounted for 

by an AP-initial boundary tone (aL), which may spread to the right. While 

this spreading appears to be blocked after the onset of the pre-accentual 

syllable in Occitan and Southern French, it may encroach upon (part of) the 

rhyme of this syllable in Northern French. All contours present a peak in the 

nuclear-stressed vowel, which must correspond to a high starred tone 
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belonging to the nuclear pitch accent. The end point of the contour must by 

definition correspond to a boundary tone: while in RFL it is obviously L%, in 

all other contours we find a final mid-level tone. Two questions arise: (i) why 

does the rise start so early in the pre-accentual syllable in ER, RFM and RFL? 

and (ii) which is the phonological nature of the tone(s) responsible for a final 

mid level in LR, ER and RFM? 

The RFL contour is annotated H+H* L% both in F_ToBI and in 

Oc_ToBI, assuming that it is a high leading tone that is responsible for the 

rise in the pre-accentual syllable. The association of a leading tone with the 

pre-accentual syllable explains the alignment of the preceding low elbow 

with its onset. Moreover, although the H+H* pitch accent is far from being 

wide-spread in ToBI systems, this H+H* L% label has the advantage of 

underlining the parallelism between the RFL and H+L* L% (annotated H+!H* 

!H% in F_ToBI, but see subsection 5.1.3.2.1), two contours that share part of 

their associated meaning. In this view, the difference between the two 

nuclear configurations relies on the pitch scaling within the accented 

syllable, opposing a high level (H+H*) to a non-high level (H+L* or H+!H*, 

which we consider to belong to the same phonological category).  

However, it seems to us that this contrast is rather a matter of 

alignment of the peak than of scaling: what distinguishes the two rising-

falling configurations (RFL and H+L* L%) is the fact that the peak is reached 

before of within the accented vowel. This is also the view adopted by Portes 

and Beyssade (to appear), who therefore annotate the two pitch accents 

H+L* and H*+L, respectively. Yet, the label (aL) H*+L L% does not present 

any H leading tone that could account for the early alignment of the 

previous low elbow: theoretically, nothing should impede aL to spread more 
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to the right within the pre-accentual syllable. We will turn back to this 

question below, after turning our attention to the other contours found in 

statements in the obvious. 

LR is not found in Southern French, and LR and ER do not appear to 

contrast with each other in Northern French. Hence, it seems reasonable to 

affirm that these rising contours correspond to the same phonological 

category, corresponding to Delattre’s implication contour, and that the 

alignment differences found in Northern French are due to phonetic 

variation. In F_ToBI, they are both annotated as H* H%. This label does not 

include any leading tone that would prevent the AP-initial boundary tone aL 

from spreading within the pre-accentual rhyme. This is actually what 

optionally happens in Northern French, excluding the possibility of a H+H* 

pitch accent in this variety. However, why the initial low elbow often 

anchors with the onset of the pre-accentual syllable in Northern French and 

always in Southern French remains unexplained. 

Let us pay attention to the final boundary tone before returning to 

the question of the alignment of the initial low elbow. In LR, ER and RFM, 

the pitch curve always flattens at the end of the IP ending at a mid level. 

While this boundary tone is annotated H% in F_ToBI, the elaborators of this 

transcription system consider the possibility of adding categories to the 

boundary tone inventory after further research in order to distinguish a mid 

level in statements and the obvious (H* !H%), an extra high level in counter-

expectational yes-no questions (H* ^H%) and a simply high level in other 
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sentence types (H* H%) (Delais-Roussarie et al. to appear, 2015:12).40 The 

inclusion of a !H% label would have the advantage of being surface-

transparent, but it entails an unnecessary complication of the phonological 

system, since this boundary tone would only appear in such epistemically-

biased statements.41  

We saw in subsection 5.1.1 that in continuation rises and in lists, the 

height of the H% final boundary tone was not distinctive — at least in 

Occitan —: in some cases, the rise continues until the end of the IP, whereas 

in other cases pitch is sustained, the IP ending in a plateau. By contrast, in 

statements of the obvious, the final pitch level is never higher than the 

nuclear peak. Part of the nuclear configuration of implication contours must 

thus be responsible for the systematic lowering of the boundary tone. An 

H* H% configuration does not explain this fact. The H*+L pitch accent 

proposed for the RFL presents a low trailing tone that could be responsible 

for this lowering. In RFM, such a pitch accent would account (i) for the 

alignment of the peak within the accented vowel, (ii) for the subsequent fall 

within the rhyme of the nuclear syllable, and (iii) for the lowering of the final 

H% boundary tone. In this sense, RFM and RFL, two configurations that 

                                            
40 Within this system, this would have the advantage of underlining the similarity 
between the implication contour H* !H% and the H+!H* !H% contour of 
contradiction statements, whose associated meanings share a common epistemic 
bias. However, we consider the latter to be better represented by the H+L* L% 
label (see subsection 5.1.3.2.1), making this argument useless. 
41 In F_ToBI, !H% boundary tones are only found in epistemically biased statements 
and in intonational clichés such as stylized vocative chants. It does not seem odd to 
us that intonational clichés might present a tonal category that is not productive in 
the phonological system of the language, just like unadapted loan words may 
present phonemes that are not part of the inventory of a given linguistic variety. 
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coexist in Occitan and Southern French, only differ by their final boundary 

tone: H*+L H% vs. H*+L L%.  

The implication contour of Northern French does not display such a 

perceptible fall within the nuclear-accented rhyme. However, the nuclear 

syllable is generally phrase-final, since schwa, the only possible nucleus for a 

postnuclear syllable, is dropped most of the time in this variety. Thus, the 

tone(s) of the nuclear pitch accent and the boundary tone are most of the 

time associated with the same syllable. The low trailing tone of an H*+L 

nuclear pitch accent would thus be caught between two high tones: the 

starred tone and the boundary tone. Such a tonal crowding may explain why 

the L trailing tone is not realized as a proper fall, but rather merged with the 

H boundary tone, leading to a mid-level final pitch in the surface realization.  

 

As a conclusion, we consider that LR, ER and RFM share the same 

phonological representation: (aL) H*+L H%, in which only the boundary tone 

differs from RFL, (aL) H*+L L%. Thus, the phonological contour associated 

with this particular epistemic bias may be H*+L L% or H*+L H% in Occitan 

and Southern French, and only H*+L H% in Northern French. 42  The 

                                            
42 Catalan and Spanish make use of a rising-falling-rising contour in statements of 
the obvious, annotated L+H* L!H% in Cat_ToBI and Sp_ToBI (Hualde and Prieto to 
appear, 2015; Prieto et al. to appear, 2015). If we assume that in these languages a 
low elbow anchors by default at the beginning of syllables with which an H* tone is 
associated, this nuclear configuration could alternatively be labeled H*+L H%, too. 
However, the alignment of the whole contour is much later than in Occitan and 
French: the H* tone is realized at the end of the accented vowel and the low 
trailing tone — which is also responsible for the lowering of the final H% boundary 
tone — in the post-accented syllable, which explains why the Cat_ToBI and 
Sp_ToBI systems consider it as part of a bitonal boundary tone. 
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divergences observed between varieties rely on differences in the phonetic 

implementation of the contours. 

In Northern French, tonal crowding in the nuclear syllable is resolved 

by merging the L trailing tone of the pitch accent with the boundary tone: 

the pitch accent is not realized as a fall; instead, the H% boundary tone is 

lowered. The aL AP-initial boundary tone may spread within the pre-

accentual syllable.  

In Occitan, the H*+L is always realized as a fall, obliging the H* tone 

to align earlier in the accented vowel. When the boundary tone is H%, the 

presence of an L trailing tone lowers it, like in Northern French. Tonal 

crowding in the nuclear syllable repels the preceding aL AP-initial boundary 

tone, which cannot spread within the previous syllable in the dialects 

spoken in France. However, the beginning of the rise anchors with the onset 

of the nuclear syllable in Aranese Occitan, and also optionally in Cisalpine 

Occitan.  

The varieties of Southern French that are still in contact with Occitan 

maintain the same properties of phonetic implementation as Occitan, but 

where contact is lost, northern-like realization may emerge. However, the 

spreading of aL within the pre-accentual syllable does not seem to be 

allowed before bitonal pitch accents in Southern French. 
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5.1.4. Conclusions on intonational phonology in Occitan and 
French statements  
As a conclusion on intonation in statements, not many differences could be 

detected between intonational phonology of Northern French, Southern 

French and of the Occitan dialects that are in contact with French. In these 

varieties, the choice of nuclear pitch accents depends mainly on the 

pragmatic meaning associated with the statement, but also on information 

structure: while L* is the default, L+H* is found associated with narrow 

focus and mirative statements, as well as in continuation rises — where it is 

followed by H% —, and bitonal falling pitch accents H+L* and H*+L are 

involved in conveying a particular epistemic bias. A majority of statements 

end in a L%: only non-final statements expressing continuation end in a H%, 

as well as implication contours, in which is it realized as a mid tone due to 

the L trailing tone of the H*+L nuclear pitch accent.  

However, some differences were detected between varieties. There 

is a categorical distinction in implication contours: while in Northern French 

the final boundary tone seems always to be H%, in Occitan and Southern 

French L% seems to be more common, even though H% is also possible. 

Another difference concerns the alignment of initial accents Hi, which 

generally anchor with the first syllable of the leftmost lexical word in the AP 

in Northern French. While this is also possible in Occitan and Southern 

French, they rather tend to follow binary patterns, aligning (a multiple of) 

two syllables away from the final pitch accent. There also are differences in 

the phonetic implementation of implication contours. In Occitan and 

conservative Southern French, the two targets of the H*+L nuclear pitch 

accent are realized: the peak is aligned early in the nuclear syllable, and 

followed by a fall due to the presence of the low trailing tone. By contrast, 
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this fall is not sensible in Northern French and in the productions of some 

younger Southern French speakers: the peak may align somewhat later, and 

is followed by a mid-high plateau corresponding to the merger of the L 

trailing tone and the H% boundary tone. 

As for the Occitan dialects that are not in contact with French, they 

present some different patterns. In Cisalpine Occitan, the default contour in 

statements is not L* L% but H+L* L%: the nuclear fall is sharper, starting 

from a high tonal target in the pre-accentual syllable. This pattern is 

common with Piedmontese and regional Italian from Piedmont, with which 

this Occitan variety is in contact. In Aranese Occitan, the peak of the 

prenuclear rising pitch accent is generally aligned with the next syllable, as 

in the contact languages Catalan and Spanish. This phonetic delay of the 

peak may be annotated with the label L+<H*. As far as the H*+L pitch 

accent of implication contours is concerned, the beginning of the rise is 

strictly associated with the onset of the pre-accentual syllable in the Occitan 

dialects spoken in France and in Southern French, but it is also possible to 

align it with the onset of the nuclear syllable in Cisalpine and Aranese 

Occitan. While these differences are rather phonetic in nature, there is also 

a phonological difference between the Occitan varieties from France and 

Aranese Occitan: while initial accents Hi are frequently associated with 

secondary stress in the former, in the latter tonally-marked secondary 

stresses are rare and only appear in certain speech styles, such as public, 

broadcasting or didactic speech. Moreover, in the varieties from France, Hi 

tends to align with the leftmost secondary stress of the phrase in which it 

appears; by contrast, if such high tones are realized in Aranese Occitan, as 
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in Spanish and Catalan, they usually align with the rightmost secondary 

stress before the nuclear accent (Hualde 2007, 2010). 

Hence, intonation in Occitan statements appears to align greatly with 

the dominant language with which it is in contact. However, the Occitan 

implication contour is used in Southern French, although the realization 

characteristic of Northern French has penetrated in the Southern French of 

younger generations that are not in contact with Occitan anymore. 
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5.2.  Intonation in questions 
Uttering a question, i.e. a sentence with interrogative illocutionary force, the 

speaker prompts his/her addressee(s) to provide him/her with a piece of 

information. This piece of information may be the truth-value of a whole 

proposition, in which case the question may be answered by ‘yes’ or ‘no’; 

such interrogative sentences are called polar questions or yes-no questions. 

A question may also request the addressee(s) to complete a proposition 

with a piece of information that the speaker does not know, which is 

expected to constitute the rheme or focus of the answer. In this case, the 

lacking information is represented in the question by a word or phrase 

called wh-word or wh-phrase, for they usually begin with these two letters 

in English; therefore, these questions are referred to as wh-questions or 

non-polar questions. 

 While intonation was once believed to be rising in yes-no questions 

and falling in wh-questions, it has been long known that this is not even true 

in English and that some languages — like for instance Catalan — show 

different tendencies (for Catalan, see Prieto et al. to appear, 2015; this was 

already pointed out for English by Thompson 1995). However, it remains 

clear that these two syntactic categories have to be distinguished to study 

the intonational patterns associated with interrogatives. Therefore, 

subsection 5.2.1 is dedicated to yes-no questions and subsection 5.2.2 to 

wh-questions.  
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5.2.1. Yes-no questions 
While intonation in yes-no questions was long thought to be mainly rising 

cross-linguistically, it is now clear that other intonational patterns are 

frequent and different contours may appear in relation with information 

structure and pragmatic meaning. For instance, Grice and Savino (2003) 

showed that in Italian the nuclear pitch accent of information-seeking 

questions, aka queries, is usually rising, but falling in confirmation-seeking 

questions, aka checks. Vanrell (2011) showed that, while both wh- and yes-

no questions typically show falling contours in Majorcan Catalan, 

phonological and phonetic pitch scaling differences are found across 

question types, be they of a syntactic, pragmatic or informational nature. 

 Yes-no questions may present different syntactic structures in 

Occitan and French. In French, subject inversion is one possibility to mark 

interrogativity: subject clitic pronouns, instead of appearing in preverbal 

position, are enclitics placed after the inflected verb. Nominal subjects are 

dislocated out of the matrix sentence (either to the left or to the right) and 

subsumed by an enclitic pronoun after the verb. Another strategy available 

in French is to use a statement-like word order; questions with this syntactic 

structure have often been said to be marked intonationally and therefore 

referred to as intonation question. The last possible strategy is to use the 

lexicalized interrogative marker est-ce que to head the matrix sentence of 

the question, which presents a statement-like word order. Since there are 

no subject clitic pronouns in Occitan — it is a pro-drop language —, yes-no 

questions usually have the same word order as statements; however, 

nominal subjects are usually dislocated out of the matrix sentence, as in the 

case of subject inversion in French. There is also the possibility to use the 

interrogative marker es que, parallel to the French est-ce que. These three 
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possible syntactic types in Occitan and French are exemplified below with 

sentences that all correspond to the English ‘Do you have tangerines?’: 

- statement-like word order: 
French   Vous avez  des mandarines? 
Occitan    (pro) Avètz  de mandarinas? 

   S   V   O 
- subject inversion: 

French    Avez- vous des mandarines? 
Occitan    Avètz (pro) de mandarinas? 

      V   S  O 
- with question marker (‘QM’): 

French Est-ce que vous avez  des mandarines? 
Occitan Es qu’  (pro) avètz  de mandarinas? 

   QM    S   V   O 
In order to investigate the factors that could influence pitch contour 

selection, we selected 120 utterances from ten speakers of three varieties: 

Occitan (Oc_La) and Southern French (SF_La) from La Cauna / Lacaune (F-

81) and Northern French (NF_Or) from Orléans (F-45). In order to find out 

whether information structure and pragmatics may have an influence on 

intonation in yes-no questions, four different sentence types were chosen: 

two types with different information structures, namely information-seeking 

and confirmation-seeking questions; and two types with different pragmatic 

meanings, namely yes-no questions expressing directive modality and 

offers. The criteria for the selection of the utterances were that each 

speaker had produced all four desired utterances fluently, in adequacy with 

the discourse context and with a good pitch track quality. 
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To check for the influence of syntactic and lexical information, we 

annotated for each utterance if it presented the same word order as a 

statement, subject inversion in French, or the interrogative marker est-ce 

que in French or es que in Occitan. 

We proceeded to a ToBI annotation of the utterances in Praat and 

extracted automatically F0 values in the pitch-accented syllables by means 

of a Praat script. The contours were easily classified in two categories: rising 

and falling.43 The rising contours were those that ended in a rising nuclear 

configuration reaching the highest pitch level of the prosodic phrase 

containing the focal domain (L+H* H%). The falling contours were those 

ending in a falling nuclear configuration (L* L%), but also those ending in a 

reduced, downstepped rise (L+!H* L%). This second type of contours was 

included within the falling configurations because when they were followed 

by postnuclear material, this was realized as a low-pitched plateau — 

Delattre’s (1966) parenthèse contour, see subsection 3.3.2.1 —, whereas in 

rising contours postnuclear material was realized as a high plateau — 

Delattre’s écho contour, see subsection 3.3.2.1 —, sometimes ending in 

another rise in a compressed pitch range. 

ANOVAs and t-tests were then conducted in SPSS (version 20.0, IBM 

Corp. 2011) in order to check the influence of the variety, the pragmatic 

                                            
43 Only two utterances could not be classified into one or the other category and 
were labeled as rising-falling. The confirmation-seeking yes-no question “Tu viens 
dîner ou pas, alors ?” (‘So, you’re coming for dinner or not?’) showed the typical 
intonation of a disjunctive structure, with a rising configuration in the first 
intermediate phrase and a falling one in the second. The imperative yes-no 
question “Vous pouvez pas rester tranquilles ?” (‘Can’t you remain quiet?’) showed 
a circumflex rising-falling nuclear contour: both the prenuclear and the nuclear 
pitch accents were rising and reached the same pitch height, and the final 
boundary tone was low, reaching the baseline of the speaker’s tessitura. 
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meaning of the utterance and the presence of a syntactic or lexical mark of 

interrogation on the proportion of rising vs. falling contours used. 

The results of our analysis show that the different syntactic types are 

not represented in the same proportions. On the one hand, the question 

marker est-ce que appeared much more frequently in French than es que in 

Occitan (t(115)=6.619, p<.001): out of the 40 yes-no questions analyzed in 

each variety, it was present in 13 utterances in Northern French, in 14 in 

Southern French, but only in five in Occitan. On the other hand, only four 

cases of subject inversion were found in French, all in information-seeking 

questions: three — one with a falling contour, the other two with a rising 

one — in Northern French; one — with a rising contour — in Southern 

French.44 Since cases with subject inversion constituted a too small sample, 

they had to be excluded from statistical analyses, impeding to set syntax as 

a fixed factor. Therefore, we could only check for the influence of the 

presence/absence of question marker on contour choice. 

As far as intonation is concerned, we found two types of contours in 

all varieties: rising and falling contours. Three examples of rising contours 

are shown in the following figures: in Occitan in Figure 5.31, in Southern 

French in Figure 5.32 and in Northern French in Figure 5.33. In rising 

contours, the nuclear configuration, which we annotate it L+H* H%, is a rise 

that starts at the beginning of the nuclear syllable and ends at the end of 

the prosodic phrase. When there is postnuclear material, it is realized as a 

high plateau ending in a rise, replicating the nuclear contour in a high 

                                            
44 The situation used to elicit information-seeking yes-no questions involved a quite 
high degree of politeness. This may have favored the appearance of subject 
inversions, which belong to a more formal register in French. 
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compressed pitch range due to the preceding high boundary tone. 

Prenuclear pitch movements are also rising and generally show an intensity 

peak, but they may present different alignment properties, regardless of 

the variety. They may be AP-final pitch accents, with a rise aligned with the 

accented syllable (L+H*), but the peak may also be reached later in the 

following syllable(s), in which case we annotate the delayed peak with the 

diacritic ‘<’ (L+<H*). Prenuclear rising movements may also begin at the left 

edge of the leftmost lexical word in the matrix sentence, in which case they 

are better accounted for by an AP-initial accent Hi; in this case too, the peak 

may align later (<Hi), often seeking a metrically strong syllable to anchor 

with, but not obligatorily. The phonological nature of these prenuclear rises, 

which all have been documented in all three varieties, remains unclear. On 

possibility is that they may all be analyzed as Hi initial accents, for which two 

alignment constraints would compete: the rise may start in the leftmost 

syllable affected by (secondary or primary) stress, or in the syllable with the 

highest level of stress in the left periphery of the matrix sentence. However, 

more investigation is needed to decide on this point, so we provisionally 

maintain the phonetically transparent labels L+H*, L+<H*, (aL) Hi and (aL) 

<Hi. 
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Figure 5.31 Occitan rising yes-no question: Avètz de mandarinas? (‘Do you 
have tangerines?’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire).  

 
Figure 5.32 Southern French rising yes-no question: Vous avez des 
mandarines? (‘Do you have tangerines?’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_GP01 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire).  
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Figure 5.33 Northern French rising yes-no question: S’il vous plaît, vous 
auriez des mandarines? (‘Please, would you have tangerines?’), uttered by 
speaker NF_Or_CD01 from Orléans (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

In falling contours, the prenuclear part starts with a pronounced rise, 

the peak of which reaches the highest level in the utterance. This peak does 

not have to anchor with a stressed syllable, so we consider this pitch 

movement to be an initial accent Hi. However, this rise sometimes spans 

over the whole first AP; then, we transcribe it as an H* pitch accent. 

However, this high tone is probably of the same phonological nature in both 

cases, but its alignment is quite variable within the first AP. It might well be 

analyzed in all cases as an initial accent, which tends to seek a metrically 

strong syllable to anchor with. After this peak, pitch falls progressively until 

the end of the phrase; AP-final accents are generally realized as 

downstepped plateaus within the overall fall (!H*), sometimes as reduced 

rises (L+!H*), and lower-scaled initial accents (!Hi) may also occur. The 

nuclear pitch accent, which is always realized in a lower pitch range than the 

prenuclear part, is very similar to internal accents; therefore, we annotate it 
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L+!H* when it shows a previous valley and simply !H* when not.45 The end of 

the contour may be a fall to a low level, but in some cases pitch may not 

reach the baseline of the speaker’s tessitura, ending at a mid-low level. 

However, since this does not seem to contrast phonologically with a low 

tone, we annotate the final boundary tone L%. This L% boundary tone is not 

always observable since it is often truncated when the nuclear syllable is 

utterance-final, but we take this boundary tone to be responsible for the 

compressed scaling of the nuclear pitch accent. When there is postnuclear 

material, the pitch curve in this final part generally replicates in a 

compressed low pitch range the same contour as the ip containing the focal 

domain, which also argues in favor of considering that the boundary tone 

involved in the nuclear configuration is low (L%). Examples of falling yes-no 

questions are given in the following figures: in Occitan in Figure 5.34, in 

Southern French in Figure 5.35 and in Northern French in Figure 5.36. 

                                            
45 In this case, L+!H* and !H* do not seem to contrast phonologically. However, we 
are still not in measure to decide for a label over the other and provisionally 
maintain both. 
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Figure 5.34 Occitan falling yes-no question: Es qu’avètz de mandarinas? 
(‘Do you have tangerines?’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_YC02 from La 
Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.35 Southern French falling yes-no question: Est-ce que vous vendez 
des mandarines? (‘Do you sell tangerines?’), uttered by speaker 
Oc_La_FB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire).  
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Figure 5.36 Northern French falling yes-no question: Est-ce que vous auriez 
des mandarines, s’il vous plaît? (‘Would you have tangerines, please?’), 
uttered by speaker NF_Or_MS01 from Orléans (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

We found a huge majority of rising contours in all varieties: 94.9% 

(±5.8) in Occitan, 80.0% (±5.8) in Southern French, and 76.8% (±5.8) in 

Northern French. The other contours were falling.46 Although this tendency 

to use rising contours in yes-no questions seems even stronger in Occitan, 

the variety does not appear to have a significant effect on the contour 

choice (F(2,91)=2.235, p=.113). Post-hoc tests (Tukey) confirmed that no 

significant difference could be observed between varieties, neither between 

Northern and Southern French (p=.925), nor between Southern French and 

Occitan (p=.169) nor between Occitan and Northern French (p=.079). 

The presence of the question marker is significantly decisive for the 

proportion of rising and falling contours in all varieties taken together 

(t(112)=4.240, p<.001): while only 7.3% (±4.7) of the utterances without 

                                            
46 Two utterances out of 120 had a rising-falling intonation and could not be 
classified in any of the two categories. They were excluded from the analyses 
involving intonation. 
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marker were realized with a falling contour, this proportion raises to 34.2% 

(±7.7) in presence of a question marker. If we split the data per variety, this 

difference appears to be significant only in Northern French (t(34)=2.799, 

p<.01): while only 6.2% (±10.3) of the utterances without marker are 

realized with falling contours, this proportion reaches 54.2% (±11.8) in the 

presence of the marker in this variety. However, although this does not 

reach significance, the trend goes in the same direction in Southern French 

(12.8% (±7.2) of falling contours in utterances without marker vs. 31.7% 

(±11.5) with marker; t(37)=1.786, p=.082), and to a lesser extent Occitan 

too (2.8% (±6.0) of falling contours in utterances without marker vs. 11.1% 

(±17.7) with marker; t(37)=1.628, p=.112). The proportion of rising and 

falling contours in yes-no questions in the different varieties according to 

the presence/absence of question marker is represented in Figure 5.37. 

 
Figure 5.37 Proportion of rising and falling contours in yes-no questions in 
the different varieties (NF: Northern French; SF: Southern French; OC: 
Occitan) according to the presence (YES) / absence (NO) of question 
marker. 
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To check for the possible influence of information structure and 

pragmatics on intonation in yes-no questions, four question types were 

taken into account. Two types differ in their information structure: 

information-seeking and confirmation-seeking yes-no questions. The other 

two express different pragmatic meanings: directive modality and offers 

(see Annex 1).  

The effect of the question type on the contour chosen does not turn 

out to be significant, neither taking all varieties together (F(3,114)=.653, 

p=.582), nor separately (Northern French: F(3,35)=1.361, p=.271; Southern 

French: F(3,36)=.387, p=.763; Occitan: F(3,35)=.632, p=.600). The question 

type has an influence on the presence/absence of a question marker taking 

all varieties together (F(3,108)=3.340, p<.05), but when we split the data 

per variety, this influence is not significant any more in any variety (in 

Occitan: F(3,36)=1.462, p=.241; in Southern French: F(3,36)=1.650, p=.195; 

in Northern French: F(3,36)=2.040, p=.126). Anyway, the question type had 

no influence on the contour choice both in presence and in absence of a 

question marker (with marker: F(3,28)=.588, p=.628; without marker: 

F(3,82)=.256, p=.857). The proportion of rising and falling contours 

according to the question type and the variety are represented in Figure 

5.38. 
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Figure 5.38 Proportion of rising and falling contours in yes-no questions in 
the different varieties (NF: Northern French; SF: Southern French; OC: 
Occitan) according to the question type (information-seeking, confirmation-
seeking, offer or directive). 

Thus, the information-structural difference between information- and 

confirmation-seeking yes-no questions and the expression of pragmatic 

meanings such as directive modality or offers, which have been found to 

influence contour choice in other languages (see Frota and Prieto 2015 and 

references therein for a review of Romance languages), do not appear to 

have any influence on the contour used in yes-no questions in the varieties 

of Occitan and French taken into account in this study.  
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However, besides the overwhelming majority of L+H* H% rising 

contours across all yes-no questions in the corpus, different rising-falling 

nuclear configurations were also documented in all varieties in yes-no 

questions expressing counter-expectation and in echo questions. In echo 

questions, the speaker resumes a preceding utterance in order to check 

whether it actually was what the addressee just uttered, which can be a 

simple request for confirmation or a way of expressing surprise and 

incredulity. Although they often wear the syntactic form of statements, they 

are used as yes-no questions. These questions may present different types 

of contour: the default rising L+H* H% or the rising-falling L+H* L% in all 

varieties, and H*+L L% in Occitan and Southern French. Counter-

expectation may also be expressed in yes-no questions that are not echo 

questions by means of the same contours. 

While rising-falling contours (L+H* L% and H*+L L%) seem to indicate 

that the speaker is ready to validate the content of the proposition as true 

and add it to the common ground, rising intonation does not appear to 

convey such a predisposition. All three contours may appear in echo 

questions that constitute requests for confirmation, expressing different 

degrees of certainty of the speaker (in increasing order: L+H* H%, L+H* 

L%, H*+L L%). The following figures show Occitan examples of echo yes-no 

questions. The L+H* H% and L+H* L% were also found in Southern and 

Northern French, but H*+L L% was not in Northern French. The first three 

show examples of confirmation-seeking echo yes-no questions with 

increasing degree of certainty: a low degree of certainty expressed by L+H* 

H% in Figure 5.39; a mid degree expressed by L+H* L% in Figure 5.40; and 

a high degree expressed by H*+L L% in Figure 5.41. 
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Figure 5.39 Confirmation-seeking echo yes-no questions expressing a low 
degree of certainty: Es una ora? (‘It’s one o’clock?’), uttered by a Provençal 
Occitan speaker from Selhan/Seillans (AIIO corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.40 Confirmation-seeking echo yes-no questions expressing a mid 
degree of certainty: Es una ora? (‘It’s one o’clock?’), uttered by a 
Lengadocian Occitan speaker from Clarasvals-Bruèjols/Clairvaux-Bruéjouls 
(AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.41 Confirmation-seeking echo yes-no questions expressing a high 
degree of certainty: Es plan una ora? (‘It’s one o’clock, isn’t it?’), uttered by 
the Lengadocian Occitan speaker Oc_La_DM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

Incredulity and surprise are two aspects of mirative modality related 

with counter-expectation. This can be conveyed in yes-no questions, which 

may be echo questions or not, by the use of a wider pitch range. Surprise 

yes-no questions show that the speaker did not expect the content of the 

proposition; they are realized with L+H* H% contours in all varieties. This 

can be seen in the Occitan echo yes-no question in Figure 5.42.47 

                                            
47 In incredulous questions, the initial valley may sometimes align later within the 
nuclear-accented vowel, mainly on left dislocated topics. This may be annotated 
L*+H H% for the sake of transparency. However, the most common pattern is 
L+H* H%, so we retain this label as representative of the phonological category. 
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Figure 5.42 Surprise echo yes-no question: Lo Jòrdi, se presenta a las 
municipalas? (‘Jordi is running for mayor?’), uttered by the Lengadocian 
Occitan speaker La_Oc_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

In incredulous questions, the speaker expresses that he or she is not 

willing to add the proposition to the common ground. The L+H* L% 

configuration, which is also found in mirative statements and exclamations 

(see subsection 5.1.3.1), is commonly used with an expanded pitch range to 

express incredulity in all varieties. 48  This can be seen in the Occitan 

incredulous echo yes-no question in Figure 5.43 and in the incredulous yes-

no questions in Figure 5.44 in Occitan, in Figure 5.45 in Southern French 

and in Figure 5.46 in Northern French.  
                                            

48 In a perception experiment, Boula de Mareüil et al. (2014) presented Southern 
French listeners with yes-no questions in SVO word order with rising (L+H* H%) 
and rising-falling contours (L+H* L%), and asked them whether they thought the 
speaker expected a yes-type, a no-type or a yes/no answer. Their results show that 
listeners associate rising contours rather with a positive bias and rising-falling ones 
with a negative bias. However, the methodology used does not enable to control 
whether the listeners’ responses express what they think the speaker actually 
believes about the truth-value of the proposition or what they think the speaker 
would like to be true. If we consider the latter possibility, this is in line with what 
we express here: the high amount of no-type answers associated with rising-falling 
intonation denote that such contours express surprise.  
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Figure 5.43 Occitan incredulous echo yes-no question: Jòrdi, se presenta a 
las eleccions? (‘Jordi is running in the elections?’), uttered by a speaker from 
Le Fossat (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.44 Occitan incredulous yes-no question with a rising-falling L+H* 
L% contour: Avètz encara talent, tanben? (‘You’re still hungry, maybe?’), 
uttered by speaker Oc_La_DM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.45 Southern French incredulous yes-no question with a rising-
falling L+H* L% contour: T’as encore faim ?! (‘You’re still hungry?!’), uttered 
by speaker SF_La_RC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.46 Northern French incredulous yes-no question with a rising-
falling L+H* L% contour: T’as faim, Marjolaine ? (‘Are you hungry, 
Marjolaine?’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_AL01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Counter-expectation may also be expressed in yes-no questions by 

means of rising-falling contours that are used in statements to express 

epistemic mismatch (see subsection 5.1.3.2): H*+L L%, as in the Occitan 

example in Figure 5.47, or H+L* L%, as in Figure 5.48 in Occitan and Figure 

5.49 in Northern French.  

 
Figure 5.47 Occitan counter-expectational yes-no question with a rising-
falling H*+L L% contour: As talent?! (‘You’re hungry?!’), uttered by speaker 
Oc_La_HB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.48 Occitan counter-expectational yes-no question with a rising-
falling H+L* L% contour: Saique as talent? (‘Maybe you’re hungry?’), uttered 
by speaker Oc_La_PB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.49 Northern French counter-expectational yes-no question with a 
rising-falling H+L* L% contour: T’as faim ?! (‘You’re hungry?!’), uttered by 
speaker NF_Li_MD01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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All the patterns described above for intonation in yes-no questions 

hold for Northern and Southern French as well as for a majority of Occitan 

dialects. However, yes-no questions in Aranese Occitan show intonational 

differences with respect to other Occitan dialects. On the one hand, rising 

contours present different alignment properties. Whereas in other dialects 

prenuclear rises may associate with both word-initial and AP-final syllables 

and the peak often aligns within the accented syllable ((<)Hi, L+(<)H*), 

prenuclear accents are (almost) always associated with word stress in 

Aranese Occitan and their peak delayed after the accented syllable (L+<H*), 

recalling the L*+H prenuclear pitch accent of yes-no questions in Spanish 

and Catalan, with which Occitan is in contact in the Aran Valley. The end of 

the contour also corresponds to the L* H% nuclear configuration used in 

Catalan and Spanish information-seeking yes-no questions: the nuclear 

syllable is realized with low pitch and the rise starts at its end. Figure 5.50 

shows an example of such a rising contour in Aranese Occitan. 

 
Figure 5.50 Rising yes-no question in Aranese Occitan: Auetz mandarines? 
(‘Do you have tangerines?’), uttered by a speaker from Les (AIIO corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 
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Aranese Occitan may start yes-no questions with an unstressed 

interrogative marker que and realize the utterance with a falling contour, as 

in Catalan (Borràs-Comes and Prieto 2014; Prieto et al. to appear, 2015; 

Rigau and Prieto 2005, 2007).49 The nuclear configuration, annotated H+L* 

L%, is realized as a fall within the nuclear syllable followed by a final low 

plateau. It resembles that of disapproval statements in a majority of dialects 

and of finality contours in Cisalpine Occitan statements (see subsections 

5.1.3.2.1 and 5.1.1). However, unlike in those statements, in Aranese falling 

yes-no questions the whole prenuclear string is deaccented and realized as 

a high plateau. Therefore, it is necessary to postulate the presence of an 

initial high boundary tone, which we annotate %H as in Cat_ToBI (Prieto et 

al. to appear, 2015). Although they were mainly found to express checks 

(confirmation-seeking yes-no questions), the precise pragmatic meaning 

associated with falling yes-no questions headed by que in Aranese Occitan 

remains to be further investigated. This falling contour is exemplified in 

Figure 5.51. 

                                            
49 Aranese is a sub-dialect of Gascon, an Occitan dialect in which enunciative 
particles are frequent to mark epistemic modality in both statements and yes-no 
questions. In general Gascon, the enunciative que marks assertion, e is associated 
with interrogative illocutionary force or epistemic and deontic modalities in 
statements, and ja and be are found in exclamations (Fossat 2006; Karenova 2006; 
Pusch 2000, 2007). However, this use of enunciatives is in decline in Aranese 
Occitan (Carrera 2007:271–274). This may explain why this use of que in 
interrogative sentences, typical from Catalan, has been adopted in this Occitan 
variety. 
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Figure 5.51 Falling yes-no question headed by the particle que in Aranese 
Occitan: Que l’i portaries? (‘Would you mind taking him there?’), uttered by 
a speaker from Les (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

Incredulous echo yes-no questions also present a different nuclear 

configuration in Aranese Occitan, H+L* H%: the nuclear syllable is realized 

as a fall from a high tone anchored with the previous syllable, and followed 

by a sharp rise. This pattern, exemplified in Figure 5.52, is shared with the 

Northwestern dialect of Catalan, with which Occitan is in contact in the Aran 

Valley, although the high leading tone seems to be less pronounced in 

Catalan (Borràs-Comes 2013:115). 
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Figure 5.52 Incredulous echo yes-no question in Aranese Occitan: E Jòrdi, 
se presente as municipals? (‘Jordi is running for mayor?’), uttered by a 
speaker from Les (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

The analysis of intonation in yes-no questions shows that, like in 

statements, Occitan tends to align with the dominant language with which it 

is in contact. Rising contours L+H* H% are the default pattern in French and 

in the Occitan dialects spoken in France, as well as in Cisalpine Occitan, al-

though falling contours ((L+)!H* L%) may come up, mainly in Northern 

French, in the presence of the lexicalized question marker — the French est-

ce que is more frequent than the Occitan es que. Yes-no questions 

conveying counter-expectation and echo yes-no questions may present 

rising-falling contours also found in statements to express mirativity (L+H* 

L%) or an epistemic bias (H*+L L% and H+L* L%). By contrast, in the Aran 

Valley, rising contours display a later alignment in the nuclear configuration 

(L* H%), as in Catalan and Spanish. Aranese Occitan also shares with Catalan 

falling intonation (H+L* L%) in yes-no questions headed by que, as well as 

falling-rising contours (H+L* H%) in incredulous yes-no questions. 
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5.2.2. Wh-questions 
In a wh-question, the speaker asks for a piece of information that has to fill 

a gap in a proposition. This lacking information is represented in the 

question by a pronominal expression called wh-word, which constitutes the 

focus of the sentence. The rest of the sentence, referred to as open 

sentence, is part of the informational background, which may contain more 

or less activated discourse referents (Lambrecht and Michaelis 1998). 

In Occitan, as in English, the phrase containing the wh-word — 

henceforth, wh-phrase — always appears in the C-domain at the left 

periphery of the matrix sentence. The syntactic operation responsible for 

the wh-phrase to appear there is called wh-movement. However, in an echo 

question the wh-phrase is located at the same place as in the corresponding 

statement. By contrast, wh-movement is optional in (spoken) French: the 

wh-phrase may appear in situ even in non-echoic wh-questions. Moreover, 

wh-movement may or not trigger subject inversion. In French, wh-in situ 

questions have been said to be associated with rising intonation and wh-

movement questions with falling contours (see Hamlaoui 2008 and 2010, for 

instance).  

For the purpose of investigating the role of syntax on contour 

selection in French and of detecting possible contact-induced differences 

between varieties, we analyzed 199 wh-questions corresponding to ten 

situations of the intonation questionnaires, uttered by five speakers of four 

varieties: Occitan (Oc_La) and Southern French (SF_La) from La Cauna / 

Lacaune (F-81), Southern French (SF_To) from Tolosa / Toulouse (F-31) and 

Northern French (NF_Li) from Lille (F-59). The criteria for the selection of 

utterances were fluency, adequacy to the discourse context and quality of 
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the pitch track.50  The utterances were analyzed in Praat and classified 

according to their intonational contour into four categories: rising, falling,51 

rising-falling with the rise starting in the nuclear-accented syllable or rising-

falling with the rise aligned with the preaccentual syllable. Each utterance 

was labeled for the presence or absence of wh-movement. Finally, the 

informational status of elements in the discourse was related with the pitch 

movement that was associated to them. 

χ2-tests were then conducted in SPSS (version 20.0, IBM Corp. 2011) 

in order to check the influence of the variety, the pragmatic meaning of the 

utterance and the presence of a syntactic or lexical mark of interrogation on 

the proportion of rising vs. falling contours used. The influence of the 

variety on the frequency of non-intonational marks of interrogation (subject 

inversion in French and of use of the interrogative marker es que in Occitan 

or est-ce que in French) was also tested.  

The proportion of wh-movement vs. wh-in-situ questions differed 

significantly across varieties (χ2(3,199)=33.375, p<.001). This was expected 

since in Occitan wh-movement is obligatory, which was confirmed in 100% 

of the utterances analyzed in Occitan from La Cauna / Lacaune (henceforth, 

‘Oc_La’). Nevertheless, this proportion is also significantly different across 

French varieties (χ2(2,149)=15.777, p<.001): only 4.1% of the wh-questions 

                                            
50 Some speakers did not answer to all situations and some gave more than one 
response for the same context; that is why the number of utterances is not exactly 
200. 
51 As in the experiment with yes-no questions (see subsection 5.2.1), all contours in 
which the nuclear accent did not reach the highest pitch level in the intermediate 
phrase were considered as being falling. This includes contours ending in a low 
tone, but also with final sustained pitch and reduced nuclear rises. 
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presented wh-words in situ in Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune 

(‘La_SF’); 27.5% in Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (‘To_SF’); and 

36.7% in Northern French from Lille (‘Li_NF’). The number of wh-questions 

with wh-word in-situ vs. wh-movement in the different varieties is 

represented in Figure 5.53. This shows that when contact with Occitan is 

still intense, as for our elderly speakers from the rural La Cauna / Lacaune, 

the proportion of wh-words in situ is very low, but when contact is lost, as it 

is the case for younger speakers in the big city Tolosa/Toulouse, this 

proportion increases importantly, getting closer to Northern French values.  

 
Figure 5.53 Proportion of wh-in-situ vs. wh-movement questions in the 
different varieties. 
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As far as intonation is concerned, we observed different types of 

contours both in questions with wh-movement and with wh-word in situ. In 

the following we describe first the contours observed in wh-movement 

questions and then in wh-in-situ questions. While rising nuclear 

configurations are all L+H* H%, we detected a variety of nuclear pitch 

accents in contours ending in an L% boundary tone. 

In wh-movement questions, the first AP of the matrix sentence may 

be constituted of the sole wh-word or a wh-phrase containing the wh-word 

plus a NP or PP belonging to the same syntactic constituent. In this case, it 

presents a final pitch accent containing a high starred tone (H* or L+H*). In 

long APs, the wh-word may also bear an initial accent (Hi). When the 

following word is accentable and creates a clash with the wh-word, the wh-

word is generally deaccented and integrated within the same AP with the 

next word, which bears the first pitch accent. This is often the case when 

the next word is a monosyllabic verb or the lexicalized question marker est-

ce que in French or es que in Occitan. After this first AP, the most common 

pattern is a progressive fall to a low or mid-low level, which we annotate 

L* L% or !H* L%, respectively.52 When there is postnuclear material, it is 

realized in a low plateau. Examples of such falling contours are given in 

Figure 5.54 in Occitan, in Figure 5.55 in Southern French and in Figure 5.56 

in Northern French. 

                                            
52  This pitch-level difference does not seem to be phonologically contrastive. 
However, we do not have enough evidence in order to choose one label over the 
other. 
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Figure 5.54 Falling wh-movement question in Occitan: De qué i portariás, 
tu? (‘What would you bring him?’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La 
Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.55 Falling wh-movement question in Southern French: Qu’est-ce 
que tu me conseillerais, toi ? (‘What would you advise me?’), uttered by 
speaker SF_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.56 Falling wh-movement question in Northern French: Bon, qu’est-
ce que tu veux, encore ? (‘What the hell do you want?’), uttered by speaker 
NF_Li_DH01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

When the open sentence contains elements of the background that 

are not very active in discourse — unratified topics in Lambrecht and 

Michaelis’ (1998) terms —, these often bear a downstepped rising pitch 

accent (L+!H*). This may be the case for the last element in the open 

sentence, leading to the realization of a L+!H* L% nuclear configuration. In 

this case, potential postnuclear material either is realized in a low plateau, 

as in the falling contours described above, or it reproduces the nuclear 

contour in a low compressed pitch range. This type of contours is 

exemplified in Figure 5.57 in Occitan, in Figure 5.58 in Southern French and 

in Figure 5.59 in Northern French.  
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Figure 5.57 Falling wh-movement question with downstepped nuclear rise 
in Occitan: Tant deu d’argent, ara? (‘How much money does he owe now?’), 
uttered by speaker Oc_La_AM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.58 Falling wh-movement question with downstepped nuclear rise 
in Southern French: Et à qui tu l’as louée, alors, cette maison ? (‘So to whom 
did you rent that house?’), uttered by speaker SF_To_RC01 from 
Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.59 Falling wh-movement question with downstepped nuclear rise 
in Northern French: Qu’est-ce que vous feriez, sans moi ? (‘What would you 
do without me?’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_EB01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

In emphatic wh-questions, these rises present a wider pitch range, 

often even following an upstepping pattern, which may lead to rising-falling 

nuclear configurations L+H* L%. This can be seen in the examples in Figure 

5.60 in Occitan, in Figure 5.61 in Southern French and in Figure 5.62 in 

Northern French — this last one is followed by a statement with an 

implication contour (see subsection 5.1.3.2.2). If there is postnuclear 

material, it generally reproduces the nuclear configuration. 
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Figure 5.60 Rising-falling wh-movement question in Occitan: Qual es que 
tusta, a doas oras del matin? (‘Who is knocking at the door at two o’clock in 
the morning?’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_DM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.61 Rising-falling wh-movement question in Southern French: Mais 
qu’est-ce que tu veux ? (‘What the hell do you want?’), uttered by speaker 
SF_To_Or01 from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.62 Rising-falling wh-movement question in Northern French: Qui 
est-ce qui peut taper, maintenant, à cette heure-ci, enfin ? C’est pas 
possible ! (‘Who the hell can be knocking now at this time? I can’t believe 
it!’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_DH01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

When the speaker expresses disapproval or counter-expectation, the 

nuclear configuration may be H+L* L%, as in contradiction statements and 

counter-expectational yes-no questions (see subsections 5.1.3.2.1 and 

5.2.1). This can be seen in the examples in Figure 5.63 in Occitan, in Figure 

5.64 in Southern French and in Figure 5.65 in Northern French. 
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Figure 5.63 Wh-movement question expressing counter-expectation in 
Occitan: Qual es qu’a arrengat aquò? (‘Who repaired this?’), uttered by 
speaker Oc_La_DM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.64 Wh-movement question expressing disapproval in Southern 
French: Non mais vraiment ! Mais qu’est-ce que vous feriez sans moi, quoi ? 
(‘I swear! What the hell would you do without me?’), uttered by speaker 
SF_To_MD01 from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.65 Wh-movement question expressing disapproval in Northern 
French: Qu’est-ce que vous feriez sans moi ? (‘What would you do without 
me?’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_CB01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

Rising contours were also found in wh-movement questions. In this 

case, the prenuclear part is similar to other wh-movement questions, but 

the nuclear configuration is rising (L+H* H%). If there is postnuclear 

material, it is usually realized with a final rise, reproducing the nuclear 

configuration, and may be realized in a compressed high pitch range. Rising 

wh-movement questions are exemplified in Figure 5.66 in Occitan, in Figure 

5.67 in Southern French and in Figure 5.68 in Northern French. 
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Figure 5.66 Wh-movement question realized with a rising contour in 
Occitan: Qual es que l’a portat, aquel paquet? (‘Who brought this packet?’), 
uttered by speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.67 Wh-movement question realized with a rising contour in 
Southern French: Et au final, combien d’argent euh… va falloir payer, à la 
banque ? (‘And finally, how much money will have to be paid to the bank?’), 
uttered by speaker SF_To_NC01 from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.68 Wh-movement question realized with a rising contour in 
Northern French: Combien il lui doit d’argent ? (‘How much money does he 
owe him?’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_EB01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

In wh-in-situ questions — which do not exist in Occitan —, nuclear 

stress is almost always assigned to the wh-word, except when it is the 

subject and therefore appears in preverbal position. In rising contours, the 

nuclear configuration is a rise starting at the onset of the nuclear syllable 

(L+H* H%). If there are prenuclear pitch accents, they are also rising (L+H*), 

but the pitch level reached is not as high as in the nuclear configuration. 

Postnuclear material, if any, is also realized with a final rise, and often in a 

compressed high pitch range. Examples of rising wh-in-situ questions are 

presented in Figure 5.69 in Southern French and in Figure 5.70 in Northern 

French. 
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Figure 5.69 Wh-in-situ question realized with a rising contour in Southern 
French: Tu lui diras quoi, quand il va revenir, demain ? (‘What are you going 
to tell him when he comes back tomorrow?’), uttered by speaker 
SF_To_NC01 from Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.70 Wh-in-situ question realized with a rising contour in Northern 
French: Et tu devras combien, finalement, à la banque ? (‘So how much are 
you going to owe the bank, in the end?’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_CB01 
from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Falling contours were also observed in wh-in-situ questions. In this 

case, the first AP in the matrix sentence bears an L+H* pitch accent, and 

then pitch falls progressively until the nuclear configuration, which may be 

either !H* L%, L* L% or L+(!)H* L%, like in wh-movement questions 

presenting a final fall. If there is postnuclear material, it is realized in a low 

compressed pitch range, generally reproducing the nuclear configuration. 

Such falling wh-in-situ questions are exemplified in Figure 5.71 in Southern 

French and in Figure 5.72 in Northern French. 

 
Figure 5.71 Wh-in-situ question realized with a falling contour in Southern 
French: Tu me conseilles d’acheter quoi, comme cadeau ? (‘What present do 
you advise me to buy?’), uttered by speaker SF_To_NC01 from 
Tolosa/Toulouse (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.72 Wh-in-situ question realized with a falling contour in Northern 
French: Bon, tu veux quoi ? (‘Well, what do you want?’), uttered by speaker 
NF_Li_AP01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

All these contours did not appear with the same frequency. The 

influence of syntax on the choice of the final boundary tone is confirmed by 

our results in all varieties (χ2(1,199)=66.239, p<.001): wh-in-situ questions — 

which do not exist in Occitan — are mainly associated with rising contours 

(83.6%, all varieties taken together), whereas a majority of wh-movement 

questions end in an L% boundary tone (85.3%, all varieties taken together). 

There is a clear correlation between the position of the wh-phrase and the 

final boundary tone (r=.577, p<.001). This difference was statistically 

significant in all French varieties (SF_La: χ2(1,49)=10.686, p=.001; SF_To: 

χ2(1,51)=14.092, p<.001; NF_Li: χ2(1,49)=18.134, p<.001).53 Table 5.1 sums 

up the proportions of rising and falling contours in wh-in-situ and wh-

movement questions in all varieties, and the graphs in Figure 5.73 and 

Figure 5.74 represent the number of utterances realized with each contour 

                                            
53 SF_La stands for Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune, SF_To for Southern 
French from Tolosa/Toulouse, and NF_Li for Northern French from Lille. 
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type in the different varieties in wh-movement and wh-in-situ questions, 

respectively. 

VARIETY 
SYNTAX WH-MOVEMENT WH-WORD IN SITU 

BOUNDARY 
TONE L% H% total L% H% 

Oc_La 
count 45 5 50 0 0 0 

proportion 90.0% 10.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

SF_La 
count 41 6 47 2 0 2 

proportion 87.2% 12.8% 95.9% 4.1% 0.0% 100.0% 

SF_To 
count 29 8 37 14 3 11 

proportion 78.4% 21.6% 72.5% 27.5% 21.4% 78.6% 

NF_Li 
count 23 8 31 18 2 16 

proportion 74.2% 25.8% 63.3% 36.7% 11.1% 88.9% 

all 
count 138 27 165 34 5 29 

proportion 83.6% 16.4% 82.9% 17.1% 14.7% 85.3% 
Table 5.1 Proportions of rising and falling contours in wh-movements and 
wh-in-situ questions in Occitan from La Cauna / Lacaune (Oc_La), in 
Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune (SF_La), in Southern French from 
Tolosa/Toulouse (SF_To) and in Northern French from Lille (NF_Li). 
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Figure 5.73 Number of wh-movement questions realized with the different 
contours L+H* H%, !H*/L* L%, L+H* L% and H+L* L% in Occitan from La 
Cauna / Lacaune (Oc_La), Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune (SF_La), 
Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (SF_To) and Northern French from 
Lille (NF_Li). 
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Figure 5.74 Number of wh-in-situ questions realized with the different 
contours L+H* H%, !H*/L* L% and L+H* L% in Occitan from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (La_OC), Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune (La_SF), 
Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (To_SF) and Northern French from 
Lille (Li_NF). 

The semantic-pragmatic meaning of the utterances has an influence 

both on contour selection (χ2(27,199)=64.682, p<.001) and on the position 

of the wh-word (χ2(9,199)=19.598, p<.05) when we take all varieties 

together. However, if we split the data per variety, this influence on contour 

selection is only significant in Northern French (χ2(27,49)=48.907, p<.01), 

and on the position of the wh-word only in Southern French from La Cauna / 

Lacaune (χ2(9,49)=18.349, p<.05). Since we have seen that there is a 

correlation between syntax and intonation, it is difficult to know which 

factor is decisive. Moreover, while some pragmatic contexts clearly 

triggered more utterances with wh-words in situ and/or rising contours than 

others, it was difficult to find common features between these contexts. 

By contrast, the observation of echo wh-questions shows that the 

same rising and rising-falling nuclear configurations are found as in echo 

yes-no questions: L+H* H% and L+H* L%. In echo questions, the speaker 
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repeats a sentence in order either to check whether he or she has heard it 

correctly or to express that he or she did not expect to hear such a 

sentence. L+H* H% is more likely to appear when the speaker has not heard 

properly and therefore is not sure about the answer, or to express 

incredulity. Such a contour can be seen in the Occitan echo wh-question in 

Figure 5.75. By contrast, L+H* L% seems to be used when the speaker is 

quite sure of having heard the sentence correctly. Thus, it may express a 

simple request for confirmation, but also surprise, in which case the range 

of the pitch movement increases. This contour is exemplified with an 

Occitan confirmation-seeking echo wh-question in Figure 5.76. Both 

configurations were found in all varieties. 

 
Figure 5.75 Rising echo wh-question: On anèvi? (‘Where I was going?’), 
uttered by a Gascon Occitan speaker from Sòra/Sore (AIIO corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.76 Rising-falling echo wh-question: Ont anavi? (‘Where I was 
going?’), uttered by a Lengadocian Occitan speaker from Claravals-
Bruèjols/Clairvaux-Bruéjouls (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

To conclude, syntax is determining in the choice between 

intonational contours in wh-questions: wh-in-situ questions are mainly 

associated with rising contours (L+H* H%) and wh-movement questions 

with contours ending in an L% boundary tone. In contours with a final fall 

(L%), the choice of the nuclear pitch accent depends on the degree of 

activation in discourse of the referents contained in the open sentence, 

varying from L* to L+!H* from more to less active, on the emphasis of the 

speaker, which can lead to use of L+H* L% configurations, and on the 

expression of disapproval, conveyed by H+L* L% configurations. Echo yes-

no and wh-questions show the same contours. As for syntax, wh-in-situ 

questions are impossible in Occitan. In Southern French, if contact with 

Occitan is still intense, wh-in-situ questions are rare; when contact is lost, 

their proportion increases, getting closer to Northern French values. This 

has an influence on intonation: the frequency of rising configurations is 

highest in Northern French, lowest in Occitan, and proportional with the 

degree of contact with Occitan in Southern French.   
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5.3.  Imperative intonation 
Imperative modality conveys that the speaker wants his or her addressee to 

accomplish an action. In Romance languages, the main verb of sentences 

that express such meanings appears in a particular morphological form, 

called imperative mood. While requests only constitute an invitation or 

exhortation, in commands the addressee is not left the choice not to obey. 

 As far as intonation in commands is concerned, prenuclear accents 

are rising (L+H*) or high (H*) and initial accents (Hi) are possible, especially 

in emphatic utterances. In all varieties, the nuclear configuration depends on 

the degree of urgency of the imperative, leading to a division between 

strong commands, soft commands and exhortative requests. 

In strong commands, pitch remains high until the nuclear syllable, 

after which it falls to a low level. Commands with this nuclear configuration, 

annotated H* L%, are exemplified in Figure 5.77 in Occitan, in Figure 5.78 in 

Southern French and in Figure 5.79 in Northern French. 

 
Figure 5.77 Occitan strong command: Vène! È, zo! Vène aicí! (‘Come! Come 
on! Come here!’), uttered by a Provençal speaker from Selhan/Seillans (AIIO 
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.78 Southern French strong command: Marjolaine, reviens ici ! 
(‘Marjolaine, come back here!’), uttered by speaker SF_La_YC02 from La 
Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.79 Northern French strong command: Reviens ici ! (‘Come back 
here!’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_LD01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

In soft commands, pitch falls to a low level at the end of the 

utterance. This nuclear configuration, annotated L* L%, is similar to that 

found in statements (see subsection 5.1.1). Such a contour can be seen in 

Figure 5.80 in Occitan, in Figure 5.81 in Southern French and in Figure 5.82 

in Northern French. 
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Figure 5.80 Occitan soft command: Garnitz aqueth formulari. (‘Fill in this 
form.’), uttered by a Gascon speaker from Auloron/Oloron-Sainte-Marie 
(AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.81 Southern French soft command: Veuillez remplir ce formulaire, 
s’il vous plaît. (‘Please fill in this form.’), uttered by speaker SF_La_EB01 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.82 Northern French soft command: Remplissez le formulaire, s’il 
vous plaît. (‘Please fill in the form.’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_MV01 from 
Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

In a request, the speaker is not obliging but inviting the addressee to 

do something, which may take on the form of an exhortation. In exhortative 

requests, the nuclear configuration usually presents a peak aligned around 

the middle of the nuclear-accented vowel, followed by a fall (H* L%). The 

difference with a strong command is that the nuclear syllable is most of the 

time lengthened, and when there is a prenuclear accent, pitch falls after it 

— due to an AP-initial low boundary tone (aL) — and rises progressively 

towards the nuclear peak. This contour is exemplified in Figure 5.83 in 

Occitan, in Figure 5.84 in Southern French and in Figure 5.85 in Northern 

French.  
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Figure 5.83 Occitan exhortative request: Allez, vèni, al cinemà! (‘Come on, 
come to the cinema!’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_PB01 from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.84 Southern French exhortative request: Allez, viens ! (‘Come on, 
come!’), uttered by speaker SF_La_AR01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr 
sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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Figure 5.85 Northern French exhortative request: Allez, viens au cinéma ! 
(‘Come on, come to the cinema!’), uttered by speaker NF_Or_AD01 from 
Orléans (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

The contours associated with commands have been found in all 

varieties of French and Occitan. By contrast, the contour used for 

exhortative requests in Aranese Occitan shows a later alignment: the rise 

starts at the end of the nuclear syllable and the peak is realized in the 

following syllable. This nuclear configuration, which is shared with Catalan 

and Spanish, is annotated L* HL% following the principles of Cat_ToBI and 

Sp_ToBI. This is the only case of bitonal boundary tone in Occitan. Figure 

5.86 gives an example of this contour. 
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Figure 5.86 Exhortative request in Aranese Occitan: Va, Vene! (‘Come on, 
come!’), uttered by a speaker from Les (AIIO corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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5.4.  Vocative intonation 
Vocatives are speech acts with which the speaker identifies the addressee 

by calling his/her name, intending to get his/her attention. In Romance, 

different intonational patterns have been found to be associated with 

different intentions, in particular with different politeness strategies, related 

with social distance, power, insistence or physical distance, for instance 

(Borràs-Comes, Sichel-Bazin, and Prieto 2015 and references therein; Frota 

and Prieto to appear, 2015).  

We analyzed 310 vocatives in Praat with two degrees of insistence — 

154 first calls and 156 insistent calls — in five varieties, uttered by 33 

Occitan (Oc_La) speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune (F-81), 35 Southern 

French (SF_La) speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune (F-81), 29 Southern 

French (SF_To) speakers from Tolosa/Toulouse (F-31), 29 Northern French 

(NF_Or) speakers from Orléans (F-45), and 28 Northern French (NF_Li) 

speakers from Lille (F-59). We labeled the vocatives in ToBI and conducted 

χ2-tests in SPSS (version 20.0, IBM Corp. 2011) in order to test the influence 

of insistence on the frequency of use of each contour and compare it 

between varieties. The data of the AIIO were also checked, but no statistical 

tests were conducted. 

Three main intonational patterns arose in our data: the typical 

vocative chant (H+!H* !H%), a rising-falling contour (aL H* L%) and a rising 

interrogative contour ((L+)H* H%), in agreement with the finding of Delais-

Roussarie et al. (to appear, 2015) in French.54  

                                            
54 Out of 310 vocatives analyzed, only 10 presented different configurations, which 
were either contradiction falling contours (H+L* L%) or falling contours from an 
initial accent (Hi !H* L%). They were left out as missing values for the analyses. 
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The rising-falling contours presented a peak in the stressed vowel 

followed by a fall. The start of the rise towards the peak showed much 

variation in its alignment, from the beginning of the name to the onset of 

the nuclear syllable; therefore, this category is annotated H* L%. An Occitan 

example of this contour, which was found in all French and Occitan 

varieties, is given in Figure 5.87. 

 
Figure 5.87 vocative realized with a rising-falling intonation: Magdalena!, 
uttered by the Lengadocian Occitan speaker Oc_La_RC01 from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

The rising contours were similar, but with no final fall: pitch either 

remained high or continued rising. This configuration, annotated (L+)H* H%, 

corresponds to the interrogative contour described in subsection 5.2.1. It 

was documented in vocatives in all varieties of French and Occitan. It is 

exemplified in Figure 5.88 with a Northern French utterance. 
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Figure 5.88 Vocative realized with a rising intonation: Marjolaine !, uttered 
by the Northern French speaker NF_Li_AP01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 

The last intonational configuration that was found to be associated 

with vocatives is an intonational cliché consisting of a rise followed by a mid-

level plateau. This stylized contour, often referred to as vocative chant, is 

well known in vocatives cross-linguistically (see Borràs-Comes et al. 2015 for 

a list of references about this contour). In a majority of languages, the rise is 

aligned with the nuclear syllable and the post-nuclear string is realized in a 

mid plateau. As such, it is annotated L+H* !H%. This is the typical realization 

encountered in the Occitan varieties that are not in contact with French. An 

Occitan example from the Aran Valley is given in Figure 5.89. However, its 

alignment differs in French: the rise aligns with the syllable preceding 

nuclear stress, after which pitch falls and is maintained at a mid level across 

the nuclear syllable (Fagyal 1997; Jun and Fougeron 2000).55 This contour, 

annotated H+!H* !H% in F_ToBI, is illustrated in Figure 5.90 with a Northern 

French example.  

                                            
55 When there is a postnuclear syllable, it either maintains this mid plateau, or falls 
slightly, without reaching the baseline of the speaker. 
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Figure 5.89 Vocative chant: Maria!, uttered by an Aranese Occitan speaker 
from Les (AIIO corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

 
Figure 5.90 Vocative chant: Marjolaine !, uttered by the Northern French 
speaker NF_Li_CP01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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The proportion of the different contours is significantly different 

across varieties (χ2(8,300)=86.362, p<.001). The rising-falling H* L% contour 

is almost the only one used in Occitan from La Cauna / Lacaune (Oc_La): out 

of 61 utterances, 56 show this contour, while only three present a rising 

contour and two a vocative chant. Although the proportion of chants and 

rises is slightly higher, the H* L% contour is also highly predominant in 

Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune (SF_La), where contact with 

Occitan is still intense. By contrast, in the other French varieties, the three 

contours show more balanced proportions. However, the most commonly 

used is H* L% in Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse (SF_To) and the 

vocative chant in Northern French from both Orléans (NF_Or) and Lille 

(NF_Li). The proportions of the different contours in each variety are 

presented in Figure 5.91. 
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Figure 5.91 Proportion of the different contours used in vocatives in Occitan 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (Oc_La), Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(SF_La) and from Tolosa/Toulouse (SF_To) and in Northern French from 
Orléans (NF_Or) and from Lille (NF_Li). 

If we take all varieties together, the proportion of contours is 

significantly different in first calls and insistent calls (χ2(2,300)=21.406, 

p<.001). While the proportion of rising-falling H* L% contours does not 

appear to change much, rising contours are more frequent in first calls and 
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chants in insistent calls. 56  This can be seen in Figure 5.92. However, 

although this tendency holds in all varieties, it is only significant in Northern 

French from Orléans (χ2(2,57)=7.309, p<.05) and in Southern French from 

Tolosa/Toulouse (χ2(2,59)=11.326, p<.01). The proportion of the different 

contours in first and insistent calls in each variety is represented in Figure 

5.93. 

 
Figure 5.92 Proportion of the different contours used in first calls (1) and 
insistent calls (2) all varieties together. 

                                            
56 This effect of insistence is in line with the findings of Borràs-Comes et al. (2015) 
in Catalan. 
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Figure 5.93 Proportion of the different contours used in first calls (1) and 
insistent calls (2) in each variety. 
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The sex of the speakers is known to be an important factor in 

language change — women are said to adopt earlier new linguistic features 

than men — (see Labov 1990, for instance). Since the H* L% intonational 

pattern is almost the only one used in Occitan, the use of other contours is 

likely to be due to language contact with French, and conversely, lower 

proportions of rises and chants in Southern than in Northern French, to 

contact with Occitan. Therefore, it was interesting to check whether the sex 

of the speakers had an influence on the contour choice in vocatives. 57 All 

varieties taken together, this influence is significant (χ2(2,300)=21.132, 

p<.001). The proportion of the different contours by men and women is 

represented in Figure 5.94. 

                                            
57 Age is also an important factor, but our data do not permit to check for this 
variable, since the speakers from La Cauna / Lacaune were almost all seniors, while 
the other were mainly students. The groups of elder people in Tolosa/Toulouse, 
Orléans and Lille were too reduced to provide statistically reliable results. 
However, this difference across locales where Southern French data were gathered 
only reinforces the conclusions on possible changes at play in Southern French, 
since the loss of contact with Occitan is further advanced in Tolosa/Toulouse than 
in La Cauna / Lacaune. 
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Figure 5.94 Proportion of the different contours produced by male and 
female speakers in vocatives, all varieties together. 

Although this tendency is observed in all varieties, when we split the 

data per variety, this effect is only significant in Occitan (Oc_La) and 

Southern French (SF_La) from La Cauna / Lacaune, where language contact 

is still intense (Oc_La: χ2(2,61)=6.419, p<.05; SF_La: χ2(2,65)=8.152, p<.05). 

These varieties are those where the use of the H* L% pattern is an 

overwhelming majority. Among the 61 Oc_La utterances, the three rising 

contours and the two vocative chants observed were produced by women, 

while men only produced H* L%. Among the 70 vocatives in SF_La, the five 

rising contours were produced by women, and only 3 out of 11 chants were 
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produced by men. The proportions of the different contours used by male 

and female speakers in each variety is represented in Figure 5.95. 

 
Figure 5.95 Proportion of the different contours produced by male and 
female speakers in vocatives in all varieties. 
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As a conclusion, we can see that in Northern French three contours 

are used in vocatives: a rising-falling one (H* L%), a rising one (L+H* H%) 

and the vocative chant (H+!H* !H%). The frequency of use of the contours is 

sensitive to insistence: rising contours are more frequent in first calls and 

chants in insistent calls. In Occitan, vocative are almost always realized with 

a rising-falling intonation; only women produced sporadically rises and 

chants. In Southern French, the degree of contact with Occitan has a huge 

influence on intonational choices in vocatives. In La Cauna / Lacaune, chants 

and rises are rare and almost only produced by women, recalling the 

Occitan proportions. On the contrary, although the rising-falling contour 

remains the most frequently used in Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse, 

rises and chants are frequent in this variety in which contact with Occitan 

was lost, getting loser to the Northern French pattern. The observation of 

the data of the AIIO revealed that, while no chant was registered in the 

Occitan varieties from France, Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan do make use 

of vocative chants, but with the alignment pattern found in the southern 

Romance languages with which they are in contact (L+H* !H%), not like in 

French (H+!H* !H%). 
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5.5.  Conclusions on Occitan, Southern and Northern 
French intonational phonology 
The choice of a particular nuclear configuration, i.e. a nuclear pitch accent 

and an IP-final boundary tone, depends on the illocutionary force of the 

utterance, but also on its information structure and the pragmatic meaning 

with which it is associated. By contrast, prenuclear accents are affected to 

metrically strong syllables by default mechanisms and the nature of ip-final 

boundary tones usually depends on the IP-final one. 

In all varieties, prenuclear accents are usually rising (L+H*), but ip-

internally they are more frequently realized as downstepped high plateaus 

(!H*). While in statements the peak of prenuclear rises is aligned within the 

rhyme of the accented syllable in almost all Occitan varieties and in French, 

in Aranese Occitan it is usually delayed to the following syllable, as in 

Catalan and Spanish, with which this variety is in contact. In yes-no 

questions, such prenuclear pitch accents with a delayed peak, annotated 

L+<H*, may be found in all varieties. In French and Occitan in contact with 

French, high tones, annotated Hi, may also anchor with secondary stress, 

often associated with the first syllable of the leftmost lexical word in an AP. 

The nature of ip-final boundary tones depends on the position of the 

ip with respect to the nuclear accent: they are mainly high (H-) in prenuclear 

position, and identical to the IP-final one in postnuclear position. However, 

prenuclear ip-final boundary tones often follow the principle of slope 

inversion (inversion de pente): if the IP-final boundary tone is low (L%), they 

usually are high (H-), but when it is high (H%), they are often low (L-), 

triggering a fall in opposition with the final rise. Even if this phenomenon 

can be observed in all Occitan and French varieties, it seems to be more 

systematic in the varieties spoken in France.  
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Nuclear configurations, which are the combination of a nuclear pitch 

accent and an IP-final boundary tone, are involved in the expression of 

semantic-pragmatic meaning. The different nuclear configurations found in 

Occitan, Southern and Northern French are represented in Table 5.2, 

associated with their respective meanings. While prenuclear pitch accents 

are only H* or L+H* in Occitan and French (L+<H* is considered to be a 

phonetic variant of L+H*) — L* is also possible in ip-final position —, nuclear 

pitch accents present more variety of categories. There are two monotonal 

pitch accents, L* and H*, and three bitonal ones: two falling, H+L* and 

H*+L, which share part of their associated meaning, and one rising, L+H* (of 

which we consider L*+H to be a phonetic variant). There are two categories 

of IP-final boundary tones: high (H%) and low (L%). However, vocative 

chants constitute intonational cliché for which two categories have to be 

added to the inventory: a mid-level boundary tone (!H%), and a particular 

pitch accent in French, H+!H*. Moreover, Aranese Occitan presents a rising-

falling bitonal boundary, HL%, shared with Catalan and Spanish, but absent 

from the other varieties of Occitan and French.58  

  

                                            
58  An alternative interpretation could be to consider that L*+H is a distinct 
phonological category in Aranese Occitan (and in Catalan and Spanish), the L* HL% 
configuration being instead L*+H L%. In this case, Aranese prenuclear pitch 
accents could fall in this L*+H category — as was suggested in the first ToBI 
proposal for Spanish (Beckman et al. 2002). 
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Schematic 
representatio

n and label 

Surface  
realization 

Main semantic-pragmatic  
meanings associated 

 
L*/!H* L% 

Progressive 
fall to the end 
of the 
utterance 

Finality in statements 
Information-seeking yes-no questions 
with question marker 
Wh-movement questions 
Soft commands 
French and Occitan from France — Lists 

 
L+H* L% 

Rise in the 
nuclear 
syllable 
followed by a 
fall 

Narrow focus in statements 
Mirative statements, yes-no questions 
and wh-movement questions 
Confirmation-seeking and echo yes-no 
questions 

 
H* L% 

Peak in the 
nuclear vowel 
followed by a 
fall 

Strong commands 
Exhortative requests 
Vocatives 

 
H+L* L% 

Peak at the 
end of the 
pre-accentual 
syllable and 
fall in the 
nuclear 
syllable 

Contradiction statements 
Counter-expectational yes-no and wh-
questions 
Cisalpine Occitan — Broad focus 
statements 
Aranese Occitan — Yes-no questions 
headed by que 

 
H*+L L% 

Early peak in 
the nuclear 
vowel 
followed by a 
fall 

Confirmation-seeking yes-no and wh-
questions 
Occitan and Southern French — 
Implication (epistemic mismatch)  

 
H*+L H% 

Peak in the 
nuclear vowel 
followed by a 
high-mid 
plateau 

Implication (epistemic mismatch) 
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Table 5.2 Nuclear configurations and their associated semantic-pragmatic 
meanings in Occitan and French. 

 
L+H* H% 

Rise in the 
nuclear 
syllable until 
the end of the 
utterance 

Continuation 
Yes-no questions 
French — Vocatives 
French — Wh-movement questions 

 
L* H% 

Low pitch in 
the nuclear 
syllable 
followed by a 
rise 

Aranese Occitan — Yes-no questions 

 
H+L* H% 

Fall in the 
nuclear 
syllable 
followed by a 
rise 

Aranese Occitan — Incredulous yes-no 
questions 

 
L* HL% 

Low pitch in 
the nuclear 
syllable 
followed by a 
rising-falling 
movement 

Aranese Occitan — Exhortative requests 

 
L+H* !H% 

Rise in the 
nuclear 
syllable 
followed by a 
sustained mid 
level plateau 

Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan — 
Vocative chants 

 
H+!H* !H% 

Rise in the 
pre-accentual 
syllable 
followed by a 
sustained mid 
level plateau 

French — Vocative chants 
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In statements, the default nuclear configuration is a progressive fall 

to a low pitch (L* L%) in all French and Occitan varieties but Cisalpine 

Occitan, in which the fall is aligned with the nuclear syllable (H+L* L%). The 

L* L% configuration is also used in soft commands, in a majority of wh-

questions — mostly those that display wh-movement — and in certain yes-

no questions — mainly when they present the lexicalized question marker 

est-ce que in French or es que in Occitan.  

In all varieties continuation is marked by a rise, starting at the onset 

of the nuclear syllable (L+H* H%), or sometimes within the nuclear-accented 

vowel (L* H%). This configuration may be found at the end of non-final 

statements, but also of sentence-initial adverbial phrases and newly 

introduced topics — including non-dislocated nominal subjects. L+H* H% is 

also the default nuclear configuration in yes-no questions, associated with 

many kinds of pragmatic meanings. The prenuclear string may probably 

help to distinguish continuation rises from yes-no questions: in the latter, 

the peak of prenuclear accents is often delayed to the following syllable 

(L+<H*). However, in Aranese Occitan, the nuclear configuration of rising 

yes-no questions is L* H%, as in Catalan and Spanish. In French, wh-

questions with wh-word in situ are usually realized with L+H* H% 

configurations. Wh-in-situ questions do not exist in Occitan and they are 

rare in French varieties that are in contact with Occitan; however, L+H* H% 

is also possible, albeit rare, in wh-movement questions in all varieties.  

The L+H* L% configuration, in which a rise is aligned with the nuclear 

syllable and followed by a fall, is found in a variety of sentence types. It is a 

usual way of marking narrow focus in statements. However, in French and in 

Occitan dialects that are in contact with French, when the focus is 
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contrastive an initial accent (Hi) is generally aligned with the leftmost 

syllable of the first lexical word in the focal domain, the subsequent nuclear 

pitch accent being either low (L*), high ((!)H*) or rising (L+H*). L+H* L% is 

often associated with mirative modality, which corresponds to the 

expression of unexpectedness or unusuality, in many kinds of utterances: 

statements, yes-no questions and wh-questions. In statements, mirativity is 

generally conveyed by a high tonal density and an expanded pitch range: 

many syllables are associated with sharp rising pitch movements — due to 

L+H* pitch accents, but also to initial accents (Hi) —, leading to the frequent 

presence of accentual clashes. L+H* L% contours are also found in 

questions, where they may express requests for confirmation, but also 

incredulity, in which case pitch range is wider. 

Similar rising-falling contours are found in exhortative requests and in 

vocatives, but in these sentence types pitch starts rising earlier, across the 

whole nuclear AP, or at least from the beginning of the syllable preceding 

nuclear stress. Such nuclear configurations, annotated H* L%, are also 

associated with strong commands, but in this case there is a high plateau 

extending from the last prenuclear peak until the nuclear syllable.  

Nevertheless, in Aranese Occitan, another contour is used in 

exhortative requests, which are shared with Catalan and/or Spanish. The 

nuclear configuration, annotated L* HL%, presents a later alignment than in 

other varieties: the accented syllable is realized in a low pitch and followed 

by a rising-falling movement, the peak of which is reached in the following 

syllable. This is the only contour that presents a bitonal boundary tone. 

A particular epistemic bias, in which the speaker expresses that one 

of the addressee’s beliefs might be wrong, is associated with specific 
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nuclear configurations in Occitan and French. When the speaker’s 

disagreement is important, a rising-falling contour H+L* L% in which the fall 

is aligned with the nuclear syllable is realized in all varieties. This 

configuration also serves to express counter-expectation in questions. In 

less adamant statements, Northern French uses a rising nuclear 

configuration called implication contour, which we annotate H*+L H%: a 

peak is reached within the rhyme of the nuclear syllable and followed by a 

mid-high plateau, resulting from the merging of the L trailing tone with the 

H% boundary tone. This contour was also documented in Southern French 

speakers that are not in contact with Occitan anymore. In Occitan and in 

(conservative) Southern French, this contour is realized in a slightly different 

way: the peak is aligned earlier in the nuclear vowel and a subsequent fall 

due to the L trailing tone is sensible within the nuclear rhyme. The end of 

the contour may be realized in a pitch plateau at a mid level (H*+L H%), but 

most of the time pitch falls to the baseline of the speaker’s tessitura (H*+L 

L%). In these contours, the phonetic alignment of the beginning of the rise 

differs across varieties: while it is consistently anchored with the onset of 

the pre-accentual syllable in Southern French and in the Occitan varieties 

spoken in France, it may align later in the pre-accentual rhyme in Northern 

French, and it even anchors with the onset of the nuclear syllable in Aranese 

Occitan, and optionally in Cisalpine Occitan.  

These H*+L L% and H+L* L% rising-falling contours may also be used 

to convey counter-expectation in yes-no questions. However, Aranese 

Occitan uses an H+L* H% configuration for this purpose. H*+L L% may also 

express a request for confirmation in echo yes-no questions. 
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In vocatives, Occitan varieties from France almost only present an 

H* L% configuration. In French, like in other Romance languages, vocatives 

can also be uttered with interrogative rising intonation (L+H* H%). Vocative 

chants consisting of a rise followed by a mid-level plateau have also been 

documented in French, as well as in Occitan from the Aran Valley in 

Catalonia and the Alpine Valleys in Italy. However, the alignment of the 

tonal targets is different in French and in these peripheral varieties of 

Occitan: in French, the mid plateau is realized on the nuclear syllable, the 

peak being anchored with the preceding syllable (H+!H* !H%); in the 

Occitan varieties in contact with other languages, it is the rise that anchors 

with the nuclear syllable, the mid plateau being realized on the following 

material (L+H* !H%), as in the languages with which Occitan is in contact 

there. These stylized contours are the only ones for which it is necessary to 

postulate a specific !H% boundary tone. The proportion of rising contours 

and chants in vocatives is sensitive to insistence: rises are more frequent in 

first calls and chants in insistent calls. In Southern French, the contours used 

in vocatives depend highly on the degree of contact with Occitan: varieties 

that are still in contact use mostly H* L%, but when contact is lost, the 

proportion of rises and chants increases, getting closer to Northern French 

values. 

As a conclusion, the intonational phonology of Occitan and French 

varieties show little differences: most contours associated with particular 

sentence types are shared between both languages in the zones where they 

are in contact. An exception is found with implication contours and 

vocatives: Occitan shows different patterns from Northern French, and the 

uses in Southern French depend on the degree of contact with Occitan. In 
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Occitan, AP-initial accents seem to be restricted to Occitan varieties that 

are in contact with French — although more research is still needed to 

confirm this claim. In the Aran Valley in Catalonia and in the Alpine Valleys 

of Italy, Occitan presents intonational patterns that are absent from the 

other varieties, but shared with the languages with which it is in contact 

there — Catalan and Spanish, or Piedmontese and Italian, respectively. 

Thus, Occitan seems to have borrowed intensively intonational patterns 

from the dominant languages with which it is in contact. The falling 

implication contour constitutes an exception to this, since it has been 

transferred into Southern French. Contact with Occitan also has an influence 

on the syntax of Southern French, lowering the frequency of wh-in-situ 

questions in Southern French, and consequently of rising contours in wh-

questions. The imprint of Occitan can also be seen in the proportions of 

contours used in vocatives, chants and rises being less frequent in Southern 

French. Nevertheless, these instances of shift-induced interference seem 

not to be much robust, since the influence of standard French tends to 

bring the intonational uses of Southern French closer to those of Northern 

French when contact with Occitan is lost. 
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CHAPTER 6.  PHRASING, METRICAL 

STRUCTURE AND ACCENTUATION IN 

OCCITAN, SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN 

FRENCH 

Phrasing is the organization of the speech flow in more or less autonomous 

units of different levels in a hierarchy; it is also referred to as prosodic 

constituent structure. This arrangement in prosodic constituents is part of 

the phonological form of an utterance. It is the result of a series of mapping 

constraints related with morphosyntax, information structure, semantics, 

pragmatics and phonology (see subsection 3.1.1). While the inventory of 

prosodic units is claimed to be universal (see subsection 3.1.2), the 

organization of phrasing, its relations to other linguistic modules and the 

constituents’ phonetic realization may differ between languages and 

varieties.  

Prosodic constituents are domains demarcated by two edges. Their 

head culminates as their most prominent part. Demarcation of prosodic 

constituents is signaled phonetically, mainly at their right edge, which may 

present lengthening and tonal movements. The prominence associated with 

the head of prosodic constituents is called stress. This is a relatively abstract 

notion, which is yet generally associated with a phonetic prominence in the 
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surface realization thanks to local modifications of acoustic parameters such 

as duration, F0 and/or intensity. The prominence of a prosodic constituent’s 

head depends on its level in the hierarchy. The organization of the stress 

patterns in a linguistic variety constitutes its metrical system. When a pitch 

movement is associated with stress, it is referred to as pitch accent. As 

such, pitch-accent distribution, also called accentuation, is an intonational 

phenomenon that is sensitive to metrical heads, and thus to stress patterns. 

Since stress and accents affect the heads of prosodic constituents, it is clear 

that their organization is closely related with phrasing; it is for this reason 

that these three aspects will be treated together.  

In all accounts on French prosody, at least two prosodic constituents 

are distinguished: one is the domain for accentuation, which we will refer to 

as Accentual Phrase (AP); the other is the unit on which an intonational 

contour is deployed, which we will call Intonation Phrase (IP). Nevertheless, 

there is disagreement among scholars on whether another level is needed 

between the AP and the IP, some authors having proposed to take into 

account a unit called intermediate phrase (ip). One of the contributions of 

this thesis is to provide more evidence for this unit in French and in Occitan, 

through the analysis of semi-spontaneous speech in different varieties of 

French and Occitan according to the methodology exposed in subsection 

4.2.2.1. This is the object of section 6.1, in which we describe the realization 

and formation patterns of the higher constituents of the prosodic hierarchy. 

The AP is the domain for accentuation in French. This unit, which may 

contain several lexical words, is marked by a final pitch accent and may 

present an initial rise at its left edge. AP-internal lexical words are usually 

not accented in French, and French has been said to lack lexical stress 
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altogether (see subsections 3.2.2.4 and 3.2.2.5). By contrast, Occitan has a 

contrastive lexical stress, culminating at the Prosodic Word level (see 

subsection 3.2.2.3). However, it also displays pitch movements on syllables 

that do not bear lexical stress, which recall the AP-initial rises of French (see 

subsection 3.2.2.5). This thesis aims at providing an answer to two questions 

related with the consequences of language contact between Occitan and 

French in Southern France: (i) does the AP play a role in the stress and 

accentual patterns of Occitan? and (ii) is the Prosodic Word relevant for the 

metrical structure of Southern French? In section 6.2 we give evidence for 

the AP in Occitan and Southern French, describing from a comparative 

point of view the tonal and metric organization of APs in these varieties and 

in Northern French, on the basis of the analysis of fable summaries, 

complemented by intonation questionnaires (see methodology in 

subsection 4.2.2.1).  

An acoustic experiment on fable summaries in Italian, two varieties of 

Occitan — in contact with Italian and Piedmontese or with French, 

respectively —, Southern and Northern French, enabled us to test the 

predictions of our model of phrasing and accentuation, based on the 

Prosodic Word, the AP, the ip, the IP and the utterance. The results of this 

study are exposed in subsection 6.3. Finally, subsection 6.4 proposes a 

diachronic explanation, based on the bracketed metrical grid, of how 

metrical structure and pitch-accent distribution may have evolved from Latin 

to Romance, and especially to Occitan and French. Moreover, this model 

clarifies which may have been the influence of language contact in Southern 

France on metrical structure and pitch-accent distribution in Occitan and 

Southern French. 
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6.1.  The higher constituents in the prosodic hierarchy 
Speech flow is not continuous: some chunks can be identified in it, delimited 

by prosodic breaks. These breaks normally align to the right of constituents. 

They are instantiated by the presence of pauses, final lengthening and/or 

specific tonal configurations. Such prosodic constituents present syllables 

that are more prominent than others; they constitute the head of the 

constituent. The degree of prominence of these heads establishes metrical 

patterns, which are supposed to reflect the hierarchical organization of the 

constituents. If two constituents belong to the same phonological 

categories, they must present similar properties in their surface realization. 

By contrast, the alignment patterns of metrical heads as well as their tonal 

realization may differ across constituent types. 

Albeit the divergences between models for French prosody (see 

Chapter 3), there is a common agreement on the fact that intonational 

contours are deployed over a higher prosodic unit in the hierarchy, which 

has been called Intonation(al) Phrase, Unité Intonative (‘Intonational Unit’), 

Groupe Intonatif (‘Intonational Group’), among others. The intonational 

contour associated with this constituent, to which we shall refer as 

Intonation Phrase (IP), conveys semantic-pragmatic meaning. In particular, 

the final part of the pitch curve is its most informative part. In the 

Autosegmental-Metrical framework, the end of the contour is referred to as 

nuclear configuration, which consists of a pitch accent and a boundary tone. 

This pitch accent is associated with the most prominent syllable in the IP — 

the IP’s head —, which is said to bear nuclear stress. The boundary tone is 

aligned with the right edge of the IP, which presents final lengthening.  
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Nevertheless, disagreement remains among models with respect to 

the internal organization of the IP. Some scholars have proposed that in 

French an intermediate prosodic unit is needed between the AP, which is 

the relevant unit for accentuation, and the IP. Such a constituent, called 

intermediate phrase (ip) (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986) or Major 

(Phonological) Phrase (Selkirk 1986 and subsequent work), has been found 

to be relevant in many languages, including most Romance varieties (Frota 

and Prieto to appear, 2015; Frota et al. 2007). In French, this unit has been 

related with long subject NPs, for instance (d’Imperio and Michelas 2010; 

Michelas and Imperio 2010; Michelas 2011). It has also been used to 

account for the phrasing patterns of dislocated and post-focal elements (Jun 

and Fougeron 2000), corresponding to Di Cristo and Hirst’s (1996) Segment 

d’Unité Intonative. However, other authors consider that this unit is 

superfluous (Delais-Roussarie 2000, among others; Post 2000).  

In order to determine whether an intermediate phrase (ip) level is 

needed, specific cues for it have to be found in the surface realization: the 

edges and/or the head of an ip must present phonetic markers that differ 

from both those of an IP and of an AP. For this purpose, we examined the 

realization of prosodic breaks and metrical heads in semi-spontaneous 

speech — fable summaries and intonation questionnaires — in Occitan, 

Southern and Northern French, according to the methodology exposed in 

section 4.2.1. The phonetic correlates that we took into account as markers 

of prosodic breaks were silent pauses and final lengthening at the edges of 

constituents. The results are presented in subsection 6.1.1. As for metrical 

heads, we examined their relative prominence, due to variations in F0, 

intensity and duration. These observations are exposed in subsection 6.1.2. 
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Another important factor is intonation: one the one hand, the edges of both 

ips and IPs have been described as being marked by boundary tones, and, 

on the other hand, it has often been put forward that nuclear pitch accents 

may display more different types than other accents. Different tonal 

realizations associated with heads and edges of constituents should provide 

evidence for distinct constituent categories. The intonational analysis is 

presented in subsection 6.1.3. In subsection 6.1.4, we sum up the 

phonological properties of IPs and ips, and their mapping patterns with 

respect to syntax and information structure. 

6.1.1. Prosodic breaks: si lent pauses and final lengthening 
Pauses may be silent or filled with lengthened segmental material in cases 

of hesitations. In this subsection, although they were quite frequent in our 

spontaneous speech data, we will not treat hesitations, since they were 

found to occur fairly anywhere in the utterances. For instance, in Figure 

6.20, the speaker hesitates on the object and realizes a pause after a 

determiner. We do not consider such pauses to be directly related with 

phonological structure but rather with cognitive processes of online 

elaboration of the discourse content or momentary difficulties to access 

lexicon. By contrast, other silent pauses and final lengthening do reflect 

phonological prosodic organization. While silent pauses usually can be 

identified easily, since speech is clearly interrupted, the perception of other 

prosodic breaks relies on subtler phonetic correlates that show gradient 

modulations: duration, F0, intensity and possibly articulatory features. 

In all varieties, when a pause occurs, it is generally at the right edge 

of complete speech acts, of clauses (that is, CPs; see for instance the 

temporal subordinate clause in Figure 6.18), of constituents in the left 
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periphery of sentences (typically Topic Phrases, but also vocatives, for 

instance), of parentheses and appositions (such as non-restrictive relative 

clauses, for instance), or sometimes of nominal subjects (in canonical 

position, Spec,IP).  

 
Figure 6.1 Southern French example with pauses after a left dislocated 
element and the subject: Et le manteau, le voyageur le resserrait encore 
plus (‘And the jacket, the traveller tightened it even more’), uttered by the 
Southern French speaker SF_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (sub-corpus 
IntOcFr, fable). 

In Figure 6.1, three silent pauses can be detected: to the right of the 

left dislocated topic (183 ms), to the right of the nominal subject (90 ms), 

and at the end of the sentence (966 ms — not entirely visible in the Figure).  
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aLHi L+H*   H% aL Hi L+H* H- aL Hi H* !H* L* L%

e ˌlə man ˈto lə ˌvwa ja ˈʒœɾ ləɾ ˌse ˈre aŋ ˈkɔ rə ˈply

Et le manteau, le voyageur le resserrait encore plus.
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Figure 6.2 Example of an utterance with a complex embedded syntactic 
structure: pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur (‘to try and 
make the traveller take off his jacket’), uttered by the Northern French 
speaker NF_Li_IS01 from Lille (sub-corpus IntOcFr, fable). 

However, pauses may also appear at the right edge of more 

embedded constituents when these contain several lexical heads. This is for 

instance the case in Figure 6.2: a 270 ms silent pause is realized inside a 

causative structure, between the verb phrase expressing the causativized 

predicate enlever le manteau, which contains two accented lexical heads, 

and the prepositional phrase corresponding to the causee au voyageur. 

Thus, while they seem to be banned between APs, the occurrence of pauses 

is not prohibited at the right edge of any superior constituent. As such, 

silent pauses do not seem to be a helpful factor to distinguish different 

types of higher constituents. 

Some constituent-final accented syllables are remarkably longer than others. 

When they are followed by a weak syllable, this one may also show a longer 

duration then other weak syllables, but not obligatorily. In Figure 6.1, the 

three syllables that are followed by pauses are much longer than the 

preceding ones, and also than the AP-final pitch-accented one in le 
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pu ʁe se ˈje də fɛ ˌʁɑ̃l ˈve lə mɑ̃ ˈto o vwa ja ˈʒœʁ

pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur,
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resserrait. In 

 

Figure 6.6, the two syllables followed by a pause (-teau and -geur) are also 

longer than the others. Although it is difficult to detect clear patterns in our 

data, since it consists of spontaneous speech, with many variations in 

speech rate, the degree of lengthening of these syllables appears to be 

generally greater before a pause; however, some syllables that are not 

followed by a pause also present a high degree of lengthening. From the 

observation of our data, stemming from fable summaries and intonation 

questionnaires, what can be said about final lengthening is that it seems to 

occur at the end of phrases after which a pause would be allowed, even 

when no pause is realized: complete speech acts, full CPs, constituents in 

the left periphery of sentences, parentheses, appositions, vocatives, 

nominal subjects and phrases that wrap several APs together. It is also 

observed at the end of focal domains, even when they are directly followed 

by post-focal material.  
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pu ʁe se ˈje də fɛ ˌʁɑ̃l ˈve lə mɑ̃ ˈto o vwa ja ˈʒœʁ

pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur,
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Figure 6.3 Occitan example composed of five APs organized in four 
intermediate phrases: ieu, sabes, siái pas tròp expèrta, en cadèus (‘As far as 
I’m concerned, you know, I’m not an expert in gifts’), uttered by speaker 
Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 

Differences in syllabic duration can be seen among the five pitch-

accented syllables of the Occitan example in Figure 6.3. Syllable 6, trò-, is 

the shortest one; its duration is similar to that of the preceding non-pitch-

accented syllables in the same phrase. By contrast, the other four pitch-

accented syllables are longer: the first syllable of the utterance, ieu, which 

corresponds to a left dislocated pronoun; the second syllable, sa-, which 

belongs to a parenthetical; syllable 8, -pèr-, which is the last accented 

syllable of the focal domain and receives the most prominent accent; and 

the last one, -dèus, which is the last accented syllable of the utterance. The 

post-accentual one -ta at the end of the focal domain is also quite long for a 

metrically weak syllable. Syllable 6 (-trò) is the head of an AP, while the 

other pitch-accented syllables must head constituents of a higher level in 

the hierarchy. Syllable 8 (-pèr-), which is the most prominent in the 

utterance, is the head of the IP. 
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ˈjew ˈsa es ˌsjɔj pas ˈtɾɔ pes ˈpɛɾ tɔ eŋ ka ˈðɛws

ieu, sabes, siái pas tròp expèrta en cadèus
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6.1.2. Relative prominence of metrical heads 
Prominence is a gradual perceptive property of elements, for instance 

syllables, which are more or less salient in their environment. In the 

phonetics, it is conveyed by a set of acoustic factors, namely an 

augmentation of duration, an increase in intensity, and the amplitude of 

(rising or falling) F0 movements, often accompanied by a more accurate 

articulation of segments. The degree of prominence of a syllable results 

from a combination of variations of these parameters: the bigger the 

variation, the more prominent the syllable. As a matter of course, accented 

syllables are more prominent than non-accented ones; but among accented 

syllables, some of them are more prominent than others. This reflects 

different degrees of culmination: accented syllables with different degrees 

of prominence correspond to the head of prosodic constituents of different 

levels in the hierarchy. The higher a constituent is in the hierarchy, the more 

prominent the syllable that heads it. 

In the example in Figure 6.3 above, some syllables are more 

prominent than others: syllables 1, 2, 6, 8 and 12. It is obviously the five 

ones that are pitch-accented, since they host F0 movements; they all are the 

heads of APs. But among these syllables, syllable 6 (trò-) is less prominent 

that the others: although it bears a pitch movement, it is not longer than 

non-accented syllables. By contrast, syllable 8 (-pèr-) is the most prominent 

one, showing the widest pitch excursion and the highest intensity peak in 

the whole utterance. The other three pitch-accented syllables show an 

intermediate level of prominence. 

Such differences in metrical prominence have been observed in the 

whole corpus. As a consequence, it seems that at least three types of AP-
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final syllables have to be distinguished: (i) syllables hosting a pitch accent 

but showing no important lengthening; (ii) syllables that besides a pitch 

accent also present lengthening; and (iii) syllables that, moreover, show an 

intensity peak and a wider pitch excursion. These must correspond to the 

head of three distinct constituent types. The first level represents the 

lowest level of pitch-accented syllables: AP-final accented syllables. The 

other two types of accented syllables must correspond to the heads of 

higher constituents: the intermediate phrase (ip) and the Intonation Phrase 

(IP), respectively.  
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6.1.3. Intonational properties of metrical heads and constituent 
edges 
In the example in Figure 6.3 (reproduced her as Figure 6.4), the five pitch-

accented syllables do not all present the same pitch accents. Syllables 1 and 

6 show rising pitch accents L+H*. Syllables 2 and 12 are realized as pitch 

plateaus, one high (H*) and one low (L*). Syllable 8, which is the one that 

presents the widest pitch excursion and the highest intensity, presents a 

falling pitch movement, which we label H+L*, following the Oc_ToBI 

conventions (Sichel-Bazin et al. to appear, 2015).  

 
Figure 6.4 Occitan example composed of five APs organized in four 
intermediate phrases: ieu, sabes, siái pas tròp expèrta, en cadèus (‘As far as 
I’m concerned, you know, I’m not an expert in gifts’), uttered by speaker 
Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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ieu, sabes, siái pas tròp expèrta en cadèus
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The analysis of fable summaries and intonation questionnaires 

enabled us to determine in which positions each type of pitch accent could 

appear (see Chapter 5). Falling pitch accents of the type H+L* and H*+L 

never occur more than once in a sentence and are always associated with 

the end of the informational focus: they may only appear in nuclear position, 

associated with the head of an IP. 59  Nuclear accents are involved in 

conveying a special pragmatic meaning: in the case of the falling accents 

H+L* and H*+L, the speaker urges — in a more or less adamant way, 

respectively — his or her interlocutor to revise a possible belief that he or 

she thinks that the hearer has (see subsection 5.1.3.2).  

By contrast, as we saw in section 5.1.1, H* and L+H* may occur at the 

end of several prenuclear APs within a sentence, without being associated 

with any particular meaning. L* often appears at the end of declarative 

sentences; it may be associated with the end of the focal domain, but also 

with parentheticals and post-focal material as it is the case for syllable 12 in 

the example in Figure 6.4. It is also possible to find L* pitch accents in other 

positions, such as at the end of elements of a list, for instance (see 

subsection 5.1.1). However, this type of pitch accent is always associated 

with final lengthening and does usually not appear at the end of an AP 

inside a higher constituent. Thus, the variety of possible pitch accent types 

increases with the metrical level of the constituent head with which it is 

associated:  

                                            
59 Nevertheless, when an utterance contains a list and the elements of the list are 
all focalized, it is possible to find this pitch accent type at the end of each element. 
In this case, the list can be conceived as a juxtaposition of elliptic sentences. 
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- Monotonal high pitch accents may anchor with any stressed 
syllable. They are annotated ‘(!)H*’ when they are associated with 
primary stressed syllables and ‘Hi’ with secondary stressed ones. 

- L+H* usually surfaces at the end of APs that are not ip-internal. 
- The occurrence of L* is restricted to the end of ips and IPs (see 

chapter 5). 
- Falling pitch accents (H+L* and H*+L) may only appear in the focal 

domain, and thus only once in a sentence, associated with the 
head of the IP (see subsection 5.1.3.2). 

So far, the analysis of metrical heads gives two arguments for 

distinguishing two levels above the AP, namely the intermediate phrase (ip) 

and the Intonation Phrase (IP): the degree of prominence of their head — 

related with lengthening, intensity, and amplitude of pitch movement — 

and the possible pitch accent types that may be associated with them. 

Pitch movements are not restricted to metrically strong syllables: 

they may also occur at the edges of prosodic constituents; they are then 

said to be due to the presence of boundary tones. In this case, they may be 

realized on weak syllables. Boundary tones may align with the right edge of 

ips and IPs. In this case, they are more often realized on metrically weak 

syllables in Occitan and Southern French than in Northern French, since it is 

rare in this latter variety to find a realized schwa syllable after the pitch-

accented one. When there is no post-accentual syllable, both the pitch 

accent and the boundary tone are realized on the same syllable.  

All constituents that are affected by final lengthening, that is, ips and 

IPs, show particular tonal movements at their right edge, which may be falls, 

rises or plateaus. When they present the same directionality as the previous 

pitch accent, they may increase the range of the pitch excursion; in the 

opposite case, they may reduce it, mainly when speech rate is high. 
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In Figure 6.1, which we reproduce below as Figure 6.5 for 

commodity, the rise at the right edge of the dislocated element shows a 

much larger pitch excursion than the AP-final rise on le resserrait. The rise 

on the final syllable of the subject presents an intermediate pitch range. The 

three-way distinction in the pitch height of the rises seems to indicate three 

different levels of phrasing: the first constituent, corresponding to the topic, 

is phrased in an IP, the subject in an ip, and the verb heads an AP. We 

interpret the wider pitch range observed at the end of the first two 

constituents as being due to the presence of high boundary tones of two 

different nature: H% and H-, respectively.  

 
Figure 6.5 Southern French example with pauses after a left dislocated 
element and the subject: Et le manteau, le voyageur le resserrait encore 
plus (‘And the jacket, the traveller tightened it even more’), uttered by the 
Southern French speaker SF_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (sub-corpus 
IntOcFr, fable). 
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Et le manteau, le voyageur le resserrait encore plus.
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In Figure 6.2 (reproduced as 

 

Figure 6.6), the rise at the end of the utterance is much sharper than 

all the preceding ones. This indicates the right edge of an IP, marked by an 

H% boundary tone. The fourth syllable (-yer) presents a rising movement, 

which must correspond to an AP-final L+H* pitch accent. The syllable that 

precedes the pause (-teau) starts at a higher pitch level than the preceding 

syllable, indicating the presence of a rising pitch accent. However, is 

realized with a falling pitch movement. This final fall must be due to the 

presence of a low tonal target at the end of the constituent, which we 

interpret as an ip-final L- boundary tone. Note that the final pitch accent on 

enlever, which is ip-internal, is not a rise but a downstepped high accent 

(!H*), making it less prominent than other pitch accents. 
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pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur,
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Figure 6.6 Example of an utterance with a complex embedded syntactic 
structure: pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur (‘to try and 
make the traveller take off his jacket’), uttered by the Northern French 
speaker NF_Li_IS01 from Lille (sub-corpus IntOcFr, fable). 
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pour essayer de faire enlever le manteau au voyageur,
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In order to exemplify the realization of constituent-final pitch 

movements and the metrical heads that precede them, we selected an 

extract (12 seconds) of connected speech from a Southern French fable 

summary. This extract contains four pragmatically interrelated sentences: 

two in Figure 6.7, one in Figure 6.8 and one in Figure 6.9. The first two 

sentences are juxtaposed independent clauses; the third sentence is 

constituted of two correlative clauses both introduced by the comparative 

plus; and both the third and fourth sentences are introduced by the 

coordinating conjunction et. All four sentences share the same discourse 

topic: it is presented at the very beginning by the subject la bise and 

resumed by the anaphoric pronoun elle in the second and last sentences, as 

well as by the possessive ses in the last sentence. A secondary topic, le 

vieillard, is introduced in the third sentence; it is resumed in the second 

clause of this sentence and in the last sentence by the anaphoric pronouns il 

and lui, respectively. The previous and following parts of the discourse are 

related with other topics. 
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Figure 6.7 Southern French example: La bise essaya la première ; elle souffla 
de toutes ses forces ; (‘The North Wind tried first; it blew with all its 
strength;’), uttered by speaker SF_La_CC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 

 
Figure 6.8 Southern French example: et, plus elle avan… plus le vieillard 
avançait, plus il serrait son manteau (‘and, the more it was… the more the 
old man was going forward, the more he tightened his jacket’), uttered by 
speaker SF_La_CC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 
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La bise essaya la première; elle souffla de toutes ses forces;
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et, plus elle avan... plus le vieillard avançait, plus il serrait son manteau,
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Figure 6.9 Southern French example: et, malgré tous ses efforts, elle ne 
réussit pas à lui faire enlever le manteau (‘and, in spite of all the efforts it 
made, it didn’t manage to make him take off his jacket’), uttered by speaker 
SF_La_CC01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 

If we look at the metrical prominence of syllables in this example, we 

can easily identify the heads of different constituent types: 

- APs, marked by a break index 2, at the end of essaya and souffla 
(Figure 6.7), plus, vieillard, plus and serrait (Figure 6.8), faire and 
enlever (Figure 6.9) 

- ips, marked by a break index 3, at the end of bise (Figure 6.7), et, 
plus and avançait (Figure 6.8), et, efforts and pas (Figure 6.9) 

- IPs, marked by a break index 4, at the end of première and forces 
(Figure 6.7), manteau (Figure 6.8) and manteau (Figure 6.9). These 
correspond to the end of the sentences. 

The degree of final lengthening is proportional to the level of the 

constituent in the hierarchy, and so is the amplitude of the final pitch 

excursion when it is rising; silent pauses only occur after IPs and ips.  

 The first three IPs end in a L+H* H% continuation rise and the last 

one in a final fall L* L%, the two most typical nuclear configurations found in 

statements (see subsection 5.1.1). As far as ip-final contours are concerned, 
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ˈe mal ɡʁe ˌtu se ze ˈfɔʁ ʔɛl nə ʁe y ˌsi ˈpa a ly ˈfɛ ʁa ̃ ləˈveləman ˈto

et, malgré tous ses efforts, elle ne réussit pas à lui faire enlever le manteau.
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all ips in this example present an L+(!)H* pitch accents. All other AP-final 

pitch accents are H* or L+H*. The two coordinating conjunctions et present 

continuation rises L+H* H-, realized in a reduced pitch range with respect to 

IP-final ones, but wider than AP-final pitch accents. The other ips present L- 

boundary tones when the IP-final one is H%, and H- boundary tones when 

the IP-final one is L%. This tonal organization corresponds to Martin’s (1987, 

2006, 2008) principles of sélection à droite (‘right-selection’), according to 

which the intonational structure of an utterance is conditioned and 

determined by its final contour, and inversion de pente (‘slope inversion’), 

which states that intonational groups that are related together must show 

contours with inverted slopes (see subsection 3.3.2.1). If we consider the 

whole example in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 as constituting an 

utterance, these two principles apply at the IP-level with respect to the 

utterance-final contour, and also at the ip-level with respect to the IP-final 

contour. Since ip-final falls clearly do not express semantic-pragmatic 

meaning as do IP-final falls, it appears to be necessary to distinguish these 

two levels marked by final boundary tones below the utterance. These 

configurations have been found in all varieties of Occitan and French. 
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6.1.4. Construction and phonological properties of higher 
prosodic constituents 

6.1.4.1. The Intonation Phrase 

The Intonation Phrase (IP) is the constituent over which an intonational 

contour is deployed. It is constructed on the basis of a syntactic 

independent clause. Main stress, also referred to as nuclear stress, is 

instantiated in the surface realization by an important increase in duration, 

intensity and range of the pitch movement that is associated to it. It is 

assigned to the rightmost stressed syllable in the focal domain.60 As such, 

the position of the head of the IP is not determined by phonological 

constraints but by information structure. 

The head of the IP is associated with a nuclear pitch accent. While 

prenuclear and postnuclear pitch accents present may be either high (H*), 

rising (L+H*) or low (L*), nuclear pitch accent present more variety, including 

also H+L* and H*+L falling accents (see chapter 5). The right edge of an IP 

is marked by final lengthening and is associated with a boundary tone, 

which may be either high (H%) or low (L%).61 The combination of nuclear 

pitch accent and IP-final boundary tone, called nuclear configuration, is the 

part of the intonational contour that is involved in the expression of 

semantic-pragmatic meaning. The other tones of the contour are assigned 

by default mechanisms.  

                                            
60  This is true for all utterance types except wh-questions presenting wh-
movement. In this case, the focus is the wh-word, which appears in first position in 
the matrix sentence. However, nuclear stress affects the last stressed syllable in 
the matrix sentence. 
61 A mid boundary tone (!H%) is also found in vocative chants. 
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Since the nuclear pitch accent is associated with to the last stressed 

syllable in the focal domain and sentence only have one focus, theoretically 

only one nuclear configuration may appear in a sentence. In fact, this is not 

surprising since the syntactic sentence is the domain to which a semantic-

pragmatic meaning can be associated. As such, there should be a one-to-

one mapping between syntactic sentences and IPs. However, it is often 

difficult to distinguish between an ip ending in an L+H* H- configuration 

and an IP presenting an L+H* H% continuation rise, especially at low speech 

rates. This is often the case in lists and in prenuclear position for left-

dislocated constituents or nominal subjects, mainly when they introduce 

new topics (see Figure 6.5 above, for instance). Actually, the continuation 

rise is quite unmarked pragmatically: its only expresses that the utterance is 

not finished. Thus, one must acknowledge the possibility for ips to be 

promoted to the status of IPs; in this case, they usually are assigned a 

continuation rise L+H* H% contour, as a default nuclear configuration. 

IPs that correspond to pragmatically related sentences, for example 

those that share a same discourse topic, may be grouped together in a 

higher prosodic constituent: the utterance. It is not clear whether this unit is 

really indispensable, but it is helpful to account for the distribution of 

continuation rises (L+H* H%) and final falls (L* L%) in statements, following 

Martin’s (1987, 2006, 2008) principles of sélection à droite (‘right-selection’) 

and inversion de pente (‘slope inversion’). 

No differences in the construction of IPs could be detected between 

Occitan and French. The only differences are found at the intonational level, 

in the association between contours and semantic-pragmatic meaning (see 

chapter 5). 
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6.1.4.2. The intermediate phrase 

The intermediate phrase (ip) is a prosodic phrase that participates in the 

internal organization of the IP. Its right edge is, like for the IP, marked by 

final lengthening and a boundary tone and may be followed by a silent 

pause. However, the degree of lengthening and the range of the final pitch 

excursion are usually reduced with respect to those found at the end of an 

IP. Main phrasal stress is always assigned to its last stressed syllable. Like 

nuclear stress, it is instantiated in the phonetics by an increase in duration, 

intensity and range of the pitch movement, but in lower proportions. 

As has been shown in the literature on many languages (see 

subsection 3.1.1.3), dislocated elements, parentheses, appositions (such as 

non-restrictive relative clauses, for instance), tag-questions, vocatives — 

when they are not in isolated form, in which case they constitute an 

independent IP — and nominal subjects are usually phrased in ips in Occitan 

and French too. Moreover, complex syntactic structures may trigger the 

formation of ips: semantically related APs may be phrased together in an ip, 

which sometimes helps disentangle scope ambiguities. Information 

structure also has an influence on prosodic phrasing: an ip-boundary is 

introduced at the right edge of the focal domain. 

However, as has been said in the previous subsection (6.1.4.1), 

structures that trigger the formation of ips may be promoted to the status 

of IPs. This is in particular the case of constituents in the left periphery and 

nominal subjects, as well as elements of lists, especially at low speech rates. 

On the contrary, some structures may also be demoted to the status 

of APs, especially at high speech rates. This may for instance be the case 
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when several left-dislocated constituents are consecutive, which may be 

grouped together in the same ip. This is also generally the case of nominal 

subjects enclosing only one lexical head, mainly when the following 

predicate also contains only one, responding to a constraint that promotes 

binarity in prosodic constituents (see subsection 3.1.1.3). If the predicate is 

monosyllabic, this creates a clash with the final pitch accent of the subject. 

Such clashes are maintained: a nominal subject must at least consist of one 

AP on its own. If we compare the examples in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, 

uttered by the same speaker, we see that in the first case the subject 

constitutes an ip, which presents final lengthening and ends in a L- 

boundary tone, while in the second it is demoted to the AP level, realized 

with a lower degree of lengthening and a narrower pitch range.62 However, 

albeit the clash with the following verb, the final pitch accent of the subject 

is maintained in both cases. 

                                            
62 We consider that he fall at the end of the subject in Figure 6.11 is not due to a 
final boundary tone but to a low tonal target belonging to the following AP — be it 
an initial boundary tone (aL) or a leading tone of the pitch accent. 
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Figure 6.10 Northern French example with a nominal subject phrased in an 
ip: la bise souffle très fort (‘The North Wind blows very strong’), uttered by 
speaker NF_Or_HJ01 from Orléans. 

 
Figure 6.11 Northern French example with a nominal subject phrased in an 
AP: le soleil brille de plus en plus (‘The Sun shines more and more’), uttered 
by speaker NF_Or_HJ01 from Orléans. 

The most frequent pitch accent associated with the head of an ip is 

L+H*. However, L* and H* are also possible, mainly in parentheses and 

post-focal sequences, where they usually constitute a copy of the preceding 

boundary tone, resulting in a pitch plateau over the whole ip. L* may also 

appear in lists in French and in the Occitan varieties spoken in France. 
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Le soleil brille de plus en plus
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The nature of the ip-final boundary tone (L-, H-) depends on the 

nature of the IP-final boundary tone (L%, (!)H%). In prenuclear position, 

Martin’s (1987, 2006, 2008) principles of sélection à droite (‘right-selection’) 

and inversion de pente (‘slope inversion’) usually apply, leading ip- and IP-

final boundary tones to exhibit opposite values. By contrast, ips 

corresponding to post-focal material and parentheses usually copy the 

preceding boundary tone — except in tag questions.  

 

This conception of the organization of phrasing in IPs and ips in 

Occitan and French, which arises from the observation of our semi-

spontaneous data, has to be tested quantitatively. To insure the validity of 

the claims made in this section, a comparative acoustic study was 

conducted on fable summaries in Occitan, French and Italian. Before 

presenting the results of this study (see section 0), we will proceed with the 

characterization of lower prosodic constituents in Occitan and French. 
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6.2.  The Accentual Phrase and its internal organization 
The different accounts for French prosody all coincide on the fact that a 

particular prosodic constituent is especially relevant for accentuation, which 

has been called Accentual Phrase, Groupe/Unité Rythmique (Rhythmic 

Group/Unit), Groupe Accentuel (Accent Group), Phonological Phrase, 

among other denominations (see Chapter 3). Following Beckman and 

Pierrehumbert (1986), Jun and Fougeron (2000, 2002) and Delais-Roussarie 

et al. (to appear, 2015), we shall retain the expression Accentual Phrase (AP) 

for this unit. It contains a lexical head and its dependent elements on its left, 

which include clitics but also prenominal adjectives and auxiliaries. The AP is 

characterized by a final pitch accent associated with its last full syllable, 

which constitutes its head. Moreover, a pitch rise may occur at its left edge, 

most often on the leftmost lexical word’s first syllable.  

However, models for French prosody diverge on their understanding 

of the internal organization of the AP, especially on the status of the 

Prosodic Word. If there is to remain lexical stress in French, its position is in 

any case predictable from the segmental content of the last syllable. Post 

(2000) considers that accents on AP-internal lexical words are, albeit not 

frequent, possible, and regards initial accents as cases of stress shift at the 

Prosodic Word level. However, since the domain for accentuation is the AP 

and initial accents are optional, most of the time AP-internal lexical words 

do not show any prominence in (standard) French. As such, it has been 

argued by many authors that French lacks lexical stress altogether 

(Astésano 2001, among others; Dell 1984; Fouché 1959; Trubeckoj 1939). 

Therefore, the Prosodic Word is often not hold as a pertinent unit in French.  
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Occitan prosody has not been the object of much literature yet. 

However, this language maintains contrastive lexical stress; as a 

consequence, the Prosodic Word is supposed to be relevant. Initial accents 

have been detected on syllables that do not bear lexical stress in Occitan 

(Hualde 2003, 2004; Sichel-Bazin 2009b), putting forwards the question of 

the possible relevance of the AP in Occitan. On the other hand, the second 

question that arises is whether contact with Occitan might have led 

Southern French to retain lexical stress, that is, metrical culmination at the 

Prosodic Word level. 

At the lowest level of the prosodic hierarchy above the syllable, feet 

have been used for different purposes in analyses of French prosody. For 

Selkirk (1978) and Montreuil (2002), in French any syllable whose nucleus is a 

full vowel heads a foot, whereas schwa syllables are joined in a trochee with 

the preceding syllable. Such feet permit to explain several segmental 

processes, such as the Loi de Position that affect the height of mid vowels 

(see subsection 3.2.2.4), for instance; however, they are not involved in 

prominence patterns. By contrast, Goad and colleagues (Goad and Buckley 

2006; Goad and Prévost 2008) argue that the foot is a relevant unit for 

prominence assignment in French, and that two different types are present: 

while an iamb aligns with the right edge of the AP, a trochee marks the left 

edge of the first lexical word in the AP. On the contrary, other scholars 

abandon the foot unit and base their model on the metrical grid to account 

for prominence patterns within the AP (Andreassen and Eychenne 2013, for 

instance). 

In our examination of Occitan, Southern and Northern French data, 

we observed the distribution of AP-internal prominences in order to 
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establish patterns in the different varieties. It appears that different levels of 

stress have to be distinguished inside the AP in Occitan and Southern 

French, arguing in favor of taking both the foot and the Prosodic Word into 

account in these varieties.  

6.2.1. Common features of APs in Occitan, Southern and 
Northern French 
In this thesis, we follow mainly Delais-Roussarie et al.’s (to appear, 2015) 

F_ToBI and Sichel-Bazin et al.’s (to appear, 2015) Oc_ToBI proposals for the 

prosodic transcription of French and Occitan, respectively (see subsection 

3.3.2.3). Our observations of Northern French data confirm both the 

phrasing patterns and the tonal realizations described in the literature on 

French APs (see subsection 3.2.2.5). Therefore, we will not insist much on 

these aspects. As it is known, APs, which may include several lexical words, 

present a final pitch accent at their right edge. They often begin with a low 

boundary tone (aL), which associates with the left edge of the first lexical 

word and may spread to the left. Initial accents (Hi) may be found near the 

AP’s left edge, usually aligned with the first syllable of the first lexical word 

of the AP but sometimes also on previous clitics. The final pitch accent may 

be realized either as a rising movement involving a preceding low tonal 

target or as a high tone (other realizations are possible in nuclear position). 

The high tone is usually downstepped with respect to the preceding high 

target within an ip, especially when they are not separated by any low tone. 

The same tonal structure was observed Southern French too, as can 

be seen in the two APs of the example in Figure 6.12. Both APs begin with a 

low boundary tone (aL), and the lexical words present initial rises (Hi) on 

their first syllable and a pitch accent on their final syllable. The final pitch 
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accent of the first AP consists of a downstepped high tone (!H*), while in the 

second AP it is realized as a rising movement (which we annotate L+H*). 

 
Figure 6.12 Southern French example with two APs realized with an aL 
initial boundary tone, an initial rise and a final pitch accent: et il a réchauffé 
le voyageur (‘and it warmed up the traveller’), uttered by speaker 
SF_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 
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As already observed by Hualde (2003, 2004), we also found initial 

rises in our corpus in Occitan, like in French. Figure 6.13 shows an adverbial 

phrase in Occitan that presents a rising pitch movement on the first syllable 

of the adverb, as well as a rising pitch accent on its final syllable, which is 

lexically stressed. Such Occitan adverbs are constructed on the feminine 

form of an adjective, here finala) plus the stressed suffix -ment. As can be 

seen in the example, the syllable that bears lexical stress in the adjective 

(-na-) is not stressed in the adverb. This differs from the normal realization 

of adverbs in -ment(e) in other Romance languages like Catalan, Spanish or 

Italian, where the two stresses are maintained (see subsection 3.2.2.2). 

However, the vowel that corresponds to the feminine marker of the 

adjective undergoes vowel reduction in a majority of Occitan dialects, as 

can be seen in the figure: the vowel transcribed -a- is pronounced [ɔ]. This 

allophone of the phoneme /a/ only appears in post-stressed position (see 

subsection 3.2.2.3). Therefore, stress must be assigned in the adjective at 

one stage of the derivation so that vowel reduction can occur, and then be 

erased by adjunction of the stressed suffix. If we compare this example with 

its French translation in Figure 6.14 found in a Northern French fable 

summary of our corpus, we can see that the tonal pattern is exactly the 

same in Occitan and in French. 
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Figure 6.13 Occitan example of initial rise: e finalament (‘and in the end’), 
uttered by speaker Oc_La_JV02 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, fable). 

 
Figure 6.14 Northern French example of initial rise: et finalement (‘and in 
the end’), uttered by speaker NF_Li_MG01 from Lille (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
fable). 
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Besides the fact that Occitan and Southern French present initial rises 

like Northern French, they also present similar phrasing patterns: in these 

southern varieties too, APs are constructed on the basis of lexical X’ 

projections and all preceding material under the same XP projection. Figure 

6.15 shows a Southern French example that shows how a lexical word in the 

position of a specifier is included in the same AP as the head of the phrase. 

The second AP consists of a prepositional phrase containing a preposition, a 

possessive determiner, a prenominal adjective and a noun. An initial rise (Hi) 

is realized on the determiner and the final pitch accent (L+H*) is aligned 

with the last syllable of the noun; the prenominal adjective petit is 

unaccented.  

 
Figure 6.15 Southern French example containing an AP with a prenominal 
adjective: C’est de son petit ami Julien ! (‘It’s of her boyfriend Julien!’), 
uttered by speaker SF_La_AR01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-
corpus, intonation questionnaire). 
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The same pattern was also observed in Occitan. Figure 6.16 shows an 

example of two APs in Occitan, the first one corresponding to an adverb, 

mèma, and the second, la paura puta, to a noun phrase with a prenominal 

adjective. Both APs show a pitch accent on their penultimate syllable, which 

is lexically stressed, while the prenominal adjective remains unaccented.  

 
Figure 6.16 Occitan example containing an AP with an unaccented 
prenominal adjective: Mèma, la paura puta (‘Even, the poor fellow’), uttered 
by speaker Oc_La_EV01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
fable). 
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The example in Figure 6.17 contains two ips, made of one AP each: 

the first one contains a nominal subject, and the second one the predicate, 

constituted of a clitic reflexive marker, an auxiliary and a past participle. In 

both APs, only the last stressed syllable receives a rising pitch accent 

(L+H*); the auxiliary s’èra is included in the same AP as the participle and 

remains unaccented. 

 
Figure 6.17 Occitan example containing an AP with an unaccented auxiliary: 
La bisa s’èra levada (‘The North wind had started to blow’), uttered by 
speaker Oc_La_AB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 
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Figure 6.18 shows an Occitan subordinate clause that contains a 

conjunction, three lexical words and clitics. The conjunction receives an 

initial rise and the first lexical word, the noun solelh, is assigned a 

downstepped high pitch accent on its second syllable, which is lexically 

stressed. The whole predicate se metèt en accion is realized in one AP: the 

verb is not accented. Here, the conceptual difference between stress and 

accent becomes evident. The second syllable of the verb metèt is stressed 

since its vowel does not undergo vowel reduction — the vowel [ɛ] can only 

surface in stressed position in a majority of Occitan dialects. However, it is 

not more prominent in the surface realization than unstressed syllables. 

Thus, this AP-internal syllable bears word stress, but it is not accented. 

 
Figure 6.18 Occitan subordinate clause with an unaccented verb: Mès 
quand le solelh se metèt en accion (‘But when the Sun moved into action’), 
uttered by the Occitan speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (sub-
corpus IntOcFr, fable).63 

                                            
63 The (*) associated with the lexically stressed syllable of the verb shows that it is 
metrically strong but not pitch-accented. 
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As a conclusion, Occitan and Southern French exhibit the same 

phrasing patterns and tonal structure as Northern French. As in Northern 

French, lexical heads that project X’ build an AP with the preceding 

material, but restructuration is also possible, leading to the integration in a 

same AP of several lexical heads dominated by the same XP projection. The 

tonal premises of Occitan and Southern French APs are also the same as in 

Northern French: they are marked by an obligatory final pitch accent (H* or 

L+H*) and they may present a low initial boundary tone (aL) and/or an initial 

rise (Hi). For these reasons, it is clear that the AP has to be considered as a 

relevant unit in Occitan like in French. 

6.2.2. Particularities of Occitan and Southern French APs 
Although Occitan and Southern French share the AP with Northern French, 

we observed differences in the internal organization of APs in these 

varieties with respect to Northern French. While AP-internal words are 

(almost) always unaccented in Northern French, lexical words, auxiliaries 

and multisyllabic prepositions may retain a certain degree of prominence in 

Occitan, and in Southern French too. 
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The Occitan utterance in Figure 6.19 is made of two APs. The AP-

internal lexically stressed syllables of the auxiliary aviái in the first AP and of 

the preposition abans in the second both bear a high tone. Although they 

may perfectly be interpreted as initial accents Hi, these tones recall the 

realization of such structures in other southern Romance languages. 

 
Figure 6.19 Occitan example with AP-internal accented auxiliary and 
preposition: L’aviái compresa abans que finiguèssa (‘I had understood it 
before it finished’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 
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In the Occitan example in Figure 6.20, the subject contains a 

determiner, a prenominal adjective and a proper name. The adjective 

presents an initial rise on its first syllable, which is perceived as prominent; 

the onset consonant articulated with much strength and is lengthened, 

which is known to be also a correlate of initial accents in French. Pitch is 

even higher on the following syllable, which is lexically stressed and 

phonetically more prominent than the initial syllable. Thus, we must 

consider that these two syllables bear different levels of stress: the initial 

one bears secondary stress and the next one primary stress. Although these 

syllables are contiguous, both are accented, receiving a high tone, which 

creates a clash. The stressed syllable of the following proper name, the 

head of the syntactic phrase, also bears a pitch accent, which is rising 

(L+H*). 

 
Figure 6.20 Occitan sentence containing an AP with an initial rise and two 
pitch accents on primary stressed syllables: La pichona Marí manja una… 
una banana. (Little Mary is eating a… a banana.), uttered by speaker 
Oc_La_HB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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The subject clearly constitutes a prosodic constituent on its own 

within the utterance in Figure 6.20. One possibility would be to consider 

that it is realized in two APs, wrapped in an ip. In this case, it should present 

final lengthening and a boundary tone at its right edge. The final stressed 

vowel is the longest in the phrase (82 ms).64 However, the duration of the 

final syllable is only 106 ms, which is even less than for the syllable that 

bears the initial rise (118 ms) and the stressed syllable of the prenominal 

adjective (138 ms).65 Moreover, the final peak is the highest in the phrase 

(250 Hz) but not sensibly higher than the previous accent (245 Hz in the 

stressed syllable of the adjective). 66  The whole phrase is thus better 

conceived of as one AP. However, three levels of stress have to be 

distinguished within this AP: secondary stress for the syllable that bears the 

initial accent, primary stress for the stressed syllable of the adjective and 

phrasal stress for the final syllable. This entails the necessity of three 

constituent types in Occitan: the AP culminates with phrasal stress, the 

Prosodic Word with primary stress, and the foot with secondary stress. As 

can be seen in this example, feet can contain only one syllable. 

Similar cases have also been found in Southern French. In the 

example in Figure 6.21, metrically strong and weak syllables alternate: while 

syllables 2, 4 and 6 are weak, the other four are stressed and bear tones. 

The final syllable of the adverbial dedans is the most prominent one, which 

is assigned phrasal stress. It receives an L+H* pitch accent and an ip-final H- 

boundary tone. While the high tone on the subordinating conjunction quand 

                                            
64 Mean duration of vowels in the phrase: 62.7 ms (±10.7). 
65 Mean syllabic duration in the phrase: 110.5 ms (±18.6). 
66 Mean F0 in the phrase: 207 Hz; F0 minimum in the phrase: 171 Hz. 
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can be analyzed as an initial accent Hi, the high tone on the auxiliary a and 

the rise on the past participle été cannot, since they are inside the phrase. 

They must be interpreted as pitch accents, which we annotate H* and L+H*, 

respectively. The question remains whether they mark the head of APs or 

Prosodic Words. We rather lean towards the second interpretation, for it 

explains better the difference with Northern French: in this last variety, 

where AP-internal lexical words are usually not prominent, this phrase could 

perfectly be pronounced in one AP, with no internal prominences between 

an optional initial rise and an obligatory final pitch accent. The difference 

between Northern and Southern French would thus not be at the level of 

phrasing, but would rather concern the status of the Prosodic Word: while it 

may culminate with stress in Southern French as in Occitan, it does not in 

Northern French. 

 
Figure 6.21 Southern French subordinate phrase with AP-internal pitch 
accents: Quand il a été dedans (‘When he had entered’), uttered by speaker 
SF_La_AE02 from La Cauna / Lacaune. 
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In the Southern French example in Figure 6.22, initial rises can be 

observed in all three APs. In the first two APs, they align with the last full 

syllable of a non-clitic word: the adverb puis and the prenominal adjective 

bonne. In the third AP, a reduced rise aligns with the relative pronoun qui, 

which does not belong to any category of accentable words, and must then 

be analyzed as a rhythmic accent associated with secondary stress. 

 
Figure 6.22 Southern French example containing three APs with initial rises: 
Et puis après, une bonne dame qui lui dit : « Mais euh… » (‘And then, a 
good woman told him: “But er…”’) uttered by the Southern French speaker 
SF_La_AE02 from La Cauna / Lacaune (sub-corpus IntOcFr, fable). 
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The Southern French example in Figure 6.23 contains two APs, which 

present two different accentuation patterns. In the first one, which contains 

two clitics — a subject and an indirect object —, an auxiliary and a past 

participle, both the auxiliary and the last syllable of the participle are 

accented: the auxiliary constitutes a Prosodic Word, which culminate with 

stress. In the second AP, which comprises the direct object constituted of a 

noun phrase, only the last syllable of the noun is accented. All the preceding 

material, including a determiner and a prenominal adjective, is realized as a 

low plateau: the adjective is unaccented. This utterance demonstrates the 

optionality of accenting AP-internal lexical words in Southern French. 

 
Figure 6.23 Southern French statement with two APs, one with an accented 
auxiliary and one with an unaccented prenominal adjective: on t’a acheté ce 
petit cadeau (‘we bought this little gift for you’), uttered by speaker 
SF_La_FB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation 
questionnaire). 
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In the Occitan example in Figure 6.24, there are two verbs with 

compound forms: one in the first AP, one in the third. The first AP is made 

up of three syllables: a monosyllabic auxiliary and a disyllabic past participle. 

The auxiliary is not accented. By contrast, the following syllable, which is the 

first syllable of the past participle, bears an initial accent Hi, although it is 

adjacent to the AP-final lexically stressed syllable, which bears a 

downstepped pitch accent (!H*). The third AP consists of five syllables: a 

metrically weak conjunction, a stressed monosyllabic auxiliary, and a past 

participle that contains three syllables. Unlike in the first AP, here the 

auxiliary is accented, but not the initial syllable of the participle. This shows 

that in Occitan it is optional to accent AP-internal word stresses as well as 

secondary stresses on lexical-word-initial syllables, and that this is 

independent of whether this leads to an accentual clash or not. Initial rises 

may anchor with secondary stress rather than with a previous primary stress 

on a function word in order to enhances the prominence of the lexical word, 

which is more informative than a function word. 
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Figure 6.24 Occitan utterance with two AP-internal auxiliaries, one 
unaccented and the other accented: Ai crompat quicòm que m’as 
comandat, mès sai pas s’i agradarà! (‘I’ve bought something, as you told 
me, but I don’t know if he will like it!’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_HB01 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

We shall remark that in the last AP of the example in Figure 6.24 an 

initial accent anchors with the second syllable of the verb. This is coincident 

with what happens in French: in lexical words that begin with a vowel, initial 

accents usually anchor with the second syllable, which is the first one to 

have a consonantal onset belonging to the word. 

As far as initial accents are concerned, we have seen several cases in 

Occitan and Southern French in which they anchor with the initial syllable of 

the first lexical word in the AP, as they most often do in Northern French. 

We interpret that they associate with secondary stress, which usually aligns 

with the left edge of lexical words. We have pointed out that realization of 

initial rises was independent of whether they create a clash with a following 

pitch accent or not. This entails that Occitan and Southern French allow for 

degenerate feet when only one syllable is available within the Prosodic 

Word to the left of the syllable affected by word stress. 
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However, there is a certain tendency in these varieties to build binary 

feet, creating rhythmic alternation between strong and week syllables. This 

can be seen more clearly in strings of syllables that are affected neither by 

lexical stress nor by Prosodic-Word-initial secondary stress, but sometimes 

also across word boundaries. An example of this binary pattern in Occitan 

can be seen in the last AP in Figure 6.20, which we reproduce here as Figure 

6.25 for the commodity of the reader: an initial accent aligns two syllables 

before the nuclear accent, although this is neither a word-initial syllable nor 

a lexically stressed syllable. 

 
Figure 6.25 Occitan sentence displaying an initial rise two syllables before 
the nuclear accent: La pichona Marí manja una… una banana. (Little Mary is 
eating a… a banana.), uttered by speaker Oc_La_HB01 from La Cauna / 
Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

The Occitan examples in Figure 6.26 and Figure 6.27 also show the 

same binary pattern: in the first one, an initial rise aligns two syllables 

before main stress on the possessive determiner ton, which is not lexically 

stressed; in the second, both APs present initial rises two syllables before 

phrase-final stress. 
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Figure 6.26 Occitan AP showing binary rhythmic alternation: per ton amic 
(‘for your friend’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_AE01 from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 

 
Figure 6.27 Occitan example of two APs displaying initial rises aligned two 
syllables before main stress: per avançar, se plegava (‘to move forward, he 
bent over’), uttered by speaker Oc_La_HB01 from La Cauna / Lacaune 
(IntOcFr sub-corpus, fable). 
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Southern French also shows a tendency towards the construction of 

such binary feet. This can be seen in the third AP of Figure 6.22 above, 

where a rhythmic initial accent aligns with the relative pronoun qui, two 

syllables before the phrasal stress on the verb dit. In the second AP of the 

example in Figure 6.28, the first syllable of the noun has no consonantal 

onset; hence, it is a bad candidate for secondary stress. By contrast, the first 

syllable of the AP contains a (copulative) verb, which could be accented. 

However, it is with the second syllable that a pitch rise aligns, on the 

theoretically non-accentable determiner des, which is located two syllables 

before the nuclear pitch accent on the noun oranges. Only the construction 

of a binary foot to the left of the nuclear accent can explain this alignment 

of the initial rise. 

 
Figure 6.28 Southern French statement showing binary rhythmic alternation: 
Non! C’est des oranges que je veux. (‘No! I want oranges.’), uttered by 
speaker SF_La_MM01 from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, 
intonation questionnaire). 
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Binary feet parsing can also explain why an initial rise is associated 

with the determiner in the Southern French example in Figure 6.15, 

reproduced here as Figure 6.29: it is aligned four syllables before the final 

pitch accent. Although the adjective is unaccented, the construction of 

binary feet from right to left from the AP-final stress lead secondary 

stresses to align with the last syllable of the prenominal adjective — which 

coincides with word stress — and the possessive determiner. The initial rise 

aligns with the leftmost secondary stress in the phrase, i.e. on the 

determiner, leaving the following adjective unaccented.  

 
Figure 6.29 Southern French example of initial rise aligned with a 
determiner, four syllable before the final pitch accent: C’est de son petit 
ami Julien ! (‘It’s of her boyfriend Julien!’), uttered by speaker SF_La_AR01 
from La Cauna / Lacaune (IntOcFr sub-corpus, intonation questionnaire). 

This example makes clear in Southern French too the difference 

between stress and accent. While stress is an abstract property of syllables, 

accents are observable in the phonetics of the surface realization: stressed 

syllables are prominent only when they are accented. The second syllable of 

the prenominal adjective petit in Figure 6.29 is stressed but it is not 

accented and therefore not prominent. In all varieties, syllables affected by 
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phrasal stress are obligatorily accented, and the leftmost secondary stress 

optionally bears an accent. The difference between Occitan and Southern 

French on the one hand and Northern French on the other hand is that even 

AP-internal syllables that bear word stress or secondary stress may be 

accented in the southern varieties, but not in Northern French.  
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6.2.3. Conclusions on stress and the AP in Occitan, Southern and 
Northern French 
As shown in subsection 3.2.2.3 and reminded above in subsection 6.2.2, the 

existence of word stress in Occitan is not in question: its position — on one 

of the last two syllables of the so-called accentable words, i.e. lexical words, 

auxiliaries, multisyllabic prepositions and some conjunctions — may convey 

lexical contrasts and it is a necessary concept to explain phenomena of 

vowel reduction. With regard to accentuation within the AP, the behavior of 

the last full syllables of accentable words in Southern French is parallel to 

that of syllables that bear word stress in Occitan: they may — but must not 

— be realized with a high tone, which we analyze as an AP-internal pitch 

accent. This shows the relevance of the Prosodic Word in Occitan and 

Southern French, and strongly suggests that this unit culminates with word 

stress in both varieties, although it is only sometimes associated with an 

accent. Of course, word stress is not contrastive in Southern French as it is 

in Occitan, since its position is predictable from the segmental content of 

the final syllable of the word: stress falls on the last syllable whose nucleus is 

not schwa. This reminds very much southern Romance languages like 

Catalan, Spanish or Italian, for instance, where stress is assigned lexically to 

one syllable in all non-clitic words: although not all Prosodic Words must be 

pitch-accented in these languages either, word stress is the anchor point for 

pitch accents. Nevertheless, pitch accents on syllables affected by word 

stress are much less frequent AP-internally in the two languages of Southern 

France than in similar structures in Ibero- or Italo-Romance.67  

                                            
67  However, the domain for default pitch-accent distribution is the Intonation 
Phrase in standard European Portuguese (see for instance Frota 2014). 
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Potential AP-internal rhythmic accents are usually attracted by 

syllables bearing word stress in Occitan and Southern French. Nevertheless, 

they may also anchor with secondary-stressed syllables. In strings that are 

not affected by any word stress, Occitan and Southern French share with 

their southern neighbors the fact that secondary stresses tend to follow a 

binary leftward parse from primary-stressed syllables, sometimes across 

word boundaries, thus possibly landing on clitics. In Northern French, the 

occurrence of more than one non-final accent in an AP is very rare, but it is 

possible: AP-internal rhythmic accents may help avoiding long lapses of 

unaccented syllables (see Jun and Fougeron 2002). According to Delais-

Roussarie (2000), they may follow binary or ternary patterns in free 

variation.  

In Ibero- and Italo-Romance, accents associated with secondary stress 

are restricted to certain speech styles; they role is mainly rhythmic, and their 

most frequent alignment is two syllables before nuclear stress (Hualde 

2007). In French and Occitan, such rhythmic accents exist (Pasdeloup 1990), 

but their occurrence seems to be restricted to certain speech styles and 

emphatic speech, too. By contrast, initial rises are more frequent, since they 

play an important role in the intonational system of both languages: they 

serve to highlight the left edge of phrases, either to reinforce the cohesion 

of semantically related material, or, more specifically, to mark contrastive 

focus (see Chapter 5). Initial rises tend to align with the left edge of the 

lexical words within the AP — even when there are preceding function 

words that present primary-stressed syllables in Occitan and Southern 

French. This helps enhance the prominence of lexical words, which are more 

informative than function words. While rhythmic accents tend to be avoided 

in clashing positions in southern Romance (Hualde 2007, but see 2010 for 
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counter-examples), degenerate unary feet are allowed in Gallo-Romance, so 

that the presence of an initial rise is not at odds with the realization of a 

pitch accent on an adjacent primary-stressed syllable to its right. In 

Northern French, such clashes between initial and final accents appear in 

short APs with only one disyllabic lexical word — plus possible preceding 

clitics —; in Occitan and Southern French, this may also be the case 

between an initial accent and an AP-internal rhythmic accent anchored with 

word stress.  

Thus, in Occitan and Southern French, Prosodic Words seem to 

culminate with word stress on one of their last two syllables, and to present 

secondary stress on their initial syllable, although binary foot parsing may 

also override words left boundaries. By contrast, Northern French Prosodic 

Words do not appear to culminate with word stress. However, reference to 

the Prosodic Word seems to be needed to account for the alignment of 

initial rises. It does not seem odd to believe that Northern French Prosodic 

Words present secondary stresses aligned with their two edges, one on 

their initial syllable, another one on their last full syllable — further 

secondary stresses may be added in long words. Secondary stress on word-

final syllables is needed in Northern French to explain the alignment of 

phrasal stress: phrasal stress is assigned to the last stressed syllable in the 

AP. Accents are associated with secondary stress only AP-initially in non-

emphatic speech. However, Prosodic Words do not seem to culminate with 

word stress in Northern French, since rhythmic accents appear to be equally 

attracted by all word-final, word-initial and word-medial syllables affected 

by secondary stress. 
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As a conclusion, we hypothesize that Prosodic Words display metrical 

bipolarity in all varieties, with a (secondarily-)stressed syllable at each edge. 

The main difference between Northern French on the one hand and Occitan 

and Southern French on the other hand seems to be that Prosodic Words 

culminate with word stress at their right edge in the latter but not in the 

former. The AP culminates with phrasal stress on its last stressed syllable in 

all varieties — this syllable bears word stress in southern varieties, but not in 

Northern French. Bipolarity is also found in pitch-accent distribution in all 

varieties, but at the AP level: a pitch accent is obligatorily anchored with 

phrasal stress at the right edge of the AP, and an initial rise optionally 

anchors with the leftmost secondary-stressed syllable. Further rhythmic 

accents may anchor with AP-internal stressed syllables in all varieties, but 

they are more frequent in Occitan and Southern French than in Northern 

French. 

These hypotheses, elaborated on the basis of the observation of our 

semi-spontaneous data, have to be tested quantitatively. This has been the 

object of a comparative acoustic study on fable summaries in the two 

languages of Occitan-French and Occitan-Italian bilinguals and in Northern 

French. The results of this study are presented in section 6.3. 
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6.3.  Comparative acoustic analysis of phrasing and 
accentuation in Occitan, French and Italian 
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 propose a series of hypotheses about prosodic 

constituent structure and metrical organization in Occitan, Southern and 

Northern French. Prosodic constituents are supposed to have one head, 

which culminates with stress. Stressed syllables are the anchor point for 

pitch accents, and they are usually associated in the surface realization with 

variations in acoustic parameters such as duration, intensity and F0. The 

relative prominence of a syllable is supposed to be proportional to the level 

of stress that affects it. Our observations have led us to claim that several 

prosodic constituent types have to be distinguished in order to account for 

the phrasing patterns observed in theses languages: the syllable, the foot, 

the Prosodic Word, the Accentual Phrase (AP), the intermediate phrase (ip), 

and the Intonation Phrase (IP), and possibly the utterance.68 Our proposition 

is that the boundaries of all these constituents are relevant in the prosodic 

systems of all varieties, and that they all project metrical heads, except the 

Prosodic Word in Northern French. 

Metrical heads are supposed to be affected by different degrees of 

lengthening, proportional to the level of the constituent in the prosodic 

hierarchy. Although a similar pattern is expected for intensity, little work has 

been done about the role of this acoustic factor in distinguishing the 

different levels of stress in Occitan and French. Pitch accents, instantiated 

by F0 movements in the surface realization, are obligatorily associated with 

                                            
68  The utterance has been proposed in order to account for intonational 
organization in statements. However, it is not clear whether it is a needed 
constituent in the prosodic hierarchy, and it does not seem to culminate with a 
higher level of stress. 
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syllables affected by phrasal stress in most Romance varieties (see Frota and 

Prieto to appear, 2015, for instance). Moreover, ips and IPs are marked by 

boundary tones, which enhance the F0 movements at the prosodic 

constituents’ edges. While pitch accents also anchor with the heads of 

Prosodic Words in Ibero- and Italo-Romance,69 the accentuation of Prosodic 

Words has been found to be optional inside the AP in Occitan and Southern 

French, and very rare in Northern French.  

 These hypotheses had to be tested quantitatively on acoustic data. 

For this purpose, we conducted a study on 15 fable summaries, in both 

languages of three Occitan-Italian and three Occitan-French bilinguals, and 

the Northern French of three monolinguals. In the annotation of the data in 

Praat following the methodology exposed in subsection 4.2.2.2, syllables 

lexically specified for stress were labeled as such, and so were accentable-

word-final full syllables in French, for the sake of comparability. For 

commodity, we shall refer to these syllables as ‘stressed syllables’ in the 

following, although we believe that such syllables do not culminate with 

word stress in Northern French. The data were segmented in constituents 

constructed a priori applying the principles exposed in the preceding 

sections 6.1 and 6.2, distinguishing five constituent types: Prosodic Word, 

AP, ip, IP and utterance. The position of the syllables within the constituents 

was extracted automatically by means of a script. Assuming that the head of 

                                            
69  However, standard European Portuguese constitutes an exception to this 
pattern: the domain for minimal tune is the IP in this variety (see for instance Frota 
2014). 
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all constituents is their rightmost stressed syllable in Romance,70 we created 

a variable (which we called ‘stress_strength’) that distinguishes six putative 

levels of stress:  

- 5: utterance-final stressed syllables; 
- 4: IP-final stressed syllables; 
- 3: ip-final stressed syllables; 
- 2: AP-final stressed syllables; 
- 1: syllables bearing word stress in Italian and Occitan or word-final 

full syllables in French; 
- 0: other syllables, which are either unstressed or secondary-

stressed. 71 
For each syllable, the syllabic duration, the mean F0 and the mean intensity 

in the nucleus were extracted automatically and normalized. We tested 

statistically (ANOVAs) the influence of stress_strength on the three acoustic 

parameters across the five linguistic varieties: Italian from the Italian Alps 

(henceforth, It_IA), Occitan from the Italian Alps (Oc_IA), Occitan from the 

French Alps (Oc_FA), (Southern) French from the French Alps (Fr_FA), and 

(Northern) French from Lille (Fr_Li). The results for duration are exposed in 

                                            
70 Nuclear stress may not be assigned to the rightmost stressed syllable in an IP, 
when there is post-focal material. However, such constructions were very rare in 
our data. 
71 We could not check our predictions on secondary stress alignment because 
accents associated with secondary stress, which are optional, were too rare in our 
data. This is probably related with the speech style of these fable summaries, 
which mainly consists of neutral statements with relatively simple syntax and 
information structure. We tested the influence of the syllable position in the word 
on several acoustic measures including duration of the syllable, duration of the 
consonantal onset, intensity and F0, but no parameter presented statistically 
significant variations in word-initial position. Therefore, we chose to group the 
syllables that would bear secondary stress according to our model together with 
unstressed syllables. 
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subsection 6.3.1, for F0 in subsection 6.3.2, and for intensity in subsection 

6.3.3. 

6.3.1. Duration and the different levels of stress 
The duration of syllables was normalized dividing it by the mean syllabic 

duration over the utterance in which it was contained. Thus, the normalized 

value represents a measure of the proportion of lengthening that affects 

the syllable: if it is superior to 1, the syllable is longer than the mean; if it is 

inferior to 1, it is shorter. This enabled to erase possible differences across 

varieties and to diminish the influence of speech rate variations.72  The 

influence of the levels of stress affecting the syllables — according to our 

predictions — on their normalized duration was compared across varieties. 

The mean normalized duration values for each level of the stress_strength 

variable in each variety are represented in Figure 6.30, and the box plots in 

Figure 6.31. 

                                            
72  The variety had no significant effect on the normalized duration values 
(F(4,2229)=1.259, p=.284) and post-hoc tests (Duncan) grouped all varieties in a 
same set (p=.819). 
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Figure 6.30 Mean normalized duration values of the syllables affected by 
different levels of stress (stress_strength) in each variety. 
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Figure 6.31 Box plots for the normalized duration of the syllables affected 
by different levels of stress (stress_strength) in all varieties. 
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Normalized duration increases with the level of stress_strength in all 

varieties. However, utterance-final stressed syllables (level 5) present 

intermediate values between ip-final (level 3) and IP-final (level 4) stressed 

syllables in all varieties, except in Oc_FA, where they present the highest 

values. This behavior is highly significant in all varieties, taken together 

(F(5,2229)=295.271, p<.001), as well as separately (It_IA: F(5,508)=74.897, 

p<.001; Oc_IA: F(5,432)=68.998, p<.001; Oc_FA: F(5,442)=79.623, p<.001; 

Fr_FA: F(5,498)=60.095, p<.001; Fr_Li: F(5,349)=40.653, p<.001).  

Post-hoc tests (Duncan) showed that, all varieties taken together, the 

duration values associated with all six levels of stress constitute separate 

clusters, significantly different from all other levels. This seems to confirm 

the necessity of distinguishing all these constituents. However, the influence 

of stress_strength on the normalized duration is significantly different 

across varieties (F(20,2259)=2.389, p=.001). When we split the data per 

variety, some levels of stress are not significantly different from one another 

anymore.  

Syllables that are not affected by phrasal stress (levels 0 and 1) 

cluster together in all varieties.73 This indicates that word stress has no 

statistically significant influence on the duration of syllables in any variety. 

However, the p-values associated with the cluster in the different varieties 

show an interesting pattern: the likelihood for syllables affected by word 

stress (or accentable-word-final full syllables in French, level 1) to cluster 

together with unstressed syllables (level 0) is quite low in It_IA (p=.080), a 

                                            
73 The normalized duration of unstressed syllables does not differ across varieties 
(F(4,1313)=1.464, p=.211), and neither does that of AP-internal stressed syllables 
(F(4,181)=1.072, p=.372). 
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bit higher in Oc_IA (p=.269), intermediate in Oc_FA (p=.495) and Fr_FA 

(p=.402), and much higher in Fr_Li (p=.844). This indicates that there is a 

(non significant) tendency to lengthen syllables that bear word stress in 

Italian, while AP-internal word-final full syllables are very unlikely to differ 

from unstressed syllables in Northern French. In Occitan in contact with 

Italian, a small (non significant) tendency to lengthen stressed syllables 

exists but it is less clear than in Italian, and for Occitan-French bilinguals, 

this trend is even less patent.  

As far as AP-final stressed syllables (level 2) are concerned, they are 

longer than AP-internal syllables in all varieties. However, their degree of 

lengthening is different across varieties (F(4,327)=5.128, p<.001). As can be 

seen in Figure 6.30, the mean values show that the varieties from Italy 

present a higher degree of lengthening than those from France in AP-final 

position. Post hoc analyses (Duncan) show that the three varieties of France 

(Fr_Li, Fr_FA and Oc_FA) cluster together (p=.110). Southern French (Fr_FA) 

also clusters with the varieties from Italy (Oc_IA and It_IA), but the 

likelihood of this cluster is marginal (p=.053). When we split the data by 

variety, level 2 does not cluster with any other level in Fr_FA, Fr_Li and 

It_IA. In Oc_FA, it clusters with level 1 (AP-internal word-stress), but the p-

value associated with this cluster is very low (p=.056), indicating that the 

lengthening of AP-final stressed syllables tends to be higher than in AP-

internal stressed syllables, although this does not reach significance. In 

Oc_IA, level 2 clusters with level 3 (p=.196): AP-final and ip-final stress show 

similar degrees of lengthening in this variety. These results confirm that the 

AP has to be distinguished from the Prosodic Word in the prosodic 

hierarchy in all varieties. 
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The degree of lengthening of stressed syllables in ip-final position 

(level 3) is significantly higher than in AP-final in all varieties — post hoc 

analysis (Duncan) show that it never clusters with any lower level — except 

in Oc_IA. However, the variety has no significant effect on the duration in 

ip-final position (F(4,266)=.846, p=.497) and post hoc analyses (Duncan) 

show that all varieties cluster together (p=.244). As a consequence, the ip 

and the AP have to be considered as distinct constituents. 

Normalized duration in IP-final position (level 4) does not cluster 

together with any lower level of stress in any variety (Duncan). This value is 

not significantly different across varieties (F(4,77)=.865, p=.489); all varieties 

cluster together (p=.114). As such, the IP is also a different category. 

As far as the duration in utterance-final stressed syllables (level 5) is 

concerned, it is lower than in IP-final position in a majority of varieties, 

except in Oc_Fa, where it is higher. However, there are no statistically 

significant differences across varieties (F(4,65)=1.407, p=.242), and post hoc 

analyses (Duncan) show that all varieties cluster together (p=.079). Level 5 

does not cluster with any other level in Fr_FA, Oc_FA and Oc_IA, but in 

It_IA and Fr_Li it clusters with level 4 (p=.442 and p=.194, respectively) and 

marginally with level 3 (p=.064 and p=0.97, respectively). It is quite difficult 

to interpret these results, which stem from a reduced number of cases, 

since utterance-final stressed syllables are naturally less frequent than other 

positions — this is visible in the standard deviations of the mean values, 

which are higher than in other positions. Devoicing is frequent at the end of 

utterances, affecting intensity values (see subsection 6.3.3); this may have 

conditioned our segmentation, leading to lower syllabic duration values. 

Since the mean values are higher than in ip-final position both in IP- and 
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utterance-final positions in all varieties, we hypothesize that IP and 

utterance are better interpreted as a same category, and that the utterance 

does not project a metrical head. However, more research is needed to 

confirm this claim. 

To conclude, the analysis of the influence of stress_strength on 

normalized duration has shown that the heads of the three prosodic 

constituents that we propose to distinguish, the AP, the ip and the IP, show 

significantly different degrees of lengthening. The duration of metrical 

heads seems thus to confirm our hypotheses on phrasing. With regard to 

the status of the Prosodic Word, only Italian shows a tendency to lengthen 

primary-stressed syllables, but this does not reach significance. As a result, 

duration does not seem to mark primary stress but only to be a correlate of 

phrasal stress in the languages under study. This is in line with the concept 

of final lengthening, which affects the end of prosodic constituents higher 

than the Prosodic Word. 
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6.3.2. F0 and the different levels of stress 
F0 measurements in the nucleus of the syllables were extracted 

automatically in semitones, in order to diminish the possible influence of the 

pitch range of the speakers. For the analysis, we calculated a relative value 

revealing the F0 movement from the previous syllable: we subtracted the 

value in the previous syllable to the value in the syllable in question.74 As a 

consequence, positive values represent a pitch rise in the syllable, and 

negative values a fall. Stressed syllables are the anchor point for pitch 

accents, and nuclear pitch accents usually present more different types than 

prenuclear ones. Thus, the degree of stress may have an influence on the 

pitch movements realized on the syllables. The mean F0 movement at each 

level of stress_strength is presented in Figure 6.32, with a different line for 

each variety. For more detail, Figure 6.33 shows the corresponding box 

plots. In each box, the strong line indicates the median, the box the second 

and third quartiles and the bars the first and fourth quartiles. Each group of 

boxes represents the dispersion of the values encountered at one level of 

stress_strength, with a box for each variety. 

                                            
74 We want to thank Philippe Martin for pointing to us that subtracting values on 
logarithmic scales is not optimal. Being aware of this bias, we consider this value as 
an approximation to the F0 movement from the previous syllable. 
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Figure 6.32 Mean values of F0 variation from the previous syllable (in 
semitones) in the syllables affected by the different levels of stress 
(stress_strength) in each variety. 
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Figure 6.33 Box plots for the F0 variation from the previous syllable (in 
semitones) in syllables affected by different levels of stress (stress_strength) 
in all varieties. 
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The effect of the variable stress_strength on the F0 movement is 

significant in all varieties taken together (F(5,1830)=22.351, p<.001), as well 

as in each variety separately (It_IA: F(5,405)=7.679, p<.001; Oc_FA: 

F(5,361)=12.216, p<.001; Fr_FA: F(5,414)=38.465, p<.001; Fr_Li: 

F(5,273)=26.771, p<.001), except in Oc_IA (F(5,377)=.619, p=.685). This 

effect is significantly different across varieties (F(20,2229)=2.389, p<.001).  

In utterance-final position (level 5), stressed syllables are realized with 

a falling movement in all varieties. No significant difference across variety is 

found (F(4,52)=.831, p=.511). This corresponds to the final fall of statements 

presented in subsection 5.1.1, L* L% in the varieties from France, H+L* L% 

in those from Italy. 

In IP-final stressed syllables (level 4), which receive nuclear pitch 

accents, the F0 movements are mainly falling in the varieties from Italy — 

always in It_IA, but rising movements are also possible in Oc_IA —, and 

almost exclusively rising in those from France. The difference between the 

varieties is significant (F4,73)=8.124, p<.001). Post hoc analyses (Duncan) 

show that the varieties split in two clusters: those from Italy (It_IA and 

Oc_IA) on the one hand (p=.750), and those from France (Oc_FA, Fr_FA and 

Fr_Li) on the other hand (p=.337). This indicates that, whereas the varieties 

from France typically make use of continuation rises L+H* H%, those from 

Italy prefer H+L* L% falling configurations IP-finally in statements, even 

when the same topic continues to be involved in the following IP. 

The same pattern is also found in ip-final stressed syllables (level 3). 

The varieties show significantly different behaviors (F(4,236)=17.265, 

p<.001), splitting in two clusters: the varieties from Italy (It_IA and Oc_IA) 

on the one hand (p=.067), which prefer H+L* falling pitch accents — 
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although L+H* rising pitch accents are also possible in both varieties —; and 

those spoken in France (Oc_FA, Fr_FA and Fr_Li) on the other hand 

(p=.506), in which almost exclusively pitch accents (L+H*) are produced. 

In AP-final position (level 2), the situation is less clear-cut. The 

influence of the variety on the pitch movement is still significant 

(F(4,282)=3.123, p<.05), and post hoc analyses (Duncan) show that the 

varieties from Italy cluster together (p=.609), those from France too 

(p=.600), but a third cluster arises with Oc_IA, Oc_FA and Fr_Li, although its 

p-value is low (p=.088). While the varieties from France (Oc_FA, Fr_FA and 

Fr_Li) consistently present rises (L+H* or H*), those from Italy (Oc_IA and 

It_IA) display more variation between rises and falls. 

AP-internally, stressed syllables — or word-final full syllables in 

French — show no statistically significant difference between varieties 

(F(4,153)=.632, p=.640). In the varieties from France, the confidence 

intervals show a wider span in this position than AP-finally, ranging from 

small rises to clear falls. The mean value and the median are negative in 

Northern French, indicating a strong tendency not to accent these syllables. 

In the varieties from the French Alps (Oc_FA and Fr_FA), the mean and the 

median are much closer to zero. This bespeaks a higher frequency of 

accents than in Northern French on these syllables, be they realized as rises 

or as plateaus. However, the wide confidence interval indicates that this 

accentuation is optional. In Oc_IA, the values are very close to zero, 

indicating pitch plateaus. This may either correspond to the absence of 

pitch accent or to level H* accents. In It_IA, the values are slightly positive, 

which seems to indicate reduced L+H* or H* pitch accents. 
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The F0 movements realized on unstressed syllables are significantly 

different across varieties (F(4,1034)=11.909, p<.001). The varieties from Italy 

tend to realize them with slightly rising movements, presumably due to the 

high leading tones of H+L* falling pitch accents, which have been found 

associated with all levels of phrasal stress. By contrast, the varieties from 

France are more prone to realize falling movements on unstressed syllables, 

probably because of the low leading tones in the frequent L+H* rising pitch 

accents and of AP-initial low boundary tones (aL).  

Post hoc analyses (Duncan) show that syllables affected by all levels 

of stress cluster together in Oc_IA (p=.118), probably due to the high 

variability between rising and falling pitch accents found in this variety. In all 

other varieties, AP-internal stressed (or word-final) syllables (level 1) and 

unstressed syllables (level 0) cluster together (Fr_Li: p=.747), as well as with 

utterance-final stressed syllables (level 5) in Fr_FA (p=.083) and Oc_FA 

(P=.202). This indicates that pitch accents associated with word stress are 

rare, and little prominent. In Fr_FA, syllables affected by phrasal stress at 

the level of the AP (2), the ip (3) and the IP (4) split in three separate 

clusters, the range of the associated pitch rise increasing with the level of 

stress. In Oc_FA, the tendency is the same, but level 3 is involved in two 

clusters, one with level 4 above (p=.389), the other with level 2 below 

(p=.172) — another cluster with a low p-value (p=.072) groups levels 5, 1 

and 2, which present intermediate F0 values. In Fr_Li, IP-final stressed 

syllables (level 4) stand out alone with the widest F0 rises, while levels 2, 3 

and 5 cluster together (p=.156) with intermediate values between 

unstressed (level 0) and nuclear-stressed syllables (level 4). In It_IA, the 

three highest levels of stress (3, 4 and 5) cluster together (p=.440) with 

falling F0 movements, while the three lowest levels (0, 1 and 2) create a 
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second cluster (p=.313), with more variety of pitch movements; levels 2 and 

5, which present intermediate values, create another cluster (p=.089). 

To sum up, the behavior of F0 movements clearly separates the 

varieties from France and those from Italy. While phrasal stress is 

consistently realized with rising pitch accents in France — except utterance-

finally —, falling movements are more frequent in Italy. The necessity of 

distinguishing three levels of phrasal stress — AP, ip and IP — as for the 

amplitude of pitch movements is clear in Southern French, but in other 

varieties the ip-level tends to be realized with pitch movements similar to 

the AP (in Northern French), to the IP (in Italian), or to both (in Occitan from 

the French Alps). As far as AP-internal words are concerned, they do not 

seem to be pitch-accented in Northern French, but they may in Occitan and 

Southern French, and more frequently in Italian.  
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6.3.3. Intensity and the different levels of stress 
Like for F0 measurements, we extracted automatically the mean intensity 

value in the nucleus of the syllable and the previous one, and calculated a 

relative value revealing the difference in intensity from the previous syllable: 

we subtracted the value in the previous syllable to the value in the syllable 

in question.75 The variable stress_strength has a significant effect on this 

value (F(5,1980)=52.996, p<.001) and this effect is different across varieties 

(F(20,1980)=2.725, p<.001). Figure 6.34 shows the mean intensity variation 

at each level of stress_strength, each line corresponding to a different 

variety. As for F0 values (see subsection 6.3.2), the box plots in Figure 6.35 

represent the dispersion of the intensity variations according to 

stress_strength in all varieties. 

                                            
75 As in the case of F0 in semitones, intensity measures in decibels are on a 
logarithmic scale, so that subtracting values is not optimal. The resulting value has 
to be considered as an approximation to the difference in intensity from the 
previous syllable. 
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Figure 6.34 Mean values of intensity variation from the previous syllable (in 
decibels) in the syllables affected by the different levels of stress 
(stress_strength) in each variety. 
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Figure 6.35 Box plots for the intensity variation from the previous syllable 
(in decibels) in syllables affected by different levels of stress 
(stress_strength) in all varieties. 
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In stressed syllables at the end of IPs (level 4), ips (level 3) and APs 

(level 2), the patterns for intensity variations recall very much those found 

for F0: intensity almost always increases in the varieties from France (Fr_Li, 

Fr_FA and Oc_FA), and either increases or decreases in the varieties spoken 

in Italy (It_IA and Oc_IA). This difference between varieties is statistically 

significant in ip-final position (F(4,253)=7.665, p<.001), where post hoc 

analyses (Duncan) show that the varieties split in two clusters, grouping 

together the varieties from France (p=.150) on the one hand and those from 

Italy (p=.239) on the other hand. The same tendency is found in IP-final 

position, but this does not reach significance (F(4,76)=2.484, p=.051) and 

the clusters found in post hoc tests are less clear: while the three varieties 

from France do cluster together (p=.063), Fr_Li and Oc_FA are also included 

in another cluster with those from Italy (p=.223). In AP-final position, no 

statistically significant difference was found (F(4,303)=.432, p=.785) and all 

varieties cluster together (p=.357). Post hoc analyses (Duncan) show that 

levels 2, 3 and 4 cluster together in all varieties except in Fr_FA, where IP-

final nuclear stressed syllables (level 4) stand out alone and levels 2 and 3 

cluster together (p=.215). The 2-3-4 cluster also includes level 1 in Fr_Li 

(p=.121) and in Oc_IA (p=.084), and levels 1 and 5 in It_IA (p=.220). 

The varieties do not differ significantly from one another as for the 

intensity variations in utterance-final stressed syllables (level 5: F(4,65)=.861, 

p=.492), in AP-internal stressed (or word-final) syllables (level 1: 

F(4,168)=1.586, p=.180) and in unstressed syllables (level 0: 

F(4,1115)=1.386, p=.237). Post hoc analyses (Duncan) show that all varieties 

cluster together for level 5 (p=.166), but for levels 0 and 1, two clusters 

arise, including four of the five varieties each, which do not indicate clear 
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patterns.76 These three levels of stress_strength (0, 1 and 5) cluster together 

in all varieties (Fr_Li: p=.128; Fr_FA: p=.050; Oc_FA: p=.789; Oc_IA: p=.238) 

and in It_IA the cluster also includes levels 3 and 4 (p=.060). In all theses 

positions, although small increases are possible — mainly in It_IA —, 

intensity usually falls. This was expected in unstressed position, but it shows 

that, unlike phrasal stress, word stress is generally not marked by intensity 

— although it may present an intensity peak in Italian. In utterance-final 

position, this may be explained by the devoicing that often accompanies the 

conclusive (H+)L* L% configuration in statements. 

Hence, intensity variations do not show as clear patterns as duration 

and F0. The tendencies observed for intensity rather seem to follow those 

of F0. Actually there is clear positive correlation between the two variables 

in all varieties. Pearson correlation shows that F0 movements and intensity 

variations co-vary in all varieties taken together (r=.405, p<.001), and in 

each variety separately (Fr_Li: r=.330, p<.001; Fr_FA: r=.622, p<.001; 

Oc_FA: r=.364, p<.001; Oc_IA: r=.287, p<.001; It_IA: r=.390, p<.001).77 This 

suggests that intensity is not a decisive factor in marking stress but rather a 

correlate of F0: rising pitch movements appear to be accompanied with an 

increase in intensity, and falling movements with a decrease. 

                                            
76 In unstressed syllables (level 0), the two clusters include Oc_FA, Fr_FA, It_IA and 
Oc_IA (p=.220) on the one hand and Fr_FA, It_IA, Oc_IA and Fr_Li (p=.081) on the 
other hand. In AP-internal stressed (or word-final) syllables (level 1), the clusters 
are: Oc_FA, OC_IA, Fr_FA and Fr_Li (p=.196), and OC_IA, Fr_FA, Fr_Li and It_IA 
(p=.245). 
77 Significant correlations between all three acoustic parameters (normalized F0, 
intensity and duration) were found in all varieties (except between F0 and duration 
in Oc_IA), but the highest Pearson correlation coefficients were always between 
variations in F0 and intensity (except in Fr_Li, where the positive correlation 
between F0 movement and duration showed a higher coefficient). 
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6.3.4. Conclusions on the acoustic marking of the different levels 
of stress in Occitan, French and Italian 
In this study, we tested the predictions of our conception of the phrasing 

system as for the realization of the different levels of stress on acoustic data 

in Occitan, French and Italian with different situations of contact. On the 

basis of our observations, we proposed to consider three to four prosodic 

constituents above the word in Occitan and French: the AP, the ip, the IP, 

and possibly the utterance.  

The analysis of the data on duration confirm that the metrical heads 

of AP, ip and IP present significantly different degrees of lengthening, which 

indicates that these three categories should indeed be distinguished. These 

metrical heads are associated with rising pitch accents in Northern French 

and in the two languages of Occitan-French bilinguals. By contrast, falling 

movements are more frequent in the two languages of Occitan-Italian 

bilinguals, mainly in IP- and ip-final position. This bespeaks an important 

influence of language contact on intonation. Phrasal stress is usually 

associated with intensity peaks in all varieties, but intensity seems to co-vary 

with F0 movements rather than being a direct correlate of metrical stress.  

Utterance-final stressed syllables are associated with (H+)L* L% 

falling movements, which confers them a low degree of prominence. In 

these syllables, intensity is usually low, and duration shorter than in 

utterance-internal syllables affected by nuclear stress. However, it is not 

clear whether the utterance has to be considered as a prosodic constituent 

distinct from the IP, since it does not appear to culminate with a higher 

degree of stress. However, this unit seems to participate in the intonational 
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organization of discourse, related with topic development (see subsections 

5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 6.1.4.1). 

With regard to the status of the Prosodic Word, the existence of 

word stress makes no doubt in Italian and Occitan, since it may convey 

lexical contrasts in these languages. However, no clear marking of the head 

of Prosodic Words has been found in any variety. 78  Primary-stressed 

syllables show a tendency to be realized with a slightly higher duration, F0 

and intensity in Italian, indicating that some of them are actually accented, 

although not frequently enough to reach significance. In Northern French, 

word-final full syllables do not differ from unstressed syllables at all: they 

are — almost — never accented. In Occitan and Southern French, the trend 

is intermediate between Italian and Northern French. While this seems to 

confirm that word stress was lost in Northern French, the situation is less 

clear as far as Southern French, Occitan and Italian are concerned. The 

results show that AP-internal words are often not accented in these 

languages, and when they are, the degree of prominence of the accented 

syllable is low: duration is never involved — only slightly in Italian —, and 

pitch rises and intensity peaks are scaled down. Nevertheless, some 

lexically-stressed or word-final syllables were actually found to be accented 

AP-internally in the Southern French, Occitan and Italian data, indicating 
                                            

78  The fact that the difference between syllables bearing word stress and 
unstressed syllables did not reach significance in any variety may have been 
favored by the inclusion of two types of syllables within the category of unstressed 
syllables: on the one hand, constituent-final metrically weak syllables, whose 
realization can be affected by final lengthening and boundary tones; on the other 
hand, syllables affected by secondary stress, which may be accented in some 
cases, reducing the difference with primary-stressed syllables. However, the 
distinction between all these categories was not possible because the number of 
constituent-final weak syllables was too reduced and secondary-stressed syllables 
too rarely accented. 
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that word stress is indeed retained as a potential position for pitch accents 

to anchor with — although this happens rarely and AP-internal prominences 

are reduced.  

As a conclusion, phrasal stress is marked by lengthening and always 

associated with a pitch accent. The syllabic duration and the range of the 

pitch excursion are proportional to the level of stress, intensity co-varying 

with F0. Language contact has an influence on intonation: while French and 

Occitan in contact with French present almost only rising pitch accents 

utterance-internally, Italian and Occitan in contact with Italian display more 

falling movements. Word stress was lost in Northern French, but it is 

maintained in Italian, Occitan and Southern French, where it serves as 

anchor point for potential pitch accents, but it is usually not marked by 

duration. 
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6.4.  Diachronic evolution of metrical structure and 
pitch-accent distribution in Occitan and French 
In this section, we propose a diachronic explanation of the prosodic 

organization of Romance languages from Latin, based on the metrical grid 

applied to a hierarchy of constituents including mora, syllable, foot, 

Prosodic Word, Accentual Phrase, intermediate phrase, Intonation Phrase, 

and possibly utterance. According to the language or variety, not all of 

these constituents are considered to culminate with stress, i.e. to project a 

metrical head at a particular level in the grid. This model enables us to 

account for the phrasing, metrical and accentual patterns observed 

synchronically in Occitan, Southern and Northern French, as well as an 

explanation of their diachronic evolution and the influence of language 

contact. 

As we saw in the previous sections of this chapter, Northern French 

lost its word stress in favor of a phrase-final prominence assigned post-

lexically: primary stressed is assigned to the last full syllable in the Accentual 

Phrase (AP); Prosodic Words do not culminate with a word-level stress. 

Between the AP and the syllable, only one unit is relevant for metrical 

organization in Northern French: most APs show none or only one accented 

secondary stress, aligned with the left edge of their leftmost lexical word. 

When more AP-internal prominences appear, avoiding too long inter-

accentual lapses, their alignment follows either binary or ternary patterns. 

Thus, the unit for secondary stress assignment in Northern French 

resembles neither the Latin moraic trochee nor the syllabic trochee of the 

majority of modern Romance languages.  

By contrast, Occitan and Southern French present both primary 

stress at the word level and syllabic trochees responsible for secondary 
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stresses within APs. This resembles the system of southern Romance 

languages like Catalan, Spanish or Italian, for instance, although Occitan and 

Southern French present degenerate unary feet at the left edge of Prosodic 

Words, allowing for clashes between secondary and primary stresses like in 

Northern French. Thus, while Northern French only displays one level 

between the syllable and the phrase, Occitan and Southern French, like 

their southern neighbors, distinguish two metrical levels: the foot and the 

Prosodic Word. 

What did happen during the evolution from Latin that made the 

metrical system of Northern French so different from the other Romance 

varieties? Romance languages all differ from Latin in their metrical patterns, 

in that feet are parsed according to syllables in Romance, while Latin foot 

parsing was sensible to morae. However, Northern French stress system 

diverges even more from the common mother language. It is well known 

that processes of apocope and syncope affected much more French than 

other Romance languages. This reduced drastically the number of syllables 

in French words as compared to their Latin origin, which certainly had an 

influence on its metrical organization. In subsection 3.2.2, we detailed the 

mechanisms of stress assignment in Latin, southern Romance languages, 

Occitan and French. A further analysis of the diachronic evolution of 

metrical structure in these languages may shed light on the reasons for this 

odd situation of French in its family.  
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6.4.1. The metrical system of Latin 
In Latin, stress assignment is sensible to syllable weight: it falls on the 

penultimate syllable if it is heavy, otherwise on the penultimate. Some — 

but not all — segments project morae: long vowels project two, short 

vowels one, and consonants in coda position one (see subsection 3.2.2.1). 

Morae are then organized regularly in left-headed binary feet — that is, 

trochees — within the Prosodic Word: feet are parsed from right to left 

within the Prosodic Word, the last syllable being extrametrical. A certain 

tendency towards the alignment of the leftmost foot with the left edge of 

the Prosodic Word may lead to violate foot-binarity, constructing ternary 

feet. The heads of feet bear secondary stress and primary stress is assigned 

to the head of the rightmost trochee in the Prosodic Word.  

Thus, three metrical levels are distinguished in Latin below the 

phrase: the mora, the foot and the Prosodic Word. Reference to syllables is 

necessary to determine certain properties of the Latin metrical system: 

position in the syllable determines whether a consonant projects a mora or 

not, and the whole content of the word’s last syllable is always 

extrametrical, regardless of the number of morae that it is made of. 

However, the syllable does not constitute a metrical level as such: feet 

parsing in not sensitive to syllables. This bespeaks an asymmetry between 

prosodic constituent organization and metrical hierarchy: organization in 

syllables is relevant but not directly involved in metrical culmination. On the 

one hand, morae, the head of feet and the head of Prosodic Words 

represent the three lower levels of prominence in Latin. On the other hand, 

Prosodic Words, syllables and syllabic constituents such as nucleus and coda 

are involved in the prosodic organization, mainly defining relevant positions 

at their edges.  
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To sum up, in Latin, metrical structure is derived from regular 

mechanisms: morae are assigned to segments in syllabic nuclei and codas; 

the last syllable in the word is always extrametrical; non-extrametrical morae 

are organized in left-headed feet, parsed from right to left within the 

Prosodic Word; word stress is assigned to the rightmost foot in the word; 

and phrasal stress to the rightmost word in the phrase. Thus, four metrical 

levels are distinguished within the phrase: L0 corresponds to morae; L1 to 

the culmination of feet with secondary stress on their leftmost mora; L2 to 

the culmination of Prosodic Words with primary stress on their rightmost 

foot; and L3 to the culmination of (phonological) phrases with phrasal stress 

on their rightmost Prosodic Word. Syllables do not culminate with a metrical 

prominence, but their boundaries are relevant for the determination of the 

moraicity of consonants and for the definition of extrametricality. The 

boundaries of Prosodic Words are also relevant, since they delimit the 

domain for foot parsing. Figure 6.36 models this system in a bracketed 

metrical grid, in which asterisks * represent heads on each metrical level, 

organized in lines from bottom to top, parentheses ( ) indicate the 

boundaries of each prosodic constituent, and angle brackets < > the edges 

of extrametrical material. We see how syllables do not culminate with a grid 

mark, but are involved in word-final extrametricality. A foot cannot be 

constructed at the left edge of the word if it does not contain (at least) two 

morae: the first mora in catēna is not parsed in any foot.79 

                                            
79 The question whether u ̄na constitutes or not a Prosodic Word on its own is 
controversial: in Low Latin some numerals grammaticalized as determiners, and 
thus as function words. Although it might be contested, in the figure we 
considered this last stage, in which u ̄na constitutes a trochee but does not 
culminate at the Prosodic Word level. 
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Figure 6.36 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Latin phrase una 
bella grossa catena (‘a big beautiful chain’). 

6.4.2. Emergence of the general Romance metrical system 
In Low Latin, vowel quantity lost its contrastive character; as such, in the 

lexical representation of words, vowels are all associated with one sole 

mora. Therefore, the number of morae per syllable only depended on the 

presence or absence of a coda. Moreover, by processes of apocope and 

syncope many vowels in metrically weak positions were deleted, leading the 

onsets of former syllables to be incorporated as codas of the previous 

syllable, increasing the number of heavy syllables. As a consequence, many 

moraic trochees became monosyllabic, creating frequent clashes between 

adjacent syllables with secondary stress. Clash resolution must have led to 

de-stress many syllables, weakening the regularity of moraic trochee 

parsing and introducing rhythmic alternation between syllables. The lowest 

metrical level must eventually have been reinterpreted and shifted from the 

mora to the syllable; feet — except the one involved in word stress — 

became hence syllabic trochees. These feet are still left-headed and parsed 

from right to left within the Prosodic Word, as in Latin, but the unit to which 

parsing is sensible is not anymore the mora but the syllable. The metrical 

system of most modern Romance languages consists hence of three levels: 
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the syllable, the foot and the Prosodic Word.80 Only the rightmost foot in 

the Prosodic Word is still sensible to morae. 

Apocope and syncope phenomena reduced the number of final 

syllables, but word prominence remained in most cases associated with the 

same syllable that it affected in Latin. Therefore, the position of word stress 

with respect to the word boundary changed: in Romance, some words are 

stressed on their last syllable, something that never occurred in Latin since 

the last syllable was always extrametrical. The most frequent pattern in 

Romance is penultimate stress in words ending in a vowel and final stress in 

words ending in a consonant. As explained in subsection 3.2.2.2, this default 

pattern can be described in the following way: one moraic trochee is 

constructed at the right edge of the word, syllabic trochees are parsed from 

right to left and word-stress is assigned to the head of the rightmost 

trochee in the Prosodic Word.81 However, antepenultimate stress is still 

possible in a majority of Romance languages. In this case, extrametricality of 

the last syllable has to be lexically specified. This was completely lost in 

Occitan, in which no word shows antepenultimate stress.82 Furthermore, in 

                                            
80 Some modern Romance languages — among which many Rhaeto-Romance, 
Northern Italian, and Northern-Occitan varieties — have developed vowel length 
distinctions. As such, the mora is a relevant metrical unit in these varieties. 
However, these quantity distinctions are relatively recent evolutions; all these 
languages must have gone through a stage similar to the one presented here for 
common Romance. 
81 The fact that the nature of the foot involved in word stress is different from the 
rhythmic feet that derive secondary stresses has been justified by van der Hulst 
(1996, 2006, 2009). 
82 However, some peripheral varieties (Cisalpine and colloquial Aranese Occitan) 
sow cases of antepenultimate stress. 
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words with final stress ending in a vowel, the last syllable must be stored as 

associated with a prominence at the foot level in the lexicon.83  

Thus, the prosodic organization in segments, syllables and Prosodic 

Words remains relevant just as it was in Latin. It is the metrical organization 

that changed. The loss of quantity distinction made morae irrelevant, except 

at the word right edge: the lowest metrical level (L0) was shifted to the 

syllable. However, apocope and syncope phenomena made it necessary to 

store some metrical information in the lexicon: extrametricality of the last 

syllable of words with antepenultimate stress, and a stress mark at the foot 

level (metrical level L1) on the last syllable of words with final stress on a 

vowel. As in Latin, feet (which culminate at L1) remain left-headed, and 

Prosodic Words (at L2) and phrases (at higher levels) right-headed. This 

metrical system is the one that can be observed in modern Italian, Catalan 

or Spanish, for instance. Figure 6.37 represents this system by means of a 

bracketed metrical grid applied to the Catalan translation of the Latin 

phrase in Figure 6.36. If we compare it to the Latin grid, we see that the 

lowest metrical level (L0) does not refer to morae but to syllables, and that 

word-final syllables are not extrametrical. 

                                            
83 An alternative to this analysis would be that all words have one syllable that is 
associated with a metrical mark at the foot level in the lexicon. This would enable 
to get completely rid of morae in the metrical organization of Romance languages 
that do not display quantity distinctions. However, this would fail to grasp the fact 
that there is a default pattern for word stress assignment. 
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Figure 6.37 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Catalan phrase 
una bella grossa cadena (‘a big beautiful chain’). 

6.4.3. The metrical system of Occitan 
In Occitan, the system is almost the same (see subsection 3.2.2.3): the main 

difference is that extrametricality was completely lost, and that degenerate 

feet are allowed at the left edge of Prosodic Words. Figure 6.38 shows the 

bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Occitan translation of the 

phrase used in the previous Latin and Catalan examples. Unlike in Catalan, 

though, word stress in the AP-internal Prosodic Word (annotated with a “?” 

sign in the figure) may be demoted to the foot level for the sake of 

eurhythmic alternation within the AP in Occitan, as long as its position 

remains more prominent than the adjacent syllables. 

 
Figure 6.38 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Occitan phrase 
una bèla gròssa cadena (‘a big beautiful chain’). 
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6.4.4. The metrical system of Northern French 
The evolution of Romance went even a step further in Northern France. In 

Western Romance, many intervocalic consonants underwent a process of 

lenition — as in the Catalan and Occitan examples, in which Latin catēna 

evolved in cadena, the unvoiced stopped [t] being replaced with a voiced 

fricative [ð] —, which ended up in a complete elision in many cases in 

French. Moreover, apocope and syncope phenomena were even more 

radical than in other Romance languages, making the decrease in number of 

syllables still more important. Furthermore, all the material in the few weak 

syllables that remained was reduced to schwa, an instable vowel in modern 

Northern French that tends to be elided. One consequence of this is that 

word stress position became predictable from the segmental content of the 

last syllable, and therefore lost its distinctive function: it always fell on the 

last full syllable of the word. As a result, word stress is not relevant to 

recognize lexical items and must not be stored in the lexicon anymore. 

Another consequence is that almost only the syllables that corresponded to 

the heads of trochees in Latin remain, a situation much more drastic than in 

other Romance languages. This is in line with how Selkirk (1978) analyzes 

French feet: any syllable headed by a full vowel constitutes it own foot; only 

schwa syllables are weak, included within a foot headed by the syllable to 

their left. In this sense, Montreuil (2002) talks of vestigial feet in French, 

which are almost always constituted of one syllable, since schwa is much 

less frequent than other vowels and tends to not be realized in Northern 

French. However, it is not possible to assign secondary stress to all syllables 

in a word; it has become redundant to have two metrical levels — the 

syllable and the foot — that are (almost) coextensive.  
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This comes together with another circumstance: the Germanic 

population that came with the Frank invasion in the 4th century A.C. was 

numerous in the territories of the Roman Empire corresponding to present-

days Northern France. The influence of the Germanic superstratum was thus 

more important on the Romance varieties spoken in these regions than 

anywhere else in the Romania. In Germanic languages, word stress is 

aligned with the left edge of the stem. This may have introduced a tendency 

to align pitch accents with the leftmost syllable of the Prosodic Word — 

which is often affected by secondary stress in Romance — rather than the 

rightmost in Old French, probably more markedly in cases of contrastive 

focus, in which prominence is higher. We thus have two factors that 

conspire to weaken word stress altogether: its position is not distinctive 

anymore and predictable, so that it has become superfluous to store it in 

the lexicon; accentuation at the right edge of the Prosodic Word is in 

competition with an alignment of pitch accents to its left.  

Thus, on the one hand, word stress is weakened and, on the other 

hand, feet and syllables are almost coextensive. A revolution in the metrical 

system of French had to take place. We consider that this circumstance led 

the lowest metrical level to be reinterpreted and shifted to the foot level. 

Then, if what used to be secondary stress has become the lowest metrical 

level, the level above is also de-ranked one level lower: word stress is 

weakened and becomes secondary stress. Hence, words are marked by two 

secondary stresses: one on their rightmost foot, which is the relique of final 

stress; and one on their leftmost foot, which has been retained as a favored 

anchor point for pitch accents. The status of primary stress is now handed 
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down to the metrical level above, phrasal stress, which falls on the last 

stressed syllable — or vestigial foot — of the phrase.  

According to this view, the Selkirkian foot is still relevant in the 

phonology of French, but it does not participate in the distribution of 

metrical prominences — which was one of the major arguments put forward 

against this unit in the literature — further than being the basic unit on 

which they may fall. Moreover, secondary stress is always less prominent 

than primary stress; in many languages its accentuation is optional, being 

marked in the acoustics mostly under emphasis. This corresponds fairly well 

to the behavior of AP-initial accents in French, which anchor with the 

leftmost syllable — or foot — in the first Prosodic Word, i.e. the first 

secondary stress in the phrase. Secondary stresses are also more sensitive 

to eurhythmic readjustments than primary stresses: clashing AP-internal 

secondary stresses are usually removed, which is in line with the observation 

on French prosody available in the literature. 

The bracketed metrical grid of the French translation of the example 

used above in Latin, Catalan and Occitan in shown in Figure 6.39. In this 

figure, it appears clearly how syllables and feet are coextensive; the lowest 

metrical level is set to the foot level. The monosyllabic AP-internal lexical 

word, which is supposed to be marked with secondary stress, is in sandwich 

between a secondary-stressed syllable (a metrical head on L1) to its left, and 

phrasal stress (on L2) to its right. Edge marking is a universal tendency, so 

the leftmost secondary stress is more likely to be conserved than the medial 

one, and rhythmic alternation is preferred to clashes. Therefore, the 

optimally eurhythmic solution is to erase the stress on the medial word, 

which therefore shows no metrical prominence on level L1. 
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Figure 6.39 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Northern French 
phrase une belle grosse chaîne (‘a big beautiful chain’). 

The accentual patterns of Northern French reflect this metrical 

organization. Pitch accents usually seek the highest metrical level to anchor 

with.  Therefore, they are first associated with primary stress at the right 

edge of all APs. For the sake of eurhythmy, the leftmost secondary stress in 

the phrase, at the left edge of the first Prosodic Word, is more likely to be 

retained than AP-internal stresses. In long APs, internal secondary stresses 

may come up, but rhythmic alternation will cause them to be weaker than 

the leftmost secondary stress. Therefore, pitch accents anchor in preference 

with the first secondary stress in the phrase, AP-internal stresses being very 

unlikely to be accented — only under emphasis, when the tonal density is 

very high (see subsection 5.1.3.1). 

6.4.5. Metrical structure and language contact in Southern 
France 
The introduction and popularization of the French language in Southern 

France at the end of the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries put in 

contact two languages with different metrical systems. During language 

shift, the Occitan metrical system was transmitted almost unchanged to the 

emerging variety of French.  
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However, we hypothesize that the tendency to accent the leftmost 

secondary stress in the AP in Northern French to mark the left edge of 

phrases was retained in Southern French and transferred to the dominated 

language, Occitan. Since these initial accents serve to express contrastive 

focus, it is more useful to anchor them with lexical words. This may have 

been the reason why degenerate feet are allowed at the left edge of lexical 

words, foot parsing being more sensitive to Prosodic Word left boundaries 

in Occitan and Southern French than in other Romance languages. 

Moreover, the adoption of such a tonal bipolarization of the AP may have 

led to weaken somewhat AP-internal word stresses in Occitan and Southern 

French with respect to southern Romance languages, since pitch accents 

tend to anchor with the leftmost metrically strong syllable, be it a primary or 

a secondary stress. This may have opened the door to more metrical 

readjustments within the AP, demoting certain word stresses to a lower 

metrical level: as long as it retains a certain degree of prominence with 

respect to surrounding syllables, word stress may be reduced to a foot-level 

prominence to obey eurhythmic alternation within the AP, mainly at high 

speech rate. This was already shown in the Occitan example in Figure 6.38, 

and is also visible in its Southern French counterpart in Figure 6.40: word 

stress in grosse is annotated with a question mark, indicating its optionality. 

In this Southern French example, it can be seen how the maintenance of 

schwa increases the number of syllables with respect to the same phrase in 

Northern French (Figure 6.39), so that feet and syllables are not 

coextensive. Besides the fact that the last Prosodic Word of the phrase 

contains only one foot in French and two in Occitan, the metrical grid is 

identical in Southern French and in Occitan, with the same four metrical 
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levels as in Catalan, and quite different from the Northern French one, in 

which the distinction between feet and syllables is not relevant anymore. 

 
Figure 6.40 Bracketed metrical grid corresponding to the Southern French 
phrase une belle grosse chaîne (‘a big beautiful chain’). 

6.4.6. Conclusions on the evolution of the metrical system from 
Latin to modern Occitan, Southern and Northern French 
To sum up, the evolution from Latin to Northern French has led to several 

reinterpretations of the units that project metrical prominences, but to few 

changes in the constraints on stress assignment at each metrical level. The 

lowest metrical level (L0) shifted from the mora to the syllable in the 

evolution from Latin to Romance and, as a consequence of apocope and 

syncope phenomena, stress position became distinctive, falling on one of 

the last three syllables of the word. Thus, extrametricality has become 

optional, having to be stored in the lexicon for words with antepenultimate 

stress, and words with final stress ending in a vowel have to be lexicalized 

with a metrical mark on their last syllable. Occitan evolved a bit further than 

its southern neighbors: antepenultimate stress is completely prohibited in a 

huge majority of Occitan dialects, extrametricality being completely lost. 

Moreover, degenerate unary feet are allowed at the left edge of Prosodic 

Words in Occitan — constituting anchor points of AP-initial accents. In 

Northern French, the drastic reduction of segmental material led the 
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syllable and the foot to become (almost) coextensive. Word stress position 

became predictable and lost its distinctive capacity. Under Germanic 

influence, accentuation of secondary stress at the left edge of the Prosodic 

Word competed with accentuation on word-final stress. The metrical 

structure of Northern French underwent a radical change: L0 was set to the 

foot level, and the weakened word stress was de-ranked to the status of 

secondary stress (L1 prominence), primary stress (at L2 level) being assigned 

to the rightmost foot in the phrase. Word-initial secondary stress was 

retained, since it was a preferential location for pitch accents. Accentuation 

adapted to this situation: pitch accents are obligatory at the end of the AP, 

associated with primary stress, and optional on the leftmost secondary 

stress, while AP-internal words generally remain unaccented. Language 

contact in Southern France led to the emergence of a hybrid system for 

Occitan and Southern French: the Occitan metrical system remained almost 

unchanged and was transferred into Southern French, but the accentual 

organization of the AP was adopted in both varieties, leading to a reduction 

of the prominence of word stress. 
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CHAPTER 7.  CONCLUSIONS 

Occitan and French have been in contact in Southern France for many 

centuries. As a consequence, some linguistic features of both languages 

have undergone changes. While the morphosyntax of the two languages in 

contact presents little transfers, lexical borrowings happen in both 

directions, including even some function words of French origin in Occitan, 

and the segmental phonetics and phonology of Southern French and 

Occitan show many contact-induced changes. The results of the corpus 

analysis presented in this thesis show that prosody is also affected by 

contact, and that this influence is mutual: Southern French prosody presents 

Occitan features that are absent in Northern French and, vice-versa, Occitan 

adopted some French prosodic features. The consequences of language 

contact have been found both in the metrical structure and in the 

intonational phonology of the languages in contact. On the one hand, the 

stress patterns of Southern French and Occitan appear to have converged 

substantially to an intermediate system between southern Romance 

languages and Northern French, implying a shift-induced transfer of 

metrical structure from Occitan into Southern French. On the other hand, 

Occitan seems to have borrowed intensively intonational patterns of the 

different dominant languages with which it is in contact. 

 

One of the contributions of this thesis is to offer the first description of the 

intonational phonology of Occitan, which was an urgent task, since most 
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native speakers are seniors. The present account makes it possible to 

compare Occitan intonation with other languages, since it follows the 

principles of an international framework of transcription systems based on 

the Autosegmental-Metrical model, ToBI, which aims at establishing which 

tonal events are phonologically contrastive in the different languages and 

varieties. The slightly modified Oc_ToBI system used for the transcription of 

Occitan intonation leans on an inventory of contrastive phonological 

categories that have been found to be applicable to French, simplifying 

cross-linguistic comparisons with respect to the possibilities of the first 

F_ToBI and Oc_ToBI proposals for French and Occitan (Delais-Roussarie et 

al. to appear, 2015; Sichel-Bazin, Meisenburg, and Prieto to appear, 2015). 

The inventory consists of five pitch accents (H*, L+H*, L*, H+L* and H*+L), 

two Intonation-Phrase-final (IP-final) boundary tones (L% and H%) and two 

intermediate-phrase-final (ip-final) boundary tones (L- and H-), which are 

commonly used labels cross-linguistically, plus an Accentual-Phrase-initial 

(AP-initial) accent (Hi) and an AP-initial boundary tone (aL), which are more 

specific to Occitan and French — although aL is also used for other 

languages (Jun 2014). In this thesis, the intonational systems of Occitan, 

Southern and Northern French are compared both at the phonological and 

phonetic levels, as well as in the frequency of use of specific contours, 

highlighting cases in which the influence of language contact is observable. 

The intonational systems of Occitan and French do not differ much at 

the phonological level: a majority of contours are shared, associated with 

the same semantic-pragmatic meanings in both languages. However, the 

peripheral dialects of Occitan that are not in contact with French, Cisalpine 

and Aranese, present divergences with respect to the general patterns.  
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On the one hand, statements expressing finality usually end in a 

progressively falling nuclear configuration (L* L%), but in Cisalpine Occitan 

the contour presents an inflection at the onset of the nuclear syllable, where 

the fall becomes steeper (H+L* L%), like in the languages with which it is in 

contact, Piedmontese and Italian. Although some trends have been 

observed, more research is still needed on the intonation of Cisalpine 

Occitan in comparison with Italian and Piedmontese, which should shed 

some more light on the influence of different language contact situations. 

 On the other hand, Aranese Occitan displays intonational features 

that are absent in the other Occitan varieties and in French, but shared with 

Catalan (as can be observed in Prieto and Cabré 2013; and Prieto et al. to 

appear, 2015), and some of them also with Spanish (Hualde and Prieto to 

appear, 2015; see Prieto and Roseano 2010), with which this variety is in 

contact. Prenuclear pitch accents are rising or high in all varieties, but while 

the peak aligned within the stressed syllable in a majority of them (L+H* or 

H*), in Aranese Occitan it occurs in the following syllable (L+<H*), as in 

Catalan and Spanish. Yes-no questions are mainly rising in all varieties, and 

the rise usually starts at the onset of the nuclear syllable (L+H* H%). 

However, in Aranese Occitan, the rise starts later: the nuclear syllable is 

realized with a low pitch (L* H%), as in Catalan and Spanish. Aranese also 

has adopted a Catalan structure in yes-no questions: it is possible to begin 

questions with the unstressed particle que. In this case, the contour is a high 

plateau on the whole prenuclear string, followed by a fall in the nuclear 

syllable (H+L* L%), like in Catalan. Aranese incredulous yes-no questions are 

realized with a particular rising-falling-rising nuclear configuration, with the 

fall aligned with the nuclear syllable (H+L* H%); this configuration has not 

been documented in our corpus in any other variety, but it is present in the 
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Northwestern Catalan dialect with which Occitan is in contact in the Aran 

Valley. Exhortative requests, which are usually realized H* L% in Occitan and 

French, present a particular nuclear configuration in Aranese Occitan, which 

is also used in Catalan and Spanish: a low tone is anchored with the nuclear 

syllable, followed by a rise-fall at the end of the utterance (L* HL%). This is 

the only case of complex boundary tone documented in Occitan.  

While the rest of Occitan dialects and French share a majority of 

contours, some differences could still be observed. In both Occitan and 

French, particular nuclear configurations are associated with the expression 

of an epistemic mismatch or contrast between the speaker’s beliefs and the 

possible beliefs of the addressee. These contours appear in many different 

types of utterances, including statements and questions: they may express 

contradiction, disapproval, obviousness, but also politeness or confirmation 

requests. In adamant utterances, the contour is generally H+L* L% in all 

varieties: a fall on the nuclear syllable, preceded by a sharp rise. When the 

speaker demonstrates a less cutting attitude, the contour used is different, 

and not the same in all varieties. In Occitan, the nuclear configuration is also 

rising-falling, but the peak is aligned later, at the beginning of the nuclear-

accented vowel, which we annotate H*+L L%. The beginning of the rise is 

never aligned later than the onset of the syllable preceding nuclear stress. 

Southern French speakers that are in contact with Occitan use exactly the 

same intonational pattern. By contrast, in Northern French, the contour 

associated with this meaning — often referred to as implication contour in 

the literature, after Delattre (1966) — consists of a rise ending in a (slightly 

falling) high plateau. The alignment of the beginning of the rise presents 

much variation within the syllable preceding nuclear stress, and the high 

target before the final plateau anchors around the middle of the stressed 
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vowel. Following Portes and Beyssade (to appear), we propose the label 

H*+L H% for this configuration, in which the L trailing tone merges with the 

final H% boundary tone, causing downstep. A similar contour is also used in 

Southern French from Tolosa/Toulouse, where contact with Occitan is 

(almost) completely lost. However, the beginning of the rise is consistently 

aligned with the onset of the syllable preceding nuclear stress in Southern 

French, like in the Occitan contour. Moreover, in the utterances of part of 

the speakers the peak is aligned earlier in the stressed vowel, and a fall to a 

mid pitch level is sensible within the nuclear syllable, which constitutes an 

argument in favor of the low trailing tone. The same rise-fall to a mid level 

was also documented sporadically in several Occitan dialects. Although the 

final pitch level differs, the realization of this fall in the phonetics recalls the 

fall found in the H*+L L% Occitan contour.  

In wh-questions, falling contours are the most common in all varieties. 

They may end in a low tone (L* L%), a mid-low tone (!H* L%) or a reduced 

rise-fall (L+!H* L%) — in emphatic cases, a clear rise-fall may also appear 

(L+H* L%). However, rising nuclear configurations (L+H* H%) are possible 

too. In Occitan, wh-movement is obligatory, but in French it is optional and 

wh-words may appear in situ. We found that the amount of wh-in-situ 

questions in Southern French correlates negatively with the intensity of 

contact with Occitan: wh-in-situ questions are very rare where contact is 

intense. There is a strong correlation between syntax and intonation in wh-

questions: while wh-in-situ questions are mostly rising, wh-movement is 

usually associated with falling contours. As a consequence, the proportion 

of rising contours is much lower in Occitan than in Northern French, and 

Southern French shows intermediate proportions, related with the degree 

of contact with Occitan.  
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In vocatives, three contours were found: a rising-falling contour (H* 

L%), a rising contour similar to that found in yes-no questions (L+H* H%), 

and a stylized contour, often referred to as vocative chant (see Borràs-

Comes et al. 2015; Fagyal 1997; Jun 2014; Prieto and Roseano 2010, for 

instance), which consists of a rise followed by a plateau at a mid pitch level. 

In the Occitan dialects spoken in France, almost only H* L% is used. By 

contrast, in Northern French, the three contours show more or less 

balanced proportions, chants being slightly more frequent than the other 

two. Rises tend to be associated more with first calls, and chants with 

insistent calls. In Southern French from La Cauna / Lacaune, where contact 

with Occitan is intense, the proportion of rises and chants stays very low 

and these contours are mainly produced by women. By contrast, in 

Tolosa/Toulouse, where Occitan is (almost) not spoken anymore, these 

contours are much more frequent — although the proportion of H* L% 

remains somewhat superior. Interestingly, while vocative chants are (almost) 

absent from the Occitan dialects spoken in France (2 out of 61 utterances in 

La Cauna / Lacaune, and 0 out of 32 in the other dialects), we have 

documented them in Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan. However, the tonal 

alignment patterns found in these peripheral Occitan dialects are different 

from those of the French chants. In Aranese and Cisalpine Occitan, the rise 

is aligned with the nuclear syllable, and the mid plateau is realized in the 

next syllable. This is the general pattern described in a vast amount of 

languages of the World, annotated L+H* !H%. By contrast, in French, it is 

the mid plateau that is realized over the nuclear syllable, the rise aligning 

with the preceding syllable; therefore, this configuration is annotated H+!H* 

!H%. In French, this pitch accent only appears in this contour, and the same 

can be said of the !H% boundary tone both in French and in Occitan. 
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Nevertheless, this does not jeopardize the system since vocative chants 

constitute an intonational cliché, the tonal components of which do not 

have to be productive in the language. 

As a conclusion, the intonational system of Occitan seems to have 

borrowed most of its elements from the languages with which it is in 

contact. However, shift-induced interference can be seen in a few cases in 

Southern French: the falling implication contour of Occitan was transferred 

to Southern French, and the frequency of wh-words in situ — and 

consequently of rising contours — as well as rises and chants in vocatives is 

lower than in Northern French. However, the pressure of the standard 

makes these transfer little stable and Southern French tends to get closer to 

Northern French when contact with Occitan is lost. 

 

With respect to prosodic phrasing, metrical structure and accentuation in 

Occitan and French in contact, three main questions had to be resolved, in 

relation with the number of prosodic constituents that have to be 

distinguished in the hierarchy, with the relevance of the Accentual Phrase in 

Occitan (and in Southern French), and with the status of word stress in 

Occitan, Southern and Northern French.  

There is a consensus in the literature on French prosody about the 

need for two phrasing units: the Accentual Phrase (AP) — which has 

received many different names, such as Phonological Phrase, Rhythmic 

Unit/Group, etc. — is the relevant domain for stress assignment and pitch-

accent distribution; and the Intonation Phrase (IP) is the constituent over 

which an intonational contour associated with a semantic-pragmatic 

meaning is deployed. By contrast, the different models do not agree on 
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whether an intermediate phrase (ip) level is needed in French. In order to 

compare phrasing patterns across varieties, the relevance of this unit had to 

be checked. The analysis of the phonetic realization of prosodic breaks and 

metrical heads in our corpus of semi-spontaneous data suggested that two 

levels had to be distinguished in all varieties, arguing in favor of a distinction 

between Intonation Phrase and intermediate phrase in Occitan and French. 

Metrical heads seemed to present two different degrees of prominence, 

but it is mainly in the intonational internal organization of utterances that 

the difference can be observed. On the one hand, while at the IP-level 

nuclear stress may be associated with any pitch accent type — nuclear pitch 

accents participate in the expression of semantic-pragmatic meaning —, ip-

final pitch accents present less possible variety (L+H*, H* or L*). On the 

other hand, while the choice of the IP-final boundary tone is constrained by 

the semantic-pragmatic meaning of the utterance, the nature of ip-final 

boundary tones can be determined by syntagmatic relations: in post-nuclear 

position they usually copy the IP-final one; in prenuclear position they tend 

to be the opposite. This behavior of prenuclear ip-final boundary tones 

follows the principle of inversion de pente or slope inversion described for 

French (see for instance Martin 1987, 2006, 2008; Mertens 2008; Mertens et 

al. 2001). Several syntactic structures trigger the formation of ips: dislocated 

elements, parentheses, appositions (such as non-restrictive relative clauses, 

for instance), tag-questions, vocatives, and complex syntactic phrases 

containing several APs, in which a grouping in ips helps lift scope 

ambiguities. An ip-boundary is always introduced at the right edge of the 

focal domain, and generally of newly introduced topics too.  

The French AP, which may contain several lexical words, is 

characterized by a final prominence, aligned with its last full syllable, 
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obligatorily associated with a pitch accent (see Jun and Fougeron 2000, 

2002; Post 2000, for instance). This phrase often presents an initial low 

boundary tone, and a pitch rise may align near its left edge, usually on the 

first syllable of the leftmost lexical word in the phrase. APs are constructed 

on the basis of lexical heads that project X’ and include all the material to 

their left under the same XP projection, comprising preceding lexical words 

such as prenominal adjectives or auxiliaries, as well as function words. 

Optionally, AP may be restructured, including also material to the right 

dominated by a same XP projection (Post 2000). AP-internal lexical words 

are very rarely accented in Northern French, which has been interpreted as 

a loss of word-level stress (Delattre 1966; Rossi 1980, among many others; 

already by Trubeckoj 1939). 

By contrast, Occitan displays word stress, whose position may convey 

lexical contrasts and is determining in the process of vowel reduction 

(Lieutard 2000; Meisenburg 2001). However, pitch rises have been 

documented on syllables that do not bear lexical stress, recalling French 

initial rises (Hualde 2003, 2004). This has led to the speculation that the AP 

might play a role in the prosodic organization of Occitan, so we had to 

checked in our corpus for evidence for this unit. We found such initial rises, 

and moreover, some lexical words that are not accented inside phrases 

constructed according to the same principles as French APs. By contrast, 

the last stressed syllable of such phrases is always accented. This seems to 

indicate that the AP is actually relevant in Occitan. However, the stressed 

syllable of AP-internal words often retains a certain degree of prominence, 

although reduced with respect to AP-final stressed syllables. Hence, it 

seems that Occitan displays AP but maintains lexical stress.  
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As is expectable, Southern French also presents APs, with optional 

initial rises and AP-internal unaccented lexical words. However, 

prominences on the final full syllable of AP-internal words, similar to those 

found in Occitan, were detected in our corpus in Southern French, while 

they were completely absent in Northern French. This seems to indicate 

that Southern French retains word stress as a location for potential pitch 

accents to anchor with, whereas Northern French has lost it completely.  

Besides, initial rises were found to follow alignment patterns in 

Occitan and Southern French that differ slightly from Northern French. In all 

varieties, they usually associate with the first syllable of the leftmost lexical 

word in an AP, especially when they express contrast. In disyllabic words, 

initial rises may appear on a syllable adjacent to a — AP-final, but in Occitan 

and Southern French also AP-internal — pitch-accented syllable, creating a 

clash. However, in Occitan and French rhythmic initial rises were often 

found to align at an even number of syllables to the left of the following 

accented syllable, sometimes across word boundaries, aligning on clitics, 

while this was rare in Northern French. This binary pattern suggests that 

feet play a role for the alignment of initial rises in the southern varieties, 

whereas these rises seem to be more sensitive to word boundaries in 

Northern French. 

The results of these observations led us to elaborate a model for 

phrasing, metrical structure and accentuation in Occitan, Southern and 

Northern French, based on three levels above the word: the AP, the ip and 

the IP. We considered also the utterance, a unit that groups together 

pragmatically related sentences, which has been found to have intonational 

correlates in statements: utterance-internal IPs usually show continuation 
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rises, whereas the most common utterance-final nuclear configuration is a 

fall. Below the AP level, the Prosodic Word seems to culminate with stress 

in Occitan and Southern French, but not in Northern French. We tested 

statistically the predictions of this model with an acoustic analysis on semi-

spontaneous data (fable summaries) in Northern French and in the two 

languages of Occitan-French and Occitan-Italian bilinguals.  

The results showed that, as far as F0 movements are concerned, the 

varieties from France and those from Italy patterned separately: while 

phrasal stress is consistently associated with a rise at all levels except 

utterance-finally in French and in Occitan from France, falling movements 

are more frequent in Italian and Cisalpine Occitan. The range of the pitch 

movement correlates positively with the degree of stress, indicating that an 

AP-final pitch accent alone is realized with a smaller pitch excursion than 

when it is followed by an ip- or an IP-final boundary tone. The range 

difference is significant between all levels in Southern French, but in the 

other varieties, although the tendency was the same, the F0 movement 

associated with ip-final stress does not differ significantly either from the AP 

(in Northern French), from the IP (in Italian) or from both (in Occitan from 

the French Alps). Intensity does not show as clear patterns as F0. It is higher 

in syllables associated with phrasal stress utterance-internally — mainly in 

the varieties from France — and lower AP-internally and utterance-finally. 

However, it presents a clear positive correlation with F0 (r=.405, p<.001): 

intensity increases with rising pitch movements and decreases with falling 

F0. As far as the duration of stressed syllables is concerned, it is significantly 

distinct in AP-, ip- and IP-final position in all varieties. This confirms the 

necessity of distinguishing three different phrases above the word, marked 

by three degrees of final lengthening: the AP, the ip and the IP. The 
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utterance did not appear to be relevant for duration, only for F0 and 

intensity, which show falling movements in utterance-final position in all 

varieties.  

AP-internally, stressed (or word-final in French) syllables present no 

significant difference in duration, F0 and intensity with unstressed syllables. 

Only Italian shows a tendency to lengthen phrase-internal stressed syllables 

and to increase intensity, but it does not reach significance. However, the 

distributions of the F0 data in the different varieties show that AP-internal 

word-final or stressed syllables are never accented in Northern French, 

sometimes in Occitan and Southern French, and more often in Italian. This 

indicates that, while stress assignment is a post-lexical phenomenon in 

Northern French applying at the phrasal level, word-stress — although its 

position is predictable and thus not contrastive — is retained in Southern 

French, as in Occitan and Italian, but that it is only rarely associated with a 

pitch accent. 

As such, Occitan and Southern French retain a metrical system that is 

very similar to that of their southern Romance neighbors: all prosodic 

constituents in the hierarchy culminate with stress. We hypothesize that 

Northern French lost its word stress due to a series a factors. On the one 

hand, the important Germanic superstratum in Northern France may have 

been at the root of the appearance of initial rises. Since in Germanic 

languages stress is stem-initial, pitch accents may have had the tendency to 

anchor with word-initial syllables — which usually bear secondary stress in 

Romance — instead of syllables affected by word stress, especially when 

expressing contrast. On the other hand, the reduction of segmental 

material that French underwent during its evolution from Latin reduced the 
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number of syllables of the words, leading feet to become (almost) 

coextensive with syllables, and the position of word stress predictable. As a 

consequence, secondary stress patterns were altered, and had to be parsed 

at a higher level than the foot. The next level in the hierarchy is the Prosodic 

Word, which makes the syllables that used to be affected by word stress a 

good candidate to retain secondary stress. Thus, our position is that 

Prosodic Words do not culminate with stress in Northern French but rather 

present secondary stress at either edge, primary stress being assigned to 

the last (secondary-)stressed syllable in the phrase. Pitch accents anchor 

with metrically strong syllables, so AP-final primary stressed syllables are the 

more likely to be accented. For eurhythmic reasons of alternation as well as 

due to the universal tendency to mark edges, the leftmost secondary stress 

in the AP is likely to be metrically stronger than AP-internal ones, which 

explains why optional rises tend to align with the first syllable of the 

leftmost lexical word rather than with other syllables in the AP. 

In Occitan, the lesser reduction of segmental material permitted to 

maintain the distinction between primary stress at the Prosodic Word level 

and secondary stress at the foot level. However, the possibility to find initial 

rises clashing with accented primary-stressed syllables indicates that unary 

degenerate feet are allowed in Occitan. The question whether this is due to 

a common evolution or to a transfer due to contact with French remains 

without answer. By contrast, the maintenance of word stress as well as 

binary foot parsing in Southern French bespeaks a case of shift-induced 

transfer of metrical structure from Occitan, leading to prosodic 

convergence between Southern French and Occitan into an intermediate 

system between the common Romance one and that of Northern French. 
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To conclude, the investigation of the prosody of Occitan and French 

in contact seems to indicate that intonational phonology is quite permeable: 

Occitan borrows intensively intonational features from the languages with 

which it is in contact. By contrast, metrical structure — and, to a lesser 

extent, syntactic patterns — seems more solid and more likely to be 

transferred during language shift and conserved in the emerging contact 

variety. More research in other situations of contact might confirm or infirm 

this claim. However, this thesis deals mainly with the speech of bilinguals; it 

will be interesting to continue investigating the prosody of Southern French 

monolinguals in order to determine which aspects of the contact variety are 

retained after language shift and transmitted to younger generations, and 

which are being erased under the pressure of the standard. 
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ANNEX 

 

ANNEX 1 – INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRES 

 

1.A. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE – LENGADOCIAN OCCITAN 

Vos anam presentar qualques situacions. Vos caldrà imaginar cossí fariatz se 

i vos trobèssetz. Ensajatz de respondre per de frasas las mai cortas 

possible.  

1. INTONACION DECLARATIVA  

1.1 De tipe neutre  

Frasas d’una unitat tonala - 1a1. Vos an demandat çò que vos agrada mai: 

los iranges o las mandarinas. Vos respondètz que son las mandarinas.  

Las mandarinas.  

- 1a3. Agachatz la fòto e digatz çò que fa la Maria.  

La Maria manja una banana.  

Enumeracion - 1b1. Digatz los jorns de la setmana.  

Diluns, dimars, dimècres, dijòus, divendres, dissabte e dimenge.  

Element periferic - 1c1. Imaginatz-vos que venètz de conéisser qualqu’un de 

Rodés e vos, i avètz viscut plan d’annadas. Digatz-li que i aviatz demorat 

longtemps, aval.  

Ieu tanben i ai viscut longtemps, a Rodés.  
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1.2. De tipe non neutre  

Focalizacion contrastiva - 1d1. Dintratz dins una botiga ont la femna es un 

pauc sorda. Vos a pas plan ausit, e, quand li avètz demandat un quilo 

d’iranges, vos demanda se es de mandarinas que volètz. Digatz-li que non, 

que çò que volètz, es d’iranges.  

Non! Vòli D’IRANGES.  

Emfasi - 1d2. Dintratz dins una pastissariá e sentètz una olor fòrça bona. 

Digatz-o a la vendeira.  

Ò que sent bon aicí!  

Declarativa categorica - 1d3. Amb una amiga sètz a parlar d’autres amics 

que vòlon crompar un ostal. Vòstra amiga vos ditz que viuràn a Marselha, 

tota segura, mas vos, sabètz que viuràn a Nimes. Digatz-li, convençut/da, 

que non, que viuràn a Nimes.  

Non pas! viuràn a Nimes!  

Declarativa dubitativa - 1d4. Un amic vos encarga de crompar un present 

per qualqu’un que coneissètz pas gaire e avètz páur de mal lo causir. 

Digatz-li que çò que li cromparetz, benlèu que li plairà pas.  

Benlèu qu’aquò li plairà pas...  

Declarativa d’evidéncia - 1d5. Sètz amb una amiga e li explicatz que la 

Maria, una amiga comuna, espèra un enfant. Ela vos demanda de qui es lo 

dròlle. Vos sètz espantat/da qu’o sapcha pas pr’amor que tot lo monde sap 

qu’es del Jòrdi, son òme. Qué li respondètz, a vòstra amiga?  

E ben, del Jòrdi!  
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Exclamativa - 1d6. Vos convidan a manjar un caçolet e es lo mai bon 

qu’avètz jamai manjat, e sètz esbalausit. Qué disètz?  

Qué bon qu’es, aqueste caçolet!  

 

2. INTONACION INTERROGATIVA (interrogativas absolutas)  

2.1. De tipe neutre  

Frasas d’una unitat tonala - 2a1. Dintratz dins una botiga ont èretz pas jamai 

dintrat/da e demandatz s’an de mandarinas.  

Bonjorn! Avètz de mandarinas?  

- 2a2. Deviatz portar vòstre filh/felen al fotbòl, mas sètz fòrça preissat/da. 

Demandatz a un amic se i lo poiriá menar.  

I lo menariás?  

Frasa de mai d’una unitat tonala - 2a4. Avètz telefonat en çò d’una amiga 

que se ditz Maria mas son òme vos a dich que i èra pas. Pus tard, la tornatz 

apelar. Es son òme que vos respond tornarmai. Demandatz-li s’es tornada.  

Es tornada, la Maria?  

Disjoncion - 2b1. Volètz crompar una camiseta e sabètz pas se val mai la roja 

o la verda. Demandatz a la persona que vos acompanha quina vos va milhor, 

la roja o la verda.  

Quina me va milhor, la roja o la verda?  
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Enumeracion - 2b3. Un amic a besonh de vos per far quicòm. Vos podètz i 

anar diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres. Demandatz-li quora vòl que i anetz, 

diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres.  

Quora vòls que venga? diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres?  

Element periferic - 2c1. Sètz a sopar amb d’amics. Servissètz un bocin de 

vianda a un amiga que s’apèla Alina. Vos ditz que ne vòl pas. Demandatz-li 

susprés/esa se ne manja pas, de vianda.  

Manjas pas de vianda, Alina? / Ne manjas pas, de vianda?  

2.2. De tipe non neutre  

Focalizacion e emfasi - 2d1. Parlàvetz de la Maria amb qualqu’un e ausissètz 

una persona qu’arriba. Demandatz s’es la Maria, aquela qu’arriba.  

Es la Maria, aquela qu’arriba?  

Exclamativas - 2d2. I a de mond a dinnar en çò vòstre. Aprèp lo dessèrt, vos 

en anatz far una comission, mas eles demòran per prene lo cafè. Quand 

tornatz al cap de tres oras, son pas encara partits. Qué lor diriatz per 

mostrar que sètz estonat/da de los veire encara aquí?  

Sètz encara aicí, vosautres?!  

- 2d4. Venètz de dinnar amb un amic e sètz plan confles d’aver tant manjat. 

Vesètz que s’arrèsta davant una pastissariá. Demandatz-li (tot/a estonat/da 

perque venètz de dinnar) s’a encara talent.  

As talent?!  

Questions confirmatòrias - 2d6. Lo Joan a dich que vendrà dinnar. 

Demandatz-li per o confirmar.  

Vendràs dinnar, non?  
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- 2d10. Son tres oras e mièja e sabètz plan qu’es ja tard per dinnar. Vesètz 

que la Joana arriba tota preissada del trabalh e se’n va cap a la cosina. Dèu 

pas encara aver manjat, la paura. Demandatz-li s’a talent.  

As talent?  

Question imperativa - 2e1. Vòstres nebots cridan fòrça en jogant e podètz 

pas agachar la television tranquil/la. Demandatz-lor despacientat/da se 

vòlon se calar.  

Volètz vos calar?!  

Proposicions - 2e4. Sètz amb un amic a charrar. Demandatz-li se vòl venir 

beure un còp amb vos.  

Venes beure un còp?  

- 2e5. Avètz vòstres pichons nebots a l’ostal. Propausatz-lor se vòlon una 

limonada.  

Volètz una limonada?  

Question retorica - 2e9. Volètz èsser tranquil/la, mas sètz al mièg d’un 

tarrabastal impressionant. Demandatz-vos a vos meteis/sa se i aurà jamai un 

pauc de tranquillitat, dins aquel ostal.  

I aurà jamai un pauc de tranquillitat, dins aqueste ostal?  
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3. INTONACION INTERROGATIVA (interrogativas parcialas)  

3.1. De tipe neutre  

Frasas d’una unitat tonala - 3a2. Faretz un viatge en Itàlia e volètz portar un 

sovenir a una persona que coneissètz pas gaire mas que vos interessa de 

marcar plan amb ela. Ne parlatz amb un amic e volètz que vos conselhe: 

demandatz-li çò que li portariá.  

Qué li portariás?  

- 3a3. Imaginatz-vos que dins la cambra i aviá un armari que fasiá longtemps 

que la pòrta tampava pas pus. Dintratz dins la cambra e vesètz que la pòrta 

es plan tampada. Demandatz a vòstra femna/ vòstre òme qui l’a adobada.  

Qui l’a adobada?  

Frasa de mai d’una unitat tonala - 3a6. Un òme es vengut en çò vòstre e vos 

a dich que veniá far una revision de l’installacion de gas, mas l’avètz pas 

daissat dintrar perque vos ne fisàvetz pas. L’òme vos a dich que tornarà 

deman. Demandatz a un amic çò que fariá a vòstra plaça, s’aquel òme 

tornèsse.  

Qué fariás, a ma plaça, se tornèsse?  

Enumeracion - 3b1. Vòstra pichona filha de 16 ans ditz qu’aquesta nuèch 

sortirà per far la fèsta. Es pichona e la cal susvelhar... Demandatz-li ont va, 

cossí i va e quora tornarà.  

Ont vas, cossí i vas e quora tornaràs?  

Element periferic - 3c1. Trobatz un paquet sus la taula en çò vòstre. 

Demandatz a vòstre filh Pèire qual es que l’a portat, aquel paquet.  

Pèire, qual es que l’a portat, aquel paquet?  
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3.2. De tipe non neutre  

Exclamativa - 3d1. Un amic vos conta que lo Joan, una coneissença que 

deviá fòrça argent a la banca, a fach encara un autre emprunt. Demandatz 

(susprés/esa perque sabiatz ja que ne deviá fòrça) quant dèu d’argent ara.  

E quant dèu d’argent, ara?!  

Question dubitativa - 3d2. A doas oras del matin trucan a la pòrta e sètz al 

lièch. Vos desrevelhan. Demandatz-vos qual pòt èsser a aquela ora.  

Qual pòt èsser a aquela ora?  

Question imperativa - 3e1. Demandatz a vòstre fraire que vos faga una 

comission e sètz pas gaire segur/a que la farà, perque li avètz ja demandat 

fòrça còps e vos a pas jamai ajudat. Demandatz-li, un pauc enervat/da, 

quora vos o farà.  

Quora m’o faràs?!  

Question exortativa - 3e2. Avètz fòrça enveja que d’amics vengan sopar en 

çò vòstre. Demandatz-lor gaireben en los suplicant (perque vos an dich que 

pòdon pas venir) perqué venon pas.  

Perqué venètz pas?  

Question imperativa - 3e3. Qualqu’un vos tira per la camisa dos o tres còps 

e quand vos viratz, vesètz qu’es una coneissença fòrça charraire e plan 

pesuc que vos enquiquina totjorn e quand vos trapa vos daissa pas pus. 

Demandatz-li çò que vòl.  

Qué vòls?!  
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Question retorica - 3e4. Aviatz dich al monde que trabalhan amb vos que 

faguèsson quicòm, e en arribar descobrissètz que o an pas fach perque vos 

esperavan. Demandatz a vos meteis/sa qué farián sens vos.  

Qué farián, sens ieu?  

 

4. INTONACION INTERROGATIVA (interrogativas reïterativas)  

4.1. De tipe neutre  

Question reïterativa absoluta - 4a2. Vos an balhat l’ora, mas avètz pas plan 

comprés. Cresètz que vos an dich qu’èra una ora, mas ne sètz pas segur/a. 

Tornatz-li demandar s’es una ora. “Es una ora.” (mal prononciat)  

(M’as dich qu’) es una ora (, es aquò)?  

Question reïterativa parciala - 4b1. Sètz a explicar a un amic una istòria que 

vos es arribada pendent qu’anàvetz en veitura. Vòstre amic vos a demandat 

ont anàvetz, mas sabètz pas se o avètz plan comprés perque a un problema 

per parlar e pronóncia pas tròp plan. Tornatz demandar s’es plan aquò. 

“Ont anavas?” (mal prononciat)  

(M’as demandat) ont anavi (, es aquò)?  

Disjoncion - 4c1. Aprèp, vos a demandat per ont sètz passat/da, mas sabètz 

pas s’avètz comprés aquò, “per ont siás passat/da?”, o ben s’avètz comprés 

“qué s’es passat?”. Demandatz-li se vos a demandat per ont sètz passat/da 

o qué s’es passat. “Per ont siás passat?” (mal prononciat)  

(Qué m’as demandat,) per ont soi passat o qué s’es passat?  
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Element periferic - 4c2. Vòstre fraire vos ditz qu’una amiga de la familha, la 

Maria, vòl venir far a las cartas (e vos sabètz qu’a ela li agrada pas tròp, far a 

las cartas). Vos, aquò vos estona e volètz verificar que vos parla plan de la 

Maria que cresètz, aquela qu’a una veitura roja. Demandatz-li s’es plan la 

Maria, la de la veitura roja.  

La Maria, la de la veitura roja?  

4.2. De tipe non neutre  

Focalizacion e emfasi - 4d1. Vos dison qu’un amic, lo Jòrdi, se presenta a las 

eleccions municipalas. Aquò vos estona fòrça de sa part e o tornatz 

demandar.  

Lo JÒRDI, se presenta a las municipalas?  

Question reïterativa exclamativa - 4d2. Vòstra vesina vos conta qu’es anada 

al restaurant e qu’a comandat de lapin a la mostarda. Afirma tota 

convençuda que çò que li an donat èra de cat e pas de lapin. Volètz pas o 

creire. Tornatz-li demandar (fòrça estonat/da) çò que ditz que li an donat.  

Qué dises que t’an donat?  

 

5. INTONACION IMPERATIVA  

Òrdres - 5a1. Imaginatz-vos que trabalhatz a la recepcion dins una ostalariá 

e dintra un coble que vòl una cambra. Per poder far la reservacion, cal que 

garniscan un papièr. Damandatz-lor d’o far.  

Garnissètz aquel papièr, vos pregui.  
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- 5a3. Sètz dins un jardin public amb vòstra neboda. Corre e sortís del 

jardin. Vos sètz inquiet/a perque sus l’avenguda que i a a costat del jardin i 

a fòrça circulacion. Cridatz-li que venga.  

Vèni!  

Pregària - 5b2. Volètz anar al cinemà amb un amic. Vos ditz qu’a de trabalh, 

mas vos sabètz que i fa pas res se lo daissa per pus tard. Digatz-li que 

venga, per ensajar de lo convéncer.  

Ane, vèni!  

 

6. VOCATIUS  

- 6a1. Dintratz en çò d’una amiga, la Maria, mas quand avètz acabat 

d’entrar, la vesètz pas. Pensatz que dèu èsser dins lo membre d’a costat. 

Sonatz-la.  

Maria!  

- 6a2. Al cap de dètz segondas, degun es pas sortit. Pensatz qu’es benlèu 

ennaut. Tornatz-la sonar un pauc pus fòrt.  

Maria!!  
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1.B. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE – VIVARO-ALPINE OCCITAN 

 

1. INTONACION DECLARATIVA - STATEMENTS 

1.1 Neutra - Neutral 

1. Vòsta frucha preferia, aquò’s lo mandarin. Vos an demandat çò que vos 

agrada de mai: lo pertugal o lo mandarin. Qué respondètz? 

Lo mandarin. 

2. Agachatz la fòto e disètz çò que fai la Maria (la fòto es sus un papièr a 

part). 

La Maria manja ‘na banana. 

Enumeracion - Enumeration 

3. Disètz los jorns de la setmana. 

Diluns, dimars, dimècres, dijòus, divendres, dissabte e dimenge. 

1.2. Non neutra - Marked 

Focalizacion contrastiva – Contrastive focus 

4. Intratz dins una botega ont’ la frema es un pauc chòrnha. Lhi avètz 

demandat un quilo de pertugals, mas vos a rèn sentut e vos demanda s’es 

de mandarins que volètz. Lhi disètz de non, qu’es de pertugals que volètz. 

Non! Vuei de PERTUGALS. 

Exclamativa - Exclamative 

5. Intratz dins una pastisseria e sentètz una odor bèn bòna. Lo disètz a la 

vendeira. 

Coma la sent bòn aicí! 
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Declarativa categorica – Contradiction statement 

6. Abo la vesina parlatz d’amics comuns que vòlon chaptar ‘na maison, mas 

siètz pas d’acòrdi sus l’endrech ont’ la vòlon chaptar. Vos, sabètz bèn que 

viuràn dins la valada, mas vòsta amija, tota segura, vos ditz que viuràn dins 

la plhana. Convençut/a, lhi disètz de non, que viuràn dins la valada. 

Non! Viuràn dins la valada! 

Declarativa dubitativa – Uncertainty statement 

7. Vòste amic Mariano vos a demandat lo plhaser de demandar a sa frema, 

la Magdalena, de venir abo vosautres far una chaminada. Mas vos que la 

conoissètz, pensatz qu’a ela li agrada pas gaire chaminar. Disètz a vòste 

amic que la Magdalena benlèu volarè pas venir. 

Benlèu Magdalena volarè pas venir. 

Declarativa d’evidéncia – Statement of the obvious 

8. Parlatz abo la vesina e lhi explicatz que la Magdalena, ‘na amija comuna, 

atend un filh. Vòsta vesina vos demanda de qui. Vos siètz estonat/a qu’o 

sàpie pas, del temp que tot lo monde sap qu’es de Mariano, son òme. Qué 

lhi respondètz, a la vesina? 

E ben, es de Mariano! 
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2. INTERROGATIVAS ABSOLUDAS – YES-NO QUESTIONS 

2.1. Neutra – Information-seeking 

Frasas d’una unitat tonala – Question with one tonal unit 

9. Intratz dins una botega ont èretz pas jamai intrat/a e demandatz s’an de 

mandarins. 

Bonjorn! Avètz de mandarins? 

Disjoncion – Disjunctive yes-no question 

10. Volètz chaptar ‘na chamiseta e saubètz pas s’es mièlhs la rossa o la 

verda. Demandatz a la persona que vos acompanha quala vos ista mièlhs, la 

rossa o la verda. 

Quala m’ista mièlhs, la rossa o la verda? 

Enumeracion – Enumeration 

11. Un amic a da manca de vos per far quarque rèn. Vos lhi polètz anar 

diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres. Demandatz-lhi quora vòl que lhi anètz, 

diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres. 

Quora vòls que vene? diluns, dimars, dijòus o divendres? 

2.2. Non neutra – Marked 

Questions confirmatòrias – Confirmation seeking yes-no questions 

12. Jan a dich que venarè a disnar. Demandatz-lhi que vos o confirme. 

Venarès a disnar, non? 

Questions imperativas – Imperative yes-no questions 
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13. Vòstes nebots crion fòrt en demorant-se e polètz pas agachar la 

television tranquille/la. Enervat/a, demandatz-lor se vòlon pasiar-se. 

Volètz quitar-la?! (demanda-òrdre) 

14. Avètz ’ls pichòts nebots an aquò vòste. Prepausatz-lor se vòlon ‘na 

limonada. 

Volètz ‘na limonada? (invitacion) 

 

3. INTERROGATIVAS PARCIALAS – WH-QUESTIONS 

3.1. Neutra – Information-seeking 

Frasas d’una unitat tonala – Questions with one tonal unit 

15. Imaginatz-vos que dins la chambra i a un armari que fai lòngtèmps que 

la pòrta tèn pas barraa. Intratz dins la chambra e veiètz que la pòrta es bèn 

barraa. Demandatz a vòsta frema/ vòste òme qui es que l’a arranjaa. 

Qui es que l’a arranjaa? 

16. Fasarètz un viatge a París e volètz portar un sovenir a ‘na persona que 

conoissètz pas gaire mas vos interessa d’èsser en bòn rapòrt amb’èla. Ne’n 

parlatz abo ‘n amic e volètz que vos conselhe: demandatz-lhi çò que lhi 

portaria. 

Qué lhi portaries? 
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Frasa de mai d’una unitat tonala – Question with more than one tonal unit 

17. Vòsta pichòta filha de 14 ans ditz qu’aquesta nuèch sortarè per far fèsta. 

Es pichòta e la chal sorvelhar... Demandatz-lhi ont’ lhi vai, coma lhi vai e 

quora tornarè. 

Ont’ lhi vas, coma lhi vas e quora tornarès? (coordinacion) 

3.2. Non neutra - Biased 

Questions imperativas – Imperative wh-questions 

18. Demandatz a vòste fraire que vos fasse una comission e siètz pas gaire 

segur/a que la fasarè, perque lhi avètz já demandat sovent e vos a pas jamai 

ajuat. Demandatz-lhi, ‘n pauc enervat/da, quora vos o fasarè. 

Quora m’o fasarès?! 

19. Avètz bèn vuèlha que d’amics venen a minjar an aquò vòste. 

Demandatz-lor en lor suplicant (perque vos an dich que pòlon pas venir) 

perqué venon pas. 

Perqué venètz pas? (invitacion, demanda) 
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4. INTERROGATIVAS ECÒ – ECHO QUESTIONS 

Ara vos presentarem de situacions onte vos an dich quarque rèn, mas avètz 

pas bèn comprés çò qu’an dich. Volètz verificar que çò que vos esmea aver 

comprés es bèn çò que venon de dire. 

4.1. Neutra – Neutral 

Question ecò absoluta – Neutral yes-no echo question 

20. Vos an donat l’ora, mas avètz pas bèn comprés. Creiètz que vos an dich 

qu’èra ‘na ora, mas ne’n siètz pas bèn segur/a. Tornatz demandar s’es una 

ora. 

Es una ora? 

Question ecò parciala – Neutral wh-echo question 

21. Explicatz a un amic una istòria que vos es arrubaa quora qu’anàvetz en 

veitura. Vòste amic vos a chamat ont’ anàvetz, mas saubètz pas s’avètz bèn 

comprés perque trebula a parlar e pronóncia pas tròp bèn. Tornatz 

demandar a vòste amic se vos a chamat ont’ anàvetz. 

M’as chamat ont’ anavo? 

Disjoncion – Disjunctive echo question 

4.2. Non neutra - Biased 

Absoluta anti-expectativa – Counterexpectational yes-no echo question 

22. Vos dison qu’un amic, Mariano, se presenta a ‘ls ele(c)cions municipalas. 

Aquò vos estona bèn d’el e o tornatz demandar. 

Mariano, se presenta a las eleccions municipalas? 
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Parciala anti-expectativa – Counterexpectational wh- echo question 

23. Vòsta vesina vos cuènta qu’es anaa al restaurant e qu’a comandat de 

cunilh a la mostarda. Cuènta tota convençua que çò que lhi an donat èra de 

chat e pas de cunilh. O volètz pas creire. Tornatz-lhi demandar (bèn 

estonat/a) çò que ditz que lhi an donat. 

Qué me dies que t’an donat? 

 

5. INTONACION IMPERATIVA – IMPERATIVES 

Òrdre – Command 

24. Vòsta nèça jua dins vòste jardin. Mas comença de s’aluenhar de la casa 

en corrent fins a la granda via onte lhi a bèn de veituras que passon, e vos 

estatz amentat. Lhi criatz que vene arrèire. 

Vèn! 

Pregària – Request 

25. Volètz anar al cine abo ‘n amic. Vos ditz qu’a da far, mas vos saubètz 

que lo pòl laissar da far pus tard. Lhi disètz de venir. 

Alè, vèn! 

 

6. VOCATIUS – VOCATIVES 

26. Intratz an aquò de ’na amija, Magdalena, mas quora siètz intrat/a, la 

veiètz pas. Pensatz que deu èsser dins la chambra a lo costat. La sonatz. 

Magdalena! 
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27. Après dètz segondas, degun es pas salhit. Pensatz que benlèu es 

dessobre (ëd’sobre). La tornatz sonar abo insistença. 

Magdalena!! 
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1.C. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE – FRENCH 

 

Imaginez les situations suivantes et essayez d’y répondre par des phrases 

les plus courtes possible. 

1. INTONATION DÉCLARATIVE 

1.1 De type neutre 

Énoncés d’une unité tonale 

- 1a1. Imaginez que vous adorez les mandarines; c’est votre fruit préféré. 

Quelqu’un vous demande : Vous préférez les poires ou les mandarines ? 

qu’est-ce que vous répondez ?  

Les mandarines. 

- 1a3. Regardez la photo et dites ce que fait Marie.  

Marie mange une banane. 

Énumération 

- 1b1. Dites les jours de la semaine.  

Lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimanche. 

Élément périphérique 

- 1c1. Imaginez que vous avez vécu pendant longtemps à Limoges. En 

vacances, vous faites la connaissance de quelqu’un qui vous dit qu’il vient 

de Limoges. Surpris/e et content/e, dites-lui que vous aussi, vous y avez 

vécu pendant des années, à Limoges.  

Moi aussi, j’y ai vécu pendant des années, à Limoges. 
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1.2. De type non neutre  

Focalisation contrastive  

- 1d1. Vous entrez dans un magasin où la vendeuse est un peu sourde. Vous 

lui dites que vous voudriez quelques oranges, mais elle ne comprend pas 

bien et elle vous demande si ce sont des citrons que vous voulez. Dites-lui 

que non, que ce sont des oranges que vous voulez.  

Non ! Ce sont des oranges que je veux.  

Emphase  

- 1d2. Vous êtes invité(e) à dîner chez une amie. Quand vous arrivez vous 

sentez de bonnes odeurs de cuisine. Comment le dites-vous à votre amie ?  

Qu’est-ce que ça sent bon ! 

Déclarative catégorielle  

- 1d3. Avec la voisine, vous parlez d’amis communs qui veulent acheter un 

appartement mais vous n’êtes pas d’accord de l’endroit où ils veulent 

l’acheter. Vous, vous êtes sûr qu’ils vivront à Limoges. Votre voisine dit que 

non, qu’ils iront certainement vivre à Bordeaux. Dites-lui, convaincu, qu’ils 

vivront à Limoges.  

Mais non, ils vivront à Limoges ! 

Déclarative douteuse   

- 1d4. Un ami vous demande d’acheter un cadeau pour quelqu’un que vous 

connaissez à peine et vous craignez de ne pas faire le bon choix. Dites à 

votre ami que ce que vous avez acheté, ça ne va peut-être pas plaire à cette 

personne.  

Peut-être que ça ne lui plaira pas… 
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Déclarative d’évidence 

- 1d5. Vous allez voir la voisine pour lui annoncer que Marie, une amie 

commune, est enceinte. Votre voisine vous demande de qui. Vous trouvez 

ça plutôt bizarre qu’elle ne le sache pas parce que tout le monde sait que 

c’est de son petit ami Julien ! Qu’est-ce que vous lui répondez ?

Mais de Julien, bien sûr !  

Exclamative 

- 1d6. Vous êtes invité à manger des crêpes et ce sont les meilleures que 

vous ayez jamais goûtées. Qu’est-ce que vous dites ?  

Qu’est-ce qu’elles sont bonnes ! 

 

2. INTONATION INTERROGATIVE (interrogatives absolues)  

2.1. De type neutre  

Énoncés d’une unité tonale  

- 2a1. Vous entrez dans un magasin où vous n’avez jamais été avant, et vous 

demandez s’ils ont des mandarines.  

Vous avez des mandarines ? 

- 2a2. Vous devriez emmener votre petit frère au terrain de foot, mais vous 

êtes très pressé. Demandez à un ami s’il pourrait l’y emmener.  

Tu peux l’y emmener ?  
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Énoncé de plus d’une unité tonale  

- 2a4. Vous essayez d’appeler votre amie Marjolaine à la maison, mais elle 

n’est pas là. Plus tard, vous essayez de nouveau, mais c’est encore son 

copain / son mari qui répond. Demandez-lui si elle est là.  

Elle est là, Marjolaine ?  

Disjonction  

- 2b1. Vous avez acheté de la glace à la vanille et à la noisette pour votre 

fête. Demandez aux invités s’ils veulent de la glace à la vanille ou à la 

noisette.  

Vous voulez de la glace à la vanille ou à la noisette ?  

Énumération  

- 2b3. Un ami a besoin de votre aide. Vous pouvez y aller lundi, mardi, jeudi 

ou vendredi. Demandez-lui s’il veut que vous veniez lundi, mardi, jeudi ou 

vendredi.  

Quel jour est-ce que tu veux que je vienne, lundi, mardi, jeudi ou 

vendredi ? 

Élément périphérique   

- 2c1. Vous cherchez Marjolaine et vous ne la trouvez pas. Vous voyez 

quelqu’un qui la connaît et vous lui demandez si elle l’a vue.  

Tu as vu Marjolaine?  
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2.2 De type non neutre  

Focalisation et emphase  

- 2d1. Vous êtes en train de parler de Marie avec quelqu’un et vous n’en 

dites pas de très bonnes choses, quand vous entendez quelqu’un arriver. 

Demandez si ce n’est pas Marie qui arrive.  

Ce n’est pas Marie qui arrive ?  

Exclamatives 

- 2d2. L’électricien devait venir à 10 heures, mais il vous fallait faire les 

courses et vous avez laissé votre fille à la maison pour l’attendre. Quand 

vous revenez, beaucoup plus tard, vous vous rendez compte que 

l’électricien n’est pas encore passé. Tout(e) surpris(e), vous demandez à 

votre fille s’il n’est pas encore venu.  

Il n’est pas encore venu ?! 

- 2d4. Vous venez de dîner avec un ami et vous voyez qu’il s’arrête devant 

une pâtisserie. Demandez-lui (complètement étonné parce que vous avez 

juste fini de dîner) s’il a faim.  

Tu as faim ?! 

Questions confirmatives   

- 2d6. Jean a dit qu’il viendrait dîner. Vous lui demandez de le confirmer.  

Tu viendras dîner, non ?  

- 2d10. Vous savez que l’heure du dîner est déjà passée. Vous voyez arriver 

Marjolaine qui court à la cuisine pour trouver quelque chose à manger, et 

pour vous moquer un peu d’elle, vous lui demandez si elle a faim.  

Tu as faim ?  
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Question impérative   

- 2e1. Vous avez vos neveux à la maison et ils font beaucoup de bruit ; alors 

vous ne pouvez pas entendre la télévision. Vous leur demandez s’ils ne 

peuvent pas rester tranquilles.  

Vous ne pourriez pas rester tranquilles ?!  

Offertes   

- 2e4. Demandez à un ami s’il a envie de venir boire quelque chose avec 

vous.  

Tu viens boire un coup ?   

- 2e5. Demandez à vos petits neveux s’ils veulent un bonbon.  

Vous voulez un bonbon ?  

Question rhétorique   

- 2e9. Vous voulez de la tranquillité, mais vous êtes au milieu d’un chaos 

impressionnant. Vous vous demandez si vous pourrez jamais être tranquille 

dans cette maison.  

Est-ce qu’on pourra jamais être tranquille dans cette maison ?  
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3. INTONATION INTERROGATIVE (interrogatives partielles)  

3.1. De type neutre 

Énoncés d’une unité tonale  

- 3a2. Il vous faut aller à Paris et vous voulez acheter un cadeau pour une 

personne que vous connaissez à peine et avec laquelle vous voulez garder 

de bonnes relations. Vous demandez à un ami ce qu’il vous conseillerait.  

Qu’est-ce que tu lui offrirais ? 

- 3a3. Un ami qui a des appartements en location vous raconte qu’il a 

finalement loué une maison qui était restée vide depuis longtemps. 

Demandez-lui à qui il l’a louée 

À qui tu l’as louée ? 

Énonciation de plus d’une unité tonale  

- 3a6. Votre voisine vous raconte qu’un homme est venu ce matin pour 

réviser l’installation de gaz et qu’elle ne l’a pas laissé entrer parce qu’elle se 

méfiait de lui. Il a dit qu’il reviendrait demain. Demandez-lui ce qu’elle lui 

dira s’il revient.  

Qu’est-ce que tu vas lui dire, demain, s’il revient ? 

Énumération 

- 3b1. Votre fille de 14 ans vous dit qu’elle veut aller à une fête ce soir. 

Demandez-lui, un peu impérativement, où elle va, comment elle s’y rendra 

et quand elle va rentrer.  

Où est-ce que tu vas, comment tu vas y aller et à quelle heure tu vas 

rentrer ? 
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Élément périphérique  

- 3c1. Quand vous rentrez à la maison, vous trouvez un paquet sur la table. 

Demandez à votre copain/fils qui l’a apporté.  

Qui est-ce qui l’a apporté, ce paquet ?   

3.2. De type non neutre  

Exclamative 

- 3d1. Un ami vous parle de quelqu’un que vous connaissez et qui doit 

beaucoup d’argent à la banque, mais qui continue encore à emprunter. 

Demandez (surpris/e parce que vous saviez déjà qu’il avait beaucoup de 

dettes) combien d’argent il devra finalement à la banque.  

Combien de dettes aura-t-il à la fin ?  

Question douteuse  

- 3d2. À deux heures du matin, alors que vous dormez profondément, 

quelqu’un frappe à la porte et vous réveille. Vous vous demandez qui ça 

pourrait bien être à cette heure.  

Qui ça peut bien être à cette heure ?  

Question impérative  

- 3e1. Vous demandez à votre frère de vous rendre un service, mais vous 

n’êtes pas trop sûr/e qu’il le fera parce que vous lui avez déjà demandé 

plusieurs fois et il ne vous a jamais aidé. Demandez-lui, déjà un peu fâché/e, 

quand il vous aidera.  

Quand est-ce que tu m’aideras ?!  
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Question exhortative   

- 3e2. Il vous importe beaucoup que quelques amis viennent dîner chez 

vous. Vous leur demandez, presque implorant (parce qu’ils vous ont déjà dit 

qu’ils ne peuvent pas venir) pourquoi ils ne viendront pas.  

Pourquoi vous ne venez pas ?   

Question impérative  

- 3e3. Quelqu’un tire sur votre t-shirt et quand vous vous retournez, vous 

voyez que c’est quelqu’un que vous connaissez et qui est difficile à 

supporter. Il vous embête tout le temps et ne vous laisse pas tranquille. 

Demandez-lui ce qu’il veut.  

Qu’est-ce que tu veux ?!  

Question rhétorique  

- 3e4. Vous avez convié vos collègues à faire quelque chose et quand vous 

revenez, vous remarquez qu’ils ne l’ont pas fait parce qu’ils vous 

attendaient. Vous vous demandez ce qu’ils feraient sans vous.  

Qu’est-ce qu’ils feraient sans moi ?  

 

4. INTONATION INTERROGATIVE (interrogatives réitératives)  

4.1. De type neutre  

Maintenant on a trois situations dans lesquelles on vous a dit quelque 

chose, mais vous n’êtes pas sûr d’avoir bien compris. Vous répétez alors ce 

que vous pensez avoir compris pour vérifier que c’est bien ça qu’on vous a 

dit. 
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Question réitérative absolue  

- 4a2. On vous a donné l’heure, mais vous n’avez pas bien entendu. Vous 

pensez avoir compris qu’il est une heure. Vous demandez s’ils ont dit qu’il 

est une heure.  

(Vous avez dit qu’)il est une heure ?  

Question réitérative partielle   

- 4b1. On vous a demandé où vous alliez, mais vous ne savez pas si vous 

avez bien compris. Demandez si c’était ça ce qu’ils vous ont demandé.  

(Vous m’avez demandé) Où je vais ?  

Disjonction   

- 4c1. On vous a demandé comment vous êtes venu, mais vous n’avez pas 

compris s’ils ont demandé ça ou plutôt comment vous étiez entré. 

Demandez s’ils vous ont demandé l’une ou l’autre chose, c’est-à-dire 

comment vous êtes venu ou comment vous êtes entré.  

(Vous m’avez demandé) Comment je suis venu ou comment je suis 

entré ?  

Élément périphérique  

- 4c2. On vous dit que Marjolaine veut venir à une excursion. Mais vous 

connaissez plusieurs Marjolaines, et vous voulez vérifier qu’il s’agit bien de 

celle à qui vous pensez. Demandez si c’est bien cette Marjolaine, celle qui a 

une voiture rouge. 

Marjolaine, celle qui a une voiture rouge ? 
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4.2. De type non neutre  

Focalisation et emphase 

- 4d1. On vous raconte que votre ami Jean présente sa candidature à la 

mairie. Vous ne pouvez pas le croire, parce que Jean, la politique, ça ne 

l’intéresse pas du tout, et vous demandez si c’est bien ça.  

Jean présente sa candidature à la mairie ?!  

Question réitérative exclamative  

- 4d2. Votre voisine vous raconte qu’elle a dîné dans un restaurant et qu’elle 

a commandé du lapin aux oignons. Complètement convaincue, elle affirme 

qu’ils lui ont donné du chat au lieu de lapin. Vous ne pouvez pas le croire. 

Demandez-lui (très étonné/e) ce qu’elle dit qu’ils lui ont donné.  

Qu’est-ce que tu dis qu’ils t’ont donné ?!  

 

5. INTONATION IMPÉRATIVE 

Ordres 

- 5a1. Imaginez que vous êtes réceptionniste dans un hôtel et un couple 

entre et demande une chambre. Dites-leur de remplir un formulaire.  

Remplissez ce formulaire, s’il vous plaît. 

- 5a3. Vous êtes dans le parc avec votre nièce Marjolaine.  Elle court et 

quitte le parc. Vous avez peur parce qu’il y a beaucoup de voitures dans 

l’avenue qui entoure le parc. Dites-lui de venir.  

Viens !  
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Prière 

- 5b2. Vous voulez aller au cinéma avec un ami. Il vous dit qu’il lui faut 

travailler, mais vous savez qu’il peut le faire plus tard. Comment est-ce que 

vous feriez pour le convaincre ? Dites-lui qu’il devrait venir.  

Allez, viens !  

 

6. VOCATIVES 

- 6a1. Vous entrez dans la maison de votre amie Marjolaine, mais quand 

vous êtes dedans, vous ne la voyez pas. Vous pensez qu’elle doit être dans 

sa chambre. Appelez-la.  

Marjolaine !  

- 6a2. Vous attendez dix secondes, mais personne ne vient. Vous pensez 

qu’elle est peut-être en haut et vous l’appelez avec insistance.  

Marjolaine !!  
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1.D. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE – ITALIAN 

 

intonazione dichiarativa 

1.1. tipo neutro  

Una unità tonale  

1. Ti hanno chiesto se preferisci le pere o i mandarini. Tu rispondi 

mandarini. 

I mandarini.  

2. Guarda la figura e dimmi che cosa fa Maria.  

Maria mangia una banana.  

Liste 

3.  Dimmi i giorni della settimana. 

Lunedì martedì mercoledì… 

1.2. tipo non neutro  

Focus Contrastivo 

4. Entri in un negozio dove c’è una commessa. Le dici che vorresti un 

paio di limoni. Lei annuisce e ti dice: “Bene, le prendo subito delle arance”. 

Dille di no, che ciò che vuoi sono i limoni.  

No! Vorrei dei limoni. 

Esclamativa  

5. Entri in pasticceria fornaio e senti un buon odore di mandorle. Così lo 

dici al pasticcere. 

Ma che buon odore di mandorle! 
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Dichiarative categoriche 

6.  Tu ed un tuo amico state parlando di alcuni vostri conoscenti che 

vogliono comprare un appartamento, ma non sanno con certezza dove 

comprarlo. Tu sei convinto/a che questi conoscenti abitino a Milano, ma il 

tuo amico ti dice di no, che vivono a Ravenna. Tu lo contraddici, con 

convinzione, affermando che, no, loro vivono a Milano. 

No no no. Guarda che vivono a Milano! 

 

Dichiarativa dubitativa  

7. Il tuo amico Domenico ti ha chiesto il favore di chiedere alla sua 

ragazza, Loredana, di venire con voi a fare un’escursione. Tuttavia tu che la 

conosci pensi che lei non ami fare escursioni. Fai presente al tuo amico, 

quindi, che forse lei non vorrà venire. 

Forse Loredana non vorrà venire. 

Dichiarativa palese 

8. Conversi con la tua vicina e gli sphieghi che Maddalena, una amica 

comune, aspetta un bambino. La tua vicina ti chiede di chi. Ti sorprende che 

lei non lo sappia, come tutti sanno ch’è di Mariano, il suo ragazzo. Cosa 

respondi alla tua vicina?  

(Ma come non lo sai?) È di Mariano! 
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2. intonazione interrogativa (interrogativa totale)  

2.1. tipo neutro 

Una unità tonale  

9. Entri in un negozio in cui non sei mai andato prima e chiedi se hanno 

mandarini. 

Avete dei mandarini? 

Disgiuntive 

10. Hai invitato alcuni amici a casa per festeggiare il tuo compleanno. Hai 

comprato gelato alla banana e alla vaniglia per l’occasione. Chiedi a un tuo 

amico quale dei due gusti vuole. 

Vuoi il gelato alla vaniglia o alla banana? 

Enumerazioni  

11. Un amico tuo ha bisogno di te per fare qualcosa. Tu potresti andare ad 

aiutarlo il lunedì, il martedì, il giovedì o il venerdì. Chiedigli quando vuole 

che vada: il lunedì, il martedì, il giovedì o il venerdì. 

Quando vuoi che venga? lunedì, martedì, giovedì o venerdì? 

2.2. tipo non neutro  

Richieste di conferma  

12. Giovanni ha detto che verrà a cena. Chiedigli che ti dia conferma. 

Verrai a cena, no? 
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Imperative 

13. I tuoi nipoti gridano molto giocando e non puoi vedere la televisione 

tranquillo. Chiedi se possono chiudere la bocca. 

Potete chiudere la bocca? 

14. Chiedi alla tua nipotina se vuole una bambola. 

Vuoi una bambola? 

 

3. intonazione interrogativa (interrogative parziali)  

3.1. tipo neutro 

Una unità tonale  

15. Immagini che nella stanza c’è un armadio che da molto tempo non si 

chiude perche la porta è rotta. Entri nella stanza e vedi che la porta è 

chiusa. Chiedi alla tua ragazza / al tuo ragazzo chi l’ha riparata. 

Chi l’ha riparata? 

16.  Sei a Parigi in vacanza e vuoi comprare un regalo per una ragazza 

che non conosci molto bene ma con cui vuoi fare bella figura. Telefoni alla 

sua più cara amica e le chiedi cosa le regalerebbero, secondo lei, le sue 

amiche intime. 

Che cosa le regalerebbero? 
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Più di una unità tonale  

17. Tua figlia ti dice che stanotte va ad una festa. Sei molto preoccupato 

e le chiedi molte informazioni: dove va, con chi va, come ci arriva alla festa e 

quando tornerà a casa. 

Dove vai, con chi vai e quando tornerai 

Imperativa 

18. Hai chiesto più volte a tuo fratello di aiutarti a fare qualcosa ma non 

l’ha ancora fatto. Sei davvero arrabbiato, e gli chiedi quando ha intenzione 

di darti una mano. 

Ma quando mi aiuterai!? 

19.  Speravi di avere un amico per pranzo, ma lui ha rifiutato. Gli chiedi 

(quasi supplicante) perché non può venire. 

Ma perché non vieni?  

 

4. intonazione interrogativa (domande eco)  

4.1. tipo neutro 

Domande eco totali  

20. Qualcuno ti dice l’ora ma tu non hai sentito molto bene. Pensi che 

abbia detto che sono le nove. Chiedi se è così. 

(Cosa hai detto? che) sono le nove?  
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Domande eco parziali 

21.  Qualcuno ti chiede dove vuoi andare ma non hai capito molto bene. 

Cerchi di verificare se è proprio questo che ti hanno chiesto. 

(Cosa hai chiesto?) dove voglio andare? 

4.2 tipo non neutro  

Domanda totale con sorpresa 

22. Ti dicono ch’un amico, Mariano, si presenta alle elezioni comunali. Ti 

soprende molto perche sai che a lui non piace la politica. Chiedi se davvero 

Mariano si presenta alle elezioni comunali. 

Mariano, sI presenta alle elezioni comunali? 

Domanda parziale con sorpresa 

23.  Il tuo vicino ti ha detto di essere andato al ristorante a pranzo e di 

aver ordinato coniglio con cipolle. E’ convinto che gli volevano servire un 

gatto invece di  un coniglio. Non ci puoi credere. Incredulo, gli chiedi di 

ripetere ancora una volta cosa crede che gli volessero servire. 

Cosa ti volevano servire?  

 

5. Intonazione Imperativa  

Ordini  

24.  Sei al parco con tua nipote. Sta correndo e si allontana sempre più 

da te. Hai paura che le possa succedere qualcosa perché c’è molto traffico 

sulla strada accanto al parco. Le dici di tornare da te 

Vieni qui per favore! 
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25.  Chiedi a un amico di andare al cinema con te. Ti dice che ha del 

lavoro da finire, ma tu sai benissimo che può farlo anche dopo il cinema. 

Cerchi di convincerlo a venire al cinema con te. 

E dai vieni!  

 

Vocativi 

26.  Entri nell’appartamento di Maddalena ma non riesci a vederlo 

dall’ingresso di casa, Immagini che sia nel salone e lo chiami. 

Maddalena! 

27. Passano 10 secondi ma nessuno ti risponde. Pensi che sia in un’altra 

stanza dell’appartamento, cosi lo chiami di nuovo. 

Maddalena! 
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1.E. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE – PIEDMONTESE 

 

intonazione dichiarativa 

1.1. tipo neutro  

Una unità tonale  

1. A l’han ciamaje s’a l’ha pì cari ij pruss o ij mandarin. Chiel a rëspond: ij 

mandarin.  

Ij mandarin.  

2. Chiel ch’a guarda la figura e ch’am disa còs ’a fa Maria 

Maria a mangia una banana.  

Liste 

3. Ch’am disa ij di dla sman-a. 

Lunes, martes, mercol, giòbia, vënner, saba, duminica. 

1.2. tipo non neutro  

Focus Contrastivo 

4. Chiel a intra ant un negossi dova a-i’è una comessa. A-j dis ch’a vorìa 

un chilo ’d limon. Chila a-j dis ëd sì e a-j dis: "Va bin, i-i dago dlongh ij 

portigaj.”. Chiel a-j dis ch ëd no, chiel a veul ij limon. 

No! Mi i veuj ij limon. 

Esclamativa  

5. Chiel a intra dal pastissé e a sent un bon odor ëd mandole. Chiel a lo 

dis al pastissé. 

Ma che bon odor ëd mandole! 
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Dichiarative categoriche 

6. Chiel e un sò amis seve mentre ch’i parle ëd vòstri conossent ch’a 

veulo caté (compré) n’alòg, ma san nen ëd sicur andova. Chiel a l’é convint 

che costi conossent a stago a Milan, ma ël sò amis a dis ch’ ëd nò, a dis ch’a 

vivo a Ravënna. Chiel a-j rëspond, convint, nò, che a vivo a Milan. 

No no no. Guarda che a vivo a Milan! 

Dichiarativa dubitativa  

7. Sò amis Berto a l’ha ciamaje ël piasì ëd dije a soa amis, Loredana, dë 

vnì con vojautri a fé na spasgiada. Ma chiel ch’a la conòss a pensa che a 

Loredana a-j piasa nen marcé. Alora, ch’a-j disa al sò amis che fòrse 

Loredana a vorà pa vnì. 

Fòrse Loredana vorà pa vnì. 

Dichiarativa palese 

8.  Chiel a parla con soa avzin-a e a-j dis che Madlen-a, vòstra amisa, a 

speta na masnà (un cit). Toa avzin-a at ciama da chi. Të stupisse che chila a 

lo sapia nen (pa), dal moment che tuti a san ch’a l’é ëd Mariano sò òm. Còs 

a-j rëspond a soa avzin-a? 

(It lo sas nen?) A l’é ‘d Mariano! 
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2. intonazione interrogativa (interrogativa totale)  

2.1. tipo neutro 

Una unità tonale  

9. Chiel a intra ant un negossi, andova a l’é mai staje prima (dnans) e a 

ciama s’a l’han ëd mandarin. 

I l’eve ëd mandarin? 

Disgiuntive 

10. Chiel a l’ha invità d’amis a ca soa për sò complean. A l’ha catà un 

gelato al gust ëd banana e vaniglia ant l’ocasion. A ciama a un sò amis che 

gust dij doi a veul. 

Ël gelato, it lo veule gust banana o vaniglia? 

Enumerazioni  

11.  An sò amis a l’ha bzògn ëd chiel për fé (masenté) cheicòs. Chiel 

podrìa andelo giuté ël lunes, ël martes, ël giòbia o ël vënner. Chiel ch’a-j 

ciama a sò amis quand a veul ch’a vada: ël lunes, ël martes, ël giòbia o ël 

vënner. 

Quand it veula ch’a ven-a? ël lunes, ël martes, ël giòbia o ël vënner? 

2.2. tipo non neutro  

Richieste di conferma  

12. Gioanin a l’ha dit ch’a vnirìa a sin-a. Ch’a-j ciama ëd deje conferma. 

Vniras-to a sin-a o no? 
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Imperative 

13. Ij sò anvod a crijo fòrt (bandà) smorand-se e chiel peul pa vëd-se la 

television da tranquil (an pas). Chiel a-j ciama s’a peulo stopesse la boca (s’a 

peulo sté ciuto). 

Peules saré (stopé) sta boca? 

14. Chiel a ciama a soa anvodin-a (nvodin-a) s’a veul una (na) 

limonada/bambola (boata). 

Veules-to (veusto) na limonada? It veule na limonada? 

 

3. intonazione interrogativa (interrogative parziali)  

15. Ch’as figura che ant la ciambra a-i sìa n’armari che da motoben as sara pì 

nen, dal moment che la pòrta a l’é rota (s-ciapasse o sirasse). A intra ant la 

ciambra (stansa) e a vëd che la pòrta a l’é sarà. A-j ciama a soa fomna/sò òm 

chi a l’hà rangiala. 

Chi a l’ha rangiala? 

16. Chiel a l’é a Paris an vacansa e a veul fé un cadò a una fija ch’a conòss 

pen-a pen-a, ma dzoratut a veul fé bela figura. A telefona a n’amis ëd chila, 

n’amisa dël cheur, e a-j ciama còs a-j regalerìa. 

Còs it regaleries-to? 

Più di una unità tonale  

17. Soa fija a-j dis che sta neuit a va an festa. Chiel a l’é an pensé e a-j 

ciama vaire informassion: dova a va, con chi a va, come a riva a la festa e a 

che ora a torna ca. 

Dov it vas, con chi it vas, come it rive a la festa e quand it torne? 
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Imperativa 

18. Chiel a l’ha ciamaje motoben ëd vòlte a sò frel ëd giutelo a fé queicòs 

ma chiel a l’ha pa ancor falo. Chiel l’é pròpi ‘n còlera, e a-j ciama quand a 

l’ha intension ëd deje na man. 

Ma quand t’em giuteras? 

19. Chiel savìa d’avej n’amis a disné, ma col-là l’ha arfudà. Chiel a-j ciama 

(ëd bon sentor) përchè a peul nen ven-e. 

Përchè it ven-e nen? 

 

4. intonazione interrogativa (domande eco)  

4.1. tipo neutro 

Adèss jë smonima dle sitoassion andova a l’han dije queicòs, ma chiel a l’ha 

pa capì ben lòn ch’a l’han dije. Chiel dovrà controlé se lòn ch’a j’ësmija 

d’avèj capì, a l’é pròpi lòn ch’a l’han vorsuje dì. 

Domande eco totali  

20. Quaichedun a l’ha dije l’ora, ma chiel l’ha pa sentù ben. A pensa ch’a 

l’abia dit ch’a son neuv ore. A ciama s’a son pròpi neuv ore. 

(Còs a l’ha dit? Ch’) a son neuv ore? 

Domande eco parziali 

21. Queidun a-j ciama dova a veul andé, ma chiel l’é pa sicur d’avèj-lo 

capì ben (dabin). Ch’a cerca ëd capì për dabon s’a l’han pròpi ciamaje 

andova volìa andé. 

 (Còs a l’ha ciamame?) Andova veuj andé? 
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4.2 tipo non neutro  

Domanda totale con sorpresa 

22. A-j diso che n’amis, Mariano, as pòrta a j’elession comunaj. A s’ëstupisse 

tant dal moment che chiel a sa ch’a-j pias nen la politica. A ciama se dabon 

Mariano as pòrta a j’elession comunaj.  

A l’é vera che Mariano as pòrta a j’elession? 

Domanda parziale con sorpresa 

23. An sò avzin a l’ha dije d’esse andà a l’òsto për disné e d’avèj 

comandà cunij e siole. A l’é sicur ch’a vorìo servije un gat al pòst dël cunij. 

Da nen chërdje. Stupì, a-j ciama ëd ripetje ancora una vòlta còsa a chërd a 

volèjsso servije. 

Còsa vorìo servite? 

 

5. Intonazione Imperativa  

Ordini  

24. Chiel a l’é ai giardin con soa anvoda. Chila corinda a s’ëslontan-a 

sempe ‘d pì da chiel. Chiel a l’ha paura (por, pagura) ch’a peussa socedje 

queicòs, dal moment che sla stra a–i’è motoben ëd machine. Chiel a-j dis ëd 

torné andré. 

Fame ’l piasì, ven sì! 
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25. A-j ciama a n’amis d’andé al cine con chiel. L’amis a-j rëspond ch’a 

l’ha motoben ëd travaj da finì, ma chiel [INDICARE LA PERSONA A CUI SI 

PARLA] a sa benissim ch’a peul finilo dòp ël cine. A cerca ‘d contejla d’andé 

al cine con chiel. 

Sa, dai ven! 

 

6. Vocativi 

26. Chiel a intra ant l’alòg ëd Madlen-a, ma a la s-ciara pa d’ant l’intrada, 

a pensa ch’a sia ant l’autra stansa e a la ciama.  

Madlen-a! 

27. Passo des second, ma gnun a rëspond. Chiel pensa ch’a sia ant 

n’autra stansa ancora, parej l’ha ciama torna. 

Madlen-a! 
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2. AESOP FABLE “THE NORTH WIND AND THE SUN” 

 

LENGADOCIAN OCCITAN VERSION: 

La cisampa e lo solelh 

Un còp, la cisampa e lo solelh avián bregas. Un coma l’autre, disián 

qu’èra lo pus fòrt, quand vegèron un viatjaire que s’avançava, plegat dins un 

saile. Tombèron d’acòrdi per dire que lo que capitariá de far quitar lo saile 

al viatjaire, aquel d’aquí seriá lo pus fòrt. Fa que la cisampa se metèt a bufar 

tant que poguèt. Solament, d’ont mai bufava, d’ont mai lo viatjaire se 

plegava del saile, e per finir, la cisampa blaquèt e renoncièt de lo li far 

quitar. Alara lo solelh tornèt sortir, e al cap d’un moment, lo viatjaire 

s’escaufurèt e quitèt lo saile. Calguèt ben que la cisampa reconeguès que lo 

solelh èra lo pus fòrt.  

 

CISALPINE OCCITAN VERSION: 

L’aura del Nòrd e lo solelh 

Un bòt, l’aura del Nòrd e lo solelh an agut una disputa. Un coma 

l’autre, disíon qu’èra lo pus fòrt. Quora an vist un viatjador que s’avançava, 

plegat dins un mantèl, son tombats d’acòrdi per dire que lo que seria 

arribat a far quitar lo mantèl al viatjador, aquel seria estat lo pus fòrt. Fai 

que lo vent del nòrd s’es butat a bufar tant que polia. Solament, lo mai 

bufava, lo mai lo viatjador se plegava dins lo mantèl, e, per finir, lo vent del 

nòrd a quitat de bufar, e a renonciat de lo li far pausar. Alora, lo solelh es 

tornat sortir, e d’un bòt, lo viatjador a agut chaud e a quitat lo mantèl. Es 

aquí que lo vent del nòrd a reconeissut que lo solelh al èra lo pus fòrt. 
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FRENCH VERSION: 

La bise et le soleil 

La bise et le soleil se disputaient, chacun assurant qu’il était le plus 

fort. Quand ils ont vu un voyageur qui s’avançait, enveloppé dans son 

manteau, ils sont tombés d’accord que celui qui arriverait le premier à le lui 

faire ôter serait reconnu comme le plus fort. Alors, la bise s’est mise à 

souffler de toutes ses forces mais plus elle soufflait, plus le voyageur serrait 

son manteau autour de lui. Finalement, elle renonça à le lui faire ôter. Alors, 

le soleil commença à briller et au bout d’un moment le voyageur, réchauffé, 

ôta son manteau. Ainsi, la bise dut reconnaître que le soleil était le plus fort. 

 

ENGLISH VERSION: 

The North Wind and the Sun  

The North Wind and the Sun were arguing one day about which of 

them was stronger, when a traveler came along wrapped up in an overcoat. 

They agreed that the one who could make the traveler take his coat off 

would be considered stronger than the other one. Then the North Wind 

blew as hard as he could, but the harder he blew, the tighter the traveler 

wrapped his coat around him; and at last the North Wind gave up trying. 

Then the Sun began to shine hot, and right away the traveler took his coat 

off. And so the North Wind had to admit that the Sun was stronger than he 

was. 
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3. INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OCCITAN DISAPPROVAL 

STATEMENTS 

 

Contexts: 

1. Arribatz chas vos après èsser ‘nats far las comissions e en botant las 

chausas dins los armaris vos rendètz compte qu'avètz obludat de 'chaptar 

de la limonada. Vòstre/a marit/femna vos ditz de tornar en vila per ne 

'chaptar. Vos ne sètz pas d'acòrd e emmaliciat/da li disètz que non, que 

volètz pas tornar en vila per 'chaptar de la limonada.  

You arrive at home after shopping and as you are putting away what you 

have bought, you realize that you have forgotten to buy lemonade. Your 

husband/wife tells you to go back to town and buy some. You do not agree 

and tell him/her angrily that you do not want to go back to town to buy 

some lemonade.  

The expected sentence was:  

“A non! Vau pas tornar en vila per ‘chaptar de la limonada!”  

(No, I’m not going back to town to buy some lemonade!)  

 

2. Vos e vòstra/e femna/marit sètz convidats a un sopar. Volètz portar 

quauquarren, e vos damandatz çò que podètz ben portar. Vòstra/e 

femna/marit vos prepausa de portar de la limonada, mas vos, trobatz que 

quò vai pas far plaser a las gents que vos an convidats. Dijatz a vòstra/e 

femna/marit que non, que vatz pas lur portar de la limonada.  
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You and your husband/wife are invited for dinner. You want to take 

something to give to your hosts, but you are not sure what. Your 

husband/wife proposes that you take some lemonade, but you feel that it 

would not please your hosts. Say to your husband/wife that you are not 

going to bring them lemonade.  

The expected sentence was:  

“A non! Vam pas lur portar de la limonada!”  

(No, we’re not going to bring them lemonade!)  

 

3. Sètz en vila coma daus amics e cerchatz un restaurant per 'nar disnar. 

Aimatz ben la limonada, e coma anuèch quò es un jorn de fèsta, volètz pas 

'nar a un restaurant onte n'i aia pas. Passatz davant un restaurant e un amic 

vos prepausa d'i ‘nar. Coneissètz lo restaurant e sabètz qu'aquí n'an pas. 

Dijatz-li que volètz pas 'nar dins un restaurant onte n'an pas de la limonada. 

  

You are in town with some friends looking for a restaurant for lunch. You 

like lemonade very much, and since today is a special day, you do not want 

to go to a restaurant that does not serve lemonade. As you are passing in 

front of a restaurant, one of your friends proposes that you go there. You 

know the place and know that they do not have lemonade. Tell him that you 

do not want to go to a restaurant where they do not serve lemonade.   

The expected sentence was:  

“A non! Ieu vau pas dins un restaurant onte ne serven pas de la limonada!”  

(No, I’m not going to a restaurant where they do not serve lemonade!)   
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4. Un amic vòu se garçar de vos e vos incita a beure tota ‘na botelha de 

limonada perque sap que z'aimatz pas. Mas volètz pas vos laissar far. Dijatz-

li que non, que vai pas vos far beure tota ‘na botelha de limonada.   

A friend of yours wants to make fun of you and challenges you to drink a 

whole bottle of lemonade since he knows that you do not like it. But you do 

not want to play along. Tell him that he’s not going to make you drink a 

whole bottle of lemonade.  

The expected sentence was:  

“A non! Vas pas me far beure tota ‘na botelha de limonada!”  

(No, you aren’t going to make me drink a whole bottle of lemonade!)  

 

5. Avètz un amic qu'es fanatic de limonada, e quand comença de ne'n parlar 

s'arrèsta pus. Dins la conversacion, lo subjèct es estat abordat. Pensatz pas 

lo laissar monopolizar la conversacion tota la serenada. Dijatz-li sechament 

que non, que comence pas a parlar de limonada.   

A friend of yours is lemonade fanatic, and once he starts talking about it, he 

won’t shut up. In the course of a conversation, the subject comes up. You 

are not disposed to let him monopolize the conversation all night long, so 

you tell him tersely not to start talking about lemonade.  

The expected sentence was:  

“A non! Començas pas a parlar de limonada!”  

(No, don’t start talking about lemonade!)   
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In each context, the item underlined was replaced with each of the 12 items 

in the following set: 

- penultimate stress: 
- de la limonada [dɛ lɔ limuˈnaːdɔ] (lemonade)  
- dau vin d'Alemanha [dɔw ˈvi dalɛˈmaːɲɔ] (German wine)  
- de la camamilha [dɛ lɔ kɔmɔˈmiːjɔ] (chamomile) 
- una moleta [nɔ muˈletɔ] (an omelet) 
- de la maionesa [dɛ lɔ mɔjuˈneːʒɔ] (mayonnaise) 
- de la remolada [dɛ lɔ rɛmuˈlaːdɔ] (remoulade, mayonnaise-type 

dressing)  
- final stress:  

- un melon [ym mɛˈlu] (a melon)  
- daus botarèus laminats [dɔw butɔˈɾew lɔmiˈna] (sliced mushrooms)  
- dau salami [dɔw ʃɔlɔˈmi] (salami)  
- daus canelats [dɔw kɔnɛˈla] (canelats; these are cakes typical of 

Bordèu/Bordeaux)  
- de la blanqueta de Limós [dɛ lɔ blɔŋˈketɔ dɛ liˈmuː] (sparkling wine 

from Limós/Limoux)  
- daus chocolats au pralinat [dɔw sɔkɔˈla ɔw pɾɔliˈna] (praline 

chocolates)  
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